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''To lay the foundations for the liberty of individuals by organizing 

the initiative of the masses." 

- P. J. Proudhon, Confessions of a Revolutionary, 1849 

"I have this staunch belief that the time for theoretical discourse, in 

print or through the spoken word, has passed. Over the past nine 

years, within the International more ideas than were needed to res

cue the world were devised, if ideas were all that were needed to 

save it, and 1 challenge anyone to come up with a new one. 

The time for ideas is past, it is now time for deeds and action. 

What counts above all else today is the organization of the forces of 

the proletariat. But such organization must be the doing of the prole

tariat itself." 

- Mikhail Bakunin, Letter to the Comrades of the Jura Federation, 

1873 

"What we have to get into our noggin is that we can expect no sup

port. Only our biceps can set us free." 

- Emile Pouget, Le Pere Peinard, October 1894 

"Anarchism is not some beautiful dream, some philosophical abstrac

tion, but a social movement of the toiling masses. For that very rea

son, it has to garner its forces into one broad organization constantly 

acting as reality and the strategy of the social class struggle require." 

- The Organizational Plat/orm of the Group 

of Russian Anarchists Abroad, 1926 

"It will be readily appreciated that I cannot remain indifferent to the 

nonchalance and negligence currently obtaining in our circles. On the 

one hand, it prevents the creation of a coherent libertarian collective 

that would enable anarchists to take their proper place in the revolu

tion, and on the other, it permits a making-do with fine phrases and 

grand notions, while shying away when action is called for .... Respon

sibility and collective discipline should not cause alarm: they are the 

fellow travelers of the practice of social anarchism." 

- Nestor Makhno, On Revolutionary Discipline, 1926 



"A revolutionary organization is first and foremost a means of ef

fective action by the proletariat in its process of liberation, and 

cannot ever represent an end in itself. It is a catalyst radicalizing 

the struggles waged, a living laboratory of experiences and analy

ses, a forum for comparisons, information, liaison and coordina

tion. Its essential role is to echo, centralize and make exemplary 

all the militant work achieved by its members." 

- The Groupe Kronstadt, Paris, 1971 



I. THE BANKRUPTCY OF SOCIALISM AND 

THE SETBACKS OF ANARCHISM 

The age of modern revolutions was ushered in by the French Revolution. 
It cast a long shadow over the whole nineteenth century. Thus, other Bastilles 

were stormed and, gradually, by dint of master-strokes and insurrections, cul

minating in the extraordinary effervescence of 1848 and the rising of the Paris 
Commune in 1871, the revolutionary vision took shape. Since then, its support

ers have been ceaselessly preoccupied with the prospects of its realization.  
Now, lots of difficulties have come to light over the attempts and the experi

ments conducted on its behalf. These reside equally in devising as precise a 
definition as possible of its objectives and in the plotting of a strategy to bring 

these about. 
Thus, while this century is drawing to its conclusion and ought, according 

to the predictions of some of these socialist "prophets," to have witnessed the 
attainment of the "emancipation of humankind," we are in a position to state, 
without fear of contradiction, alas, that the promises that this century inspired 

at its beginning have not been honored. In particular, it is becoming more and 

more apparent that the extraordinary technological and scientific development 
that has marked our times has brought only bitter disappointments or tragic 
disillusionment to those who staked their hopes for liberation upon such ad

vances. In the face of the obstinacy of facts, History has marked time and gone 

into a spin only to skid in every direction. Whenever its mask has fallen away, it 
has been noticeable that the grand preludes to revolution have been followed 
by pale, ordinary dawns. 

In view of such dawns, far from radiant and choral, are we to conclude that 
the very notion of social revolution has become obsolete? Absolutely not. Speak

ing for ourselves, we are convinced that it remains, instead, the sole prospect 
for a genuinely humane society. And this regardless of the nitpickers, obscu

rantists and brainwashers of every ty pe: in spite of fashions and fads, the so
cialist disguises and Marxist-Leninist crimes; despite the renegades from their 
class, the indifferent and the apolitical know-nothings who imagine that they 

can escape unscathed by holding aloof from social warfare. 

But how are we to explain away the deviation and repeated setbacks suf
fered by the revolutionary ideal, its fall into disgrace and the "globally nega

tive" verdict passed against it by a large segment of the earth's population? The 
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correct answer to that would require a protracted and minute scrutiny of a 
whole series of factors and disparate influences. We hope ultimately to conduct 
such an inquiry, but for now, we shall make do with offering a few, very con
densed comments. 

First of all, there was a certain confusion surrounding the very notion of 
revolution. Socialist ideologues took it as synonymous sometimes with the "right 
to work" (1848), sometimes with the worker's right to the full product of his 
labor, then with mere rational organization of a society of producers, or even, 
first and foremost, prior conquest of the power of the state. The object being to 
set the tiller of society for a course suited to the interests of the "most numerous 
and largest" class - the proletariat - but in fact entrusting it to the care of those 
charged with representing its "historic calling." This trend fostered the emer
gence of a new "socialist" class: the Capitalists of Exper tise or brain-workers. 

Whenever one looks at the result of this deep-seated infatuation with in
dustrial growth, one finds that it has brought the workers on the ground only 
crumbs, rendering their lot, certainly, more bearable than before, but every 
whit as precarious, as we today can readily appreciate. This aspiration to mere 
"administration of things" by good "governance of men" has been dependent 
in the minds of socialists and their acolytes upon a "catastrophist" analysis of 
the evolutionary trend of the capitalist system. The latter being destined, by 
their reckoning, for an early grave, as the victim of its countless contradictions, 
all that was needed was patience and that became the cardinal virtue of "scien
tific" socialism. It ought to be stated and stressed that this creed was shared, in 
a different form, by anarchists and honest revolutionaries, as well as by a goodly 
number of proletarians. Hence, by contrast, their impatience and their some
what naive belief in a spontaneous revolution and immediate transtormation of 
social relationships. They were encouraged in this course by those who de
clined to "legislate for the future." That was an astute and profitable ploy for 
disguising the ambition of a new nding class and for dodging the issue of the 
real balance of forces existing between the revolutionaries and their designated 
or potential enemies. This sapping of vigilance led many proletarians to hurl 
themselves, often recklessly, into insurrectionist ventures. And this without 
their being sufficiently conversant with or critical of the orientation of their 
efforts or the recuperation of the gains achieved through their struggles by 
the new enemies within, who had been unduly underestimated up to that point. 
This could be seen at the time of the great workers' bloodletting in June 1848, 
the Paris Commune, Russia and the Ukraine in 1917-1921 and latterly in Spain 
in 1936-1939. 

We should also note that a concentration upon economic conditions, these 
being regarded ultimately as the keystone of any overhauling of society, has 
gone hand in glove with ascendancy of the gregarious element over the indi
vidual, thereby banishing a more comprehensive, subversive appreciation of 
the relations of domination. Anarchism alone has been the exception to this, 
since it has instead taken the circumstances of the individual as its revolutionary 
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project's point of departure and arrival. According to the anarchist viewpoint, 

the individual is more than just a producer and a consumer: he is also a human 

being endowed with a critical awareness and aspiring to social harmony through 

the interplay of individual autonomies. 

The lack of precision in the ideologies of the nineteenth century has been 

mirrored in the "dance of labels": turn and turn about, each faction has styled 
itself "Collectivist," "Revolutionary-Socialist," "Communist" and "Social Demo

cratic" until the process of decanting has left us with the exponents of a suppos

edly "scientific" state socialism and the federalist autonomists, who went on to 
become the anarchists or libertarian communists. Thus, the former were long 

convinced that capitalism's collapse was inevitable given the simple ripening of 

objective conditions, and that this merely needed speeding up a little by taking 
control of the state machinery. It is as plain as day that the system has proved 

itself livelier than anticipated and that it has even managed to recuperate all 

this feigned contestation in an intelligent manner. As for the conquest of state 

power, it has merely led socialists of every hue to perpetual denials, by dint of 

huge concessions, compromises and quite simply shameful compacts with the 

virtual enemy - the capitalist bourgeoisie - while purporting, say, to run 

capitalism better than the capitalists! All to the detriment of their ultimate aims, 
which are endlessly postponed to a more distant and indefinite future date. 

In the view of one segment of these state socialists, as the system has 

refused to perish, it has become a matter of urgent necessity that the subjec

tive conditions of the proletarian "Prometheus" be taken in hand and his en

deavors overseen. So it was that the Blanquist concept of the revolutionary 

minority, overhauled and done up in "sauce tartare" by Lenin, spawned an or

ganization of a new type: the Bolshevik party. Regarding itself as the sole re

pository of the historical interests of the industrial proletariat, and therefore 

awarding itself the right to act on its behalf and in its place, this party imposed 

itself sixty odd years ago, exercising a preferential option over the whole world 

revolutionary movement. W ith the disastrous results of its hegemony we are 

all familiar: everywhere that it succeeded, it has, far from eradicating economic 

and social inequality, merely added to and entrenched it. Weak and aging auto

crats have been supplanted by ruthless and all-powerful party-crats. In short, 
the class struggle which started life with an eye to liberation, has, among the 

state socialists, reformists and totalitarians alike, turned into a commonplace 
"competition for office." A pleasing but very telling formula. 

As regards the second factor in our alternative - the subject of this book 

- which is to say the anarchists or libertarian communists, they have always 
called for the direct assumption by the exploited of control of their fates, quite 

independently of any party or state tutelage. Along with the abolition of private 
and state capitalism alike, as well as elimination of all forms of political domina

tion, so that these may be replaced by an economic and social arrangement 

wherein the production of consumer goods and human relationships would be 

directly related to the real needs and wishes of men and women, banded together 
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into freely federated autonomous communes. For a long time this ideal has 
been dismissed as utopian, but it was implemented on a trial basis - and in 

spite of extremely difficult circumstances - during two revolutionary experi
ments, one in the eastern Ukraine in 1917-1921, and the other in libertarian 
Spain in 1936-1939. This demonstrated that the utopians were not the ones so 
considered, but rather the ones who reckoned that everything could go on as 
before, with the system of exploitation undergoing a little tinkering here and 
there: which boils down in fact to keeping it alive and endlessly fending off its 
inevitable collapse. 

Yet, although anarchism emerged as the radical factor of a genuinely revo
lutionary vision and though its critical contentions have been borne out repeat
edly by historical trends and thus retain their incontestable actuality, the meth
ods advocated and the organizational practice espoused have sometimes led to 
misunderstandings or even to impasses. Coherence and cohesion have fre
quently been lacking. And that is the nub of the problem. Torn between stri
dent individual autonomy and a sometimes lumbering collective approach, lib
ertarians have regularly failed to leave a definitive liberating imprint upon events 
and upon the movement of history. Can this shortcoming be attributed to an 
unfavorable setting, to inescapable objective laws, to human nature, or is it to 
be put down to a congenital handicap, some "soft underbelly" in the doctrine 
and to a deficiency that is susceptible to remedy? We might launch into a lengthy 
dissertation upon each side of the argument, but anarchist ideas are rooted 
chiefly in the will to be and to do in each and every one of us. Thus, it seems to 
us to be a matter of priority that we should seek out the subjective explanations 
for this defect by means of an exploration of anarchist thinking, as demon
strated over the past century or more, marrying this closely to the sundry 
social and practical organizational experiences which it may have spawned. It 

will be no part of our intention to offer a complete inventory of anarchist ideas, 
but rather to focus upon some of the clearest expressions of these, most closely 
associated with the revolutionary project. We shall of course be sf'tting these 

in the social and historical contexts from which they could not be isolated in 
any case, and our emphasis shall be upon the stumbling blocks and obstacles 

that they have encountered. In the light of that thoroughgoing investigation, 
we will then attempt to update the facts of the matter. 
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II. FROM STIRNER'S INDIVIDUAL TO 

PROUDHON'S PRODUCERS 

Anarchist ideas surfaced during the 1840s, by way of a backlash against the 

socialist and communist professions of faith that had recently come into vogue. 
Let us note the paradox: the latter were conceived in opposition to "bourgeois" 
individualism, and they sought the good of the "greatest number." In turn ,  anar
chism made a stand against the societal pretension to overrule the individual and 
called for him to be freed from the constraints of the mass-state. In the estima
tions of Stirner and Proudhon who best expressed that backlash at the time, the 
individual is a flesh and blood being, the basic unit of society, a nonpareil, having 
nothing in common with the abstract "complete" man of historical or religious 
evolution whom the advocates of communitarian or statist gregariousness, to wit, 
the Saint-Simonians, Fourierists, Cabetians and other ideologues of sociability, 
had sought to impose. Especially as, in the vision of the latter, certain individuals 
had been destined to play a special, elite role, as "prophets" in short, and, as 
such, had a definite tendency to claim certain merit for themselves and a destiny 
that, in the long run, turned them into a caste or ruling class. Pending the advent 
of the paradisiacal promised land of the communist society, you understand. 

Stirner adopted a quite different tack: as far as he was concerned, the indi
vidual was the "unique one," the "egoist" operating in accordance with self
interest, without thereby trespassing against the interests of others or ruling 
out any form of freely embraced association,  but refusing state supervision in 
any guise. Such association was a contract entered into with other autonomous 
individuals, on a basis of absolute reciprocity and for a specified duration,  be
ing therefore subject to cancellation at any time: 

If I can make use [of some other being] I come to an arrangement 
with him and I join with him, so as to bolster my power by means of 
such arrangement, and accomplish more, thanks to our conjoined 
strength, I see absolutely nothing in that other than a multiplication of 
my capability and I let it endure only as long as it represents a multipli

cation of my capability. But, thus understood, that is association.l 

Stirner's individual is no longer a "labor force" subject to the will of the 
collectivity: he "makes use of association and abandons it without a care for 

duty or loyalty, once he reckons that there is no longer any advantage to be 
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derived from it." There is no implication there of sacrifice, for he gives his con
sent solely where he stands to benefit, out of self-interest. As far as sacrifice is 
concerned, he "sacrifices only that which is not within his power, which is to 
say he sacrifices nothing at all." 

We should point out that Stirner drew a distinction between revolution and 
revolt. Whereas the former: 

. . .  comprises an overturning of conditions, of an existing state of affairs 

(status quo) regarding the State or society, it is in consequence a po
litical or social act. To be sure, the second has as its inescapable conse
quence a transformation of conditions, but it does not spring from that. 
Finding its origin in men's dissatisfaction with themselves, it is no strap
ping-on of shields, but rather a revolt of individuals, an uprising heed-
less of the institutions which might arise out of it. The revolution has 
as its object new institutions, but revolt induces us to no longer counte
nance being organized, but to look instead to self-organization and in
vest no glowing hopes in "institutions." It is a fight against the estab
lished order, then, since, in the event of success, this collapses un
aided, so it is merely the difficult extraction of the self from that order. 

Whereas, in the view of Stirner, the labor force of the individual ought to 

free itself from the tutelage of society, Proudhon espoused the line that the 
individual is, above all, the producer who is dispossessed of his product by the 
bourgeoisie, the ruling class. Proudhon believes in the validity of the associa
tion and federation of men, who, after having built up with one another their 
producers' and consumers' groupings, in accordance with their needs and 
wishes, represent a collective strength inimical to the state and the proprietors. 
Once these latter have been stripped of thf'ir privileges, their power ,vill bc 

exhausted and the exploitation of man will give way to a society cleansed of all 

government: Anarchy. 
Again, Proudhon's line was that each individual is "unique" in his way: he 

is pussessed of a basic capability: his will - his free choice - which creates 
the aspiration to dignity and independence and represents the indispensable 
condition for his freedom: 

It should not be thought, as the contemporary communists or social
ists do, that man has value only thanks to society, that he is the prod
uct thereof, that it confers a function, a specialization upon him, that 
he is indebted to it for everything and that it owes him nothing. That 

arrangement leads on to the demise of the personality, to Oriental or 
Caesarist absolutism. It enslaves the individual, so that the mass may 
be free. That is tyranny, not association. No example exists of a com

munity which, having been founded in enthusiasm, has not ended in 
imbecility. 2 

These extremely lucid words have since assumed a lot of import and they 
breathe new life into the interest one might bring to a man who could still write 
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that "man does not wish to be organized, mechanized: his inclination is for 
disorganization, for restoration of the element of chance."3 

This approach is underpinned by his ethical intent: the "dignity" and integ
rity of each individual, in the name of a justice defined as "spontaneously gen
erated and reciprocally guaranteed respect for human dignity, regardless of 
the person or the circumstance involved and of whatever the risk to which its 
defense exposes US."4 Such an appreciation establishes between men a bond of 
connection and solidarity that lays the foundation for real fraternity among them, 
assured by mutual consideration for their autonomy as individuals. 

In a broader context, it is no longer a matter of social harmony between all 
existing classes, nor of association between capital and labor, but, instead, of 
irreconcilable opposition between them, of the imperishable contest between 
them. Here, Proudhon fmds himself in the company of Marx, upon whom he 
undoubtedly exercised an influence: the affirmation of an absolute struggle 
between classes, the importance of labor, the development of the forces of pro
duction and relations of production, the role of science, the ideo-realist prin
ciple (which may be taken as equivalent to the materialist conception of his
tory in Marx). In addition, they subscribed in common to a deep-seated athe
ism (although in the one the part of providence was taken by the quest for 
justice, and, in the other, by the direction of history). Despite these analytical 
coincidences, they were nonetheless divided by a tremendous disagreement: 
the finality of the class struggle. Marx regarded this as merely an historical 
permutation whereby the proletariat supplants a bourgeoisie that has begun to 
falter or defaulted upon its progressive vocation: in spite of all of which, its 
gains retain their validity. Proudhon's view was that it spelled a profound and 
irremediable breach: the bourgeoisie's role has come to an end and it is at its 

expense that the proletariat must advance, by moving outside of the 
bourgeoisie's terrain and being careful not to prop it up by getting involved in 
its shams of democracy. Here we have the inception of the notion of abstention 
from politics and the idea of all-out struggle on the economic terrain: hence the 
necessity of the working class being organized beyond the dominant influence 
and of its autonomous development receiving every encouragement. A precept 
that led first to anarchist theory and later to revolutionary syndicalism. The 
Proudhonian formula, "the workshop must supplant government," encapsu
lates this outlook. It is also to be noted that whereas in the view of Marx the 
proletariat was represented exclusively by the workers in large industry, 
Proudhon extended the definition to include the workers in small undertak
ings, the poor peasantry and virtually small craftsmen with no employees. 

Shortly before his death, Proudhon was to review his creed: "All my eco
nomic ideas, elaborated over a period of twenty-five years, can be summed up in 
these three words: agricultural-industrial federation; all of my political views can 
be stripped down to a similar formula: political federation or decentralization."5 

In order to encompass that goal, he advocated "the initiative of the masses, 
through a concert of citizenry, through the experience of the workers, through 
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the onward march and diffusion of enlightenment, revolution through freedom." 

By means of a sequence of revolutionary acts, one will arrive at "the abolition of 

all powers, spiritual, temporal, legislative, executive, judicial and proprietorial."6 
The collective strength that he calls for is like the double of the "multiplied 

strength" of Stirner's Egos, albeit conceived in more enduring terms and tempo

rally and spatially more systematic. This is why we find him deploring the failure 

in 1848 of the Clubs (popular societies par excellence just like the sections of 

1793, likewise pre-figuring the Russian soviets) to play a more significant role, 

and that it occurred to no one to develop and strengthen them. 
Thereabouts or just after, several 1848ers put their signatures to the birth 

certificate of anarchy. We might mention the Mani/este de l'anarchie (Mani

festo of Anarchy) of Anselme Bellegarrigue, the very first anarchist periodical, 

published in 1850, wherein the writer targets voluntary servitude, very much 

in the tradition of Etienne de la Boetie: "Up to this very day, you thought that 

there were such things as tyrants! Well, you were mistaken; there are only 

slaves: where none obeys, none commands."7 

As for Joseph Dejacque, he vehemently and poetically abused hierarchy and 

its muse, authority: "You toothless hag, tight-fisted shrew, snake-wreathed 

Medusa, Authority! Get thee behind me, and make way for freedom! ... Make 

way for the people in direct possession of their sovereignty, for the organized 
commune."8 As an emigrant to the United States, Dejacque was to launch a French 

language newspaper in New Orleans called Le Libertaire, forerunner of the jour

nal of the same name set up in 1895 by Sebastien Faure and Louise Michel. 

The better to appreciate the import and interest of these libertarian be

liefs, let us recall the circumstances of the time: France was suffering under 

the reaction led by Louis Napoleon; slavery for blacks was still the rule in the 

United States: the serfdom of thf' Rl1<::"ian "white negroes" would persist until 
1861 in the empire of the tsar; industrial mechanization was proceeding by 

leaps and bounds, as was the penal servitude in the factory; in the arts, the 

blandest academicism ruled the roost and among the most "advanced' social 

teachings, the church party and state socialism predominated. In short, the 

outlook was more than bleak. 
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III. BAKUNIN: THE PROGRAMS O F  

REVOL UTIONARY ANARCHISM 

It was at this point that the man dubbed "the demon of revolt" burst upon 
the revolutionary scene in Europe, a man who was profoundly to tax the minds 

of his day: Mikhail Bakunin. A veteran of the barricades in 1848, sentenced to 

death, then reprieved thrice over, imprisoned for eight years, he managed in 

1861 to escape from his exile in Siberia. Far from being broken by his lengthy 

period in detention, he threw himself recklessly into the revolutionary fray. 
After an unsuccessful attempt at a landing in Poland with an eye to bringing 

assistance to local insurgents, he visited London in 1864. There he met Marx, 

at the latter's request, and Marx suggested to him that he join the nascent 

International. The encounter was a friendly one: Marx excused himself from 

the charge that he had peddled slanders about his interlocutor. In addition, he 

wrote to Engels a short while after that the Russian fugitive "pleased [him] 

greatly, I found him improved on his former self ... in short, he is one of those 

rare men whom I have met after 16 years who has moved forward and not gone 

backwards."l There was no hint of the formidable quarrel that would soon see 

them pitted one against the other. 

Bakunin did not join the International right away, for he was preoccupied 
with the prospects of more immediate action and still believed in the formula of 

secret organization, which had been a widespread option for decades. It goes 

without saying here that in those days there was no country in which it was 

possible openly to profess revolutionary opinions. So he traveled to Italy, which 

he reckoned might be fertile ground for his schemes, and devoted all of his 
energies to organizing national and international networks. To this end, he 

drew up several programs and charters for secret societies: in several languages 
and sometimes with variations. All of these writings were of course in manu

script form and for a long time they were to remain scattered among Bakunin's 
correspondents and friends. It is only recently that most of these have been 

made accessible to the public. They cover the years between 1864 and 1872 
and have thus far been little used by biographers of Bakunin. As a result, his 

organizational activities have remained little known. For that reason we shall 

be dwelling a little upon them. 
The earliest program, dating from 1864, the so-called Florence program, is 

a program for the "International Revolutionary Brotherhood" or "Alliance." 
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According to his biographer, H. E. Kaminsky, this text of Bakunin's is, for anar
chism, the "companion piece" to Marx's The Communist Mani/esto.2 Indeed, 

taking up and radicalizing Proudhon's analyses and positions, Bakunin laid down 
the basic principles of revolutionary anarchism. This text has been underrated 

for the good reason that it remained for a long time in manuscript, until Max 
Nettlau reprinted it in copygraph form in his monumental study and some bi

ographers began to take note of it. Given the import of this foundation charter, 

we reckon we might be well-advised to quote lengthy extracts from it. 

Finding fault with the religiosity of Mazzini and other social clericalists, 
Bakunin asserts that the first duty of the revolutionary is to be atheistic and to 

demand on behalf of the world and of man "all that religions have located in the 

heavens and attributed to their deities." Following which, morality, stripped of 

"all theology and all divine metaphysics" has no source other than the "collec
tive conscience of men." Inimical to the "principle of authority" and all its appli

cations and implications, "both in the realm of the intellect and morality, and in 

the realm of politics, economics and society," the revolutionary anarchist ac

knowledges that justice is embodied in "realization of the fullest freedom and 

most perfect equality in law and in fact." 
In one passage of remarkable transparency, he defines the anarchist con-

ception of social and political organization: 

10 

He [the revolutionary] should be federalist like us, both within his coun

try and without. He should understand that the advent of liberty is in

compatible with the existence of states. Consequently, he should desire 

the destruction of all states and at the same time that of all religious, 

political and social institutions: such as formal churches, standing armies, 

centralized authorities, governments, unitary parliaments, state univer

sities and banks, as well as aristocratic and bourgeois monopolies. So 

that upon the ruins of them all there may be erected the free society of 

men, which will no longer be organized, as is presently the case, from 

the top down and from center to circumference, along lines of enforced 

unity and concentration, but rather upon a basis of the free individual, 

free association and the autonomous commune, from the ground up and 

from circumference to center, along lines of free federation. 

In theory as well as in practice, and in the fullness of its conse

quences, he must embrace this principle: every individual, every as

sociation, every commune, every province, every region and every 

nation enjoys an absolute right of self-determination, of association or 

non-association, of allying itself with whomsoever it may choose and 

of breaking off its alliances without any regard for so-called historical 
rights, or the convenience of its neighbors; and let him be firm in his 

conviction that only when they are formed by the omnipotence of their 

inherent attractions and needs, natural and consecrated by freedom, 

will new federations of communes, provinces, regions and nations 
become truly strong, fecund and indissoluble. 3 
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Let us look at another passage where the rights of nationhood are ana-

lyzed in the most up-to-the-minute fashion: 

Thus [the would-be member of the Alliance) must reduce the so-called 

nationality principle, an ambiguous principle, replete with hypocrisy 

and snares, the principle of the historic, ambitious state, to the much 
greater, simpler and sole legitimate principle of liberty: each individual 

or collective body, being free or deserving freedom, and no one has 

the right to impose his dress, his customs, his language, his opinions 

and his laws upon him; each should be absolutely free in his home. 

It goes without saying that this national freedom does not lead to a "parish 

patriotism": quite the opposite: 

All such narrow, ridiculous, freedom-killing and consequently crimi

nal notions of greatness, ambition and national glory, good only for 

the monarchy and the oligarchy, are today equally good for the big 

bourgeoisie, because they serve their purpose in deceiving the peoples 

and exciting them one against the other, the better to enslave them. 

And another crucial point: 

As labor is the sole producer of society's wealth, anyone who enjoys it 

without working is an exploiter of another man's labor, a thief, and as 

labor is the fundamental basis of human dignity, the only means 

whereby man truly wins and creates his freedom, all political and so
cial rights should henceforth belong to workers only. 

There we find the guideline from which revolutionary syndicalism was to 

spring. 

Similarly, with regard to the peasant problem: 

The land, nature's free gift to every man, cannot be and must not be 

the property of any man. But its fruits, as the products of labor, should 

go only to those who till it with their own hands. 

Let us underline the break with Proudhon's patriarchal and familial out-

look: woman and child are deemed individuals equal to man in every particular: 

Woman, different from man, but not his inferior, intelligent, hard-work
ing and free as he is, must be declared his equal in all political and 

social rights: in the free society, religious and civil marriage should be 

replaced by free marriage and the upkeep, education and instruction 

of all children should be borne equally by everybody, at society's ex
pense, without the latter's having need, in protecting them against both 
stupidity and negligence, or the ill-will of the parents, to take them 

away from these, children belonging neither to society, nor to their 

parents, but to their future freedom. 
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On the subject of freedom, let us take note of this passage where Bakunin 
offers this very splendid definition of it: 

It is untrue that a man's freedom is curtailed by that of all other men. 
Man is not truly free except when his freedom, freely acknowledged 
and reflected, as if by a looking-glass, by the free conscience of all other 
men, discovers in their freedom confirmation of its infinite extension. 
Man is truly free only in the midst of other equally free men: and as he is 
free only insofar as he is human, the enslavement of just one man on 
earth, being an offense against the very principle of humanity, is a nega
tion of the freedom of all. 

Thus, the freedom of the individual is attainable only in a context 
of equality of all. The attainment of freedom in equality in law and in 
fact is justice. 

Apropos of the realization of the social revolution, one might think that the 
Paris Commune of 1871 had been inspired by the plan drawn up by Bakunin: 

Even as it takes root everywhere, the revolution will of necessity as
sume a federalist character. Immediately following the overthrow of 
the established government, communes will have to reorganize them
selves along revolutionary lines, equipping themselves with leaders, 
an administration and courts that are revolutionary, built upon univer
sal suffrage and upon the real accountability of all officials to the people. 
In order to defend the revolution, their volunteers will at the same 
time serve as a communal militia. 

However, no commune was to be left isolated, else it would perish and so it 
stood in "need of spreading the revolution beyond. of r�i,.ing rebellion in all 

neighboring communes and, as these rise up, of federating with them for the 
sake of their common defense." The delegates or deputies sent out by each 
commune to "an agreed meeting point" were to be "invested with imperative 

mandates, accountablt: and liable to recaii.;; "Revolutionary propagandists" and 
not "official revolutionary commissars with sashes of any sort" were to be dis
patched to the provinces and to all insurgent communes and associations. 

Let us underline that nearly all these standpoints and all the principles set 
out were not the personal inventions of Bakunin: for the most part, they had 

been subterranean devices since 1830. On the other hand, the expression given 
to them and the synthesizing of them all were quite new and this was no coinci
dence: Bakunin had read widely among Saint-Simonian, Fourierist and 
Proudhonian writings. Furthermore, he had been "enlightened" by his per

sonal experiences of 1848. So it was under the inspiration of theoretical matu
ration and the fruits of social experimentation that he drafted the program. 

Bakunin drafted another version of this program for some Swedish friends: 
it was from Sweden, in fact, that he had mounted his expedition to bring rein
forcements to Poland, at the time of the 1863 rising and he was concerned to 
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retain logistical support for further actions regarding Russia. An explanation is 

required of the secret form of organization advocated: given the circumstances 

of the day, that was the only practical chance for those who sought to change 
the world. In addition, Bakunin had been influenced by a brief and disappoint

ing flirtation with Freemasonry, and above all by the conspiratorial usages of 

the former Mazzinian Italians who had defected to him. Deep down, he be

lieved only in mass action and retained his June 1848 views on that subject: 

however, by his reckoning, it was vital that there should be some secret organi

zation in existence to serve as a sort of . . .  general staff' in the revolution. An 
anonymous and secret general staff that would take great care not to supplant 

the people in its struggle for emancipation. In this, it was very clearly differen

tiated from the Blanquist type of secret society, "which was governed quite 
differently and organized in a quite despotic fashion, worthy of the imperious 

mind of Louis [BlanquiJ."  The intent of the Bakuninist project was utterly dif

ferent: it was not a matter of establishing the dictatorship of one man or of a 

group of conspirators, nor of one place or town over the rest: absolute, and so 

to speak, dictatorial centralization was out of the question: 

I want the order and calm in affairs to be the result, not of a single will, 

but of the collective wish of lots of associates scattered through each 
country and every country. This is to be replaced with the covert but 

powerful action of all concerned the lead of a single center . . . .  - But 

for this decentralization to become possible a real organization is 
needed, and there is no organization without a degree of regulation -

which is, in the end, nothing but the outcome of a compact or mutual 

undertaking. 4  

In  addition, the approach was also a stark contrast: the ultimate aims of 
Bakunin's Brotherhood were openly declared, and the shroud of secrecy ex

tended only to the means. Whereas everything was a secret among the 

Blanquists: ultimate aims, methods and internal structures alike, all were in 
the ken of just one man - the revolutionary dictator - an idea inherited di

rectly from the J acobins and from Babeuf. 
In a later program for the secret revolutionary organization, the "Interna

tional Brotherhood" (1868) , Bakunin rounded even more violently on the J acobin 

or Blanquist conception of revolution. It was a critique of which we can, with 

hindsight, note the still telling accuracy: 

We should not be surprised if the J acobins and the Blanquists who 

have become socialists more through necessity than through convic

tion, and for whom socialism is a means and not the end of the Revolu

tion, since they desire dictatorship, which is to say, centralization of 
the state and since the state will lead them by inevitable, logical neces

sity to a reconstitution of property, it is only natural, we say. that, not 
wishing to make a radical revolution against things, they dream of 

bloody revolution against men. But such a bloody revolution rooted in 
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construction of a mightily centralized revolutionary state would have 
as its inevitable outcome, as we will prove anon, the military dictator
ship of a new master. So victory for the Jacobins or Blanquists would 
be the death of the Revolution. 

We are the natural enemies of these revolutionaries, these fu
ture dictators, regulators and tutors of the Revolution, who, even be
fore the present monarchist, aristocratic and bourgeois states have 
been destroyed, are already dreaming of the creation of new, revolu
tionary states every bit as centralistic as and more despotic than the 
states in existence today, and are so habituated to the order created 
by some authority from the top down, and have such a tremendous 
horror of what strikes them as disorders and which are nothing more 
than frank, natural expression of popular life, that even before a good, 
salutary disorder is produced by revolution, they are already dream
ing of the termination and muzzling of it through the action of some 
authority that will have nothing revolutionary about it except the name, 
but which will in effect be nothing more than a new reaction in that it 
will be in fact a further sentencing of the masses of the people gov
erned by decrees, to obedience, to immobility, to death, that is, to en
slavement and exploitation by a new, quasi-revolutionary aristocracy.s 
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IV. BAKUNINIST ORGANIZATION 

Bakuninist organization was designed only to embrace around a hundred 

international brethren, plus a variable number of national brethren in each of 

the countries of Europe, at most two or three hundred for the largest one. These 

were profiled as "committed, energetic, intelligent individuals and above all 
sincere friends of the people, and not ambitious or vain types, persons capable 

of serving as intermediaries between the revolutionary idea and popular in

stincts." 

Moved by an ethical zeal, these revolutionaries were to wield "not some 

ostensible power, but a collective dictatorship of all Alliance members . . .  a dic

tatorship with no sashes, no titles, no formal rights and all the more powerful 

for having none of the appearances of power." 1 

Although Bakunin is careful to stipulate that "if you while away your time 

playing at Committees of Public Safety and at formal dictatorship, y ou will be 

gobbled up by the reaction that you yourselves will have created," the use of 

the term "dictatorship," even when drained of all meaning by the context in 

which it was used, lends itself to all sorts of ambiguities. Let us take a look at 

Arthur Lehning's view of these "invisible pilots in the eye of the revolutionary 

storm": 

Bakunin was concerned with inspiring with his ideas a tiny band of 

men of real, effective impact, but also with communicating to them his 
lust for action. They in turn had to operate in the quarters and at the 

level where they engaged in their activities, that is, in the context of 
the organization and principles of the International. The innermost 
circle consulted with one another and with Bakunin. In this way, he 

was in touch with militants from a variety of countries and maintained 
personal relations with them either through correspondence or 

through occasional encounters. He was thus able to coordinate propa

ganda and, if need be, action. In the labor movement and especially in 

the revolutionary movement, there was nothing out of the ordinary 

about this mode of operating. 2 

J ames Guillaume, a close associate of Bakunin, bears witness to the nature 

of this organization, which had nothing in common with the old secret societ

ies where one was obliged "to obey orders coming from above." This one was 
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simply the "free coming together of men who joined forces for collective ac
tion, without formalities, without solemnity, without mysterious rites, simply 
because they trusted one another and agreement struck them as preferable to 
acting in isolation." 3 

In the Bakuninist organization, the bond between one member and an
other was trust. If it were to be infiltrated by one spiteful member, the whole 
edifice would thereby be contaminated. Bakunin discovered this to his cost, 
following his dealings with Sergei Netchaiev. Russian, son of a serf, a student 
persecuted by the tsarist government, N etchaiev nurtured a deadly hatred for 
the whole established order and balked at no method, conscionable or other
wise, provided it could be of service to his ultimate objective: the destruction 
and eradication of tsarism. He began by immersing himself in the student op
position campaigns and then, once having secured control over these, diverted 
them into a huge conspiracy against the regime. He even scheduled a date for 
the decisive uprising - 1870 - quite a plausible date, for that was the year 
when the peasants, recently freed from serfdom, still faced a heavy burden in 
the requirement upon them to buy back their own land from their erstwhile 
masters. Casting around for support and backing for his plans, Netchaiev ar
rived in Switzerland, met Bakunin there and, painting him a glowing picture of 
an apocalyptic uprising in the land of his birth, bamboozled him and abused 
his trust: he got his hands on a substantial sum (the Bakhmetiev fund) and 
enmeshed the old rebel in his questionable intrigues. 

On his return to Russia, the long-awaited great day failed to dawn, and, 
caught in a trap of his own making, N etchaiev murdered a student whose only 
offense had been to question his authority and the substance of his schemes. A 
police investigation did not takf' long to shed light upon the sordid murder, 
thanks to the ready assistance of Netchaiev's own accomplices and, more 
tellingly, members of his organization. 

The episode blew up into a tremendous scandal that tainted the entire 
Russian revolutionary milieu. Bakunin, especially, was accused of having in
cited N etchaiev, and he was credited with the paternity of The Catechism of the 

Revolutionary, a sort of Macchiavellian conspirator's handbook discovered on 
one of N etchaiev's accomplices. However, the tone and the content of this text 
have nothing in common with Bakunin's radicalism, especially in the notion of 
people's squalid manipulation of one another. The influence of the Russian 
Blanquist, Tkachev, and of the memoirs of the Babouvist Buonarotti upon the 
document has since been properly authenticated, especially in recent years, 
through the researches of Michael Confino, Arthur Lehning, Pirumova and 
the latest soviet biographer of Bakunin, Grafsky. Nonetheless, several Western 
historians, to this very day, persist in depicting Bakunin as the sire of Netchaiev's 
"Jacobin jesuitry." 

In any event, Netchaiev managed to flee to Switzerland and offered a ver
sion of the case that presented himself in a more favorable light, accusing the 
murdered student of having sought to denounce him to the authorities. Despite 
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that, Bakunin now saw through him and distanced himself from him in a cru

cial letter likewise uncovered just a few years ago by Michael Confino. Its con
cealment can be explained in terms of Bakunin's preoccupation with its not 
being made public property, lest it damage the scheming Netchaiev - who 

was in dire straits at the time, being threatened with extradition - out of what 

might be described as blind anti-tsarist solidarity. 

In that letter of severance, Bakunin announces to Netchaiev that: 

the system of mystification which has increasingly become your main 

and sole approach, your method and quintessential weapon, is disas
trous for the cause itself . . .  But we have to organize this community of 

revolutionaries and moralize it. Whereas you, thanks to your system, 
are corrupting it and nurturing within it traitors to yourselves and 

exploiters of the people . . .  following the jesuitical system, you system

atically kill every personal human sentiment, any personal feel for jus

tice in them - as if sentiment and the sense of justice could be any
thing other than personal - you nurture falsehood, mistrust, grass

ing and betrayal in them. 

Not that Bakunin tended to idealize "virtuous" revolutionaries: he had no 

illusions about them: they did not act out of pure "conscience, nor considered 

reasons," but because of their own situation in the society. If one were to place 

them in a: 

situation where they might exploit and oppress the people: one could 

with certainty affirm that, yes, they will exploit and oppress it without 

a second thought. As a result, there are among them very few innately 
virtuous. Capitalizing upon the disastrous situation that makes them 

virtuous in spite of themselves, we should then arouse, educate and 
bolster that virtue in them, making it impassioned and conscious by 

dint of constant propaganda and by force of organization. Now, what 

you are doing is the precise opposite. 

On this occasion, he redefined the aim and the missions of revolutionary 

organization: "to assist the people's self-determination on a basis of absolute 
equality, and full and multifarious human freedom, without the slightest inter

ference from any authority, even should it be provisional or transitional, which 
is to say, without the mediation of any state."  Yet again he recalled that we "are 
the sworn enemies of all formal power, even if it is a[n ultra-revolutionary] 

power: foes of any publicly acknowledged dictatorship, we are social-revolu

tionary anarchists." 4 In order to dispel any ambiguity, he vehemently reaffirmed 
that reciprocal trust between revolutionaries could only be established through: 

absolute sincerity on the part of all members. All jesuitry is banished 
from their dealings, as are craven mistrust, perfidious monitoring, and 

spying and informing on one another: there must be an absence and 

strict prohibition of all criticism behind one's back. If a member has 
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something to say against any other member, he should say it at the 
general meeting and in that member's presence. Joint and fraternal 
monitoring of each by all: a monitoring that is by no means irksome, 
petty-minded, nor above all rancorous, must replace your system of 
jesuitical inquisition, and become a moral education, a mainstay of the 
moral strength of each member and the groundwork for that mutual 
fraternal confidence upon which the entire inner and outer strength 
of the Society depends. 5 

However, he did grant Netchaiev that his jesuitical approach - lying, trick
ery, mystification and, as the need arose, violence - could be deployed against 
the enemy. This gives rise to another ambiguity, for the notion of "enemies" 
can fluctuate somewhat - as we have seen many a time since then - and, 
especially as a result of opposition, lots of erstwhile friends have been seen to 
turn into implacable enemies in the here and now, so it seems we should have 
our reservations about this, (assuredly circumstantial) concession that Bakunin 
made to Netchaiev. 

In fact, after having probed the outer limits of his organizational principles, 
Bakunin appeals in the last resort to his absolute yardstick: ethical passion (a 
wink of the eye for Fourier) . As the guiding light of the revolutionary's con
science and his actions, it is nonetheless dependent upon the sobering influ
ence of the "fraternal monitoring of each by all," in such a way that "oneness of 
thought and action" may be achieved. However, those internal relations are not 
the stuff of imagination: far from it, they are governed by very specific statutes 
and regulations, in which Bakunin had invested his most scrupulous efforts. 

For instance, let us look at the secret regulation of the "Alliance of Social
ist Democracy," dating from 1868. The crucial structure is represented by the 
"Standing Central Committee," of which the General Assembly is the highest 
expression. Members are inducted only if unanimously endorsed. A central 
bureau a few members strong represents the Alliance's executive organ -
outside of t.�e Gencral Assemblies of the Cenlral Committee at any rate - it 
has especial charge of keeping in contact with the national committees and 
bureaus, if need be sending them extraordinary delegates for the purposes of 
propaganda or action, as requested by the central branch. A complementary 
structure, the Vigilance Committee, sees to it that no one exceeds his man
date. One of the tasks entrusted to it was to draw as many labor organizations 
as possible into the International Workingmen's Association, so that the 
Alliance's work "may be confined to the political and revolutionary develop
ment of said Association." 

The regulations of the "International Brotherhood," another of Bakunin's 
organizations, adopted essentially the same model of internal operation, ex
cept that the general assemblies became congresses required to attract a ma
jority of the membership and disbarred from reaching decisions except by 
simple majority vote in the case of day-to-day business, or a two-thirds majority 
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in matters of importance. The Central Committee and National Committees 

remained: the latter could be broken down into an Executive Bureau and a 

Vigilance Committee. A unanimous vote was required for the admission of new 
brethren. The National Committee was deemed based on three brethren from 

among the membership. Expulsions were decided by a simple majority, but 

were required in every instance to be ratified by the ensuing C ongress. 

In a later program for that same International Brotherhood, Bakunin notes 

that preparing for the revolution is not the sole mission of this organization. 

Even when the revolution gets underway, it will have to remain in existence so 

that it  may substitute its strictly concerted and covert collective action for "any 
government or formal dictatorship, the latter being inevitably impelled to stamp 

out the revolutionary movement in the masses and to result in the reconstruc

tion of the political, directorial, tutelary and thus necessarily bureaucratic, mili

tary, oppressor and exploiter state - which is to say of a new bourgeois rule." 

Yet another remarkable intuition about an appreciation of the necessity for an 

enduring revolutionary organization, dedicated to critical monitoring activity. 

A little further into the same program, Bakunin spells out the supreme law 

on which his approach to organization is founded: 

always and everywhere to substitute collective thinking and collective 

action for all individual ventures [for, in his eyes] in the social revolu

tion, there will be room only for collective thinking, resolution and 

action. 6 

On the basis of all this data, we now have a fairly clear appreciation of what 

Bakunin's organizations or Brotherhoods might have been: in fact, they 
amounted, given the circumstances of the times, to specifically anarchist orga
nizations and, indeed, in the estimation of some, furnish the prototype for liber
tarian communist organization such as we today might conceive of it. 

It is plain that as far as Bakunin was concerned this specific organization 

was to confine itself to its prescribed role as an "unseen" general staff. It never 

occurred to him that it should replace the effective action of the genuine revo
lutionary forces, namely, at that time, the workers and the most precarious 
segment of the proletariat, in the West, the lumpen-proletariat: in Russia, the 

peasants and vagabond outsiders, free Cossacks and declasse individuals of 

every description, up to and including outlaws (not to be confused with the 

underworld in the Western sense of the term) . 
Apropos of the workers, he reiterated the Proudhonian line: they had to 

organize themselves "beyond the parameters of bourgeois radicalism." He fur

ther statated 

[The] basis for that organization is to hand: it is the workshops and 

the federation of workshops: the creation of strike funds, tools in the 

fight against the bourgeoisie, and federation of these not merely at 
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national level, but also internationally: and the creation of Chambers 
of Labor, as in Belgium. 7 

As for the Russian peasantry, he urges that they avail of the vestiges of the 
rural commune in order to proceed directly to the free society. He also regis
ters the potential located in a segment of the young bourgeoisie and aristoc

racy, which may effectively commit itself to the revolution by "going to the 
people," that is, serving it through socially purposeful occupations such as teach
ers, doctors, agronomists, etc. Advice that was widely taken up in Russia around 
the time. 

In Russia and in the West alike, all these writings by Bakunin wielded over
whelming influence in the 1870s. Which gives the lie to the view, (widespread 
among his political detractors or certain so-called "bourgeois" historians, ea
ger to kowtow and hire their pens to the powerful of their day), according to 
which Bakunin was supposedly incapable of setting out his innermost thoughts 
on the aims and the means of social revolution in a coherent fashion. Lest we 
get marooned on the generalities, let us offer a sample of that school of "histo
rians" which flourished during the years from 1950 to 1960, in the figure of 
Henri Arvon, "university lecturer, doctor of letters." This gentleman has made 
a specialty of assailing anarchism "from within," that is, making it the object of 
seemingly objective researches that are in point of fact very negative in out
look. Let us look at his little book Michel Bakounine ou La vie contre la science 

[Mikhail Bakunin or Life versus Science] . . .  (quite a program there!). Let us lift 
from it a few telling passages: 

In the picturesque gallery of nineteenth century revolutionaries, 
Mikhail Bakunin, the "Storm petrel," appears to embody subversive 
activity 'with all of its wmantil,;dlly iuloxicating and historically metti
cacious self in the last century . . . .  In 1870, he was the soul behind a 
rising in Lyons, thereby tasting for a few hours the intoxicating de
lights of quasi-dictatorial power . . .  immediate a..l1d, it must be said, 
often disastrous consequences of that revolutionary activity . . . .  " [And 
here comes the punch-line 1 "Seemingly bereft of all connection with a 
line of thought that would allow it to survive, Bakunin's teaching has 
an anachronistic, somewhat eccentric, and in certain respects reac
tionary ring to it in this day and age. 8 

Arvon of course credits him with the authorship of Netchaiev's Revolution

ary Catechism and grants that he wanted to live up to its supposed device: "Full 
speed ahead into the mire." But let us look at a few more florid opinions: 

Riddled as it is with mistakes, Bakunin's thought . . .  chaotic mind, prey 
to sometimes inadmissible passions [?]  . . .  the lode-stone utopia of 
Bakunin's teaching is anarchy. 

From a reading of this philo-Stalinist diatribe, one can understand how 
such writers could have poisoned minds for decades against the nature and 
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meaning of anarchist doctrine. Let us discard that "output" and note, paradoxi
cally, that Bakunin has undergone a sort of rehabilitation at the hands of soviet 

historians in recent years. The latest study, by V. G. Grafsky, which appeared in 

1985 plainly contradicts Arvon: Grafsky stresses the positive contribution of 

Bakunin to the struggle against tsarism and the underlying values of bour

geois society. His comment is supported by a dense exposition of his ideas and 

stances, often with the aid of generous quotations, and a few telling pages from 
The Knouto-Germanic Empire and Statism and Anarchy are given as appendi

ces. Quite obviously, his differences with scientific socialism, which is to say, 
with Marx and Engels, are not glossed over but are in fact dealt with rather 

well. The innovation, Bakunin's anti-authoritarian socialism, is examined at some 

length. There is no snappy assessment but rather, as we said, an intentionally 
objective scientific evaluation. All the same, we should keep our feet on the 

ground, for this is the homage of an enemy, and, as behooves him in this in
stance, there is an unfavorable or patchy exposition of Bakunin's ideas, filtered 

through the Marxist-Leninist "lens": 

"Mikhail Aleksandrovich Bakunin, Russian revolutionary, is one of the 

most prominent representatives of revolutionary populism and anar
chism. His genuine and impassioned hatred of all oppression and his 

readiness to give his all for the success of the social revolution drew 
many revolutionaries and persons of democratic leanings to his side. 

At the same time, his muddled and wholly illusory view of the con

crete paths leading towards social emancipation helped turn him into 

an adversary of the ideas of scientific socialism. 

His name is linked with the birth and diffusion of the ideas of 

what is termed collectivist anarchism . . . .  The strongest facets of his 
teachings were the denunciations of exploitation and of all the pos

sible forms of oppression in contemporary societies, of religious ob

scurantism, the slavishness of liberal science as well as the advocacy 

of revolutionary methods of struggle versus bourgeois reformists. 9 

Grafsky finally justifies his choice of subject by invoking Bakunin's actual-

ity, due to anarchism's resurgence in the West, which would, he suggests, ac
count for the crisis by which the latter has been beset for some years now. In 

any event, let us note the respect and urge to explain that are nowhere to be 
found in Arvon's work, much less that of his colleague, Jacques Duclos, a GPU
loving messenger boy, who had strained his constipated bowels to bring us his 

Ombres et lumiere - Bakounine et Marx (Shadows and Light - Bakunin and 

Marx) , better forgotten. 

Endnotes to Chapter Four 
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v. THE A LLIANCE , THE IW M A  AN D T H E  

C LASH WITH M ARX 

While it may not be acceptable to Bakunin-hating historians as an extenu
ating circumstance, let us reiterate that most of the cited writings of B akunin 

remained unknown until publication of the erudite works of Michael Confino 

and Arthur Lehning. Not that that prevented them from wielding undoubted 
influence over the people who were cognizant of them. The finest proof of this 

was the Alliance, which came to boast seventy International Brethren (out of a 
targeted one hundred) and in its Geneva branch in 1868 it included 145 mem

bers. It was its members also that founded the impressive Spanish section and 
the active Italian section, both of them affiliated to the IWMA. 

In fact, following the refusal of the London-based General Council of the 
International Workingmen's Association to accede to the first application from 
the Alliance for admission en bloc, the latter decided to wind up its secret inter

national organization and retained only its public section in Geneva. We know 
that Marx cited the continued existence of the secretAlIiance as his chief ground 

for excluding Bakunin and James Guillaume. What was the real reason behind 
it? Whereas ongoing contacts between Alliance members persisted, largely on 
account of the personal relationships that had been struck up, and whereas the 

Spanish branch, the Alianza, held on to its clandestine structure (that being 
deemed well-suited to local conditions of struggle) , it seems certain, according 

to Arthur Lehning, that the Alliance was no longer operating as a secret organi

zation and, that, as a result, Marx's accusation was quite without foundation. 
Furthermore, it was not borne out by the report from the commission of in
quiry established at the congress in The Hague, and Marx was forced to resort 
to making a personal allegation against Bakunin before he could be sure of the 
support of the members of that commission. Apropos of that, we should under
line something that was going to have significant organizational repercussions:  
that celebrated five-strong commission of inquiry included an agent of the 
French police, Van Heddeghem (alias Walter) who, in fact, made himself scarce 

when the time came for presentation of the commission's report and a vote on 
it, either so as to leave that base task to "greater narks than him," or lest he 
attract attention to  a minor figure like himself, for he was later to  express re

gret that Benoit Malon had not been included in the "tumbrel" of tho se ex

cluded. 1 We might add that among the "prosecution" witnesses called against 
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B akunin and the Alliance there was yet another French provocateur, one 

Dentraygues (alias Swarm) , likewise a member of the Marxist clique. We shall 
see anon the perverse and damaging effects of this police infiltration of the 

Marx camp. 
It seems plain then that Bakunin's Alliance had indeed been wound up in 

its secret format. That said, the likelihood is that Marx was sincere in believing 

that it was still extant. He himself had been a member of several secret societ

ies and, according to Arthur Lehning, Bakunin was similarly convinced in 1872 
that Marx was still in clandestine concert with the six former members of the 

Communist League - the German secret society that had existed during the 

years 1847-1850 - who sat alongside him on the General Council in London at 
that time.2 Moreover, Bakunin must assuredly have still had in mind the odd 

conversation that he had had with Marx in 1848: 

I met [Marx] in Berlin. Mutual friends forced us to embrace each other. 
[Bakunin had been accused by the Rhine Gazette then run by Marx of 

being a "Russian agent," so he bore him a grudge - author's note. ]  
And then, in the middle of a conversation half in jest and half in ear

nest, Marx told me: "Are you aware that I am presently the head of a 
secret communist society so tightly disciplined that had I said to one 

of its members: 'Go kill Bakunin, '  he would have killed you" to which 

I replied that if [his] secret society did [not] have anything better to 

do than kill people who displeased him, it could not be anything other 

than a society of lackeys or laughable braggarts.3 

As we have seen, the Alliance was regarded by Bakunin as a specialist 

revolutionary organization, so we can now examine the terms in which he 

thought of his relationship with the nVMA, tile mass labor organization �WhlCh 

by that point had nearly two million members, 1,200,000 of these in Europe) :4 

The Alliance is the necessary complement to the International. . . .  But 

the International and the Alliance, while pursuing the same ultimate 

goal, simultaneously pursue different aims. One has as its mission the 

gathering of the laboring masses, the millions of toilers, transcending 

differences of nation and country, into one immense, compact body: 

the other one, the Alliance, has as its mission the endowment of those 

masses with a genuinely revolutionary direction. The programs of them 

both, while not at all in conflict, are different even as the degree of 

their respective developments are different. That of the International, 

were it but taken seriously, enshrines in germ, but only in germ, the 
entire program of the Alliance. The Alliance's program is a further 
expounding upon the International's. 5 

Thus the International was intended only to marshal the laboring masses 

from the various trades bodies and from every country, on a broad political 
footing that was indeterminate, for had its "founders given to that great 
Association a . . . socialist, philosophical, definite and positive political doctrine, 
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they would have been in error." 6 In Bakunin's view then, it was a trade union 
international ante literam, having as its sole mission the defense of the work

ing class's interests on its chosen terrain - the economic - and, thereafter, to 
nurse its class consciousness forwards in a revolutionary direction. That was 
no obstacle to the former members of the Alliance beavering away within it 
towards a radicalization of the movement as a whole: quite the opposite. But 
that was to reckon without Marx and the growing influence he wielded over 
the General Council in London. It was thus inevitable that they would clash. 

We shall not be going into here all of the antagonisms and disagreements 
that set the two men one against the other, for that would take us too far from 
our subject, so we shall tackle only their differences in matters strategic and 
organizational. 

Remember that in Marx's view the masterminding of the workers' move-
ment could emanate only from the communists, they being: 

the most determined segment of the workers' parties, the faction that 
always gives a lead and above all which "from the point of view of 
theory" has this advantage over the rest of the proletarian mass, that 
it understands the conditions, progress and general outcomes of the 
workers' movement. [Furthermore, he argued, an] important part of 
the bourgeoisie is coming over to the proletariat, and in particular 
those among the bourgeois ideologues who have attained a theoreti
cal grasp of the overall movement of history. 7 

It was plain then that, being unable to secrete its own leaders, the prole
tariat had to look to these "bourgeois ideologues" for guidance. On this point, 
Marx was merely abiding by the J acobin and socialist tradition of the first half 
of the nineteenth century: so he could not help but espouse a centralistic orga
nizational model and express utter incomprehension when Bakunin talked about 
"free organization of the laboring masses from the bottom up," and described 
that bluntly as "foolishness." 8 His activity within the ranks of the Communist 
League in 1848 demonstrated that choice: when some members got into diffi
culties with the German police, he inveigled some of his supporters into giving 
him carte blanche in deciding the organization's fate: 

. . .  The current circumstances imperiously require an energetic leader 
from the [communists' ]  society, for which a discretionary authority is, 
for the moment, an essential. [The Central Committee of the Society of 
Communists] determines: 
Article 1: The Central Committee is transferred to Paris. 
Article 2: Society member Karl Marx is hereby vested by the Brussels 
Central Committee with discretionary authority to assume temporary 
central control of all of the society's affairs, being answerable to the 
Central Committee that awaits establishment and to the forthcoming 
congress. 
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Article 3: The Committee charges Marx to establish in Paris, just as 
soon as circumstances will permit and from among the most suitable 

of the society's members, a new Central Committee of his choosing, 
and to draft on to it even those members of the society who may not be 

domiciled in Paris. 

Article 4: The Brussels Central Committee is hereby disbanded. 

Thus determined in Brussels, March 3, 1848. 
The Central Committee [signatures of Engels, C. Fischer, 

Cigot, H. Heingers, K. Marx]9 

A little while after that, Marx, along with Engels, announced that the orga
nization had been wound up: they had not even consulted the rest of the mem

bership! In that first day into organization one can just make out, beneath the 

surface, the approach that he was about to adopt inside the IWMA. His tack 

stayed the same, in keeping with what we might please to term his "narcissistic 

centralism!" Thus he had the General Council afford him carte blanche in the 
drafting of addresses and circulars on its behalf: new members were brought 
on to the General Council using a co-optation arrangement, leaving him a free 

hand, and any time that he needed to be sure of a majority, as at the congress in 
The Hague, he issued his supporters with blank credentials. If you want some

thing done right, do it yourself, so the saying goes, and here we see the perfect 

illustration of that. Another instance of impropriety: at the time of the London 

Conference in 1871,  the delegates from the IWMA sections had only ten votes, 

whereas the members of the General Council had thirteen! Similarly, Marx, 

along with his alter-ego , Engels, claimed to represent several countries: Rus

sia, Germany, Spain, Italy, and Denmark, and this without either one of them 

being required to make their reports to the J;!eneral secretary of the TWMA's 

London Council! However, in using this heavy-handed bureaucratic approach, 

Marx and Engels had no thought of representing a "party" in the organiza
tional sense, but intended primarily to keep the fate of the workers' movement 

under dose supervision so as to monitor its overall progress, Nor was it out of 

mere vanity, egocentricity or even some cult of personality - not that they 

were lacking in arrogance - that they acted this way: it was quite simply that 
they were convinced that they held a patent on the scientific truth of the future 

of society! 

This ideological certitude is clearly mirrored in Marx's letter of March 28, 
1870 to the Brunswick Committee - the Central Committee of the German 

Social Democratic Workers' Party. He affirms there the necessity of the IWMA 

General Council's remaining in London, on account of his "being at present in 

the happy position of having direct control of this great lever of the proletarian 

revolution, " as he considered England. As a result, he was against the setting 

up of a Regional Council for England, for that would be "madness, we might 

even say a crime, to let it [that great lever] fall into merely English hands?" 

How come? Because the "English have all the wherewithal needed for the social 
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revolution. What they lack, is the generalizing mind and revolutionary passion. 

Only the General Council can supply that, and thereby accelerate the truly 

revolutionary movement in this country and, consequently, everywhere." 10 It is 

understandable that the English were, in the long run, to weary of being handled 

like a "lever" and that the leader of the trades unions, John Hales, should have 

talked about "broken irons" when describing his breaking loose of Marx's over

bearing tyranny and with the IWMA General Council obedient to it. 1 1  

It was all very natural too, that at the congress in The Hague, Marx and 

Engels were to get up to their old tricks of 1848 again by suggesting to the 
proletariat that it set itself up as a political party and assume "the conquest of 

political power" as its "primary duty," and thus convert the IWMA General 
Council into a sort of "center for national political parties - or 'governing body.'" 

(Marx) 

It's hardly surprising then that Marx should have seen Bakunin as a threat 

to the well-nigh discretionary power he wielded on the General Council, and 

should have credited Bakunin with dark designs, including a scheme to re

move that Council to Geneva, which would mean, he argued, that "the Interna

tional would fall under Bakunin's dictatorship."  His desire to dispose of this 

dangerous rival led him to hold him in the most utter contempt, as a person as 

well as theoretically : 

[Bakunin's program at the IWMA congress in Lausanne] is empty 

chatter, a rosary of hollow ideas that try to be sensational, in short, a 

bland concoction devised for the sole purpose of producing a certain 

effect at a given moment. . . .  What a grotesque program is this hotch

potch of tired cliches . . . .  As for Bakunin himself, one of the most igno

rant of beings in the matter of social theory, he suddenly looks like 

the founder of a sect. But the theoretical program of this Alliance is an 

unadorned farce. 

Nor should it come as any surprise to find Marx now bent solely upon, to 

borrow his own words, "excommunicating" the Russian revolutionary. In addi

tion, as far as he was concerned there could be no question of conforming to 

some "ongoing audit," however "fraternal," on the part of the rank and file of 

the IWMA, much less be called to account by it. 
We should also note that, unlike Bakunin, Marx was no man of action: 

Marx operated at the level of analyses, policy statements, decrees, circulars 
and other "communications." For instance, although he saluted the Paris Com

mune with a great fanfare, he proved utterly incapable of organizing a demon
stration by the IWMA in London in support of the Communards. 

It was indeed as a desk-bound individual that he dreamt up the Messianic 

role of the working class, lionized as history's demiurge. On this point, his 

criticism of Bakunin's pronouncement that "workers who have become repre

sentatives of the people have ceased to be workers" is very telling: Marx's 

retort was that that was an impossibility "any more than today 's manufacturer 

ceases to be a capitalist because he becomes a town councilor!" 
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More familiar with real men and real society, Bakunin had no illusions 
about worker representation, for he had noted that the mass had a tendency to 
choose representatives whom it failed, either through indifference or out of 

apathy, to keep under "continuous monitoring." Which inevitably lead on to a 

source of depravity for all who find themselves invested with any social author

ity, by virtue of the fact that: 

by dint of self-sacrifice and devotion, they have slipped into the sweet 

habit of command, and, through a sort of natural and almost inevitable 

hallucination in all people who cling too long to power, they have ended 

up imagining themselves indispensable. In this fashion, from the very 

ranks of those so frankly popular sections of the construction workers, 

a sort of governmental aristocracy has imperceptibly arisen. 12 

According to Bakunin, such inertia on the part of the working class could 

also be credited in his day, although we might as readily apply this to our own 
times, to the utterly self-serving and: 

corruptive [propaganda) of priests, governments and all bourgeois 

political parties, not excepting even the reddest of these [who) have 
spread a host of false ideas among the toiling masses, and those 

blinkered masses are unfortunately all too often enthusiasts of lies 

that have no purpose other than to reduce them, voluntarily and stu

pidly, to service of the interests of the privileged classes, to the detri

ment of their own interests. 14  

Which is a long, long way from the Marx's idealization of the worker as 
the "new Prometheus!" Not that such idealization is gratuitous, for it goes hand 
in hand with (in his vicw) dccisive reinfUll.:elllelll in the shape of "detectors" 

from the bourgeoisie, those "ideologues" who would supposedly help the worker 
to rise above his ignorance and steer him along the path of his historical voca

tion, even should they have to stand in for him in order to assist him dovm the 
"right" road. It was on the basis of that analysis that Marx justified his own role 

inside the IWMA. Here too Bakunin subjected him to a robust criticism: 

2 8  

From the moment that the International Association would split into 

two groups - the one comprising the vast majority and made up of 

members the sum of whose onus would be blind faith in the theoretical 

and practical wisdom of their leaders: and the other made up only of a 

few dozen individuals - leaders - that institution, which ought to 

emancipate Mankind, would turn into a sort of oligarchic state, the worst 

of all states: and what is more, that clear-sighted, expert and adroit mi

nority that would shoulder, along with all responsibilities, all the rights 
of a government that would be all the more absolute for its despotism 

being diligently concealed under the show of an obsequious respect for 

the will and for the resolutions of the sovereign people, a resolution 

which that government always injects into the so-called will of the people 
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- that minority, as we say, obedient to the needs and conditions of its 

privileged position and prey to the fate of all governments, would soon 
grow more and more despotic, maleficent and reactionary.15 

Bakunin's conclusion from that was that the IWMA could never become a 
tool for emancipation unless it ''will be emancipated itself first of all," by being no 
longer split into a "majority of blind tools and a minority of learned mechanics." 
That intuitive understanding was borne out at another level, a half century later, 
with the appearance of Marxist-Leninist "learned mechanics" who soon turned 
into the "engine-drivers of history," with tens of millions of workers for fuel. 

Thus, organizational ideas and the implementation of them inside the IWMA, 
intersected with fundamental and diametrically opposed theoretical tenets, and 
could not help but lead to a clean break. It came at the IWMA congress in 1872. 
In the enforced absence of Bakunin (enforced by his being unable to cross Ger
many or France because of the threat that he would be arrested and imprisoned 
- as Marx knew very well) his adversaries had a field day with a majority of 
mandates procured in advance. In order to secure the exclusion of his rival, 
Marx nevertheless made the mistake of bringing the level of the debate down 
to personalities, charging Bakunin with fraud in connection with an obscure 
episode concerning an advance payment to Bakunin for a translation of Marx's 
own Das Kapital that had not been refunded to a Russian publisher. That crude 
gambit provoked a general reproof in the IWMA, even among the "Marxists" of 
that or a later vintage. Let us, for example, look at how this episode was judged 
a few decades later by one of Marx's adepts (and by no means the least signifi
cant one) Otto Ruhle, the German ultra-left communist: 

Marx had triumphed over his despised adversary, but, not content 
with severing all bonds of party fraternity between himself and his 
rival, he had indulged his hatred further by attacking his honor. 
Bakunin, at least if the Congress was to be believed, had omitted to 
pay Marx back a 300 ruble advance for a translation of Das Kapital: 

and Marx, the Marx who was immersed in a thousand shady deals 
and who had lived his whole life long on other people's money, made 
this out to be hanging offense. 

It was legitimate for him to battle for an objective policy to which 
he looked, to the exclusion of any other, for the liberation of the prole
tariat. He was within his rights to summon the International together to 
try to get rid of Bakunin, for Bakunin was doing all in his power to thwart 
him and his policy. But for him to seek to triumph objectively through 
recourse to methods as shameful as blackening his adversary was a dis
honorable course that did not besmirch Bakunin but did besmirch its 
author. We see here the fatal aspect to his character: nothing ever took 
priority for Marx over his self-regard: not political matters, not the work
ers' movement, nor the interests of the revolution. That a gathering of 
international revolutionaries ready at the drop of a hat to blow private 
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property and bourgeois morality sky high should have driven out, out

lawed and expelled, on the denunciation of its leader, the most gifted, 
most heroic and most fascinating of its number because of some alleged 

infraction of the bourgeois laws of property, was one of the bloodiest 

jests in history. W 

The severity of Otto Ruhle's unappealable verdict nonetheless strikes us 

as incomplete, for it relates only to the methods employed and not to the politi

cal intent to which these were of course secondary. Now, that political intent 

was not really broached at The Hague: the debate was side-tracked by this 

settling of personal scores. However, had it been broached openly, the out
come might have been very different: maybe even more favorable to Marx, as 

the clarification of the respective positions of anarchist collectivists and reformist 
state socialists was to demonstrate a few years later. 

The course chosen by Marx was different though: pig-headedly, he capi
talized upon his circumstantial majority to bolster considerably the omnipotent 

role of the General Council and to push through acceptance of the need to 

convert the sections of the IWMA into political parties, assigning them the 

mission of "conquering state political power."  Then, seeing himself overridden 
by persons even more into centralist politicking than himself - his erstwhile 

allies, the Blanquists - he outmaneuvered them by formally transferring the 

residence of the IWMA General Council to ... New York, that is, as far as pos

sible from the European theater of operations. Furthermore, he entrusted it to 

the care of German emigres, selected from among his most faithful support

ers. 
That desperate ploy did not save him from complete defeat: most of the 

sections of the IWMA disowned the decisions made in The Hague and kept up 

their contacts with the outcast Bakunin and James Guillaume. The Jura Fed

eration stepped into the shoes of the General Council and pressed on with IWMA 
activity. In spite of a sham congress in Geneva in 1873, at which Marxists had 

to "pull ma11dates out of the ground" (Becker) lest they fino themseives sur

rounded only by German-speaking Swiss, Marx's factional breakaway petered 

out and disappeared into the maw of history. 

In reality, Marx re-enacted the Communist League stunt when control had 

slipped away from him. We should point out that all these events are common 

knowledge, duly recorded in the congress minutes or works devoted to the 

IWMA: not that that has prevented the misrepresentationists or other licensed 

manipulators, who have striven so hard for the past century to cover up that 

pitiable outcome that we today have to reiterate these stubborn facts: the IWMA 
did not fade away in 1872 - it was to founder only much later on reefs that we 
shall be examining anon - and it was the Marxist faction that was whittled 

down to its simplest expression, to wit, Germans only. So much so that several 

of Marx's staunchest and most loyal supporters, who had been just that for 

twenty years, like Eccarius and Jung, ended up criticizing his chicanery, de

nouncing his "dictatorship" and abandoning ship. 
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V I .  T H E  F E D E R A L I S T I W M A :  
A P O G E E  A N D D E M I S E  

Meeting in congress in Saint-lmier shortly after the congress in The Hague, 
the federalists opened by rescinding decisions taken at the latter, particularly 
those relating to the expulsion of Bakunin and James Guillaume, before going 
on to dismiss the New York General Council and adopt a clear and forceful 
stance on the central issue of political action by the proletariat: 

3 2  

Resolution 3 

The Nature of the Political Action of the Proletariat 

Considering 

That seeking to foist upon the proletariat a policy line or uniform po
litical program as the only route capable of leading it on to its social 
emancipation is an undertaking as absurd as it is reactionary. 

That no one has the right to deny the federations and autonomous 
sections their incontrovertible right to determine for themselves and 
to abide by the policy line that they deem best, and that any such 
attempt would inevitably lead to the most disgusting dogmatism. 

That the proletariat's aspirations cannot have as their object anything 
other than the establishment of an absolutely free organization and 
economic federation founded upon the labor and equality of all and 
absolutely independent of all political government, and that that or
ganization and that federation cannot be other than the product of 
the proletariat's own spontaneous action, [the action] of its trades 
bodies and autonomous communes. 

Being persuaded that any political organization cannot be anything 
but the organization of domination for the benefit of the classes and 
to the detriment of the masses, and that the proletariat, if it were to 
seek to take control of political power, would itself turn into a domi
nant, exploiting class. 

The congress assembled in Saint-Imier declares: 
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1. That the destruction of all political power is the premier duty of 
the proletariat. 

2. That any organizing of a so-called provisional and revolutionary 

political power in order to encompass that destruction cannot but be 
yet another trick and would pose as great a danger for the proletariat 
as all the governments in existence today. 

3. That, rejecting all compromise in order to hasten the implementa
tion of the social revolution, the proletarians of every country ought 
to establish, outside of all bourgeois politics, the solidarity of revolu
tionary action.! 

Following which, the delegates from the Spanish, Italian, Jura, French and 
American federations entered into a pact of friendship, solidarity and mutual 
defense against the tendency of the "authoritarian party, which is the party of 
German communism, to substitute its rule and the power of its leaders for free 
development and for that spontaneous, free organization of the proletariat." 
They were joined a little later by the English, Belgians, Portuguese and Danes 
... on the strength of the emotion aroused by Marx's outburst against Bakunin 
and James Guillaume, we might say; for some of them, like the Belgians, the 
Dutch and the English were opposed more to Marx's methods than to his ideas 
and did not take long to rejoin the flock. 

The steadfastness behind the adoption of positions by the Saint-Imier con
gress contrasted with the weakening of organizational ties discernible there: by 
way of a backlash against the authoritarian centralism of the erstwhile London 
General Council, those attending the congress called for absolute autonomy for 
the IWMA's federations and sections. In addition, they rebutted "any legislative 
or regulatory power vested in congresses," whether these were regional or gen
eral, and at which, in any case, the majority "must not force its resolutions upon 
the minority." They cited the example of the "Spanish organization as the finest 
to date;" strike action was indicated as the best weapon in the economic struggle, 
albeit employed "without illusions." A commission, as it happens, a section of 
the Italian federation, was charged with presenting a draft for a world-wide or
ganization of resistance and an overall statistical scheme. That commission sub
sequently became the correspondence and statistical bureau. 

Seeking to preclude any repetition of bureaucratic practices, these federal
ists, themselves the victims of what we might term the "Marx syndrome," went 
to the opposite extreme and denied the need for any serious organizational 
ties. Inevitably, their cohesion was to be eroded, their goodwill used up, their 
isolation from one another exacerbated and their centrifugal inclinations were 
to ring the death knell of every consistent attempt at unification. 

Why did things turn out as they did? To be sure, the authoritarianism of 
Marx and the late General Council in London pointed to the route to be avoided. 
Assembled in congress in Sonvilliers the delegates from the Jura Federation 
drew the conclusion that: 
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the society of the future should not be anything other than the univer
salization of that organization with which the International will have 
endowed itself. So we should take care to match organization as closely 
as possible to our ideal. How could we expect an egalitarian, free soci
ety to emerge from an authoritarian organization? Impossible. The In

ternational, as the future society in embryo, is required to be in the 

here and now a faithful reflection of our principles of freedom and fed
eration, and to expunge from its ranks any principle leaning towards 
authority or dictatorship.2 

Among the signatories to this we find the name of one Jules Guesde, who 
was actively involved in the drafting of the text; however, he was to make his 
name later as a "pure and hard-line" Marxist. That things were being taken too 
far was plain: any extended connection or dynamic initiative was construed as an 
authoritarian act. As evidence of that, let us take the line argued by Paul Brousse, 
another one destined to back-slide later - at the Geneva congress of the IWMA 
in 1873. Faced with a suggestion that an IWMA central commission be set up, he 
retorted without batting an eyelid that any: 

central commission, even one without powers, bereft of rights, having 
naught but duties, strikes me as not without dangers. It will have its 
creatures, its official propaganda, its official statistics, its pretensions. 
It will avail of all possible means to establish its authority, to become a 
government. In which it will succeed. Soon, under another guise, the 
General Council that has just been laid low will in fact be restored . . .  

You seek to topple the authoritarian edifice, anarchy is your program 
and you appear to shrink from the consequences of your undertaking. 
Have no hesitation. You have delivered une blow of the axe and a por
tion of the edifice has fallen away. Deliver a second, a third, and the 
edifice will come tumbling down. 3 

1'1 point of fact what came tumbling down was the 1 WMA, succumbing un
der such anti-organization "axe blows,"  delivered, believe it or not, by the future 

leader of the Possibilist Socialist Party and indeed Chairman of Paris City Coun

cil! Be that as it may, this was the general trend among the Jurassians: every 
organizing endeavor or proposal was instantly categorized as an authoritarian 
snare. Such assumptions could not help but lead to the same old negativity and, 

to make matters worse, inevitably dishearten all well-meaning folk who cared 
about consistent social action. The "Marx syndrome" settled in for a long reign. 

True, the Jura's hostility towards all organization or coordination also rested 
on another weighty consideration: the dangers implicit in police infiltration. 

Remember that two agents provocateurs had played a crucial role in Marx's 
chicanery against Bakunin. Deceived by their compliance, Marx had not hesi
tated to entrust to them the task of re-organizing the French section, along 
with a certain Laroque. The latter was even commissioned to pick up money in 
Bordeaux on the personal authority of Engels "without awaiting the yea or nay 
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of the General Council." The "bag-man" dropped out of sight a little while later, 

with his pockets full! Van Heddeghem, alias Walter, was put in charge of orga

nizing the Paris branch, and afforded discretionary authority, for he was "en

titled to suspend the organization or any member from his district, until such 

time as the General Council's decision was made known." He was quickly "ar

rested" and adopted one of the most pitiable attitudes: pleading extenuating 
circumstances, that he had been duped by the Internationalists who had abused 

his youth and lack of experience, but, having now seen them at work and know

ing what they were made of, his only concern would be to expose them for 

what they were. Engels himself was forced to concede that he had been a "nark 

and maybe even a Bonapartist agent." As for Marx's other emissary, Dentraygues, 

alias Swarm, he turned out to be even more damaging. To quote Jules Guesde 

who denounced him vehemently in a famous article, 'The Marxist Pro-con

suls," carried in the Jura Federation's Bulletin: 

The Swarm who, after having assisted at the Hague congress in the 

expulsion of Bakunin and James Guillaume from our Association, then 

proceeded, off his own bat, to extend that expulsion to include com

rade Paul Brousse [from Montpellier] has just revealed himself in his 

true light before the court in Toulouse. 

On the pretext of recruiting workers from our Midi to the Inter

national, and thanks to full powers from Marx, he acted as a beater of 
socialist game, driving it into the nets of Thiers's police. He it was who 

denounced the thirty-six victims from Toulouse, the four from Beziers, 

etc., and it is his evidence that convicts them now. His real name is 

Dentraygues. "You are the lynch-pin of the prosecution" the president 

of the court was able to tell him to his face, without drawing the slight

est objection from him. 4 

Guesde used this blatant provocation as the basis for damning once and 

for all the "authoritarian system of organization of which Marx and the General 

Council are the mainstays," and he laid the blame on the "initiatory role that 

the Hague congress attributed to a central organization": 

Leave the working class in every country to organize itself anarchically, 
as best suits its interests and the Dentraygues will not be possible any 

longer. 

1. Because the workers of each locality know one another and will 

never be exposed to dependence upon a man who might betray them, 

sell them out. 

2. Because, even granted that the trust they may have placed in one of 

their own may have been misplaced, the traitor, being confined to his 

own branch alone, will never be able to betray more than one branch 

to the bourgeoisie's police. 
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The autonomy of its sections and federations is not just the spirit of 
the International, it is also its security. 

Looking back, it is amusing to find the future guardian of Marxist ortho
doxy at the forefront of the fight against Marx and the General Council. Be that 
as it may, his denunciation of the twin perils of centralism and police infiltration 
has become a touchstone for the organizational views of the autonomous fed
eralists. That said, what a fiasco for Marx and Engels! Carefully covered up, of 
course, by all their hagiographers and exegetes. 

Implicitly, there was another factor at work: the prospect that intellectuals 
might seize the reins of the workers' movement. Enjoying the essential skills 
and, above all, the requisite time to disport themselves inside the organization, 
they could not help but overwhelm the manual workers. Even at the IWMNs 
Geneva congress, in 1866, the delegates from Paris and several others from 
Switzerland had asked that manual worker status be a condition upon admis
sion into the Association, for fear that "ambitious scheming types might worm 
their way into the Association, in order to achieve mastery over it in the short 
or long term and to turn it to the service of their personal interests, thereby 
distracting it from its goal." On the first occasion, that motion was rejected. 
The Parisians returned to it whenever the discussions turned to the statutes. 
Again to no avail. But the Parisian delegation was not to be put off: Friborg 
announced that "some fine day it may come to pass that the workers' congress 
will be made up for the most part of economists, journalists, lawyers, bosses, 
etc., a laughable situation that would wipe out the Association."5 

That was a hypothesis that was not at all unfounded, if one looks at the 
leadership bodies of the so-called workers' organizations over the past near
century. Tolain. a delegate from Paris, even went furthcr: 

Simple membership of the Association is one thing and living up to 
the role of delegate to the congress is a matter of much greater deli
cacy. The latter requires greater gU.arantees vis a vis the cause to be 
served. We hate no one: but, under present conditions, we have to see 
adversaries in all members of the privileged classes, whether that privi
lege is conferred by capital or by qualifications. The working class has 
long been accused of trusting to others for its salvation, of relying 
upon the state, etc. Today, it aims to side-step such reproaches: it seeks 
its own salvation, asking nobody's protection. Thus its delegates must 
belong neither to the liberal professions nor to the caste of capitalists.6 

In this way, the gauntlet was plainly being flung down and the likelihood is 
that Marx and Engels, eminent representatives of the two categories cited, 
were being targeted openly by the Parisians. The majority at the congress, 
made up of English, German and Swiss delegates, rejected that proposal once 
and for all. Five years later, after having attended the conference arranged in 
London in 1871, Paul Robin, ex-Alliance member, also spotted the threat and 
alleged that the "workers will dispatch, into the Councils that enjoy or are moving 
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towards enjoying authority, men of complete or comparative leisure, rentiers or 

privileged professionals, lawyers, journalists, teachers, doctors, liberated work
ingmen owning their own tools and having assistants." Applying that rule to 
himself, doctor as he was, Robin resigned from all responsible positions: 

Exercising one of those privileged professions, I will no longer consent 
to be appointed to any workers' council, administrative or supervisory. 
And I shall have to render to the cause of social revolution, to which I 
remain committed, whatever special services it may require of those in 

my profession. 
I shall have achieved my aim should the step I am taking with 

regard to myself become general practice: should the workers from 
now on have only one echelon, administrative councils under the con
stant supervision of the General Assembly or its special, temporary 
representatives. Councils composed of real workers suffering the or

dinary conditions of contemporary industrialism, paid at the usual rate 
for the time that they will donate to the common affair, and assisted as 
the need may be by clerks, likewise paid, for whom they will be an
swerable. 7  

This was an extremely honest attitude that does its author credit but it was 
very poorly received by those to whom the admonishment was addressed, the 
General Council and Marx, who wasted no time in instantly expelling this "fly 
in the ointment." Robin was to persist with his militant activity alongside the 
Jurassians; he was subsequently to devote his  time to his  specialty - educa
tion - with enthusiasm and commitment. He was to be one of the neo-Malthu
sian apostles of eugenics, then, at the age of 74, choose to bid this life good
bye. In any event, he cut a fine figure in that age of renegadism and dereliction. 

As for Bakunin, he took an active part in the Jura Federation's congresses 

in Sonvilliers and Saint Imier, and then in 1872 he revived the International 
Alliance of Social Revolutionaries and thereafter devoted his time to founding 
its Slav sections. Thus he drew up the programs for the Russian, Serb and 
Polish brethren, largely adopting, but in a more polished form, his earlier pro
grams. He also wrote lengthy articles and letters to denounce the Marxist putsch 
inside the IWMA. In these we find remarkable prophecies about state socialism's 
future and the future of what he described as the "Knouto-Germanic" empire. 
Unfortunately the majority of these writings were to remain unpublished until 
recent years and thus did not have the desired influence upon the c ourse of 
events. Plagued by health problems, the old lion took the view that his interna
tionalist mission was over and he bade his comrades farewell in a very fine 
letter of October 12, 1873, which in fact came to be regarded as his testament. 

In it he thanked his comrades, especially the Jurassians,  for having "retained 
their esteem, their friendship and their trust" in him, despite the "chicanery of 
our common foes and the infamous calumnies peddled against [him ] ;"  he 

thanked them for not having yielded to intimidation in the shape of the label 
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"Bakuninists" that had been cast up to them: such constancy had enabled them 
"to score a complete victory" over the "dictatorial designs of Monsieur Marx." 

The victory of freedom and of the International over authoritarian intrigue 
"now complete," he reckoned that freedom of action "according to personal 
convenience had been restored to every individual": so he thought that he was 

within his rights to resign from the Jura Federation and the International. Es
pecially in light of his health, his part from now on could not go beyond theo
retical propaganda - which did not appear to him to be the number one prior
ity in the short term, for he closed his letter with the assertion that: 

the time for ideas is past, and deeds and actions have come into their 
own. The priority today above everything else is the organization of the 
forces of the proletariat. But that organization should be the handiwork 
of the proletariat itself. Were I a young man, I would betake myself into 
the workers' circles and, sharing my brethren's life of toil, I would also 
share with them in this great labor of necessary organization. But nei
ther my years nor my health permit me to do SO.H 

Thereafter he spent his time on personal matters, while drafting (in Rus
sian) one of his major writings, Statism and Anarchy, a text that stands alone but 
was intended as the first part of a study intended to stretch to several volumes 
but which, alas, was never completed. Similarly, he wanted to buckle down to 
writing his memoirs but, seeking to solve his financial straits once and for all 
and assure his family's future, (his Polish wife and the three children she had 
had by the Italian Internationalist Cambuzzi for, in fact, his "marriage" was a 
marriage of convenience, and his wife enjoyed complete sexual freedom) he 
threw himself into a madcap venture, the La Baronata agricultural commune. 
He turned out to be a mediocre fanner dUU au atrocious manager, which led to 
his frittering away a substantial sum of money borrowed by his colleague Carlo 
Cafiero. This had a dramatic result: he fell out with his best friends and col
leagues in the Jura: this falling-out did not bpcome generally !ul0\Vn to outsid

ers but it had a very damaging impact inside the Jura Federation. In despera
tion, Bakunin tried to throw his life away in an insurrection in Italy and almost 
succeeded in that, before coming to a dismal death amid rancor and illness. Up 
to the last, he retained his rebellious spirit in spite of everything and to a young 
Russian woman who nursed him he offered the counsel that "authority depraves, 
submission to authority debases."9 

The IWMA that had survived held four congresses: Geneva (1873) , Brus
sels (1874) , Berne (1876) and Verviers (1877) . This was its heyday, a period 

generally glossed over by historians of the workers' movement, yet a period 
that was crucial, for it was then that the real demarcation between reformist 
advocates of state socialism and the conquest of state power and revolutionar
ies, determinedly committed to the economic struggle, took place. So much so 
that it became impossible for them to coexist. The schism was consummated 
at the world socialist congress held in Ghent in 1877. The Germans, Dutch, 
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Belgians and English - or at any rate the federations representing them in the 
IWMA - at the instigation of the Belgian Cesar De Paepe, came out clearly for 
participation in bourgeois institutions. The autonomists rallied around the Jura 
Federation did not quite advocate political abstention as lots of their adversar
ies sought maliciously to suggest, but, faithful to the Proudhonian idea, they 
condemned the embracing of participation in bourgeois parliamentarism as an 
objective to the detriment of the workers' economic struggle. 

Caught between true believers and like-minded types on the one hand, and 
prey to international persecution on the other, the autonomists were to lose in
terest in the holding of international congresses. These were replaced by the 
congresses of the Jura Federation which also attracted other foreign autono
mists. Thus there was no longer the old International but instead a movement 
rallied around a specific organization, albeit more informal than the Alliance and, 
over the years, increasingly remote from the laboring masses. Furthermore, an 
additional subdivision took place in the ranks into those who preached propa
ganda by insurrectionism and those less enthused by that. 

As early as 1876, Malatesta, speaking on behalf of the Italian Federation, 
had issued a declaration in favor of propaganda by deed. The "act of insurrec
tion, designed to assert socialist principles by deeds" was regarded as the most 
effective mode of propaganda and the only one which "without deceiving and 
corrupting the masses, can reach the deepest layers of society and draw the 
vital forces of mankind into the struggle sustained by the International."l0 An 
impromptu uprising in Benevento in Italy that year turned into a fiasco but 
failed to dishearten its instigators: quite the opposite indeed, but the strategy 
espoused by them was nevertheless repugnant to many others. This latter fact, 
plus the backlash from employers and the state whittled the membership of 
the Jura Federation down to a few dozen members - in contrast to the hun
dreds of its early days - and led to the collapse of the organization's clock
making production cooperative. So much so that its chief exponent, James 
Guillaume, was obliged to move away to Paris in 1878, his departure signaling 
the end of the Bulletin de fa Federation.  A new mouthpiece emerged in the 
shape of Le Revoite, published out of Geneva: Peter Kropotkin was its mainstay. 

Geographical isolation played a part in the demise of the Jura Federation: 
for a time, refugee French Communards and several Russian and Italian Inter
nationalists provided some sort of international liaison, albeit fraught with per
sonal squabbles. Indeed, Jules Guesde, who went back to France in 1876, struck 
out on his own, diluting his views as the need arose and launching his own 
newspaper L'Egafite. Paul Brousse who stood by his extremist opinions clan
destinely produced another French paper L'Avant-Garde. Benoit Malon and 
Gustave Lefranc,:ais, for their part, began to distance themselves from the anti

authoritarians. 
The amnesty granted to the Communards in July 1880 accelerated the de

marcation process and signaled the end of an epoch. Guesde and Brousse, 
erstwhile friends, the Castor and Pollux of the federalist IWMA, joined forces 
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to launch the Parti Ouvrier Franfais (French Workers' Party) on the basis of a 
minimum program that Guesde had obtained from his one-time Mte noire, Marx, 

in London. Not that their alliance lasted long, for it came to a somewhat comi
cal end; at the workers' congresses in Paris and Saint-Etienne in May and Sep

tember 1882, the Broussists secured a majority and expelled the Guesdists! 

Not that that was the end of it: each of them set up his own party and sailed 

back and forth over a period of twenty years of "armed neutrality" before they 

found themselves in the same camp once more, along with Jean Allemane and 
the Blanquist Edouard Vaillant, with the founding in 1905 of the SFIO (French 
Section of the Workers' International) Socialist Party. Having become by then 

what once they had despised - electoralists - they set about conquering pub

lic office, with a degree of success: Brousse was to become chairman of the 
Paris city council and the Guesde minister of war in 1914-1916! 

How are we to account for the trajectory followed by those who once would 
have railed against the conquest of state power and the stifling centralism of 

the Marxist General Council of the IWMA, only to end up themselves as the 
surest guardians of the capitalist order, while displaying the label "socialists?" 

There are the objective factors: capitalist production expanded considerably 

and reserved the leading role for the workers who became essential to its sur
vival. Smarting from the bloody reverses they had suffered in 1848 and 1871. 

those workers leant more and more in favor of less violent remedies and let 
themselves be seduced into participation in bourgeois institutions, in hopes of 

improving their circumstances by that route. Socialists thus found themselves 
cast as the representatives of such aspirations. As for the subjective element in 

the defection of ultra-revolutionaries, that may be construed as young bour

geois reverting to type after their impulsive extravagances: but an "honorable" 
reversion, for all that. Esvecially as, being denied access to the tiller of society 

by the plutocrats, the intelligentsia discovered in socialism an ideal means by 

which to advertise its "special talents and capabilities." As a result, while sup
porting the workers' causp-, it earned itself a sort of "legitilnacy" in justifying Its 
"wise choice, "  provided that it jettison the anarchist enthusiasms of its younger 

days, and hold itself ready to share in the "responsibilities" of state power along

side the once despised bourgeoisie. 
The die-hard rebels believed that the collapse of the system was just around 

the corner and they believed they might even accelerate that collapse with a 

few spectacular insurrections or attentats, like the Russian populists who had 

believed that they might topple the autocracy by assassinating Alexander II. It 

was full steam ahead; at his trial in Lyon in 1883, Kropotkin reckoned that bour

geois society had at most another decade of life left in it! 

To sum up: the workers' movement, at its inception united and homoge
neous, progressively differentiated itself into several competing tendencies, each 

one striving on its own account to play upon the elements of evolution or revolu

tion, economic and social. As the Great Score-Settling failed to arrive, they 

scuttled around looking for ways of hastening its arrival by laying the stress 

thereafter on subjective conditions. In this way the tendencies turned into specific 
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organizations, the better to get across their ideological messages and extend 

their influence over the workers. This with the notable exception of the ones 

who would henceforth go under the name of anarchists who, believing the so
cial revolution to be imminent, denied the necessity of organization at all, be

cause, on the one hand, they were keen to start in the here and now abiding by 

the principles that would govern the society of their dreams, and, on the other, 

with the example of Marx in mind, they were wary of any half-structured orga

nization. 
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V I I .  P R O PA G A N D A  B Y  D E E D  A N D  

" A N A R C H Y  O N  T H E  P AY R O L L " 

In the eyes of anti-authoritarians, incompatibility with the reformist state 
socialists had become so blatantly obvious that their every thought was de
voted to finding ways of demarcating their differences if only in terms of labels. 
At the time of the 1879 and 1880 congresses of the Jura Federation in Chaux
de-Fonds in Switzerland, at the suggestion of Carlo Cafiero and Peter Kropotkin, 
anarchist communism was espoused as their ultimate goal and collectivism 
described as a transitional form of society. The corollary of these objectives 
was "the abolition of all forms of government and the free federation of pro
ducer and consumer groups." 

At a secret get-together in Vevey in Switzerland in 1880, thirty -two anar
chist "poIitical leaders" who included Kropotkin, EIisee Reclus, Pierre Martin 
and five other Frenchmen, set out the tactical methods to be used to bring 
about anarchist communism. They agreed to recommend propaganda by deed 
and adopted a program drawn up by the Swiss, Herzig, and the German, Otter: 

1. Utter oestruction of existing institutions by force. 

Z. Every possible effort must be made to spread the revolutionary 
idea and the spirit of revolt through deeds. 

3. Desert the legal terrain in order to focus action upon the terrain of 
illegality, which is the only road leading on to revolution. 

4. Technical and chemical sciences having already rendered services 
to the revolutionary cause, we should urge upon our organizations 
and the individuals belonging to these groups that they place great 
store by the study and applications of these sciences as a means of 
attack and defense. 

5. The autonomy of groups and individuals is acceptable, but in order 
to retain unity of action, each group is entitled to enter into direct cor
respondence with the others, and in order to facilitate such relations, 
a central international information office is to be set up. 1 

For the time being, that program was kept secret and Jean Maitron, who 
reprints it in full in his monumental and unsurpassed thesis on this period, 
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discovered it in the police archives, which would suggest that there was a po

lice presence at that formal get-together, though there is no way of knowing 

whether that does credit or discredit to what emerged from it. Nevertheless, 
the organizational eccentricity espoused will be noted: autonomy was "accept

able," there was a "right to correspond" and an "information" office. Maybe the 

one accounts for the other. Otherwise, what we have projected in this formula 

is the picture of the society of the future, albeit in very hazy colors. 

On the other hand, police involvement is crucial to the launching of the 

first French anarchist journal to have seen the light of day since the Commune, 
La Revolution sociale. The Paris prefect of police, Louis Andrieux, had made 

his name a decade before, by taking on Bakunin and the Lyon Communards. 

In his Memoirs he explains and accounts for his initiative. He opens with a 
startling argument that to this very day raises a lot of questions: ''We know that 

the perpetrators of political crimes, when they remain unknown, are always 
agents provocateurs, and that it is always the police who are at the back of it." !  

Disturbed by talk of propaganda by deed and by the plot to have the Palais 

Bourbon (Chamber of Deputies) blown up, and briefed on the anarchists' prob

lems in bringing out a newspaper, he seized this opening to infiltrate those 

circles and "place Anarchy on the payroll." As this case is a model of the genre, 

let us quote the juicy story of this provocation at some length: 

The comrades needed a backer: but fiendish Capital was in no hurry 

to respond to their appeal. I shook that fiendish Capital by the shoul

ders and managed to convince it that it was in its interest to encourage 

the publication of an anarchist newspaper. One does not stamp out 

teachings by preventing them from springing forth, and the teachings 

gained nothing from being made known. Giving the anarchists their 

newspaper was like installing a telephone link between the plotters' 

back-room and the office of the prefect of police. One does not keep 
secrets from one's financial backer, and, day by day, I would be kept 
abreast of the most mysterious schemes. The Palais Bourbon would 

be spared: the representatives of the people could get on with their 

deliberations in peace. 

Do not think, also, that I crudely offered the encouragements of a 
police prefect. I sent along a well-dressed bourgeois to seek out one of 

the most active, most intelligent of them. My agent explained to him 
that, having made his fortune in the drug business, he wanted to de

vote a portion of his income to assisting anarchist propaganda. This 
bourgeois entering the lion's den aroused no suspicion among the com

rades. Through him, I placed a security with the state funds and so the 

newspaper La Revolution sociale made its entrance. 

It was a weekly publication, my generosity not stretching to the 
expense of a daily newspaper. Mlle. Louise Michel was the star attrac
tion of my editorial panel. Needless to say, "the great citizen-ess" was 

oblivious of the part in which I had cast her, and it is not without a 
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measure of confusion that I own up to the trap I had set for the inno
cence of some comrades of both sexes. 

Every day, around an editorial table, the most respected repre
sentatives of the party of action would assemble: together, they would 
scan their international correspondence: they would consider the steps 
to be taken to do away with "man's exploitation of his fellow-man": the 
recipes that science was placing in the revolution's service were passed 
along. I was always represented at these councils, and if the need arose, 
I would put in my two pennies' worth, more than once acting as a 
lightning conductor.2 

Instructive indeed! Note that "one of the most active and intelligent of them" 
was Emile Gautier, a leading light of the Paris movement at the time, a doctor of 
law and superb orator, but somewhat more gullible than the cobbler Jean Grave 
who had a better "nose" in this connection. Whenever Andrieux's agent, the 
Belgian SpiIleux alias Serraux, turned up to put this "stroke" to Grave he at first 
hesitated, then made to agree under certain conditions, that is, that the paper 
was brought out but Serraux was soon sent packing. The "wheeler-dealer," in 
this instance, Andrieux, smelled a rat and concentrated instead on Gautier. 3 The 
latter nonetheless was alerted by the sight of the names and addresses of French 
anarchist groups and their members in the columns of the paper. By then the 
game was obvious and that led to the demise of La Revolution sociale, after 56 
issues and almost a year on the scene. The role of "lightning conductor" men
tioned by Andrieux is also worth looking into: in this instance it took the form of 
a sham anarchist outrage. After having considered the Banque de France, the 
Elysee Palace, the prefecture of police, and the Interior Ministry - all of which 
targets were easily ruled out by Serraux, Andrieux's man - the statue of Thiers 
recently unveiled in Saint-Gerll1diu was chosen "as a practIce run." Let us have a 
look at the exact circumstances, as related with easy humor by Andrieux: 

4 4  

The comrades set off for Saint-Germain, carrying the infernal machine: 
this was a sardine can packed with fulminate and carefully wrapped in 
a handkerchief. I was aghast to learn of this plot: I knew what time 
they would be setting off for Saint-Germain: I knew what time the in
tended crime was scheduled for. What was I to do? The act had to go 
through if a crackdown was to be made possible. I had no hesitation in 
sacrificing the liberator of the nation in order to save the Palais Bour

bon. When night fell, the comrades slipped into the darkness through 
the ageless trees: they followed the rue de la Republique as far as the 
rue de Poissy, where the statue loomed larger and heavier than life in 
a little square. The pale moonlight brightened the face of the bronze 

old man who looked down upon the plotters with a sardonic gaze. 
One of them lifted the sardine can on to the plinth of the statue, 

between the legs of the armchair where a seated Mr. Thiers was un
folding something that must have been a geographer's map along his 
left thigh. 
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A long fuse trailed from the pedestal. One of the comrades set it 

alight, while his colleagues scattered revolutionary proclamations on 

the ground: then, as the flame began slowly to edge along the fuse, the 

comrades took to their heels, racing down the hill: and as they raced 

on across the flat ground they clambered over the railway barriers. 

Upon their arrival back in Paris they impatiently awaited the news 
from Saint-Germain. They had not stayed to watch the spectacular 

destruction they had wrought: they had no idea of the extent of the 

damage. 
How disappointed they were when they learned they had, at best, 

rudely awakened a few peaceable inhabitants of the quiet town of Saint
Germain. The statue was untouched: the fulminate had failed to dam
age the bronze: a broad black stain was the only trace left by the out

rage. I knew the names of the plotters: I had made the trip with them, 

by proxy at least: I had seen everything, heard everything. 

According to Jean Grave, it was "two or three Southerners, recently ar

rived from Marseilles, men whose verbal revolutionism . . .  signified their readi

ness to turn their hand to anything" who made the trip to plant that famous 

"sardine can," which caused only an "explosion oflaughter." This time, we might 
add, for the procedure was repeated over and over again and often had unfortu

nate consequences. The lesson was not learned properly and there were al
ways naive souls or imbeciles ready to be sucked into police provocations. Now, 

these narks have often had their defenders, as Grave stresses: 

Unmasking these narks would be so easy if all comrades were pre

pared to use a little common sense in their reasoning. But for many of 
them plain common sense goes out the window where propaganda 
matters are concerned. They drag in a host of elements unconnected 

with the issue, merely complicating and muddying it. . . .  if you dare to 

attack 'their' chap, it must be out of jealousy or because he does not 

see eye to eye with you. 4 

Grave here is upbraiding those "Christian-minded" anarchists who refuse 
to "think ill of anybody." For all that, Grave has a tendency to play down the 

influence of narks upon the evolution of the movement, which appears a bit 
paradoxical of the man who had been so disparaged in anarchist circles for 
jlicomanie (having cops on the brain) . And yet, there were notable police plants 

at the time: in 1882, at the time of the riots in Montceau-Ies-Mines, the agent 
provocateur Brenin was unmasked: in Lyon, center of the libertarian move

ment at the time, an agent of the prefecture, one Valadier, managed to infiltrate 

the editorial panel of the anarchist newspapers, which were in any event subject 

to permanent censorship harassment, since a single newspaper was obliged, 
for instance, to change its name seven times in under two years! 

Police plants have never been exclusive to anarchists, as some once at
tempted to have us believe - far from it! All revolutionary organizations of any 
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importance have always been infiltrated by provocateurs and traitors. Starting 

with Grisel who "blew" Babeuf's Conspiracy of the Equals in 1796: then even 

the great Blanqui, the "Old Lag" who spent 33 years of his life behind bars, was 

compromised by the Taschereau document, uncovered in police archives in 

1848, in which he denounced Barbes and his colleagues from the abortive ris
ing in 1839 (unless this was only a ploy on his part designed to get rid of his 
rivals) . During the 1848 revolution, the incoming prefect of police, Caussidiere, 
was stupefied to discover that his own deputy, Delahodde, appointed secretary 
of the prefecture, as well as the captain of his guards, Chenu, were agents of the 
police of Louis Philippe planted inside the revolutionary secret societies years 
before; Delahodde had even served time in prison, the better to play the stoolie 
among fellow inmates who could scarcely distrust such a "pure" revolutionary." 

Inside the Russian revolutionary movement, renegadism, treachery or provo
cation amounted to what might be described as an often honorable tradition. We 
might start by mentioning Utin, the man who slandered Bakunin and was an 
unconditional supporter of Marx: quickly disappointed by the lack of prospects 
in Europe, he sought a pardon of the Tsar and went back to Russia. Leon 
Tikhomirov, one of the most prominent populists, did likewise in the 1880s. Yevno 
Azev, the head of the Social Revolutionaries' terrorist fighting organization, was 

a direct agent working for the Okhrana, the tsarist secret police. The Bolshevik 
paper Pravda was founded in 1912 by another agent provocateur, Zhitomirsky. 
Furthermore, Malinovsky, leader of the Bolshevik faction in the Russian Cham
ber of Deputies or Duma, although "beloved" by Lenin, was another Okhrana 
agent and was shot as such in 1918. Thus all these agents were often well placed 
and as a result had a crucial influence upon their organization or the course of 
event�. M orf'ovpr, there is no reason to bc startltd by Uli�, fur ali is fair in war: 
the bourgeois state protected itself however it could. Moscow's "workers'" state 
has since done a lot better, which is to say a lot worse, conjuring ready-made 
phony anti-Bolshevik organizations into existence, manipulating them as has 
suited its needs and also penetrating most of the Russian emigre associations. 

We should note that Andrieux was quick to reveal his manipulation, just 
four years after the event, probably to pre-empt his being held accountable for 
eventual "mishaps," for his La Revolution sociale had done nothing but talk 

about bombs, arson and explosions. So he had to cover himself against those 
who succeeded him in the prefecture of police. The oddest reaction to his dis
closures came from Jules Guesde: Guesde later accused him of having "sired" 
anarchism in France. Thus, Guesde, who had once denounced Marxist cen

tralism inside the workers' movement as a conduit for police infiltration, switched 
his rifle to his other shoulder! 

In 1880, not all the bridges between socialists had yet been burned. At the 
Le Havre congress, the few anarchists present even managed to have a motion 
passed, advocating "libertarian communism as the ultimate objective."  It was 
only at the Paris congress on May 22, 1881 that the split really came. It came 
over an organizational issue, which may seem odd for anarchists: they decided 
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to address the congress only on behalf of their groups rather than in any per
sonal capacity. When the socialists turned down this proposal, they held a con

gress of their own from May 25 to 29, 1881, the date ofthe official foundation of 

the French anarchist movement. 

The London international congress, in July that year, set the seal upon the 
split. Thirty-one delegates,  all of them described by a number rather by their 
names, represented 56 federations and 46 non-federated sections or groups. 

Among these delegates were Louise Michel, Peter Kropotkin, Emile Pouget 
and the celebrated Serraux, Andrieux's "nark." Two crucial motions were 
passed. One, carried by a "slim minority," concerned the establishment of an 
international information office (!) based in London and comprising three titu
lar members and three deputies. Its existence was to remain notional. The other 
and unquestionably more important motion, had to do with propaganda by deed. 

It repeated the Vevey motion virtually word for word: 

Congress expresses the wish that affiliated organizations should bear 
the following suggestions in mind: as a matter of strict necessity, every 
possible effort must be made in the form of acts to spread the revolu
tionary idea and the spirit of revolt to that great fraction of the laboring 

population that does not as yet participate in the movement and de
ludes itself about the morality and efficacity of lawful methods. In de
parting from the lawful parameters within which we have generally 

remained thus far, in order to remove our action to the terrain of ille
gality which is the only path leading to revolution, we must have re
course to methods consonant with that objective . . . .  It is absolutely nec
essary that we focus our efforts in that area, bearing in mind that the 

simplest of actions against existing institutions says more to the masses 
than thousands of printed and floods of spoken words, and that propa

ganda by deed in the countryside is even more important than in the 
towns. Congress recommends to all organizations and persons affili

ated to the International Workingmen's Association that they place great 
store by the study of the technical and chemical sciences as a means of 

defense and attack.6 

This last recommendation is mind-boggling: the use of explosives to trace 

out a path for social revolution! Seductive though the strategic notion of propa
ganda by deed may have seemed (and the same could be said of the economic, 
social, individual or other approaches that would translate libertarian aspira

tions into day to day practicalities - and a fair number of comrades were en
gaged in these areas) , the reduction of it to the simple expression of "chemical 
and technical means" seems, with the benefit of hindsight, quite ludicrous, not 

to say aberrant. 
Another inconsistency arose here: the congress claimed no right other than 

its right to offer a broad outline of what struck it as the best form for revolution

ary socialist organizing, leaving "the secret organizations and others which might 
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strike them as advancing the success of the social revolution" as a matter for the 

initiative of the groups themselves. All in all, this fitted in with the trend already 

apparent in the last few congresses of the Jura Federation. If the slightest doubt 
persisted about its refusal to adopt a definite stance, the London congress· stipu
lated that it "is readily appreciated that the delegates from organizations which 

have sent representatives to London were not empowered to pass binding reso

lutions. It will be up to their groups and federations to make the final decision as 
to whether they accept them." How? By corresponding! For each affiliated group 

"will have the right to correspond directly with all the other groups and federa

tions which might give it their addresses." A lamer recommendation would be 

inconceivable and the suggestion remained a "dead letter." We can appreciate 

how the recollection of Marx's centralistic General Council may have over-shad
owed the delegates' deliberations, but this evasion of organizational responsi

bilities was simply suicidal and its boomerang effect was about to produce an 
eclipsing of libertarian ideas as the ideas of the majority revolutionary current, 
so much so that they would subsequently have to resort to other organizational 
and social methodologies in order to find expression. 

It is noteworthy that Kropotkin did what he could to oppose these resolu
tions. He was somewhat inclined to advocate a return to the Bakuninist form of 

organization, at once secret and public, which is to say, a resurrection of the 
Alliance: on two occasions he also spoke up against the recommended study of 
"chemical sciences' as the favored method of propaganda by deed. In addition, 

he tried to focus attention upon the much more significant problem of "clan
destine presses" in those countries where newspapers could not be published 
freely, and it was with great difficulty that he managed to get the congress to 

adopt a stance on revolutionary morality. 
It is telling tu Hote thai his greatest opposition on those two points came 

from Andrieux's agent, Spilleux/Serraux, supported by other Parisian delegates 
from the 1 1th, 16th and 21st arrondissements of the city, including the famous 

"sardine can" bombp-rs of that statue of Thiers. Natu.rally, Serraux moved that 
the term "morality" be stricken from the motion and steadfastly refused to see 

the establishment of any statistical or information bureau, or any bureau other

wise described, on the alleged grounds that that would mean the reconstitu

tion, under one denomination or another, of an "authority." In the end, he moved 
that the congress be wound up without recommending a clandestine press and, 

to cover his tracks, he argued that it was "a duty upon us all to show solidarity 

with every revolutionary act." Whereupon one of his most obsequious follow

ers, the delegate from Levallois-Perret, added to the confusion by saying that it 

is "hard to determine where the revolutionary act begins and where the bour
geois act begins." This was a splendid confusionist success, carried off without 

serious opposition from others at the congress like Louise Michel, Charles 
Malato, Emile Pouget, Grave, Malatesta, Merlino and other tried and tested 
revolutionaries.7 

Let us note the presence at this congress in London of a representative from 

the Icarian commune in Iowa, in the United States, which had moved away from 
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the original patriarchal and religious socialism of Cabet towards a libertarian 
communism. (Furthermore, in 1881 a newspaper called Le Communiste libertaire 

was published by Pierre Leroux's brother, Jules Leroux.) 
From then on, except in Spain which followed its own Bakuninist, collec

tivist path, targeting the producers of field and factory, it was France that be

came the center of gravity of the international anarchist movement, thereby 
regaining the status she enjoyed in the nineteenth century as the "Homeland 
of Revolutionaries and Revolutions." The evolution of anarchist thinking in the 
Hexagon (France) was to march in step with international trends up unti1 1914. 
For that reason,  we shall now focus our attention upon the French anarchism 
of that period. 

Instances of "propaganda by deed" came fast and thick, anarchist ideas 
gained ground and in order to combat them the authorities seized upon the 

pretext of the London congress and indicted around sixty anarchists from Lyon 
and elsewhere in 1883, on charges of attempted reconstruction of the IWMA, 

which was still under ban in France. The accused in turn availed of the trial to 
indict the bourgeois order and give full vent to their propaganda. Kropotkin, 
Emile Gautier, Bordat and Pierre Martin used the witness box as a rostrum for 
hours on end, not that this prevented them from receiving several years in 

prison as their sentences in spite of it all. Emile Gautier, one of the most bril
liant anarchist propagandists of his day, was entitled to special treatment: he 
was freed before completion of his sentence, upon undertaking to break with 
Anarchy. That was a promise that he kept, for he was thereafter to devote his 
energies to scientific publications far removed from chemistry and matters 
social. Only once did he retreat from his undertaking, much later on, when he 
wrote a preface to the memoirs of Coron, the one-time head of the Surete, who, 
it transpired, had been a childhood friend! Gautier took this paradox to ex
tremes by "complimenting" the man who had had the celebrated anarchist 
burglars, Duval and Pini, arrested, upon his having retained "the seditious soul 
of his younger day" beneath the "tricolor sash of the head of the Smete," a 

compliment coming from a "staunch old friend who went to the bad"!8 
The movement slowed down: its newspapers came out in fits and starts: 

congresses were rejected as "leftovers from parliamentarism," because they 
laid down a "single policy line trespassing against the freedom of the federa
tions." In spite of which, an attempted "International Anarchist Congress" was 
held in 1889 over a period of one week. As it had no pre-arranged agenda, it 
proceeded "amid the worst features of anarchy, in the vulgar sense of the term" 
(to borrow Jean Maitron's description) . There was not a single resolution passed, 
no vote was taken, and it was, in fact, a "Donnybrook Fair." Which is scarcely 
surprising, for the prevalent notion in France at the time was as latitudinarian 
as could be: 

Unhindered entry and rights of discussion for every comrade, for, as 
soon as some individuals show up speaking on behalf of other 
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individuals, they will be tempted to believe that they are expressing a 
collective opinion and, when they leave, will go away persuaded that 

their view, their words carry more weight than if they were acting 

solely upon their own behalf: in short, they will be tempted to lay down 

the law . . . .  9 

That sort of sophistry was the general rule, not merely for individuals re

mote from all social existence, but also for propagandists of some renown like 

Jean Grave, the editor-in-chief of La Revoite, who championed freedom of as

sent and freedom of initiative: 

Individuals belonging simultaneously to several groups based on dif

ferent acts of propaganda . . .  once their aim has been achieved, and 
the propaganda act been accomplished, the group dissolves, reform

ing on a new basis, those persons not accepting this new outlook break
ing off and others being recruited and propaganda thus being carried 

out by groups continually undergoing transformations along these 

lines, accustoming individuals to bestir themselves, to act, without 

being bogged down in routine and immobility, thereby preparing the 

groupings of the society to come, by forcing individuals to act for them

selves, to seek out one another on the basis of their inclinations, their 

affinities. 10 

Once he realized that he was living in times where the "shores of Anarchy" 

were not within sight, Grave was to overhaul that idyllic conception of propa

ganda activity. By that time, though, the damage had been done: atomization 

and the enthronement of individual autonomy as an absolute principle were to 

dilute and decompose the French anarchist movement. Jean Maitron estimates 

the number of militants in the entire country at somewhere between 600 and 

800 during the 1880s, and reckons that by 1894 there were 1,000 active mili

tants, 4,500 sympathizers and around 100,000 people receptive to anarchist ideas. 

Very few indeed, considering the goals in mind and the above all the advent of 

the much awaited society of the future. 
This headlong flight from reality led to a plain dissociation from social 

struggles. The option for propaganda by deed, to the exclusion of every other 

tactic or stratagem, inevitably led to a divorce from the workers' everyday pre

occupations. In order to gloss over that deficiency, anarchy took on the form of 

a religion, peddled by prophets and dreamers possessed. All that this mystical 

surge needed was its martyrs: and they would not be long in coming forward. 

In fact, the more the breakdown of society became desirable, the more unbear

able became the ordinary, everyday ghastliness to some who then turned to 

acts that "make more propaganda in a few days than thousands of pamphlets" 

(to quote Kropotkin from The Spirit of Rebellion) without thereby unleashing 
the yearned for spontaneous uprising of the masses. 

In fact, such practice signaled a complete breach with the traditions of 
association, union and solidarity built up in early decades of the workers' move-
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ment and of the federalist IWMA in particular. Quite the contrary: it made head

way as an abrupt backlash against such social values, as we can see from the 
anti-organizational trend that was to gain the upper hand in anarchist circles 

and speed the skid towards "bomb-ism."  
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VIII. ANTI-ORGANIZATIONISTS AND BOM BERS 

Author of a recent thesis on anarchist individualism, Gaetano Manfredonia, 

offers a very fine definition of the chief characteristic of this era: 

Individual initiative, free agreement, free communism, propaganda by 
deed, spontaneity of revolutionary action, such were the keynote ideas 
of anarchism's ideological profile in the 1880s, and they all harked back 
to the autonomous individual as the agent of social transformation. I 

Against that sort of backdrop, what might the relations between these "au-
tonomous individuals" be like? All but nonexistent, for there was no federation, 

no stable liaison, only groups getting together from time to time. In what sense? 

Emile Gautier explicitly spelled this out at his trial in Lyon: 

We have to be clear about what a group is. In Paris at any rate the 

anarchist groups are simple rendezvous where friends come together 

each week to discuss with one another matters of interest to them. 

Most of the time, indeed, there is hardly a new face to be seen there, 
beyond the small core of fuur ur five faithful attendees. 

In short, these were sort of encounter groups or anarchist "coffee morn

ings" - minus the drinks apparently. Lest he had not been properly under
stood, Gautier returned to the topic at his trial: 

An attempt has been made to use as an argument against such and 
such an anarchist group that there were stamps, that secretaries were 

appointed, that private meetings were held from time to time . . . .  I defy 

the prosecution to produce anything of that sort against the Paris an

archist groups - the only ones with which I am familiar, the only ones 

of which I can speak with knowledge - I defy the prosecution to prove 

that these anarchist groups were anything other than rendezvous, mere 

temporary get-togethers, the personnel of which varied every time 

and to which any newcomer was admitted: therefore he was free to 

walk away also without further ado, without payment of any subscrip
tion, without his even being asked his name or his opinions.2 

As a result, the anarchist group was wide open, implying no duty or obliga

tion upon participants, nor did it require them to reveal names or occupations, 
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nor to commit themselves to any activity of any sort. The individual remained 
fully free and autonomous within the group, and the group in turn enjoyed the 
same freedom and autonomy in the context of the federation, if there was one: 
there was no connection and no coordination involved. Better still, as Gaetano 
Manfredonia has remarked, "in the name of the principles of individual au
tonomy and freedom of initiative, every stable organizational tie was repudi
ated as being 'authoritarian' and thus anti-anarchist." Hardly surprising, there
fore, if the mentally unbalanced or above all agents provocateurs turned up 
inside these groups, said whatever entered their heads and indulged in the 
most inflammatory and provocative speechifying. Even Jean Grave ended up 
exasperated that there were "crackpots" and confidence tricksters locked in 
interminable competition for the "right to diddle" the comrades. In fact, the 
illegalist option, a logical choice for revolutionaries confronted with a system 

which they called into question, was open to a variety of interpretations, even 
to the extent of introducing "individual recovery" (reprise individuelle or petty 
crime) as a stepping stone to emancipation, by means of murder if need be. 
Ravachol started off that way: he murdered an old recluse in order to get his 
hands on his "nest egg" (an action that may have been inspired by or at least 
placed on a par with the character Raskolnikov in Dostoyevsky's novel Crime 

and Punishment) . Others indulged in a less criminal form of illegalist practice, 
and thus the common-law marriage (union libre) , and the moonlight flit and 
other sharp practices came into vogue. All such practices were lumped under a 
general heading of everyday propaganda by deed, to be sure, but for many that 
idea was still best encapsulated by the "savage eloquence of dynamite." For 
years this did not get beyond verbal violence, but in the wake of police harass

ment, a cycle of murderous outrages was launched one first of May. In the 
space of two years, it was to cancel every inch of ground gained by libertarians 

and reduce anarchism to the caricature of the "mad bomber." The ground had 
been well prepared over a time by a number of loud-mouthed individualists on 
a retainer from the prefecture of police: those Martinets, the Georges Renards 
and the mysterious copywriter for L'Internationale, a rabble-rousing advocate 
of propaganda by deed, published out of London 

It is becoming essential that we make everything that science has 
placed at our disposal sing out loud and clear . . . .  Thus to the theft, 
murder and arson that have naturally become our legitimate [?] meth
ods for communicating our ultimatum to all the leaders of the present 
society, we will not hesitate to add chemistry, whose powerful voice is 
becoming absolutely necessary to our making ourselves heard above 
the hubbub of society, and to shaking the enemy's fortune into our 
arms, without squandering our side's blood . . . .  Let us turn our atten
tion to chemistry and set to the manufacture of bombs, dynamite and 
other explosive materials, a lot more capable than rifles and barricades 
of encompassing the destruction of the current state of affairs.3 
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That same journal even issued an Anarchist Guide which offered descrip

tions of methods for making such "anti-bourgeois products." It recommended 

the destruction by fire of all "paperwork" as a means of doing away with gov

ernment! The unnamed author thus advised arson against ministry offices, tax 

offices, notaries' offices, all with the aid of inflammable "business circulars"! 

The provenance of this clumsy provocation was all too transparently obvious. 

Some people did not take the bait and that brought the worst abuse down on 

them: they were "petty anarchist popes," "mind-blinkerers,"  "gangs of doctors, 

lawyers and other bourgeois turn-keys," or "charlatans, vipers and the like." 
Jean Grave and La Revolte were especially targeted. A number of ordinary swin
dlers and house-breakers, allegedly operating in pursuit of a militant goal, but 

in fact for their own petty gain, found here a moral and revolutionary pretext 
for their skullduggery. 

As for explosives, no longer was it a question of Andrieux's Marseilles

made "sardine can," but rather of serious, lethal devices - the instructions for 

use of which had been widely distributed by "well-meaning folk" - and there 

were hotheads or manipulated "innocents" to use them. 
However, the model for this strategy, the Russian populist terrorists, ought 

to have served as a painfully instructive object lesson. To review the record: 
after a number of bloody attempts, they managed to assassinate Tsar Alexander 

II. True, he was no paragon of democracy and had only hinted at reforms; that 

said, however, he had abolished serfdom in Russia in 1861, maybe or even 

assuredly under pressure from events and the repercussions of defeat in the 

Crimean War against the Anglo-French in 1854-1855. Yet his assassination led 

his successor Alexander III to condemn his policy in its entirety and waste no 

time in enforcing a black reaction. This was also a blow to the subterranean 

campaign hf'ing conducted among the peasant masses by thousands of name

less revolutionaries who had taken up Bakunin's advice to go to the people and 

place themselves at their service. Seeking to accelerate history by a few heroic 

acts, the Russian terrorists had believed they could skip the requisite awaken

ing of peasant masses still numb from two and a half centuries of serfdom. 

Here again we find the harm in the Blanquist conspiratorial approach: a tiny 

band of the "elect" substituting itself and making the choices for everybody. 

In addition, this dismal policy was married to a stunning naivety: Zhelyabov, 

the terrorist leader, a prisoner at the time of the assassination of Alexander II, 

loudly claimed responsibility for the action when no one suspected him. The 

police promptly took an interest in his entourage, laid their ambush and thus 

rounded up the surviving perpetrators of the assassination! There was even a 

provocative corollary here too: one of the most prominent terrorists, Degaiev, 

betrayed his colleagues, thereby delivering the coup de grace to the organization. 

Not that this stopped those who escaped from sticking to the same tactics: in 

1887, an attempt on the life of Alexander III failed, and several of the conspira
tors were hanged, among them the elder brother of the man who was later to 

make his name as Vladimir Lenin. Several populists slipped through the net 
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and fled abroad, first to Zurich and thence to Paris. It was at this point that a 
certain Abraham Hekkelman made a name for himself under the alias of 
Landesen with his revolutionary bombast. A few years before, he had come 
under suspicion from Vladimir Burtsev (the Sherlock Holmes of the Russian 
revolutionary movement) of being an agent provocateur. To no avail, so high 
did his reputation stand among his "Christian" comrades,  as Jean Grave would 
have described them. This Hekkelman-Landesman character acquired so great 
a moral authority within the Paris group of the populists that on May 28, 1890 
and with "fiendish care" he distributed several bombs among his main com
rades. The following day, as if by coincidence, the Paris police mounted a search 
of the home of one of them and arrested 27 of them. Quite unperturbed, 
Hekkelman stayed calmly at home: before he could be persuaded to get offside,  
"it took urgent pressures from two naive militants, B.  and S.,  both of them very 
well regarded in the [Russian] colony [in Paris] :  they burst into Landesen's 
home one evening and briefed him about the arrests of their comrades and the 
suspicions hanging over him."4 And so he dropped out of sight for a few years, 
long enough to build himself a new identity: he renounced Judaism, converted 
to the Orthodox faith and took a young Belgian bourgeois bride, Even so, he 
continued to render considerable services to the tsarist police, to the extent of 
being ennobled and,  under the name of General Harting, being appointed the 
head of the police's foreign service. It was not until 1909 that he was finally 
exposed by Burtsev. Another tsarist secret agent turned up in the affair of the 
liege anarchist group; it transpired that he was its explosives man and its leader! 
The hand of the Okhrana chief, Ratchkovsky, was plain in this: some years 
later, he would be credited with the fabrication of the Protocols of the Elders of 
Zion. One might think that such events, public knowledge in their day, would 
have opened the comrades' eyes to the perils of "bomb-ism." Not a bit of it: they 
made do with, at best, recognizing the limitation upon that method of struggle: 
thus, in 1891,  Kropotkin noted that 

that was where anarchists went wrong in 1881. When the Russian revo
lutionaries had killed the tsar . . . .  European anarchists imagined that 

henceforth a handful of zealous revolutionaries, armed with a few 
bombs, would be enough to make the social revolution . . . .  An edifice 
built upon centuries of history cannot be destroyed by a few kilos of 
explosives . . . .  (La Revolte No. 32, March 18-24, 1891) 

Yet there was no self-criticism in this for he notes that the error was not 
without its usefulness, in that it enabled anarchists to "maintain their ideal in 
all its purity"! As far as the era of outrages that was to ensue was concerned, 
prominent anarchists refrained from offering any justification of them and, to 
borrow the words of Jean Maitron, "condemned [them] between the lines"!  

May 1 ,  1891 was the start of it all. A police inspector of Levallois-Flerret 
displayed undue enthusiasm in meting out beatings to several anarchists guilty 
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of having unfurled a red flag! A short while after the anarchists had been given 
harsh sentences - a travesty of justice that outraged their Paris comrades -
the homes of the judge and the prosecutor who had handled the case were the 
targets for bomb attacks. Thanks to information laid by a female nark planted 
in his entourage, Ravachol, the perpetrator of the explosions, was quickly iden
tified.5 A spicy detail: the constabulary almost picked Ravachol up at his home 

in Saint-Denis, for he had just moved on, with the assistance of a brigadier of 
the gendarmerie whom he had offered some cigars! We might add that the 
handcart containing Ravachol's effects and pushed by the sympathetic officer 
included, in pride of place, a box of dynamite.6 Ravachol was nonetheless ar
rested a short while later, because of his preaching, having attempted to con
vert to his way of thinking the waiter at the Very restaurant who did not take 
kindly to the matter and noted his face, reporting him at the earliest opportu
nity. Some comrades took revenge by blowing up the Very restaurant, followed 
by the Bons-Enfants police station and other places, this time with the loss of 
several lives. The era of "bomb-mania" was at its height. It created such panic 
that, odd to relate, the profession of magistrate became a risky one and magis
trates came to be regarded as undesirables by their landlords, as the one-time 
head of the Surete, Coron, relates: 

Many [magistrates] were given notice, and whenever they showed up 
at other premises seeking to rent, they were shown the door, at times 
even rudely. There was one concierge who said one day, with great 
dignity: "Monsieur Dresch, the police inspector who arrested Ravachol, 
was left for several weeks with nowhere to stay but the house of a friend!" 

Odd that the actions of anarchists should have had that effect, unless M. 
Goron was exaggerating greatly whf'n he claimed that an anarchist "openly 
admitting his opinions, was, by contrast, received with open arms."7 

Motivated by the same sacrificial heroics as the Russian terrorists, some 
anarchists thus began to carry out to the letter the "explosive" precepts of pro
paganda by deed, which had been preached on that scale for years to no avail. 
Countless acts of the sort, happily less lethal, the handiwork of more or less 
sincere imitators or even of maverick figures, aped Ravachol's example. Later, 
things took a turn for the worse with the bloody attentats of Emile Henry, 
Uauthier (who stabbed a Serbian diplomat while he dined because he reckoned 
he looked and dressed like a bourgeois!) , Auguste Vaillant and Caserio. Now, 
this phenomenon was not beyond everyone's control, and the state authorities 

were not long in making it redound to their advantage. The memoirs of former 
police inspector Ernest Raynaud are extremely informative in this regard.s 

According to Raynaud, one Puibaraud, inspector-general of the Interior 
Ministry civil service in 1893, played a key role in most of the political skull
duggery and provocations of that time. Not that this Puibaraud looked the part: 
with "his great black moustache, his mop of white hair and his round, church
warden's face, you would have sworn, upon seeing him, that he was a debonair 
bourgeois, a harmless pen-pusher," but "behind his podgy appearance [he hid] 
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an acute farsightedness and a steadfast determination. He was an old hand, 

and had been around a bit," having made a "virtue of cunning." He managed to 

find himself an employer to match his understated talent, in the person of the 

minister and high-flying politician Charles Dupuy. 

The year 1893 had seen the parliamentary regime shaken by the Panama 
scandal as its corruption and compromise stood exposed. Dupuy, a "firm-handed 
authoritarian," was called in to salvage its reputation. He tried a diversionary 
move, as is often the case in such circumstances, by ordering the closure of the 

Bourse du Travail on May 1, 1893. But that did not really turn out to his advan
tage; so he next installed the famous prefect of police, Lepine, and made his 

first use of Puibaraud in the "Norton papers" set-up, by means of which he 
disposed to two redoubtable adversaries, Millevoye and Deroulede. 

What particularly worried Dupuy, again according to Raynaud, was the 
libertarian propaganda that was spreading openly and keeping minds in a state 

of latent rebellion. He told Puibaraud one day of the socialists and coup d'etat
makers, "Leave them to me! I know where to lay hands on them, but I confess 

that I am frightened of this virus of anarchy that has invaded the body of soci

ety, wreaking great havoc there. It is that virus above all else that we have to 
eradicate. As I see it, the real danger lies there." In fact, the first anarchist 
attentats had been so well received, according to Raynaud, by the populace 

who acclaimed the propagandists by deed as "liberators," for those attacks had 
been primarily directed against "tyrants, sovereigns, heads of state, the well-to
do, magistrates and policemen." Furthermore, anarchy was very much in vogue 

among the literati and artists, if not in fashionable circles. 

Puibaraud replied to Dupuy that he would undertake to exercise that dan
ger, provided that he could have new legislation outlawing the anarchists and 
criminalizing their beliefs. Promoted director-general of detectives at the Pre

fecture, Puibaraud then set to work. Thus, when, on November 9, 1893, Vaillant 
tossed his bomb into the "crepe-eaters of the Aquarium" (as the Chamber of 
Deputies had been nicknamed by Le Fere Peinarci) , causing only a few slight 

injuries, Dupuy, who was chairing the Assembly displayed extraordinary sang
froid and even ventured the historic comment: 'The proceedings continue!" 

According to Raynaud, Dupuy, who had learned of the intentions of Vaillant 
(who had been driven to despair by society's iniquity) through one of 
Puibaraud's informants had, far from proceeding against him, ordered his min
ions to remedy his lack of wherewithal. So, a "house-breaker" comrade, conve

niently released from prison, supplied Vaillant with the money and materials 

for his nail-bomb, manufactured in the Prefecture's municipal laboratory, so 
that they could rest assured as to its harmlessness. The entire political class, 

implicated up to its neck in the Panama scandal, was home and dry by the next 
day: the attentat had served as its lightning conductor and public attention had 

been diverted in the direction of the scapegoated "dangerous anarchists."  

Especially as Puibaraud laid on a whole flurry of phoney attentats in every 
quarter of Paris, bringing about a u-turn in the public's opinion of anarchists. 
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Hot on the heels of that, the "crepe-eaters" now had only to vote through 
the lois sceierates of 1894 and that was that. Libertarian ideas were at last deemed 
thought crimes and the way was clear for massive repression: two thousand 

searches carried out across the country, dozens sentenced for the crime of 
Anarchy: finally, thirty celebrated anarchists were placed on trial. Against all 
the odds, that trial ended with the prosecution in disarray and the accused 

were set free. We might note one ridiculous incident during the proceedings. 
The prosecution counsel, Bulot, sworn enemy of anarchists, opened his mail 
while one hearing was in session, probably intending to peruse with relish the 

many letters denouncing anarchists that he received on a daily basis, when 
suddenly he leapt to his feet and asked for a recess: "I request a one-minute 
suspension of the proceedings. 1 have just unwrapped a package that 1 received 
through the post, and it contains fecal matter. I request leave to go and wash 
my hands."  Which enabled one of the accused, Feneon, to provoke general 
hilarity when he commented: "Not since Pontius Pilate have hands been washed 
with such solemnity." � That day the "party of mockery" made recruits, espe
cially as the panic-stricken bureaucrats had taken their nit-picking to the lengths 
of placing a formal ban, with an eye to New Year's Day 1894, upon "the exercise 
of any industry involving furnaces or requiring the assistance of flammable 
instruments."  III The scare had burned itself out: it was the end of an era. Hav
ing obtained what it was after, the bourgeois state had no further need of the 
"bomb madness" and such activities were to vanish from the records in the 
decades that followed. 

As for Puibaraud, his provocative methods seriously upset his own colleagues 

from the Prefecture, and he was removed from office. Shunned by his decidedly 
ungrateful silent partners, he ended his life in oblivion, forgotten by everybody. 

We should say that the calling of the provocateur on the payroll was not always 
so peaceable. One Gustave Buisson, known as "Ie Petit Patissier" (the Little 
Pastrycook) , having wormed his way into the Le Havre anarchist group, de
nounced several of its members who were arrested and convicted. Moving to 

Paris and believing his cover to be intact, he tried to carry on as a nark. Two 

Parisian comrades, cafe waiters at that (a profession that had a rather unsavoury 
reputation in these matters) , lured him, on the pretext of some operation, to the 
banks of the Saint Denis canal, where they called him to account and executed 

him. 11 They were discovered and deported to penal servitude. Nevertheless, what 

they had done gave the Little Pastrycook's imitators food for thought and damp

ened their ardor. 

The vast majority of anarchists, including Kropotkin, Reclus,  Grave, Malato 

and Malatesta ended up dissociating themselves completely from the outrages. 
They were a bit late, for, unbeknownst to themselves, they had let their enemy's 

back-room boys prescribe their movement's policy line. So, for them, it was 

unquestionably a heavy defeat. They were to strive to learn from it, because, in 
the final analysis, it was from that point on that the movement got off the ground. 

Henceforth, there would be a clear dividing line between the social, libertarian 
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communist current and the individualist anarchist trend, which was yet to be 

the object of much controversy. 
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IX.  F R O M  T H E F R E E  C O N T RA C T TO T H E  
" A N A R C H I S T W O R K E R S '  P A RT Y  ( C G T ) "  

Mer a year and a half of a repression that led several anarchists - Pouget, 
Malato, and Louise Michel - to seek safety in exile in London, an amnesty 
afforded the French movement the opportunity to spring back into life. Mili
tant activity was at all times expressed primarily through periodicals: Le 

Libertaire founded by Sebastien Faure and Louise Michel, reappeared in 1895; 
La Revolte was replaced by Les Temps nouveaux with the irreplaceable and im
perturbable Jean Grave at the helm; finally, under the alert authorship of Emile 
Pouget, Le ?ere Peinard embarked upon a new series. 

In order to show off the coherence of anarchist ideas, prominent militants 
themselves brought out a whole series of publications, primarily under the 
imprint of the Bibliotheque sociologigue of the Stock publishinghouse. These 
were often articles that were first blown up into pamphlets and then revised 
and expanded into book size. Peter Kropotkin, still in London because he was 
forbidden to enter France, also took part in this publishing venture. Taken to
gether, these publications represent a solid theoretical grounding, and they 
anchored libertarian ideas firmly in many a head. However, we have to note the 
vagueness of the practical methods advocated: in a way, once the goals had 
been determined, it was up to each individual to shift for himself in the reach
ing of them. Freedom of initiative and the free contract between individuals 
were the panacea in matters of organization. Malato hinted very timidly at a 
"libertarian federation of workers and peasants . .  , an idea unfortunately ham
pered in its execution by a variety of factors, but which remains completely 
valid." What about those factors? Malato fails to make any further reference to 
them and makes do with the claim that: 

6 0  

with its thousand centers of activity, groups, committees, federations, 
all autonomous but in constant liaison one with another and not afraid, 

should the circumstances so demand, to subordinate their personal 
preferences to the necessity for concerted action, anarchism is stron
ger and above all less vulnerable than authoritarian socialism with its 
hierarchy, its watchwords, its parliaments and its crude connections, 
which the government can sever with one saber blow. 1 
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One seeks consolation where one may, but it is better to have something 
to "sever" than nothing at all, we might say. Like a good "boui/," 2 Jean Grave 
drives his nail home into the question, but very gently for he has to wade through 
elementary banalities such as, say, conceding that: 

every time the human being seeks to accomplish something, he finds 
himself obliged to join his endeavors to the efforts of other like-minded 
beings, in order to afford his action the widest possible scope and all of 
the impact that they can bring to it. And, whatever they may say, that is 
what those who deny the usefulness of association are compelled to 
do. But the efforts brought jointly to bear, with an eye to deriving the 
greatest possible advantage from them, must, if their goal is to be 
achieved, be coordinated into collective action, with each individual 
taking up the part to which he is best suited, or which strikes him as 
most apt in his sphere of activity. Some may call that organization, some 
may prefer the description of contract, but what matter the name, pro
vided the thing be accomplished. 

As was his wont, that stance was immediately counter-balanced by the vision of 

seeing resurrected as a result (in these hopefully vast federations) , 
central committees, shared minimum programs, and other authoritar-
ian appendages that we imagined we had transfigured because we 
yoked them to new formulas and hung new names upon them.3 

The fear of "regimentation" still held sway. 
Little by little, though, the natural need to seek company, even if only for 

as long as a congress took, reappeared on the agenda. Especially as, whereas 
anarchists had repudiated the need to hold congresses, they had no objection 
to going along to disrupt the congresses of the socialists: thus, it was on those 
grounds that they were denied entry to the Zurich Congress (1893) and the 
London Congress (1896), when recognition of state socialism was made a pre

requisite for participants. An anti-parliamentary congress was scheduled for 
Paris in 1900. Several submissions were drafted with that in mind. As the con
gress was banned, these appeared as articles or in pamphlet form. The very 
active Internationalist Revolutionary Socialist Students of Paris group (Etudiants 

Socialistes Revolutionnaires Internationalistes de Paris - ESRI) thus brought 
out its Submission on the Necessity o/Establishing Some Ongoing Understanding 

Between the Anarchist and Revolutionary Communist Groups. It was hedged 
about by all sorts of provisos: it included the declaration that the authors had 
no designs upon "any kind of centralized organization, nor any kind of adminis
trative authority."  The groups would not be giving up any of their autonomy in 
this marriage of necessity: the professed aim was for them to be in contact with 
one another, to have suitable addresses and to correspond or possibly get to
gether. The overriding reasons for getting together followed: "Nothing of any 
import" had been undertaken in respect of the struggle against the reaction: at 
critical moments, they had been forced to resort to bourgeois newspapers in 
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order to issue summonses to libertarians: personal misunderstandings, taken 
together with the lack of liaison between the local groupings had occasionally 
resulted in the decline, if not the demise, of certain national movements. 

Another drawback was stressed: newspapers were exclusively dependent 
upon their owners and their relations with the groups were more rather desul
tory or even hostile for "a man is master in his own home" (our quotation - A. 

Skirda1 .  When all was said and done, the authors wanted: 

something that will allow us to maintain contacts with one another -
between the districts of a large city like Paris, between the different 
communes in a country, or even between comrades from different 
countries - as often as we may have the need. Let it go under the 
name of "understanding," "alliance," "union," "federation" or "corre
spondence bureau": the name is of little significance to us. But it will 
still be the first step towards an organization, we may be told, "and 
that organization may culminate later in centralization!"4 

In the name of their libertarian principles, the authors ruled out the possi
bility of things following such a course. The Marx syndrome was still doing 
damage and cast a long shadow over minds as soon as organization was men
tioned. All the same, was this not overstating things a bit and erasing all recol
lection of the Bakuninist Alliance or were the former members of that afraid of 
lifting the veil covering its structure and its mode of operation? Unless we are 
to rule out that hypothesis, it is none too easy to understand how the general 
disorganization of the anarchists failed to trigger some sort of a backlash and 
how the ESRI group could have been induced to close its submission with the 
stipulation that its appeal for unity was addressed only to those who were sup
portive of it (!) and that thf'y hoped others would not place ubstdde:s ill ils pathl 

Even this surprisingly timid proposal in favor of a correspondence bureau 
and a federation failed to find favor with Jean Grave. In a later report drawn up 
for the same banned congress, he opened by upbraiding the absurdity of those 
who had thus far, on one pretext or another, tried: 

to dragoon, to discipline and draw individuals into hierarchical and 
centralized arrangements that are bedecked with the name of organi
zation, (and] among the anarchists, we have witnessed comrades as
serting that, as they want nothing more to do with authority, so they 
want no more truck with organization. 

He then notes the lack of cohesion that leads anarchists to "be a little bit 
indiscriminate in their fire, having no links of any kind and losing something of 
their strength as a result for want of solidity in affording their activity more 
consistency." However he did not bemoan that, for, by his reckoning, it was not 
"such a big problem," because it was: 
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the wont of the authoritarian parties to decree agreement and federa
tion, setting up organizations and groupings whose object was to en
sure such union and unity of purpose. 
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As he saw it, federation would come about only through the progressive 

agglomeration of groups and not because some decision would have been made 

to set up a grouping charged with seeing to its organization. Also, in his view, 

agreement and relations did exist between the anarchist groups: what was lack

ing was to have these in a coordinated, consistent and generalized way. In pass

ing, he congratulated himself upon the anti-militarist propaganda carried out 

over the past twenty years, this having made it possible for the Dreyfus Case to 

be played up! 5 

In Grave's view, had anarchists been "centralized or federalized at the out

set of their propaganda, they would have lost in initiative and autonomy what

ever they might have gained in unity." And what of the correspondence bureau 

to which reference had been made? Let us look at that: Grave himself had been 

in charge of one at the London Congress and wow! it had remained a dead 

letter. A distinction had to be made between cohesion and unification, which 

meant proceeding from the "top instead of from the grassroots up."  Conse

quently, anarchists needed to become alive to the overriding necessity of it and 

acquire the necessary conviction the better to connect with one another. like

wise, he had no particular "aversion" to mention of an "anarchist party." Pro

vided that the term was used to "designate merely a category of individuals 

who, possessed of a fund of shared ideas, therefore enjoyed a degree of effec

tive and moral solidarity against their adversary: the bourgeois society." The 

counterbalance to that (again that even-handed style of his) came from rejec

tion of any body "charged with expressing the ideas of the party": 

In any group, however tiny, there are always, of necessity, disagree

ments in the thinking of its component members. And whenever that 

group affirms a set of ideas as its own, that is only the mean of its 

thinking, for if they had set them all out, it would no longer be making 

an affirmation but a straightforward contradictory exposition of them. 

N ow, how are you going to arrive at an official organ of the anarchist 

party expressing the thinking of the "anarchist party," when anarchists 

are not and cannot be in agreement on, every particular? 

It is to some extent understandable that Grave should have questioned the 

precept of delegation, but for him to postulate "necessary" disagreement be

tween anarchists seems absurd, for if that were truly the case, what then would 

be the common ground that would justify their libertarian convictions? That is 

taking the cult of individuality a bit far, if one wishes to struggle for realization 

of its social ideal. This attitude is worth underlining, for it is what we might 

describe as a human constant which boils down to saying, according to the 

classic example, that a bottle is half empty when it is only half full. In organiza

tional terms, it consists of advancing every possible and conceivable ground 

for not seeing eye to eye on anything, rather than stressing the grounds for a 

fundamental unity: in the final analysis, this is setting everybody systemati

cally against everybody else. Leading on to complete disunion, and in round

about fashion arriving at the prevailing motif of inegalitarian societies "the war 
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of each against all": a position diametrically opposed to the revolutionary ethic 

peddled by the founding fathers of the anarchist doctrine, as we have seen 

above. Closed fist, or open hand - one has to choose! 
This "negativist" position on organization is not merely the one adopted by 

Grave, he claims it as his own: 

A unity of views is unrealizable: then again, it would be harmful, be

cause it would spell immobility. It is because we do not agree upon 

certain ideas that we discuss them, and that in discussing them we 

will discover others which we did not even suspect. A huge diversity 

of ideas, views, aptitudes is necessary for the organization of a harmo

nious social condition.6 

That was far from being merely his personal opinion: it was the view held over

whelmingly in the anarchist circles of the time. 

Despite the smugness that Grave radiates, the development of anarchist 

ideas was then unmistakably stagnant, especially as the yearned for "Great 

Day" had failed to arrive. In order to sidestep any charges of passivity, it be

came more convenient to rail against the "ignorance of the crowd" and the 

brutalization of the workers by the state and the reformist parties. Anarchy 

turned into an elitist concept: Grave talked about the "difficulties of making 

oneself understood by the crowd" and of "drawing it up to us and not descend

ing to its level." Curious evolution from propagandist anarchist to libertarian 

anchorite! 

Grave's final argument against organization: the danger that police repres

sion posed for a central agency. It need only be "harassed" and its members 

would be scattered and above all "the exchange of corresponclpnrf> one was 

trying tu facilitate, hob bled." Given the modesty of the connection envisaged, 

such anxiety might seem exaggerated. 

How are we to account for this attitude on the part of Grave, one of the 

leading figures Ll1 French aIlarchism at that time? He was a self-educated cob

bler who had had an impoverished childhood, a real "son of the people" who 

became a zealous propagandist so persnickety about the orthodoxy of the doc

trine that he came to be nicknamed "the Pope of Anarchy" by malicious tongues. 

His reasoning, standpoints and opinions often seem essentially correct but, as 

we have seen on several occasions, they added up to nothing when it came to 

practical action in the short term. For all his gifts as a writer, his emotional 

nature left him incapable of public speaking Gust like the talented Emile Pouget) . 

Perhaps it was this inhibition that gave him a complex and led him to take 

refuge in his work as a publicist - he was to edit excellent publications over a 

forty-year period - and to recoil from the slightest attempted interference. 

With Fernand Pelloutier, we are confronted by a horse of a quite different 

color: he had his feet well planted in social soil. A convert from socialism to 

anarchism (as was sebastien Faure, while Constant Martin was a convert from 
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Blanquism) in 1892, when the "Ravachol era" was at its height, he immersed 
himself completely in trade union affairs: he played a preponderant role espe
cially in the founding of the Bourses du Travail, astutely fending off intrusion 
by Guesdist politicians. In his celebrated Letter to Anarchists in 1 899, he of
fered a hard-headed assessment of the movement: 

Thus far we anarchists have conducted what I shall term practical pro
paganda [as opposed to the purely theoretical propaganda of Grave] 
without the shade of a unity of views. Most of us have flitted from 
method to method, without great deliberation aforethought, and with 
no spirit of consistency, at the whim of circumstances.s 

He noted that anarchists' ''wonderful'' written propaganda had been fol
lowed up only by the most mediocre "active propaganda." Which he regarded 
as a great pity, for, as he saw it, the anarchist "has resources of energy and a 
proselytizing zeal that might be described as inexhaustible!"  

What Pelloutier was asking for, then, was "that each of  us (in the light of 
his own conscience) makes a firm option in favor of one particular mode of 
propaganda and the no less firm determination to commit to it all of the energy 

with which he has been endowed." Especially as the first general congress of 
the Socialist Party had just been held and the workers' unions had been re
markable by their absence, proof of their mistrust of parliamentarism and the 
usefulness of reforms. In fact, socialists of various persuasions had managed to 
find a temporary solution to the "abominable squabbling" between (in 
Pelloutier's words) the ''Torquemada in the opera glasses and the would-be 
shooter of anarchists, 9 Lafargue and Zevaes." It should be said that that same 
year, 1899, had seen the sensational entry of a socialist, Millerand, into the 
bourgeois government of Waldeck-Rousseau, a government in which General 
Callifet - who had massacred the Communards in 1871 - had been appointed, 
by way of a counter-weight, Defense Minister! All to preserve the unity of the 
nation, threatened by the Dreyfus Mfair. The "man who shot down the Com
mune shook hands with the defender of the shot": that naturally triggered a 
great storm, albeit a storm in a tea cup - for the reformists, and the appetite 
for power in many socialists, triumphed in the end and they adapted to the 
good form of ministerial office. It was on these grounds that Pelloutier argued 
that the existence of the Socialist Party was "precious" in the extreme, and that 
"if it did not exist, we would have to invent it, given the way its haughtiness and 
its impertinence make political socialism hateful in the eyes of the unionized 
masses." There followed a few extremely pertinent and relevant lines about 
the Socialist Party which "is not going to be just another political party, paralyz
ing the energy and spirit of initiative that we seek to inject into the union group
ings, but will in addition be a counterrevolutionary party, tantalizing the people's 
appetites with anodyne reforms, and the trades associations, forswearing . . .  

will again put their trust in the unrealizable promises of politics." 
Pelloutier then went on to offer this remarkable profile of the anarchists: 
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Outcasts from the Party, because they are no less revolutionary than 
Vaillant and Guesde, as steadfast in their advocacy of the suppression 
of individual ownership, we are, in addition, something they are not: 
rebels around the clock, men truly godless, masterless and nation
less, irreducible enemies of every despotism, moral and material, in
dividual or collective, that is to say, of laws and dictatorships (includ
ing that of the proletariat) and keen enthusiasts of self-improvement. 

In his estimation, that last point was a crucial complement to the economic 
struggle, so that the awakening of the workers, who, after having "long believed 
themselves condemned to the role of instrument, seek to become intelligent 
creatures so that they may be at once the inventors and the creators of their 
endeavors." 10 That, he reckoned, was where anarchy came into its own. As for 
the unions, their duty was to "sow in the very belly of capitalist society the 
seeds of the free producers' groups through which it seems our communist and 
anarchist ideal must come to pass." We might also note the advocacy of the 
general strike, a point setting anarchists apart from the Guesdists and political 
socialists. For Pelloutier, it was the method par excellence whereby the society 
of oppression might be overturned, thus replacing the famous violent overthrow 
or the make-or-break Great Day. 

Though he went to an early grave at the age of just 33 - the onerous task 
he had set himself played its part in his demise - Pelloutier is the founding 
father of revolutionary syndicalism, which really took off with the amalgam
ation of the various unions and the Federation of the Bourses du Travail into the 
General Confederation of Labor (Confederation Generale du Travail - CGT). 
Following his example, large numbers of anarchists henceforth gave of their 
best to this. 

One of the ones that committed himself most to it was Emile Pouget. By no 
means an unknown in the anarchist movement, it could even be said that he was 
one of the founders of it in France, since he had belonged to it since 1879. He 
took part in the London congress in 1881, then was involved in the Louise Michel 
demonstration in 1883 that turned into looting of the breadshops. It was while 
attempting to rescue "good old Louise" from the hands of the police that he was 
arrested and sentenced along with her in connection with the riots. After a three
year prison term, he was freed and in 1889 1aunched an extremely popular pub
lication, Le ?ere Peinard, an anarchist reincarnation of the French revolution's 
firebrand Le Pere Duchene, which had been revived once before, in 1871 at the 
time of the Paris Commune. Pouget displayed a heck of a journalistic gift, writ

ing in popular style. Let us take a look at the program of this old "shoe-mender": 
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It's as familiar as the villainy of generals: less long-winded than the 
1793 Constitution, it was summed up, a little over a century ago, by 
the Old Man, Father Duchene: "I don't want anyone shafting me!" To 
the point. No weasel words there. And that declaration, more incisive 
than the Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen, answers 
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everything, encapsulates everything, does for everything. The day 

when the common folk are no longer being shafted is the day when 

bosses, governments, priests, magistrates and other blood-suckers are 

pushing up daisies. And on that day the sun will shine upon every
body and there will be a place at the table for everybody. 

But, damn it, it won't all happen in one go! The time is long gone 

when quails fell from out of the heavens, ready roasted and wrapped 
in vine leaves. Come that day, if we want Society to smile upon us, we 

have to shift for ourselves and rely upon our own efforts alone. 

This blunt, rough-and-ready talk not only made him a hit with his reader

ship, but also brought Pouget and the paper's administration lots of brushes 

with the authorities. During his enforced exile in London in 1894, Pouget had 

acquainted himself with the British trade unions and come to appreciate their 

capacity for standing up to capitalism. As soon as he returned to France he set 

about spreading the syndicalist gospel: 

If there is one group where the anarchos should be making inroads it 
is of course the Trades Council . . . .  The problem is as follows: "I'm an 

anarcho, I want to plant my ideas, now where would they prosper best?" 

"I already have the factory and the drinking den . . . .  I'd like something 

better: somewhere where I can meet proles who have some grasp of 
the exploitation we suffer and are racking their brains to come up with 

some remedy for it. Does such a place exist?" Yes, by God. And there 

is only one: the trades association! 

Pouget set about encouraging his colleagues into the unions - some of 
them were reluctant, if not downright hostile - for the "big cheeses would 

kick up some stink if it turned out that the anarchos, whom they reckoned they 
had muzzled, were seizing upon the opportunity to worm their way into the 
unions and spread their ideas there without any great to-do, or airs and graces." 
11  As good as his word, he became increasingly involved in the CGT, becoming 

its assistant general secretary and editor in chief of its mouthpiece La Voix du 

Peuple. He also continued to elaborate upon its theory and practice in numer
ous articles and a few crucial pamphlets. His syndicalism was of a distinctly 

libertarian hue: its prime and principal target was "elimination of wage-slavery 
and the employer." This struggle was waged exclusively on the economic ter

rain, in stark opposition to the Guesdist politicians' strategy of going after po
litical power. And it was with some reason that the elderly James Guillaume 

regarded this CGT as the "continuation" of the federalist anti-authoritarian In

ternational of Bakuninist tradition. Enriched, this time around, by the experi

ence accumulated over upwards of twenty years of anarchist militancy. Along 

with his colleagues, Pouget devised a clear, well-defined strategy and tactics. 
In keeping with the First International's device of "the emancipation of the 

workers will be the workers' own doing," that strategy relied upon direct action, 

eschewing any intermediary or substitute for the workers' own determination 
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to fight and win. The latter was founded upon the " . . .  personal worth of each 
individual and thereby genuinely carried out an educational task, while also 
carrying out a commission to bring to bring about change." 12 

In this way the proletariat was released from the sheepish status in which 
leaders and property owners were their shepherds. As Victor Griffuelhes, an
other revolutionary syndicalist theorist (with his roots in Blanquism) put it, 
direct action meant that "happiness is not a gift but something to be earned 
and worked for. " 

The main tactical method adopted was the strike, the "gymnastics of rebel
lion," whether partial and local or general and expropriatory: in either instance, 
it was not at all spontaneous but carefully cultivated. The general strike was not 
envisaged as a wholly peaceful process: violence was, so to speak, inescapable, 
so it tended to be revolutionary and insurrectionary, thereby supplanting the 
Blanquist coup de main and the armed uprising which had been regarded as 
the only ways of overthrowing the old order. 13 

At the suggestion of Emile Pouget and Paul Delesalle, the CGT's Toulouse 
congress in 1897 approved two other significant weapons of labor struggle: the 
boycott and sabotage. The first meant the "placing upon the Index, an interdict 
placed upon an industrialist or businessman, inviting workers not to consent to 
work for him and, in the case of a trader under boycott, inviting customers not 
to use his shop": it was also a way of defending oneself against the greed of 
intermediaries trying "on the backs of the consumer, to lay claim to the im
provements secured by the producer." The counterpart of this was the union 
label, signifying conformity with union conditions. As for sabotage, that was the 
implementation of the maxim: "Poor work for poor pay"; it hit the boss "where it 
hurt, namely, in the wallet." 14 

All of these ideas underpinned revolutionary syndicalism and signaled the 
ascendancy of anarchists inside the CGT from 1902 to 1908, so much so that 

one of the later generation of CGT leaders, Lucien Niel, wrote that the CGT 
had ceased to be a trades body and turned into an Anarchist Workers' Party! 
That wisecrack is not completely bereft of truth, but it comes as a surprise if we 
examine the organizational thinking and internal operation of the CGT. The 
first point that strikes us is that among the anarchists and their supporters, 

who were then in the majority in the Confederation, there was an utter repudia
tion of democracy. For example, at the Bourges congress in 1904, they rejected 

the reformists' motion in favor of proportional representation. Let us see how 

Emile Pouget accounted for this seemingly paradoxical stance: 
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Th e  confederal organization's methods of action do not draw their in
spiration from the vulgar democratic idea: they are not the expres
sion of the consent of a majority indicated by means of universal suf
frage. That could not be the case, in most instances, for it is rare for a 
union to encompass the totality of workers: all too often, it embraces 

only a minority. Now, if the democratic mechanism was operating inside 
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the workers' organizations, the dissenting voice of the unconscious 

and non-unionized majority would bring all action to a standstill. 

But the minority is not prepared to abdicate its demands because 

of the inertia of a mass whose spirit of rebellion has yet to awake and 

spring to life. As a result, there is a duty upon the conscious minority 

to act, without regard to the refractory mass - on pain of their being 
forced to kowtow, as the unconscious ones do. 16 

Also, according to Pouget, the mass had no grounds for complaint, for, 

amorphous though it might be, it would be the first beneficiary of the minority's 

action: whereas the militants were entitled to bear the full brunt of the struggle, 

often failing in the fray. Unlike universal suffrage which entrusts: 

the helm to the unconscious ones, the foot-draggers (or rather to their 
representatives) smothers the minorities who carry the future within 

them" [the syndicalist approach led tol "the diametrically opposite re
sult: the drive comes from the conscious, the rebels, and all well-mean

ing folk are summoned to action, to participation in the movement. 

In the political sphere, Pouget reckoned that there was more justification 

for proportional representation because under: 

the simplistic mechanism of universal suffrage, the unconscious big 

battalions come together and crush the conscious minorities, so there 

is more of a justification for proportional representation in that it en

ables these latter to show themselves. 

In spite of this repudiation of all democratism, the CGT's structures and 
modus operandi could not have been more democratic and federalist. Com

prising of two sections, the Trades Federations and the Bourses du Travail, it 
was run by a Federal Committee made up of the delegates from each of its 

affiliated organizations: these delegates could be recalled at any time for they 

were in permanent contact with the group from which they received their man
date. Sovereignty was vested in Congress. Voting there was on the basis of 

mandates, not in proportion with the membership of each body or affiliated 

organization, but by grouping - this was a rejection of the democratism sought 
by the reformists who accounted for a majority of the membership numerically 
but controlled only a minority of the organizations represented. Congress could 

endorse or reject the reports presented by those officers whom it had commis

sioned to carry out certain duties: the general secretary, his assistant, the edi
tors of the CGT mouthpiece La Voix du Peuple, and other committees and com

missions. These officers were full-time officials and were paid, albeit very poorly, 

and were described as "officials." 

Thus, the CGT was a mass organization embracing a conscious and active 

minority, with openly professed libertarian aims and methods tailored to the 

social and economic circumstances of the day. In its operation, it departed from 
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that utter rejection of delegation which had come to be the tradition among 

French anarchists. 
We can see here a resurgence of the anti-authoritarian current of the First 

International and even, informally, of the Bakuninist Alliance, embodied this 
time by the anarchists who assumed the leadership of the CGT, though they 

were not specifically organized to do so. After a hiatus of thirty years, and the 
blind alleys of propaganda by deed, anarchism was returning to its Proudhonist 

and Bakuninist roots, at last successfully jettisoning the Marx syndrome which 
had had such an inhibiting effect thus far. But was such social and economic 
intervention by anarchists unanimously welcomed in anarchist ranks? Not at 

all: that was far from the case, as we shall now see. 
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x .  T H E IN D IV I D U A LI S TS ,  
T H E R U S S I A N  REVO LU TI ON O F  1 9 0 5  
AN D T H E  CONGRE SS OF A M I ENS ( 1 9 0 6 )  

Although the majority of French anarchists committed themselves to the 

CGT's trade union action, some remained staunchly opposed to that. They re

garded the trade union as powerless to carry out the revolution and favored, 

say, the wildcat to the organized strike, for, in the latter instance, if the de

mands made resulted in negotiations or agreements, that involved, they ar

gued, compromise with the employers and the state. As a result, (the argu

ment went) syndicalism undermined the will to revolution and nursed a sec

tional mentality, to the detriment of the class as a whole and, particularly, those 

whom the system tossed onto the scrap heap: the unemployed, the hoboes 

(there were nearly 400,000 gentlemen of the road in France around 1900) , sea

sonal workers, even the ones with a police record and the prostitutes or any 

unprotected worker. 

Figures of some renown, like sebastien Faure, Jean Grave and Ernest 

Girault were numbered among these opponents of syndicalism but, for the most 
part such opponents were recruited from among the individualist anarchists. 

With the appearance of the first French translations of Stirner, the old verbose, 

provocative and suspect individualism was, so to speak, validated and made 

more coherent. Anarchy was no longer a social teaching but rather a philoso

phy and the art of a "lifestyle." Indeed, the "Bengal lights" of propaganda by 

deed having failed to inspire the Slave's Awakening (to take the title of one 

anarchist publication) , a change had swept over anarchists, the individualist 

anarchists especially. While standing by their advocacy of libertarian commu

nism, they had no wish to postpone their emancipation to some far-off tomor

row and took the line that a start had to be made by regenerating individuals 

one at a time, by making a "revolution of minds," and freeing them from the 
noxious influence of the established society, so as to lay the foundations of an 

anarchist society right now. Thus, for the most active of them, new fields of 

activity were opened up: education, not restricted to children but targeting adults 

also, by means of evening classes: the question of birth control and neo-Malthu

sianism, including eugenics and abortion: vegetarianism - veganism, for the 

most radical, with no eggs or dairy products acceptable: anarchist colonies and 

so-called "free space" where an attempt was made to live in as anarchistic a 
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fashion as possible: finally, anti-patriotic and anti-militarist activities on more 

systematic lines than hitherto. 
Disappointed by the masses' lack of enthusiasm for their subversive 

schemes, the individualists completely withdrew into themselves. They denied 

the existence of social classes, acknowledging individuals only: some of the 

latter would be willful and aware, the others passive and unconscious. These 

latter seemed every bit as dangerous as the exploiters, for, by their submission 

and resignation, they were their accessories and accomplices. In 1905, one of 

the editorial staff of L'Anarchie, the individualists' weekly newspaper, even took 

the workers scornfully to task for being worse than sheep because "on a sheep 

farm, whenever a move is made to shear a sheep, it tries to escape and has to 

be tied. No need of that where the worker is concerned: he offers his own 

back."! In the view of the individualists, the anarchist should not be molded by 
his environment, but should instead be the one who molded it. 

Around this time two personalities emerged from among the individual
ists: Albert Libertad and ParaH aval. A duo connected as if they were twins, 

they were the motivating forces behind the causeries populaires (Popular Talk

ing-Shops) based in the rue du Chevalier de la Barre in Montmartre. They 

peddled and, on occasion, acted upon the new doctrine of liberation of the indi

vidual. Paraf-Javal pushed a "scientific" version of anarchy, worked out almost 

mathematically: his exposition was based upon logical and unprejudiced analy

sis of a phenomenon, a free examination that turned, by its conclusion, into a 

fundamental and categorical theorem. Thus the freethinker is the man whose 

thinking is a posteriori, working from physical knowledge, unlike the "brute," 

with his unexamined, a priori opinions.2 Libertad was in his thinking a touch 

less simplistic and above all else was possessed of a real journalistic talent. As 

the founder of L:4narchic, the individualists' uffil:ial plaLfunn, he forcefuily up

braided all oppressors and impostors, while not sparing their confederates, the 

resigned types, and he sang the praises of the individual's "joie de vivre" freed 

of all impediment through pursuit of his real needs and aspirations. We might 
note particularly his original application of the Taylor system to real life: he 

urged a "stoppage in useless gestures" as a means of shrugging off phony ac

tivities and harmful acts. These included all useless and parasitical trades, the 

object of which was laughable luxury, arbitrary supervision, defense of the 

state and the accumulation of wealth. On that basis and himself working ir

regularly as a proofreader of libertarian or kindred publications, it will be ap

preciated that Libertad had but little sympathy for syndicalism, which did not 

at all suit the trades plied by his followers. 

Despite their undeniable outrageousness, all these notions flying in the face 

of conventional wisdom might have had a certain interest to them, had their 
inventors not been associated with a "muckraking" (Libertad's phrase) exhibi

tionist ethos, inevitably resulting in personal or factional squabbles and contro
versies. Which led Paraf-Javal to devise a theorem for "mock-anarchists": "Most 

were only brutes, for the scientific anarchists are the only true authentic ones," 

scientific anarchists being those individuals "determined to be freethinkers in 
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all circumstances and capable of being so." Out of which sprouted attacks upon 

his erstwhile "twin" in anarchy, as Libertad and his colleagues were character

ized as "ignorant every last one of them, filthier and more pathological than the 

bulk of their contemporaries whom they label as  bourgeois . . .  (they are) often 
addicted to alcohol and tobacco, and megalomaniacs."3 These seemingly crack

pot disagreements degenerated dramatically, however: increasingly violent 

punch-ups pitted the disciples of the respective "feuding brothers" against one 
another, and after Libertad's death in 1908 from an improperly-treated anthrax 

infection (and not from a police beating as the legend has claimed) , the score
settling by revolver cost lives. Paraf-Javal gave ground, drifted away from anar

chist circles and went off to bring the good news to what he reckoned was a 

more likely audience: the Freemasons (he came to wield complete control of 
one lodge, before setting up his own Masonic sect, where he broke new ground 

by replacing the three symbolic dots in the form of a triangle by a hyphen!) 

Although highly critical of the social and trade union focus of the majority 

of their comrades, the individualists did not systematically oppose this, as Ernest 
Armand, one of their main theoreticians, asserts: 

If he joins a trade union, the anarchist enters into it only as a member of a 

given trade, in the legitimate hope of securing through collective action 
some improvement in his individual lot: but, should he secure a reduction 

in working hours or an increase in pay, he will see nothing anarchist about 
that. In economic terms, in current circumstances, every anarchist copes 

as best he can: one by working for an employer, another by operating 
outside the law, another by availing of the trade union, still another by 

operating inside a communist colony, but then only in matters related to 

the communist colony and on condition that the undertaking is genuinely 

communist; none of these ways of getting by is any more 'anarchist' than 

any other: they are "make-shift," no more, no less.4 

Thus, Libertad earned his livelihood as a proofreader: Paraf-Javal, after 
having pronounced that the "trade union is a grouping wherein the brutalized 

are classified according to trade, in an effort to render the relations between 

employers and workers less intolerable. One of two things will happen: either 

they would succeed, in which case trade union work is harmful," made honor
able amends for it by writing this time that he supported entry into the unions 
in order to "show the unionized that they are brutalized and to try to induce 
them to cease being such. I set an example myself at one time and entered a 
trade union."5 And yes, fine phrases and persuasive arguments would not fill a 

man's belly in the existing society, and in order to get by, he had either to play 
along as a wage slave, or try to "live as an anarchist comrade" along with other 

comrades by coming together into cooperatives or communities for living and 

working, or even be an "economic refractory," that is, operate "extralegally" to 
borrow Ernest Armand's phrase, or, to put it another way, carry out individual 

recuperation or illegalist activity: house-breaking, counterfeiting, or some other 

pursuit officially designated as criminal. 
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Self-evidently, it was for the latter two courses that those individualists who 
were at daggers drawn with bourgeois society opted. Several colonies were 
launched and survived for varying lengths of time, only to founder either be
cause of the hostile surroundings or as a result of internal mismanagement, or 

indeed due to the absence of real affinity between the participants. Among the 
production cooperatives, the printworks held out the longest. As for illegalism, 
that was nothing new but rather the continuation of the pioneering activity of 

Duval and Pini. At the turn of the century, Alexandre Jacob and his "workers by 

night" were the finest representatives of that. Whereas, for Jacob, such activity 
was selective and targeted only outstandingly parasitical representatives of the 
bourgeoisie, to the extent that he set aside ten percent of the proceeds of his 
burglaries for the anarchist movement's propaganda, in his colleagues the moti
vation quickly turned into personal profit and they had no care for helping their 
libertarian comrades, let alone offering any ideological justification for their en
tirely criminal pursuits. Far from bringing emancipation, "individual recupera
tion" led eventually to a dead-end street, to an almost inevitable promiscuity with 
the underworld, with its whole train of provocateurs, narks and dirty deals. 
Armand in particular was the victim of a shady affair involving counterfeit money 
(and sexual liaison as well) which earned him a five-year prison sentence. 6 

Mauricius, an individualist anarchist prominent at the time, and who tells 

of the unfortunate mishap that befell Armand, records a provocation along simi
lar lines in which he himself was almost ensnared. 

Being at the time editor of L'Anarchie, and having no idea how to come by 
the money needed for publication of the paper, he was approached by one Pierre
N apoieon J aco b (no relation to the famous, well-respected illegalist of the same 

name) who suggested to him that he get by via the methods he had theorized 
about in the columns of CAnan·hie: "I will practice illcgalism, placing my SW01 J 
of Brennus in every balance, including the balance of miseries, mine own alone 
being of any import to me as I reckoned." A declaration which, as Mauricius 
notes, leads to the "filling of the prisons," and he says further: "1 declined. So 
he sent his wife to me. She was a fine-looking woman, the flesh is weak, she 

drew me to her place and then, in the wake of her amorou s  displays she showed 
me a fine 20-franc coin that looked the part: 'Seven francs,' she told me, 'I can 

get you as many as you like. '  1 made my escape, having realized what was afoot." 

The story does not stop with this "post-carnal" insight on the part of 
M auricius, which he may with hindsight have exaggerated a little, for, a few 

months later, we find this Pierre Jacob and his temptress of a wife hauled up 
before the assizes, charged with the manufacturing and passing of counterfeit 

money. In their defense, they stated that they "were agents of the prefecture of 
police, to which they had been seconded at 150 francs per month and that they 

had only manufactured the counterfeit coinage in order to gain acceptance in 
anarchist circles!" Called as a witness, the head of the "anarchist squad" at the 
prefecture acknowledged that they were indeed informants but claimed igno

rance of their cover as "counterfeiters"! 
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On the strength of several such episodes and the fates of most of the anar-

chist "expropriators," Mauricius claims that: 

housebreaking, counterfeiting money, swindles, even pimping (for 

even that was practiced in certain anarchist circles at the time) as a 

means of economic self-liberation was a puerile and dangerous utopia. 

As I wrote in my Confessions, illegalism liberated nobody, it led them 

to the court of assizes'? 

To be sure, expropriation of the expropriators was also practiced during 

these same years by Russian revolutionaries, not just by anarchists, but also by 

the Social Revolutionaries and even the Bolsheviks, as a means of securing the 

wherewithal to prosecute their struggle, and there are differences of nuance 

here, but let us note that there too, in most cases, things either backfired,  with 

the expropriators holding on to the loot for themselves, or blew up into a huge 

scandal as a result of police provocation over there as well (as in the case of the 

Bolsheviks caught red-handed in the act of cashing stolen bonds) . Finally, let it 

be noted that, insofar as our subject is concerned, individualist anarchist 

illegalism failed as far as most of those who embarked upon it were concerned, 

and then went on to an even more unfortunate and bloody denouement with 

the "tragic bandits" a few years later. 

The century's first revolutionary upheaval took place in Russia in 1905. In 

the wake of the Empire's military defeat at the hands of Japan, revolutionaries 

threw themselves into the attack on tsarism. Partly through concession and 

reform and partly through savage repression, the autocratic tsar managed to 

regain control of the situation. Despite the recession of the revolutionary tide, 

anarchists multiplied, in view of the minimalism of the Social Revolutionaries 

and Social Democrats, a minimalism that was one of the reasons why the revo

lution failed. Some fifty anarchist groups sprang up across the Empire, em

bracing tendencies similar to those existing in France: individualists, libertar

ian communists and syndicalists. The movement came to be a phenomenon of 

some importance, attracting thousands of members, often former Social Revo

lutionaries, Social Democrats or Bundists (the Bund being the Jewish Work

ers' Social Democratic Party) who had it in mind to conduct a radical and piti

less struggle against tsarism's henchmen. However, the Russian libertarian 

movement ran into the same problems as its French counterpart: inadequate 
liaison between groups, police provocateurs and illegalist excesses, all added 

to the crackdown upon the armed struggle. 

In organizational matters, the prevalent tendency was at first the one exist

ing in the West, especially as its chief exponents were the Russian anarchists in 

exile: free contracts between individuals within a group and free union between 

groups, in accordance with their wishes or choices. Congresses were desir

able, but the decisions reached were binding only upon those who might be in 

agreement with them. The role of liaising between and coordinating the feder

ated groups could not be fulfilled by committees, for these "always have a ten-
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dency to become, like any government, a brake upon further development, 
and quickly at that." Voting was ruled out, unanimity being deemed the only 
solution: if the matter was too important for either camp to make concessions, 
the only option was to split. The group retained complete autonomy and free

dom in its activity. Every publication represented nothing more than the view
p oint of the publishing group and there was no question of a central organ of 
the movement. All these prescriptions were laid down at a gathering in London 
in 1906 of Russian libertarian communists in exile. In a way, this was a theoreti
cal updating of anarchism in the light of the Russian revolution of 1905 and 
quite in keeping with the overall orientation of the movement worldwide. Among 
the authors of the reports and submissions, let us note names such as Peter 
Kropotkin, Zabrezhnev (future editor in chief of Pravda) , I. Vetrov (who was to 
become an historian of some renown in the 1920s) and above all Maria Korn 
who drafted three of the reports, on the matter of politics and economics, on 
organization and on the general strike.s 

Yet there were other active militants inside Russia itself pressing for a quite 
different organizational approach. Assimilating the benefits of what he consid
ered the best of French anarchism, namely the revolutionary syndicalist the
ses of Emile Pouget, Novomirsky drafted an anarcho-syndicalist program (this 

being the first use of the term "anarcho-syndicalist") . He recommended an 
umbrella organization for Russian anarchists, and indeed internationally. Well
=informed about events and trends abroad, and committed to direct action and 
insurgency in Russia, Novomirsky strove to make his analysis as concrete as 
possible and to move away from the usual abstractions and generalizations. 
The organization he advocated was to be distinguished from a club, where de
bates and discussions might take place, and be a "political organization in the 
best sense of the term, for it must seek to becomf' thf' politkal force necessary 

to break the organized violence for which the state stands." 
That character, it seemed to him, was best expressed through use of the 

term "Party": all "anti-authoritarian socialists should unite into a Workers' An
archist Party. Tne next step wouid be the formation of a vast union of all revolu
tionary elements under the black flag of the International Workers' Anarchist 
Party. O nly then will anarchists represent sufficient strength to struggle against 
reactionaries, overt or covert." 

This party stood apart from the propaganda or debating clubs, which made 
do with nurturing consciousness, while the party set itself the task of "combin
ing the actions of its members" and had need of a set theoretical platform, in 
the absence of which, it is "impossible to achieve unity of action." Consequently, 

the program was "the sine qua non for all activity by the Party of Labor," which 
would no longer confine itself to propagating but also organize the actions of 
its members. 
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[This] Anarchist Party is the only revolutionary party, unlike the conser
vative parties which seek to preserve the established political and eco
nomic order, and the progressive parties which seek to reform the state 
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in one way or another, so as to reform the corresponding economic rela

tions, for anarchists aim to destroy the state, in order to do away with the 

established economic order and reconstruct it upon new principles. 
This anarchist organization has nothing to do with Lenin's con

cept whereby the Party depends chiefly upon statutory constraints and 

where its members become mere functionaries. Nor has it anything in 
common with the Social Democratic notion, whereby organizing means 

establishing a Central Committee above individuals. The anarchist or

ganization is the free union of individuals struggling for a common goal. 9 

Again according to Novomirsky, the Anarchist Party's program had to be 

complemented by a tactical plan suited to the everyday needs of the workers. In 
the context of the Russia of his day, that tactic had to consist of extending the 
revolutionary period initiated in 1905 for as long as feasible, by all means avail

able, to wit: replying with revolutionary terror to the government's terror, tar

geting both their henchmen and those behind the repression, the capitalists and 

the big landowners. Expropriations of banks and state establishments would 

supply the requisite funds. 

This direct armed struggle had to be matched to an economic organiza
tion of the workers by means of the most widespread revolutionary trade unions 

in every town across the country. 
To sum up, Novomirsky spelled out four points: 

1. It is essential that we devise a clear program and tactics, and,  on the 

basis of these general principles and tactics, unite all the wholesome 
elements of Russian anarchism into a single federation: the Workers' 

Anarchist Party. 

2. It is vital that it differentiate itself organizationally and theoretically 
from all the questionable elements which peddle and practice the 

theory of theft as "a means of struggling for anarchism." 

3. We need to make participation in the revolutionary syndicalist move

ment the central objective of our work, so that we can make that move
ment anarchist. 

4. Our practical watchword: an extended boycott of all state establish
ments, particularly the army and parliament, and the proclamation in 
villages and towns of workers' communes with soviets of workers' 
deputies, acting as industrial committees, at their head.lO 

With hindsight, we can note that this program was to become the agenda 
a decade later, at least up until the Bolsheviks' coup d'etat. 

Whenever Novomirsky sought to dissociate himself from "dubious ele
ments" in the anarchist camp, he was referring to those who laid claim to the 

label anarchist as a cover for their petty "individual recuperation" activities, or 

indeed for carrying out "motiveless" acts of terror in the style of Emile Henry, 
that is, murdering bourgeois or people at random. 
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In Novomirsky's view, the latter activity was not, in certain instances, com

pletely free of police "motives," as these provocations played right into the hands 

of the authorities, enabling them to treat revolutionary acts as terrorism. 

In any case, aside from the organizing of workers' communes and revolu

tionary trade unions, which was impracticable due to the tsarist repression, all 

the remainder was implemented by most of the anarchist groups in the Rus

sian Empire. Though their losses were heavy, they were to succumb only be

cause outnumbered after 1910, while planting the seeds of revolutionary ac

tion that were able to sprout in 1917. 

Let us digress in order to point out that the organizational issue lay at the 

root of the split between Lenin and his supporters ("the Bolsheviks"=the major

ity) and Martov and his supporters ("the Mensheviks"=the minority) inside the 

Russian Workers' Social Democratic Party at its 1903 congress. The debate had 

centered upon the definition of what constituted a party member, with Lenin 

taking a more restrictive line than the generous definition of his opponents. 
That article from the party statutes became the focal point of the controversy 

between the protagonists for many a long year up until 1917. As for the func

tioning of the Party, its pyramidal format - with the Central Committee at the 

apex making all the decisions - was not a matter of controversy. The same 

centralistic trend obtained in all the other parties and organizations in the Rus

sian Empire - the Social Revolutionaries, the Polish, Latvian, Ukrainian, Geor

gian and other Social Democratic Parties. The tsarist secret police, the Okhrana, 

capitalized upon this fact to infiltrate its agents and, often very successfully, 

neutralize the activities of these parties. 

In France also the police managed to plant Henri Girard in high office 

inside the CGT. Exploiting hi" foiblp<: - as a heavy drinker and ',vomanizef, 
with the debts that that inevitably implied - they managed to get this erst

while socialist worker appointed as a replacement for the general secretary of 

the CGTs Committee for the General Strike, a post that he retained for ten 

years until his death in 1902. 1 1  In fact, the government found it to its advantage 

to keep the apple of discord handy, in the shape of the watchword of general 

strike that divided syndicalists and socialists. In the end, this parting of the 

ways crystallized at the CGT's congress in Amiens in 1906 where the charter 

adopted could not have been more explicit: 

The CGT embraces, outside of all political affiliations, all workers con

scious of the struggle to be waged for the elimination of wage slavery 

and the employer. Congress takes the view that this declaration is a 

recognition of the class struggle which, on the economic terrain, pits 

the workers in rebellion against all the forms of exploitation and op

pression, material and moral alike, deployed by the capitalist class 
against the working class.12 

Syndicalism set itself the two-pronged mission of improving the workers' 

well-being through the achievement of short-term aspirations such as reductions 
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of working hours and the raising of wages, as well as paving the way for the com
prehensive emancipation that could only be accomplished by means of expropria

tion of the capitalist. The general strike was the main method envisaged, and the 
trade union, as a mutual aid group, was destined in the future to become the agent 

of production and distribution, the basis for the reorganization of society. 

Outside of their trade union activities, the union membership had a com
pletely free hand to involve itself in any form of philosophical or political cam

paigning, without thereby carrying those campaigns into the union itself. The 

congress went on to repudiate any and all interference from "parties or sects." 

Its concern was to differentiate itself once and for all from all socialists and other 

politicians seeking to throw a halter over trade union struggles: however, anar
chists or at least some anarchists were also targeted, as was noted the following 

year at the Anarchist Congress in Amsterdam. Syndicalism, turning itself into 

the "Party of Labor" (to borrow from Pouget's pamphlet of the same name) an

nounced that it was quite capable of conducting the class struggle unaided upon 
its chosen terrain, that is the economic terrain, at a remove from all the influ

ences of politicians or ideologues, and was therefore sufficient unto itself. This 

was, in a sense, a resurrection in a French setting of the First International, 

quite in line with Bakunin's last counsel. 
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XI . T H E  I N TE R N ATIO N AL A N AR C HIST 

C O N G RESS I N  A M STE RDA M ( 1 9 0 7 )  

In 1906 Holland's Libertarian Communist Federation and Belgium's Liber
tarian Communist Grouping had jointly floated the possibility of summoning 
an international congress. The first named organization assumed responsibil
ity for the actual mounting of a week-long congress: the second published, un

der the editorship of Henri Fuss, five issues of a Bulletin of the Libertarian 

International, the purpose of which was to draw up an agenda and to publicize 

the submissions handed in. Somewhere between sixty and eighty delegates, 
attending in an individual capacity or representing the anarchist federations of 

a number of countries, were present at the Congress. The largest number came 
from the host country and from neighboring Belgium and Germany. Among 

the best known participants we might list the names of Errico Malatesta and 
Luigi Fabbri (Italy) , Emma Goldman (United States) , Nikolai Pogdaev and 

Wladimir Zabrezhnev (Russia) , Domela Nieuwenhuis and Christian Cornelissen 
(Holland) , Henri Fuss, Georges Thonar and Emile Chapelier (Belgium) and 
Rudolf Rocker and Alexander Schapiro (London Tewish An arC'hist Fe-deration) . 
The French delegation was tiny, for many of the French were still hostile to the 

holding of congresses, specific or otherwise. Even so, some anarchist syndical

ists from the CGT were present, people like: Pierre Monatte, Benoit Broutchoux, 
R. de Marmande and Amedee Dunois (who was, bizarrely, the delegate for 

francophone Switzerland, although he was a Parisian through and through) ; 
Pierre Ramus (Austria) , although living in London, was also there; Dr. Friedeberg 

headed a sizable German delegation; and, by their presence, natives of Bohemia 

(Czechoslovakia) , Poland, Bulgaria, Serbia and Argentina afforded an undeni

ably international and representative character to the Congress. Although it 

was felt that the taking of a head count was interesting, it was agreed that major
ity decisions would not be binding upon either the majority or the minority: this 

was in accordance with the well-established practice of the anarchist movement. 
The Congress described itself as being the fourth in number after the so

cialist congresses in Zurich (1893), London (1896) and the banned congress 

that should have been held in London (in 1900) . In fact, as a homogeneously 

anarchist congress, it might be regarded as the second in number after the 
London Conference (1881) at which the dire decision had been to go for propa
ganda by deed. The implicit task facing this congress was precisely to draw the 
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lessons from that and to eliminate its damaging effects. The agenda adopted 
was a good reflection of that preoccupation: 

1. Anarchism and syndicalism. 
2. General strike and political strike. 
3. Anarchism and organization 
4. Anti-militarism as a tactic of anarchism. 
5. Integral education of children. 
6. Productive association and anarchism. 
7. The revolution in Russia. 
8. Alcoholism and anarchism. 
9. Modern literature and anarchism. 

10. libertarians and a world language. 
11 .  Anarchism and religion. 
12. Anarchism as individual living and activity. 

Four other items, reserved for the supporters of international relations, 
were to be dealt with during the last two non-public sessions: 

1.  Organization of the Libertarian International. 
2. Drafting of a statement of anarchist-communist 

principles. 
3. Creation of an international bulletin, an information 

organ. 
4. The goal of the new International,1 

The inaugural proceedings went ahead with around a thousand people in 
attendance; the Internationale was sung. It fell to the German Dr. Friedeberg to 
deliver the first speech. He vehemently berated the German Social Democracy 
and its sole method of action, "corruptive parliamentarism." Instead of which 
he called for direct action in every guise and methodical diffusion of the idea of 
the revolutionary general strike. He was followed by ten other speakers, includ
ing Malatesta, Emma Goldman, Rogdaev, Pierre Ramus and Cornelissen. 

The next day, Monday, August 26, 1907, a reading was given to the submis
sions regarding the current status of the anarchist movement in various coun
tries. Three hundred comrades, delegates included, attended the evening ses
sion, which closed with the final report on activity in England, from Karl Walter. 
The following day the congress appointed its chairman for the day and two 
assessors, before the floor was made available to Amedee Dunois to broach the 
prickly question of organization. He opened by dismissing the opposition to 
organization on the part of most anarchists as outmoded and overtaken by 
events. In bygone days, organization's supporters might have been suspected 

of "backward-looking ulterior motives and authoritarian designs." "Individual 
initiative" was alleged to have been sufficient; the reality of the class struggle 
would have been denied and misrepresented as "conflicting views for which it 
was the very task of propaganda to prepare the individual." That was how anar
chism had lost sight of the "terra firma of reality and practical action and been 
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washed up on the desert isle of individualism." Organization was no longer 
thought of as anything other than "forms inevitably oppressive of the individual" 
and all collective action had been systematically shunned. But in France things 
had moved on: syndicalism and anti-militarism now occupied pride of place. 
Anarchism had become a "revolutionary theory, a specific program for the trans

formation of society, the most perfect theoretical expression of the tendencies 
of the proletarian movement," and was not any longer the "ultimate elaboration 
upon the old bourgeois individualism." Dunois even defined it as "integral and 

primarily associationist federalism." 
The speaker dismissed the individualist argument against organization: "I 

cannot see how an anarchist organization might harm the individual develop
ment of its members. No one, in fact, would be under any obligation to enter it, 
nor, having entered, would they be obliged to quit." According to him, that line 
of argument did not stand scrutiny, for it might as easily be deployed against 
any form of society. As he saw it, the syndicalists' objection had more substance 
to it. The existence in France of a labor movement with a plainly revolutionary 
outlook was the "major fact upon which any attempt at anarchist organization 
risked stumbling, if not foundering."  Indeed, unlike "opinion groupings, tiny 
chapels into which none but the faithful would venture, the trade union move
ment had not lost hope that it might yet encompass the proletariat in its entirety 
within its supple, accommodating frameworks." Consequently that was where 
anarchists belonged, lest they be separated from the people, the "essential driv
ing force of every revolution." Unless they, like the Social Democrats, had "in
terests different from those of the proletariat to pursue - the interests of party, 
sect or clique?" Was it not the role of anarchists to draw nearer to the proletariat 
(and not the other way round) to live its life, to "earn its confidence and incite it 

by word and example to resistance, revolt, revolution?" Thal :saiu, DUIlUis re

solved the issue by venturing the idea that the role of anarchists, who thought 
themselves the "most advanced, most daring and most liberated fraction of that 

militant proletariat organized within the unions, is to be at all times at its side 

and, from its very ranks, to fight in the same battles." If they were to keep faith 
with their vocation as educators and exhorters of the working class, anarchists 
nonetheless had to band together with one another so as to "endow-their trade 
union activity with maximum force and continuity." The stronger they were, 
(and they could only be strong if they banded together) the "stronger also will 

be those currents of ideas that we might direct through the labor movement." 

Did this mean that they could make do with the task of educating militants 
to "keeping the sap of revolution alive in them, letting them acquire self-knowl

edge and contacts with one another?" Would they not have some "activity of 
their own to pursue 'directly?" By his reckoning the answer was yes, and he 
supplied a precise definition of the role of the active revolutionary minority: 

8 2  

The social revolution can only b e  the handiwork of the masses. But 
every revolution is of necessity attended by acts which, by their very 
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nature - technically, so to speak - can only be the work of a tiny few, 
of the boldest and most enlightened fraction of the proletariat on the 

move. In every district, so every region, in times of revolution, our 

groups would form many little fighting organizations designed to carry 
out delicate specialist measures for which the broad masses are most 

often unsuited. 

What Dunois was getting at was that affinity groups, wherein the members 
are wen-known to and trust one another, are better suited to carrying off daring 
and decisive operations which the masses cannot possibly accomplish sponta
neously. Not that there should be any substitution for the wishes of the latter. 

He also nominated anarchist propaganda as the essential, ongoing object of the 
group's activities, theoretically as well as practically. Such activity had been con
ducted on an individual basis hitherto and so the point was to ensure that it was 
tackled on a more collective and consistent basis. In France and despite the 

large numbers of anarchists, the chief obstacle remained the lack of agreement 

and organization. What was needed was an anarchist movement that would 
marshal "on a common footing, all those forces which have thus far been fight

ing a lonely fight." This would spring from joint action by anarchists, from their 

concerted, coordinated action. Needless to say, the anarchist organiza

tion would not presume to unite all those elements which profess, very 
mistakenly at times, to subscribe to the idea of anarchy. It would be 

enough for it to rally around a program of practical action all those com
rades subscribing to our principles and desirous of working with us. 

This strikes us as a crucial address by Amedee Dunois and it bears at once 

the stamp of the best Bakuninist spirit and a precise and clear vision of the 
tasks devolving upon revolutionary anarchists. Some of those at the Amsterdam 

Congress were not quite of our opinion, as the contributions that followed made 

plain. Georges Thonar, for example, abdicated his right to address the con
gress, saying that he subscribed to every word of Dunois's speech, but he de

clared himself opposed to any vote being taken and asked congress to align 

itself with his position. That contradictory attitude created uproar: Malatesta 

immediately spoke up in favor of a vote being taken, finding no reason why one 
should not proceed. Monatte followed suit, saying that he failed to see what 
there was in the taking of a vote that was anti-anarchist, or, to put it another 

way, authoritarian, as there was no question of equating it with parliamentary 
voting or universal suffrage. Voting was a regular practice inside the unions 
and, truth to tell, he saw absolutely nothing in that that was contrary to anar
chist principles. He berated those "comrades who, on every item, even the 

most trivial, felt impelled to raise issues of principle. " 

Christian Cornelissen reckoned that voting was to be condemned only if it 
imposed an obligation upon the dissenting minority : de Marmande agreed with 

that reasoning, and the controversy was defused. Then an individualist, Croiset, 
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spoke out against Dunois: he saw anarchy as opposed to any system of organi

zation, for this had the "inevitable result of always placing limits upon the free
dom of the individual, to a greater or lesser extent," and, by shouldering the 
"pointless ambition of being practical" anarchists had stepped on to organization's 

slippery slope. (!?) As Croiset argued it, anarchist ideas had to "cling to their 

ancient purity rather than seek to become more practical." That caricature of a 

response drew no support. Siegfried Nacht spoke along the same lines as Dunois 
and called for action which alone could educate the people and invest it with a 

"revolutionary mentality." However, he rather curiously described the role of 
the masses in the future revolution as being that of the "foot soldiers of the 
revolutionary army," whereas the anarchist groups, "specializing in technical 
tasks, will be its artillery"! What a pity he failed to mention its general staff and 

its cavalry (which was to play a considerable, not to say, primary part in the 
Mexican and Russian revolutions) ! 

Other speakers expressed some misgivings about Dunois's submission, 
without however daring to contradict him. Emma Goldman pronounced her
self "in favor of organization, in principle" but had misgivings about a possible 

"exclusivism" and insisted that the autonomy of the individual, the essential 
principle of anarchy, be respected. She would countenance organization on one 
condition only: that it be "founded upon absolute respect for all individual ini
tiatives and place no obstacle in the way of their interplay or evolution." We 

may note the incongruousness of that word "all," the source of all the possible 
and conceivable confusions which Goldman seems to have overlooked. 

It appears that the clarity of Dunois's statement of position had left the 

antiorganizationists in disarray, but there was a lingering opposition and it was 

Errico Malatesta who took it upon himself to disarm it. Deliberately concilia

tory, he put the differences over the organizatiun Ibbue duwIl to semantics: 
basically, he was convinced, everybody was of the same mind about it. Accord

ing to him, all anarchists, regardless of whatever tendency they belonged to, 
were, to some extent "individualists." But the converse was very far from being 

true. The category first named included those who "claim for every individual 

human being the right to integral development, their own as well as their 
neighbor's." The second category embraced those who "have a care only for 

their own individuality and never have any hesitation in sacrificing others to it. 
The tsar of all the Russias is numbered among the latter." 

Malatesta went on to spell out a few home truths about individualism thus 

understood, describing as a "colossal nonsense" Ibsen's assertion that: "the most 

powerful man in the world is the loneliest of men!" Because what sets the indi
vidual free, "what allows him to develop all his faculties, is not solitude but asso
ciation." Although cooperation was indispensable, he nevertheless reckoned that 

association ought to leave full autonomy to its affiliated individuals, and the fed
eration should respect that same autonomy in the groups. He called for organs 
that would be expressions of the groups and not of individuals, for in that way 

each opinion might be freely measured alongside all the rest. Apropos of authority 
and authoritarianism, they had to be clear: anarchists took up arms against the 
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authority of the state, but if they were faced with a "purely moral authority ema

nating from experience, intelligence or talent, then, anarchists though we all 
may be, there is none among us who will not respect such authority." 

He closed his address with a curious axiom: whether they were "organiz

ers," federalists, or individualists opposed to organization of any sort, what dis

tinguished them was not some alleged authoritarianism, on the grounds they 

would be having a bureau and taking decisions in the case of the former, in the 

case of the latter, the actual authoritarianism of many groups wherein the "abso

lute freedom of the individual" was noisily proclaimed - it was above all else the 
fact of their "doing nothing or next to nothing." From which he concluded that: 

words divide and action unites. It is high time we all set to work to

gether in order to exercise some effective influence over social events . . . .  

So let u s  strive to make a reality of the Anarchist International. If we 

are even to begin to issue an urgent summons to all comrades to 

struggle against the reaction, as well as display revolutionary initia

tive when the time comes, we must have our International! 

The discussion resumed with the seventh session of the congress on the 

morning of August 28th. A number of speakers picked up and refined certain 

details of Malatesta's address, and then Amedee Dunois's motion - amended 

by Emma Goldman in the matter of individual initiative, and by Malatesta and 

the Czech Vohryzek in the matter of the organizational format envisaged -

was put to a vote. A second motion, from Ramus, was more or less a repetition 

of the first, and took only 13 votes in favor and 17 against, with all the rest 

abstaining: as a result it was rejected. The Dunois motion was passed by 46 

votes against a single dissenter. This marked the arrival of anarchism as a so

cial theory and not a philosophy of the individual. It was a significant milestone 

in the movement's history, so we shall reprint it in its entirety: 

The anarchists assembled in Amsterdam, August 27, 1907. 

Considering that the ideas of anarchy and organization, far from be

ing incompatible, as has sometimes been claimed, are mutually comple

mentary and illuminate one another, the very precept of anarchy re

siding in the free organization of the producers; 

That individual action, important though it may be, could not make 

good the absence of collective action, of concerted movement: "any 

more than collective action could make good the absence of individual 

initiative;" (Emma Goldman's addendum) 

That organization of militant forces would assure propaganda of fresh 

wings and could not but hasten the penetration of the ideas of federal

ism and revolution into the working class; 

That labor organization, founded upon identity of interests, does not 

exclude an organization founded upon identity of aspirations and ideas; 
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Are of the opinion that the comrades of every land should place on 
their agenda the creation of anarchist groups and the federation of 
existing groups. 

The Vobryzek-Malatesta addendum 

The anarchist federation is an association of groups and individuals, 

wherein no one may impose his will, nor diminish the initiative of an
other. Vis-a-vis the current society, it has as its goal the alteration of all 
moral and economic conditions and, to that end, it supports struggle 
by all appropriate means. 

That last amendment adds nothing and wanders off into generalities, which 
is not like Malatesta: he probably endorsed it as a gesture to Vohryzek and in 
an effort to settle the debate. 

Be that as it may, that resolution on anarchist organization represents an 
historical milestone and a libertarian publication of the time asserts that it will: 

no longer be feasible for our social-democratic adversaries to invoke 
out ancient hatred of organization of any sort to banish us from the 
socialist camp without further ado. The anarchists' legendary individu
alism was publicly slain in Amsterdam by the anarchists themselves, 
and all the bad faith of certain of our adversaries will not be enough to 
resuscitate it. 2 

The eighth session, on the afternoon of August 28, was held in camera: the 
public and journalists were not admitted. On the agenda was the practical orga
nization of the International. After several elliptical addresses, including one by 
Emma Goldman who suggested a bulletin as the sole link, instead of the envis
aged five-member International correspondence bureau, everybody agreed upon 
its creation. Its powers consisted of the creation of international archives acces
sible to comrades, and keeping in touch with anarchists from different coun
tries, either directly, or through the agency of the three comrades chosen by 
the federations or groups from the countries involved. Individuals could be 

members of the International, provided that they had been vouched for by an 
organization, by the Bureau or by comrades known to it A resolution to that 
effect was passed by the Congress. Emma Goldman's motion commending the 
bulletin only, picked up only four votes.  London was fixed as the Bureau's seat 

among the five members appointed to it were Malatesta (despite his protesta
tions!) , Rudolf Rocker and Wilquet (Germans) , Alexander Schapiro (Russian) , 

and John Turner (who was not even at the congress!) . 

To judge by this specific outcome, the organizational mountain diligently 
erected during the congress turned out to be a molehill: the Bureau appointed 
looked to be a mere formality, as did its role. It was to be active after a fashion 
until 191l,  then was swallowed up by the countryside! 

Regarded as the oldest advocate of organization and collective action, 
Malatesta welcomed the creation of the International as "affirmation of the desire 
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for shared solidarity and struggles." The Bureau's existence struck him as being 
of "lesser importance." As he saw it, the most important thing was "the desire 

to struggle alongside one another and the intention to keep in touch so that we 

do not have to go looking for one another when the time comes to act, with the 

risk that the moment may pass before we have found one another" P 
Its appetite whetted by the spicy hors d'oeuvre on organization, Congress 

moved on to the main dish on the menu: the relations between revolutionary 
syndicalism and anarchism. The ninth session, on the evening of Wednesday, 
August 28, opened before a packed hall. Pierre Monatte, a member of the C GT 

national committee, took the rostrum. Then 25 years old, he was already a 
veteran labor activist, steeped in trade union activity. He gave a masterly expo
sition of the nature and aims of the revolutionary syndicalism that had asserted 
itself in the face of socialism, and of anarchism indeed, not so much theoreti
cally as through its actions and so "it is in actions rather than in books that we 

have to search for it."4 

All the same, it was anarchism that had been the chief inspiration behind 
syndicalism, anarchism that "dragged the workers' movement down the revolu

tionary road and popularized the idea of direct action." In its turn, syndicalism 
had "recalled anarchism to a feeling for its labor origins." It was inside the CGT 

that these two currents were best embodied, for the "greater good of them both." 
Monatte launched into a lengthy description of the CGT, its activity, its modus 

operandi and its distinctive identity in the worldwide workers' movement. The 
Confederation had successfully fended off political intruders and government 

attempts to seduce it: its chief weapon was direct action, that is, "acting on its 

own behalf, reliance upon none but itself," wholly in keeping with the First In

ternational. He catalogued the various forms that this might assume - strikes, 

sabotage, boycotts, etc. - as well as the revolutionary superweapon, the gen

eral strike. Syndicalism had breathed life back into the revolutionary spirit which 
had withered in the face of the verbosity, or worse still, electoralism and parlia

mentarism of Guesde or the governmentalism and ministerialism of J aures, on 
the one hand, and the revolutionism of anarchists "disdainfully beating the re

treat into the ivory towers of philosophical speculation" on the other. Thus it 

was "important that the Proletarians of other lands should learn from the syndi
calist experience of the French proletariat." According to Monatte, it was in
cumbent upon anarchists wheresoever there was a workers' movement to make 
that experience known. In that way the class struggle could be prosecuted "in 
all its fullness and to maximum effect." He referred to the famous declaration 
by the congress of Amiens that - "syndicalism is sufficient unto itself' - which 

was sometimes misinterpreted by certain anarchists, when all that it meant was 

that the "working class, having reached the age of majority, aims at long last to 
shift for itself and no longer looks to anyone else for its emancipation." What 

anarchist "could find fault with such a loud affirmation of the will to act?" 

Syndicalism "does not waste time promising the workers an earthly para
dise. It asks them to go out and win it, assuring them that their actions will 

never be quite in vain. It is a training school for determination ,  energy, 
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purposeful thinking. To an anarchism too long withdrawn into itself, it holds 

out the prospect of fresh promise, fresh hopes. "  As a result, Monatte called 

upon libertarians to commit themselves to syndicalism. He made no bones 

about its having flaws that needed to be eliminated, especially this tendency 

on the part of individuals to : 

entrust the chore of struggling to their union, their federation, to the 

Confederation, to appeal to strength of numbers, when their individual 

energies would have sufficed. By constantly appealing to the will of 

the individual, his initiative and his daring, we anarchists can mount a 

vigorous backlash against this harmful tendency to have constant re

course, in little things as in big, to strength of numbers. 

Trade union bureaucracy was also a problem, but all that could be elimi

nated or put straight by a "constantly vigilant critical spirit." 

The congress's tenth session, on the morning of August 29, found it draw
ing together the questions of syndicalism and the general strike. Siegfried Nacht 
caused an incident by accusing the individualist Croiset of having, the evening 

before, furnished Amsterdam's bourgeois pressmen with information concern

ing the in-camera proceedings that day. The congress was outraged. Croiset 

took the floor to admit to the charge, and accepted the reprimands that might 

be issued to him over his "CUlpable thoughtlessness." The bulk of those at the 

congress censured him. 

The afternoon session resumed with a motion on the Russian Revolution 

which was passed unanimously, before the debate on Monatte's submission 

continued. Cornelissen expressed reservations: anarchists ought to support 

syndicalism and direct action, but on one condition: that these be revolution

ary in their objectives, that thf'Y "never cease to aim at the transformation of 
the existing society into a libertarian communist society. "  

In  support of  his argument, he  invoked the case of  the Amsterdam and 

Antwerp diamond cutters, and workers in England and the United States, all of 

whom had used direct action in order to secure special privileges for themselves: 

he also spoke out against direct action that was directed against modernization 

of the means of production. 
Errico Malatesta followed him in the speaking order. Amid utter silence in 

the auditorium, he spent quite some time taking issue with Monatte; he an

nounced that he was dissenting from Monatte's conclusion to the effect that 

"syndicalism is a necessary and sufficient means of social revolution," or, to put 

it another way, that "syndicalism is sufficient unto itself." He first of all drew a 

distinction between the workers' movement and syndicalism: one was a fact, 

the other a doctrine, a system. Moreover, he was quite in favor of them both, 
unlike these intellectual anarchists who had walled themselves up inside "the 

ivory towers of pure speculation."  He even supported trade unions "wide open 

to all workers, without regard to opinions, absolutely neutral unions." However, 

it was in order to spread their ideas that anarchists should get involved in these, 

using them as a means to an end, the "best of all the means open to us, of course,"  
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whereas syndicalists tended, instead, to make an end of that means, posing a 
"threat to the very existence of anarchism." Now, even if it "decked itself out in 
the utterly useless label of revolutionary, syndicalism is only and will be only a 

legalistic, conservative movement, with no accessible goal other than the bet

terment of working conditions." In support of this, he cited the case of the great 
American trade unions. Once radically revolutionary in their weaker days, they 

had, as they had grown in size and wealth, turned into plainly conservative or

ganizations "solely preoccupied with making their members privileged persons 
in the factory, workshop or mine, and persons a lot less hostile to employer 

capitalism than to the unorganized workers," the very people lashed by the 

social democrats as the "ragged proletarians" (Lumpenproletariat) and whom 

anarchists defended not less, but rather more than the rest. 
According to Malatesta, the mistake made by Monatte and the revolution

ary syndicalists arose from a "too simplistic notion of the class struggle": they 

thought that the economic interests of all workers - of the working class -

would be all of a piece and that all it took was for the "workers to look to the 
defense of their own interests for them to be defending, in so doing, the inter

ests of the entire proletariat against the bosses." As he saw it, it did not work 
that way: within the working class itself, as within the bourgeoisie, there was 

competition and contention. What is more, certain workers were closer to the 

bourgeoisie than to the proletariat: aside from the example s  cited by 

Cornelissen, Malatesta chose the example of workers using violence against 

"scabs" who were every bit as exploited as themselves! Here, in our estima

tion, Malatesta was overstating things a bit and displaying his actual ignorance 

of the class struggle, but apparently he was determined at all costs to head off 

the competition from the revolutionary syndicalists and any argument would 
do there. So he seized upon the point made by Monatte regarding the danger 

in paid trade union officials, as a danger comparable with parliamentarism! Even 
the general strike held no charms for him: it would come to nothing, unless 

accompanied by an insurrection . . . .  Anyway, the general strike was pointless 

unless it was active, that is, unless it turned work to its own service. To sum up, 

he deplored the fact that many comrades had let themselves be consumed by 

the workers' movement for "yet again, workers' organization, the strike, the 
general strike, direct action, boycotts, sabotage and armed insurrection itself, 
are but means. Anarchy is the end." And anarchy was far more than the inter
ests of a class: anarchy aimed at the "complete liberation of mankind, presently 
enslaved on three counts - economic, political and social." So, Malatesta closed, 
we should steer clear of "any unilateral, simplistic method of action": syndical

ism therefore could not be the only means, much less "should it make us lose 

sight of the only goal worth the effort: Anarchy!" 
It appears that Malatesta did not listen properly to Monatte's address, or 

was grievously mistaken about the reality of French revolutionary syndical

ism, for the criticisms he offered and the analogies he drew - illogically, we 

might add - were off the mark. It was more a case of his pursuing an agenda 

of his own, offering his own interpretation of the International's tradition and 
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invoking a highly abstract Anarchy. It was to that that Henri Fuss set about 

replying: Fuss stipulated that it was "impossible not to regard the organized 

proletariat as fertile soil for propaganda" and a "straightforward means;" hence

forth the class struggle proceeds upon the economic terrain and "the time is 
past when revolution consisted of seizing a few town halls and decreeing the 

new society from some balcony" (a reference to the Benevento insurrection in 

1874 in which Malatesta had been a participant and which had ended in fiasco) . 

Fuss went on: 'The social revolution towards which we are marching will con

sist of the expropriation of a class. Henceforth, the fighting unit is no longer, as 

once was the case, the opinion group, but rather the trades group, the workers' 

union or syndicate. The later being the agency best suited to the class struggle. 

The essential thing is that it should be nudged progressively in the direction of 

the expropriating general strike, which is what we invite comrades from every 

country to do." 
The Frenchman Benoit Broutchoux, an anarchist worker militant forged 

in the hard school of the miners of the Nord, also voiced objections and offered 

a "formal rebuttal of Malatesta's theories." 
Pierre Ramus likewise failed to identify with Malatesta's misgivings: revo

lutionary syndicalism's direct action methods were properly anarchist, so syn

dicalism was "contained within anarchism" and not the other way round. How

ever, syndicalism could not be sufficient unto itself: anarchism, having sup

plied it with its weaponry, now had to endow it with a philosophy and an ideal, 

until such time as it would become anarchism itself and be capable of self

sufficiency. He closed by declaring: "Let us be anarchists first and above all 

else: let us then be syndicalists. But not the other way about." 

Monatte's response was a lively one: through the "bitter criticisms" which 

Malatesta had leveled at these newfangled revolutionary notions, he believed 

he could make out "a voice echoing from the distant past." To these fresh ideas 

whose "brutal realism unnerves him, Malatesta has at best opposed only the 

tired old thinking of Blanquislll which flattered itseif that it could make the 

world anew by means of a successful armed insurrection." He rebutted the 

accusations of revolutionary minimalism and announced that "our anarchism 

is worth as much as yours and it is not our intention that you should shove our 

beliefs down our throats."  While the experience of syndicalism might have,  in 

certain countries, given rise to "errors and deviations, we have the experience 

there to prevent us from repetition."  And if, instead of "loudly carping about 

syndicalism's vices past, present or even future, anarchists were to involve them

selves more closely in its activities, any misgivings there might be would be 

exorcised forever." 

Nevertheless, the spell was broken: the dissension voiced was to leave its 

mark on the movement and create a gulf between the two sides. The debate 

was considered closed and at the thirteenth session on Friday, August 30, four 

motions were voted on, and all four were carried by a very wide margin even 
though they contradicted one another in places! The first motion, submitted by 
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Cornelissen-Vohryzek-Malatesta, backed by Rogdaev, Emma Goldman, Wilquet, 

de Marmande and Knotek, was carried by 33 votes to ten. It was of course in 

favor of unions as both "fighting organizations in the class struggle for im

proved working conditions and as unions of producers that might further the 
transformation of capitalist society into an anarchist communist society." Any 

inhibition arose out of the "anarchists' task, which is to represent the revolu

tionary element within those organizations, to propagate and support only those 

forms and manifestations of 'direct action' (strikes, sabotage, boycotts, etc.) 

which are inherently revolutionary in character and make a contribution to

wards the transformation of society," as well as from the fact that anarchists 

"regard the syndicalist movement and the general strike as powerful revolu

tionary instruments, but not as substitutes for the Revolution" and thought 

that "destruction of capitalist and authoritarian society can be accomplished 

only by means of armed insurrection and violent expropriation and that re

course to a more or less general strike and the syndicalist movement ought not 

to blind us to more direct methods of struggle against the military might of 

governments." 

This was tantamount to taking very little account of the extremely violent 

struggle conducted by the CGT against the army and police, which at that very 

moment were being deployed by the French government to break and repress 

strikes and demands with some bloodshed. There was, as it were, a dichotomy 

between the sentiments expressed and the reality of events. The authors of the 

motion posed as lecturers and instructors in revolution before proletarians com

mitted to the class conscious active minority represented by the CGT. 

The second of the motions,  tabled by the German Friedeberg, was even 

more stand offish: it made a clear distinction between the class struggle and 

the emancipation of the proletariat by means of the ideas and aspirations of 
anarchism which "aims - above and beyond the short-term aspirations of 

classes - at economic and moral redemption of the human person, at a setting 

wherein authority has no place and not at some new power, that of a majority 

over a minority." A curious amalgam was constructed of the parliamentarism of 

Marxist socialism with the trade union movement and the strike for political 

rights - all of it irrelevant and none of it so much as breathed during the 

debates. This motion closed with a reference to the anarchist spirit which "might 

pervade the syndicalist movement and lead it on to the advent of a society free 

of all authority." It was passed, though, by 36 votes to six. 

Amedee Dunois's submission, endorsed by Monatte, Fuss, Nacht, Fabbri 

and K Walter, recalled the reality of the class struggle waged by the mass of 

producers, the specific and basic agency of which was the trade union organi

zation, destined to turn into a production group and to be "in the present soci

ety the living embryo of the society of tomorrow." It committed the 

comrades from every country, without losing sight of the fact that an

archist action is not wholly contained within the framework of the union, 

to participate actively in the autonomous movement of the working 
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class and to develop within the trade union organizations the ideas of 
rebellion, individual initiative and solidarity which are the very essence 
of anarchism. 

Passed by 28 votes to seven, this was complemented by the Nacht-Monatte 
motion (endorsed by the very same signatories) on the expropriatory general 
strike which was held to be a "remarkable incentive to organization and the 
spirit of revolt in the present society and the format in which the emancipation 

of the proletariat can be effected." This had nothing to do with the political 
strike, and was suggested as the main route to "destruction of the present soci
ety and expropriation of the means of production and their produce. "  As a re

sult, it was by way of a dismissal of Malatesta's reservations, his insurrectionist 
tactics and clear intention to see the general strike as serving the interests of 
the working class alone. Nevertheless, the motion was carried by 25 votes. 

Moving on through the agenda, Emma Goldman moved a resolution in 
favor of "acts of revolt by individual and whole mass alike." Although that was 
open to a number of interpretations - as an endorsement of individual or ter
rorist attentats, or indeed insurrectionist movements - (which is to say, that 
damaging old propaganda by deed) and although there was no debate that 
could have dispelled that vagueness, the motion was rushed through unani
mously. In fact, the congress was well behind schedule on its agenda, and there 
was no time left for dissecting the meaning of words. It was decided that the 
anti-militarist item would be dealt with at the anti-militarist congress that was 
underway simultaneously in the neighborhood. The following item on Alcohol
ism and Anarchism was dealt with by the teacher Van Ree: he was against not 
merely the abuse of alcohol but even moderation in its use, and in fact he railed 
against the drinking of diluted "health" beverages. This item was postpOnf'O 

until later, probably time enough for "a wee drink," to give tempers time to cool 
and time for fuller consideration of the matter! 

The item on Productive Association and Anarchism was touched upon 
briefly by the Dutchman Samson who declared himself in favor of production 
cooperatives and libertarian colonies which might be of service to the work

ers with an eye to their emancipation. Integral Education of Children was 
handled by de Marmande whose conclusion was that the Bourses du Travail 

and Workers' Unions were best placed to decide upon the character of the 
educational provision for workers' children .  As the rapporteurs upon Anar
chism as Individual Living and Activity (E. Armand and Mauricius) were not 

present, that item on the agenda was skipped. The items on alcoholism, pro
ductive association and Esperanto did not result in the passage of resolutions, 

due to lack of time to discuss them, and Errico Malatesta delivered the 
congress's closing address, at its seventeenth and final session Saturday, Au

gust 31 .  He offered congratulations upon the holding of this first congress 
which had "opened the way to fruitful union . . . .  To be sure, differences of opin
ion have emerged among us: however, these relate only to secondary matters. 

We are all in agreement in affirming our essential principles,"  and he called 
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upon his comrades to work away at propaganda and organization "with more 

confidence and energy than ever." 

A round of applause "greeted these resounding words. Enthusiasm was at 

a peak. Faces were lit up by joy" (read the minutes) and everybody stood up to 

sing the Internationale. 

The revolutionary syndicalists present at the congress held two meetings 

to launch a common Press Bureau serving all of the international trade union 

organizations, pending a "practical internationalism for the maintenance of the 

closest solidarity connections." (Dunois) . 

So much for this important international anarchist congress. Important on 

a number of counts: it was the first real congress of the sort since the London 

congress in 1881 :  it allowed ventilation of the issues preoccupying the libertar

ian movement, especially the matters of organization and revolutionary syndi

calism, determining its social practice and signaling its internal divisions. It 

also provided the occasion for a physical get-together of militants internation

ally, who had hitherto known one another only as names and could now get 

down to open comparison of their various modes of activity. On the other hand, 

the concrete results of it were limited, the links forged in this way rather loose, 

and no real decision leading to concerted practical undertakings was arrived 

at. Which explains why there were no other congresses for many a long year: 

the organizations and most of the individual militants were absorbed by their 

national and day-to-day tasks, and that was a great pity in the years leading up 

to 1914, when international connections were so sorely needed if the looming 

threat of war was to be defused. 

Endnotes for Chapter 1 1  

1. Congres anarchists tenu e Amsterdam, aoftt 1907: Compte-rendu analytique des seances et 

resume des rapports sur {'etat du mouvement dans Ie monde en tier. (paris, 1908) , 1 16  pages. 

2. Ibid. , p. 57. 

3. Ibid., p. 4. 

4. Ibid., p. 62ft. 
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X I I .  L I B E RTA R I A N S  I N  T H E  C G T  A N D  
T H E  I L L E G A L I S T S  ( B O N N O T A N D 
C O M PA N Y ) I N  A C T I O N  

While certain anarchists preened themselves upon their "orthodoxy" as a 
way of bolstering their claims to revolutionary pre-eminence, those anarchists 
committed to revolutionary syndicalism inside the CGT took it upon themselves 
to espouse a tactic of direct class warfare. The real difference between the two 
schools really lay there at that level, the direct product of their contrasting orga
nizational beliefs. The former trusted almost exclusively to individual initiative 
and the "spontaneous" receptivity of the masses, while the latter abided strictly 
by the organizational practice of a class-conscious active minority. That practice 
was founded upon the autonomous activity of each affiliated union, connected 
and coordinated with the other unions in the Confederation by the Confederal 
Committee, which was not a leadership organ but, according to E. Pouget: 

an agency for coordinating and widening the revolutionary action of 
the working class: it is, therefore, the very opposite of democratic 
bodies which, with their centralization and authoritarianism stiflp thp 

life force out of their component units. In the CGT, there is cohesion, 
not centralization: there is drive and not direction: Federalism is om
nipresent: at every level, the various bodies - from the individual 
illember, Union, Federation or Bourse du Travail, right up to the 
confederal branches - are all autonomous. Which is what makes for 
the CGTs radiating power: the drive comes not from the top, but from 
any point and its vibrations are passed on by being widened to encom
pass the confederal masses.l 

As for the Union Council, it carried out the decisions made by the union's 
general assembly which was at all times sovereign. All union members should 
attend these assemblies: should they neglect to attend, they have to acquiesce 
in the decisions reached. "It cannot be otherwise, without a relapse into the 
dangers of democratism, where the witless and spineless hobble the vigorous. 
Thus, there can be no appeal against the decisions of the general assembly, 
however many may have been present." The CGTs national congresses, orga
nized at two yearly intervals, were the equivalents of the general assemblies of 
the grassroots unions: they encouraged a "useful distillation of the currents of 
opinion evolved and the clarification of guidelines."2 
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All such clarification carried some weight, for it was a way of distinguish

ing this revolutionary minority - a worthy continuation of the IWMA - from 
the Blanquist style of revolutionary minority which deliberately supplants its 

mandators, and of banishing some anarchists' misgivings about the nature and 
purpose of the CGT, misgivings that did not seem, at that point, to have any 

foundation. 

This may have been all very fine on paper, but what was the reality? Well, 

the struggle waged through direct actions and variations upon that theme -
strikes, boycotts - was telling in its results. Pouget gives figures for strikes 
and actions mounted between 1890 and 1905: the percentage of strikes that 

ended favorably rose from 56 percent in the years 1890-1900 to 62 percent in 
the 1901-1904 period, rising to 65.67 percent for the year of 1905. The number 
of strikers benefitting increased even more plainly: 23.38 percent for 1890-

1900,79 percent for 1901-1904 and 83.24 percent in 1905.3 
It was at this point that the French bourgeoisie chose to hand over to radi

cal and J acobin politicians of "leftist" backgrounds, that is, more "knowledge
able" about their subject and thus capable of smothering this victorious on

slaught by the organized working class. Clemenceau (the former mayor of the 
commune of Montmartre in March 1871, implicated in the business of the can

nons that launched the Paris Commune) became the "Beast of the Interior 
Ministry" and then, in 1906-1908, Prime Minister. "France's number one cop" 

as he described himself, displayed his talent for repression: prison terms total

ing 104 years were handed down, 667 workers were wounded and 20 killed, 

and 392 dismissed from their jobs, in the years 1907-1908 alone.4 1908 was the 

watershed year: following the massacre of workers in Draveil-Villeneuve Saint 
Georges, in which the provocateur Metivier (a CGT official in the pay of 
Clemenceau) played a capital role, twelve CGT leaders, chosen from among 
the most militant, were arrested: Griffuelhes, Pouget, Delesalle, Janvion, 
Monatte, Merrheim and other less celebrated names. Also, whether for mo

tives like those or because of their anti-militarism, the CGT leaders were regu
larly jailed, then acquitted or sentenced to prison terms. 

Clemenceau meant to bring the CGT to heel, through the use of the stick 
or the carrot. Just prior to the Marseilles congress at the end of 1908, he had 

his two betes noires, Griffuelhes and Pouget, thrown in jail. His gambit was 
simple: by exposing the alleged irresponsibility of these die-hards, he sought 
to isolate them from the rest of the leadership - among whom he had, in Latapie, 

a henchman - and secure a moderation of the CGT's approach. His plan was 
only partly successful: the congress failed to disown the imprisoned leaders, 
but Griffuelhes stepped down as general secretary, as did his right-hand man, 
Pouget, after the confederation's treasurer, Albert Levy, had tried to make things 

impossible for him during his period of absence. Griffuelhes was subsequently 
to be cleared of all suspicion of embezzlement, but was nevertheless to remain 

in retreat, spending his time on theoretical studies and his own trade union 

activities. 
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After a reformist interlude, quickly terminated by the blunders of the new 
general secretary, Lucien Niel, it was a libertarian militant, Uon Jouhaux, son 
of a Paris Communard and grandson of a (shot) 1848 rebel, that stepped into 
the breach on a provisional basis. 

Far from drawing the teeth of the CGT, the government crackdown proved 
a spur to its expansion: its membership grew from 100,000 in 1902, to 400,000 

in 1908 - out of a total unionized population of 900,000 workers. Its fight for 
the eight-hour day, against employment bureau, for a day off work each week, 
for wage increases and improvements in working conditions - a fight often 
crowned with success - made it the representative of the finest of the labor 
movement's aspirations to emancipation. 

Clemenceau's heavy-handed approach having failed to produce the desired 
results, the renegade ex-socialists Aristide Briand and Viviani, taking up cabi
net office and the premiership, set about corrupting the CGT by introducing 
reforms relating to workers' pensions, collective bargaining agreements, com
pulsory arbitration and business size: all of them things forcefully rejected by 
revolutionary syndicalists. So much so that the latter launched an offensive 
against this social offensive: in March 1909, there were two consecutive postal 
workers' strikes, followed by a failed attempt at a general strike; in 1911, there 
were strikes by railway workers, Newfoundland seamen, dockers and construc
tion workers; in 1912 there was the strike by registered seamen that brought 
the commercial ports to a standstill; in 1913 came the general strike by the 
miners of the Nord; in February of the following year, there was a further gen
eral strike by miners, excepting the departments of the Nord and the Pas-de
Calais. The CGT systematically snubbed all draft reforms presented by the 
government or emanating from thp parliament. Its membership climbed Lack 
to 600,000 in 1912, and by January 1, 1914 stood at 839,931.5 

Obviously it was not all wine and roses in the CGT: far from it. Personal 
squabbles arising out of personality clashes or differences of temperament, 
(Griffueihes, for example, was coarse to say the least and that made him staunch 
enemies) divided the leadership. The reformist minority - supporters of joint 
action with the Socialist Party - was still significant and was bolstered by the 
affiliation of the powerful Miners' Federation. Trade union bureaucracy en

sconced itself, being bound up with the charisma of leaders who were re-elected 
over and over again or confirmed in office by the rank and file membership: 
most of the affiliated Federations had no thought for anything beyond their 

short-term sectional interests and were indifferent to the demands of other 
Federations, and even more so to overall revolutionary aspirations. Let us quote 
from the hard-nosed analysis of the anarchist miner, Georges Dumoulin, who 
became a CGT officer: 

9 6  

Everyone was in hot pursuit of advantages down twisted parliamen
tary paths. Class mentality was ill-defined and even worse expressed. 

It was no longer coordinated direct action, it was desultory sectional 
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action that was to produce, one after another, the strike of the railway 

workers, the seamen and then the miners, all three heavily influenced 
by the politicians. 

I shall pass quickly over this pre-war situation, but the disease 

had deeper roots. The mass of the union membership was afflicted by 
the same disease as its leaders. Let me go further. J ouhaux drafted a 

report in which mention was made of the "immorality of the working 

class." Alcoholism was a greater scourge than ever in the ports and 
demoralizing working methods were still in vogue among union mem
bers. In the construction industry [the backbone of the CGT at the 

time - A. Skirdal the preference was for a fat wage packet - for a 
better standard of living, with no improvement of the individual con

science. Merrheim and Lenoir reported the same scourges among 

metalworkers. Among jewelers, hairdressers and waiters, horseracing 
was a big thing. A proletariat corrupted by envy, still clinging to its 

class instinct but increasingly losing its soul. 
An ignorant proletariat unable to read, with no urge to read or 

reading only filth. Militants playing interminable card games with their 
drinking pals. 

Dumoulin was even more scathing about the mass of non-unionized work-
ers, among whom: 

It was common practice to make capital out of another man's actions. 

It was well understood that good wages were the result of trade union 

action but they reaped the benefits without lifting a finger. They pro
vided the audiences for public meetings. These were the people who 

badmouthed the CGT in order to keep in with the boss . . . .  They joined 

the union because it might be momentarily of use in securing a fat 
wage packet. They stopped paying their dues because, once that fat 
wage had been extracted, they no longer had any use for the union. 6  

Mistakes, the corruption of the leadership, union members and the non-

unionized, in short the entire proletariat, according to Dumoulin, eroded class 
consciousness. 

Yet we should introduce a few nuances into this very dark portrait, drawn 

in June 1918, that is, before the armistice in November 1918, for it is also the 
expression of its author's personal anger at the proletariat's lack of prepared

ness in the face of war in 1914. Sure, all of it is true and fair comment, but all the 
same it should not be allowed to conceal the lingering revolutionary resolution 
of many CGT militants. Furthermore, the anarchists in the CGTwere well aware 

of all these failings and did what they could to remedy them. The essential 
point is that the CGT adhered strictly to the Charter of Amiens, keeping the 

socialist or government politicians at a distance, and that its revolutionary op
tions were staunchly upheld, in principle at any rate. 
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For their part, the anarchists who gave the CGT a wide berth pressed on 
with their well-meaning propaganda activities, expressed virtually entirely in the 
written word and remained as inimical as ever to organization in any form. Jean 
Grave went on bringing out his publications and, typically, working in his usual 
idiom, the paradox: "An individual seeking to stand alone against the crowd would 
soon be trampled. Then again, trying to unite men behind a general program is 
condemning them to disintegration the moment they might need to go into ac
tion!"? At best, he noted that the "proselytizing spirit that moved the earliest 
anarchists is wanting in the newest ones, and it is to that want that we must 

ascribe the inertia of most of those who profess to be anarchists." 
He held the individualists chiefly responsible for this: "failed bourgeois, lack

ing only the capital or they would be the most accomplished examples of exploit
ative loutishness." All of this, he argued, was due to "half-assimilated ideas." If, on 

occasion, he was prepared to concede that anarchist activity was in a dormant 
state, this was not to be explained in terms of dispersion of effort but rather attrib
uted to "the indolence, the apathy, the indifference of the vast majority of individu
als and to the fact that in them ideas have not yet attained that status of convic
tions."8 For his part, he remained convinced that it was absurd: 

to seek to get anarchists to put their heads together with a view to a 
common action program. There are differences of temperament, of 
character that involve different ways of looking at things. And each of 
these ways of seeing and acting has as much right to exist and be 
observed as any other. 

So it was not desirable that anarchists should put their heads together in 
order to "thrash out a common program, for this could only be feasible at the 
f'XPf'O"f> of initiatives and the birth of originaliueas." The least that we can say 
about him is to note that his stance was increasingly isolated and out of step in 
anarchist circles and removed from the course of events. 

Fsopotkin, too, was isolated, in England; elderly and ailing, he was also 
restricted in what he could do. Even so, he published the results of his researches 
into the French Revolution, Mutual Aid "the positive and sure source of our 
ethical notions" and the "best guarantee of further evolution" of the human 
species.9 In so doing he set out clearly the essentials of libertarian communist 
theory: we might single out his excellent definition of the method employed: 

Anarchy represents an attempt to apply the generalizations derived 

from the inductive-deductive method of the natural sciences to the 
evaluation of human institutions. It is likewise an attempt to guess, on 
the basis of that evaluation, mankind's march towards liberty, equality 
and fraternity, in order to secure the greatest possible measure of hap
piness for every single component of human societies.tO 

Divorced, in his English exile, from all social practice, he failed to appreci
ate fully the latent dangers of statism and was emphatic that state communism 
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was an impossibility, as he had so "often demonstrated that it would serve no 

purpose to labor this point."ll As for a specifically anarchist organizational prac

tice, that is startlingly missing from his writings of this time. 

In spite of everything, in the wake of the Amsterdam congress, a number of 
attempts at organization had been made in France. The anarchists from the north 

of the country met in congress in December 1907: the concrete outcome of which 
was the establishment of the newspaper Le Combat with an editorial committee 

tantamount to the "federative bureau of a Federation not actually in existence"! 

In June 1908, a federation was set up in the Paris region. That venture was taken 

up the following year on a more serious basis: a statement of principles was 

published, broadly reiterating the motions passed at the Amsterdam congress. 

Organizationally, it comprised branches linked by a federal committee made up 

of one delegate from each group, assisted by a deputy: each group had only one 
vote, regardless of its numerical size. A general assembly held at four monthly 

intervals was envisaged. Subscriptions were payable monthly by the groups in 

proportion with the numbers of their members. That federation stumbled along 
and one of the most active anarchists of the day, G. Durupt, complained that 

there was no "atmosphere" there any more and that the groups were "awash 

with stammerers." Much of the blame for this he attributed to Jean Grave's dis

organizing influence. A plan emerged for a "libertarian Party," affording gener

ous autonomy to its groups, at the suggestion of the insurrectionist wing of the 
Socialist Party and the disciples of Gustave Herve, but that, too, was stillborn. In 

1910, an Anarchist Communist Alliance was launched; but its over-flimsy struc

tures led to its collapse. Its place was taken in June 1911 by a Communist Fed

eration: this soon changed its name to the Anarchist Communist Federation. 

Louis Lecoin was its secretary. In September 1912, it was considering a member

ship card and monthly dues stamps. At the same time regional congresses were 
held. These all looked forward to a national congress in Paris in 1913 which 

would at last lay the foundations of the long awaited Anarchist Confederation. 12 

This sudden preoccupation with "serious" organization was not fortuitous. 

It reflected a plain determination to dissociate from the individualist anarchists 
who had just been making headlines with the spectacular exploits of lules 

Bonnot and his pals. Indeed, since the demise of Albert libertad in 1908, 
L'Anarchie (the newspaper he had founded)had led a desultory existence as 

director after director took it upon himself to keep it afloat. In theoretical terms, 
Paraf-J aval discredited himself in the eyes of his comrades for referring his 
differences with Libertad's disciples to the "bourgeois courts": so it was Andre 
Lorulot who stepped first into the breach. Lorulot was involved with the liber
tarian colony in Saint-Germain from 1905 to 1907, then been a regular contribu

tor to L'Anarchie and sampled imprisonment for anti-militarism. Setting aside 
the class struggle and the principle of organization, he scarcely differed from 
the libertarian communists. If anything, he laid more emphasis upon vigilant 

observance of real solidarity between individuals, based upon reciprocity and 

naturally culminating in communism:The individualist anarchist accepts soli-
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darity as a lever, a weapon, a new force. It is not a dogma to be respected nor a 
duty by which to abide - it is an interest that one is wise to heed. Conscious 
solidarity proceeds through selection, it is not indiscriminate in its fraternity. 
In order to retain its utilitarian value, it selects its associates on the basis of the 
principle of reciprocity. 

Communism is that form of social relations that levels economic 
barriers and destroys all obligation in respect of production and con
sumption. It is the most integral form of comradeship, the most advan
tageous solidarity, the one that best allows individual interests to coor
dinate. There can be no real mutual aid without communism. 1:1 

Such genuine fraternity was anarchist comradeship. It remained individu
alist because the starting point of it all had to be the individual affecting himself 
and his surroundings. "In order to make the revolution around him, he must 
first of all be capable of making it within himself," he averred, in the tradition of 
Libertad. Just like Libertad, he berated the resigned accomplices of the sys
tem. And the proletarian did not find favor with him either: 

He bows before the rich exploiter, licking his boots with servility. Turn 
and turn about: criminal soldier, spineless worker, collaborator of the 
police, mainstay of every despotism, the people cannot overnight ac
quire the capacity to live out its fate with pride, logic and solidarity.14 

This was one of the reasons why, he argued, anarchist attentats had proved 
incomprehensible to the "uncultivated mind of the witless masses." Self-educa
tion and rebellion were the virtues he preached: refusing to sacrifice the present 
to some hypothetical revolutionary future, the individualist anarchist had to 
drain from his existence all of the delights that it had to offer him. "Living his 
life," free of all slavishness, ot all impediment. But what if the impediment was 
these "witless proletarians?" On the answer to that he remained evasive and 
found illegalism acceptable only if it was "interesting, seriously pursued with a 
minimum of risk and with gratifying benefits."15 

Other theoreticians and editors of EAnarchie, like Ernest Armand and Le 

Retif (Victor Serge to be) were deliberately more individualistic, making light 
of solidarity and in the name of a demented cult of the "ego" they encouraged 
all manner of extravagances, including "economic rebels." So much so that 
they ended up uncovering zealous disciples of "living with no care for the cost, 
by any method whatever" until the paper's editorial offices were visited from 
time to time by weird individuals jumping around "pop-eyed" to demand with 
"much gesticulation, a bomb, a Browning, some weapon to spill bourgeois blood, 
to deal some blow,"16 without anyone's quite knowing whether these were pro
vocateurs or "nut cases." In short, some people were not content with Lorulot's 
"cosy" illegalism and preferred to indulge in "house-breaking," petty larceny 
or even carrying out "con operations." Then on to the scene comes a "lad" from 
Lyon, a peerless mechanic and expert driver with nerves of steel: Jules Bonnot. 
He fell in with some individualists driven to despair by an iniquitous society 
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and looking for some "big job" to rescue them from it. In December 1911,  in 

the Rue Ordener in Paris, they set upon a bank messenger before going on to 

commit further attacks, using an automobile every time, and quick to shoot 

anybody who stood up to them or even to "bump off' witnesses (as Garnier put 
it). Among their victims were a rentier in his nineties and his maidservant; a 

driver working in a garage; a traffic policeman; an uncooperative motorist and 
two bank clerks, not to mention several others who were wounded. These "mo
torized bandits" held the front pages of newspapers on the lookout for a sensa

tional story, this style of criminal activity and holdups using an automobile be

ing a real innovation. Rewards were posted, and the network of informers was 

at full stretch. But the "grapevine" did not take long to discover who was in

volved: the perpetrators of these bloody attacks were quickly traced, and some 

of them picked up on "information received." His back to the wall, Bonnot 

gunned down the number two at the Surete, Jouin, before making a run for it 

and perishing after a lengthy siege. 'Turned in," Valet and Garnier were also 
besieged for a long time in Choisy-Ie-Roi where the police were reinforced by 

Zouaves from the army! For them too, it ended in death. A huge dragnet rounded 

up their close associates and a trial was held in February 1913. 

The significant, and also the telling, point is the attitude adopted by the 
individualist theoreticians, who might be held responsible for the illegalist craze. 

Lorulot was to say the least unforthcoming, and had indeed always been hos

tile to violent activities: the only thing for which he might be taken to task was 

the contempt in which he held the witless accomplices of the system. Even so, 

he, alone of them all, ventured to wonder, after Callemin, Soudy and Monnier 

had been executed, whether: 

we did not have some indirect, unwitting responsibility in this carnage. 

Not by preaching illegalism which, no offense to our detractors, few 

of us did, but by urging struggle, rebellion and life upon natures that 
were pathological, impetuous, simplistic or unbalanced. But no, the 

fault lies with human speech which can germinate in different soils 

and produce the most varied fruits. 

In this way he acknowledged the tree as legitimate, but not its "fruits." 

Armand broke ranks by writing that he had thought of the illegalist in 
abstract terms whereas in fact he was a-legal. Aside from this splitting of hairs, 
he would not condemn the illegalists and even tried to show his solidarity. Le 

Retif, on the other hand, himself facing charges of receiving two stolen revolv
ers, began to play along with the crowd in berating the illegalists, swearing the 

he had always been against them. As he was to make a habit of this sort of 
behavior, namely, damning today what he was idolizing yesterday, let us see 

the fox at his work, in this impassioned tirade which was carried by L'Anarchie 

on January 4, 1912, the very next day after the incident in the rue Ordener: 

That a wretched bank messenger should be shot down in broad day

light is proof that men have at last grasped the virtues of audacity . . . .  I 
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have no fear in admitting it: I am on the side of the bandits. I find theirs 
to be a beautiful role: maybe I see them as men. Also, I see naught but 

boors and puppets. The bandits spell strength. The bandits spell dar

ing. The bandits demonstrate their steadfast determination to live. 
Whereas the others suffer the proprietor, the employer and the 

cop, and vote and protest against iniquities and go to their deaths like 

they have lived, wretchedly. Be that as it may, my preference is for the 

fighter. He may go to his grave younger, he may know the manhunt and 

penal servitude: he may well finish up beneath the abominable kiss of 

the widow. It is a possibility! I like the man who accepts the risks of 
open struggle: he is manly. Then, whether he be victor or vanquished, 

is his fate not to be preferred to the sullen vegetation and interminably 
slow agony of the proletarian who will go to his death brutalized and 

broken, without ever having known the benefits of existence? 

The bandit has a go. So he has some chance of winning. That is 
enough. The bandit is a man! IH 

In his Memoirs, Le Retit - the troubadour of the "manliness" of the ban
dits, who was to turn into Victor Serge - the minstrel of Bolshevism, seems to 

have suffered an "amnesia" attack regarding these youthful writings. At his 
trial, he was to pass himself off as a "theoretician" who had blundered into a 

situation not of his making, and he was to put his conviction down to heretical 

opinions (whereas the charge was receiving) and to his refusal to cooperate 

with the police authorities. The latter does him credit: somewhat less credit
able was the attitude he displayed when Lorulot showed up at the hearing, as a 

character witness: he insisted that Lorulot too be charged for having mixed 

with and harbored the illegalists. Disappointed in his petition, he was to accllse 

Lorulut upenly of informing! 

Another prominent individualist, Mauricius, brazenly championed the cause 

of the "tragic bandits," publishing an apologia for their "offense"19: "driven by 

the implacable logic of facts, vIe will erase society's crimes by crimes against 
society." Although this may have been rather nebulous and something of a 

literary device, he was to make himself scarce for a time, before he was ar

rested and then acquitted in 1915. 

However, it was patently clear that Bonnot and his comrades came from 

the individualist anarchist circles. In addition, they abided strictly by the pre

cepts laid down by Libertad and the "scientific" school: teetotalers and vegetar

ians, extremely fussy about their appearance, they practiced calisthenics in 

prison. That said, they refused to cite anarchy as a cover for their foul crimes: 

this was not for the cause (partly at any rate) like the crimes by Jacob and his 
"workers by night": they were active, but for their own ends and it was on that 
count that they were judged severely by most anarchists. We should note, fur
ther, that the vast majority of these illegalists were in their twenties and that 
their operations were handled very amateurishly: "jobs" were carried out on 
the spur of the moment, there was no discretion, and no real organization to 
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follow up operations (scarcely surprising when dealing with individualists!). 

They were, in short, bicycle and car thieves who graduated too fast to bank 

robberies and attacks. In the end they bravely paid the price for their actions. 

In terms of lethality, theirs was a drawn match with society: nine dead on each 
side. The "braid-wearers," the professional killers would shortly be conducting 

an incomparably worse slaughter. 

We shall leave the last word on illegalism to Victor Meric: its "ravages 

among thousands of enthusiastic youngsters were beyond reckoning. For hav

ing sacrificed to the illegalist idol, anarchists filled the penal colonies and pris

ons: they had become the stuff of jailers and 'screws.' A rather odd way of 

living to the full."20 

These dismal affairs made plain the dissolution of the individualist milieu. 

Many lacked elementary courage and, concerned only for themselves, "had no 

hesitation in grassing" and making "deals." Not a thought was given to the 

theory of it all. 

In popular imagination, the anarchist was already the planter of bombs, 

and now that the "bandit" was added to the picture, the French anarchist move

ment felt threatened in its very existence. There would have to be a closer 

check kept upon the use of the label "anarchist" and demarcation from these 

criminal "deviationists." The congress in August 1913 set to it. It drew around 

130 delegates from 60 groups (24 from Paris and 36 from the provinces), and a 
few individualist trouble-makers who, in a move unique in anarchist annals, 

were expelled from the gathering. 
It should be pointed out that Mauricius, their spokesman, had arrived bear

ing a submission on his view of anarchism, which conflicted unduly with that of 

the congress. For example, lest the "rights of the individual be snuffed out," he 

refused, when it came down to organization, to countenance a vote, the emer

gence of a majority view and the appointment of working parties. He saw all 
that as simply a threat of "dragooning and kowtowing to a group of leaders." 

The principles of delegation and mandate, put into ef fect at the congress, repre

sented for him the "biggest joke played on anarchists in fifty years."21 Let it be 
noted that Jean Grave was particularly insistent that Mauricius should be ex

pelled. 
The Anarchist Revolutionary Communist Federation (FCRA) was estab

lished at the congress on the basis of a theoretical consensus that Sebastien 
Faure took it upon himself to set out in a declaration that he read to the gather
ing: anti-militarism, anti-parliamentarism, trade union action and condemna

tion of individualism, the latter being henceforth separated by an "unbridge

able abyss" from libertarian communism. Regional federations were created 
and these were founded upon the untouchable precept of the independence of 
individuals within the group and the groups' autonomy within the regional or 
national Federation. Such loose connections ruled out sufficiently consistent 
activity, allowing only lobbying campaigns like the campaign against extension 

of the term of compulsory military service to three years, and against militarism 
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as a whole. Thus all of its activities boiled down to propaganda by means of 

newspapers, pamphlets and sundry published materials. The practical under

taking of waging a social and economic struggle against the system devolved 
in fact upon the CGT. And that was how the position stood on the eve of the 

conflagration in 1914. 
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XIII. THE SACRED UNION AND 
"THE WAR TO END ALL WARS" 

Franco-German rivalry had been at a peak since 1905. Ever since the war 

in 1870, they had been at odds: French patriots had the famous blue line of the 

Vosges mountains, symbolizing the two lost provinces of Alsace and Lorraine, 
forever in mind. To that was added a frantic competition to win African colo
nies, as well as the anxiety of British imperialism, worried about the preserva
tion of its "pearl" of the Indies and other assets from the covetousness of the 

Germans and Turks. For its part, the Austro-Hungarian empire had the Serbian 
irredentists to contend with. And it was from that quarter that the spark came: 
the heir to the Austrian throne was assassinated by Serbian nationalists in 
Sarajevo. Austria declared war on Serbia and, thanks to the system of alliances, 
their respective allies found themselves at daggers drawn. In August 1914 the 

whole of Europe combusted. What was the line adopted by the workers' orga
nizations of the protagonist nations? 

First and foremost, there was Germany, the country where the socialist 

movement was strongest. The Social Democratic party had 110 (out of a total of 
400) deputies in the parliament and nearly four million voters. The trade unions 
directly under its control numbered over three million members. Now forty 
years of class collaboration had so integrated the Social Democracy and its na
tional bourgeoisie that on August 4, 1914, it unanimously, in a frenzy of enthusi
asm, voted credits for the war! In December 1914, Karl Liebknecht was to stand 

alone in voting against further credits and, in March 1915, only Otto Ruhle joined 
him in voting against the budget proposals. How are we to explain away that 
stance, so much at odds with all the resolutions from the international con
gresses of the socialist parties? Well, there was the difficulty of trying to mobi
lize the German working class at the very time when military mobilization was 
underway, and the implacable repression that would ensue (Karl Liebknecht 

was subsequently to be sentenced to a four year prison term for his opposition 
to the war) and, above all, the threat of annihilation of all Social Democrat activ

ity, so laboriously built up over decades. Then there was the general feeling, 
widespread among the rich and powerful German trade unions, that there was 
a close identity between the interests of workers and capitalists in the empire's 
industrial and commercial expansion. Finally. there was the important consid

eration of the concept of a defensive war against the barbarian hordes of tsarism, 
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which stood for feudalism and reaction; in which respect the Social Democracy 
was quite in keeping with the Russophobia of Marx who reckoned, from 1848 
on, that Germany should wage a "revolutionary" war against Russia. 

In the Russian Empire which was burgeoning economically, the workers' 
movement was expanding in terms of numbers and political significance; on 
the eve of the declaration of war, a strike wave had affected 250,000 workers in 
st. Petersburg. The autocracy was wrestling with all of the contradictions aris
ing out of the survival of feudal privileges alongside economic growth and na
tionalist movements in its many colonies (Finland, Poland, Ukraine, Caucasus, 
Asia, etc.). There was nothing like a little war to restore national unity and 
revive the faltering authority of the state, is what Nicholas II and his entourage 
were saying. And their gamble largely succeeded: many Social Democrats, not 
least Plekhanov, rallied to the defense of their homeland in the face of the threat 
from German imperialism. The Social Revolutionaries joined them en masse: 
some anarchists like Kropotkin and Tcherkessov, though living in exile, also 
embraced the cause of the Entente, in hopes of an overhaul of the regime in 
the wake of victory. A tiny number of Social Democrats - Lenin was their 
mentor - advocated revolutionary defeatism instead, that is, anticipated that 
victory for the Central powers would precipitate the collapse of tsarism and 
open up the prospect of social renewal. 

In Britain, the trades unions, more than three million members strong, 
and with fifty Labor MPs, were hostile to the war and participated only reluc
tantly. Several European nations opted for neutrality: Italy (to begin with at any 
rate), Holland and the Scandinavian countries and Spain and Portugal. 

In France the problem was rather more ticklish. There was no problem 
with the socialists who, in spite of the assassination of Jaures, the "apostle of 
peace," readily reverted to the rhetoric of the soldiery of the Year II of the 
Revolution and the Paris Communards to repel the German invader. (Note that 
in Europe the danger always emanated from the East: was this perhaps some 
vestige of the ancient fear of barbarian invasions, going back to the beginning 
of the Christian era?) Gustave Herve, the Socialist Party's insurrectionist, who 
had planted the "tricolor flag in the shit," turned into a rabid jingoist. Jules 
Guesde and Marcel Sembat joined the government of Sacred Union. The rea
son was quickly grasped: here too this was a "defensive" war. Except that, "the 
better to defend themselves," everybody was attacking: the French scurried 
off to liberate Alsace and Lorraine; the Germans invaded Belgium so as to out
flank the French positions (and avert the loss of 100,000 men, as the German 
Social Democrat deputy, Dr. Koster, was to explain while deploring the hostil
ity from the Belgian workers for, had they but played ball, they could have had 
universal suffrage, legislation protecting women and children and social ser
vices, in short, a "welfare society") .1 
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The "fatherland" card was harder to play when it came to the CGT, the 
libertarian mass organization to which many members of the French proletariat 

looked for a lead. Ever since its inception, it had been violently opposed to the 
army and to militarism. Yvetot and others of its leaders had been jailed time 

and time again on charges of anti-militarism. The CGT had regularly denounced 

the arms race, the introduction of a three-year term of compulsory military 
service, budget allocations to the army, belligerent speechifying and other an
cillary threats. It had played a preponderant part in the success of a demonstra

tion by 150,000 Parisians on the Pre-Saint-Gervais against the army and milita
rism on March 16, 1913. In its defense it should be noted that every time it 

attempted to mount a joint campaign with its German counterpart against war, 
the Germans, wholly in thrall to the Social Democracy, had declined, on the 
grounds that this was a matter to be handled through the political process, that 
is to say, through the good offices of their respective socialist parties! Never

theless, for years past, the CGT's policy had been set out clearly: in the event of 
war being declared and a general mobilization being decreed, an insurrection

ary general strike would be called. To be sure, in July 1914, under Jaures's 
influence, there was some back-sliding: its anti-militarism was exchanged for a 

peace campaign. There is some significance to this nuance, for the backsliding 

continued in the manifesto of July 29, 1914: the CGT invoked its opposition to 
war, but at the same time emphasized Austria's guilt (coming very close to the 
official government line); it called for popular demonstrations throughout the 

land for peace. Two days later, following the assassination of Jaures, contrary 

to all expectations, it was not outrage at the French warmongers that prevailed, 
but appreciation that war was a "fait accompli" and "a crisis on the way." At 

Jaures's funeral on August 4th, Jouhaux delivered his famous address and did 
a U-turn: he spoke at some length aboutJaures in very eUlogistic terms (scarcely 
justified by their political disagreements) before announcing that: 

we did not want this war . . . . We shall be the soldiers of freedom in 
order to win for the oppressed a regimen of freedom, so as to create 
harmony between peoples through free agreement between the na

tions, through an alliance between the peoples. That ideal will make it 
possible for us to succeed.2 

This was a discreet but real defection to the patriotic cause, and it was for 
that reason that J ouhaux was feted by everybody, left and right alike. This was 
the celebrated "Sacred Union." Set alongside the old anti-militarist struggles, 
this was the world turned upside down, so how are we to explain it away? 
J ouhaux himself was later to say that above all else what he wished to avert was 
that his words should supply the pretext for any crackdown on the working 
class and that that was what lay behind his speaking. In fact there was the 

ominous threat of the "Carnet B," that is, the list of three thousand, and some, 
revolutionary militants on the books of the police as dangerous individuals to 

be rounded up immediately upon the outbreak of war. The Minister of War, 
General Messimy, had publicly threatened to "tie [the CGT leaders] to the ex-
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ecution stake" and ship anti-militarist militants off to concentration camps. And 
these were no idle threats, for the army was omnipotent at that point. The CGT's 
assistant secretary, Dumoulin, an opponent of the Sacred Union, did not mince 
his words: he stated that it was funk that induced the majority of the CGT's 
confederal committee to make its U-turn: "they were afraid of war, afraid of 
repression, simply because they were men like other men."3 Himself called up 
and posted to Verdun, to share the harsh life of the private soldier, he delivered 

himself of this pained and deserved comment in August 1915: 

At the start of the war, as during the few days leading up to the decla
ration of it, the impotence of the peace party was equally plain in ev

ery part. Nowhere had anti-militarism succeeded in eradicating either 
national pride or race prejudice. Our anti-militarism, more strident than 
the pacifism of the German workers, failed to neutralize the poison 
peddled in great profusion by the lying press among the masses of 
ignoramuses unreached by all wholesome propaganda. Where we went 
wrong was in overestimating the impact of our anti-militarism and our 

militants would have done well to shoulder the blame for our power
lessness instead of shifting that blame on to the shoulders of the Ger
man labor leaders.4 

Dumoulin further adds that the CGT had not taken an adequate interest in 
the play of diplomatic alliances. Sure, there were secret clauses, and it would not 
have been easy to get wind of them. However, Dumoulin patently underplays the 
culpability of the German Social Democracy, which is blatant. In spite of every
thing, the CGT leadership was also to blame and there is no way to disguise that 
fact by invoking outside factors. Despite the jingoistic mania, there was a worker 
minority ready to take action, and if the CGT confpderal committee had cast 
caution to the wind and declared a general strike against mobilization, it would 
first of all have been true to itself and to the strategy pursued for years past, and 

a proletarian backlash might have dampened the warmongers' enthusiasm. In 
addition, the military chiefs in charge of the mobilization had anticipated a de
sertion rate of ten percent and were delighted to have had a desertion rate of 

only two percent! 5 As J ouhaux explained, the likelihood was that the CGT lead
ership was not merely afraid for itself but feared a "Saint Bartholomew's night" 
massacre of its best militants. 

That said, and without excusing the conduct of Jouhaux and the CGT 

confederal committee, we might look at the opinion of Monatte who remained 
opposed to war: 

I will not take the confederal bureau to task for having failed to un

leash a general strike against the mobilization order: no! We were pow
erless, one and all: the tidal wave passed and we were swept away. 6 

Even Merrheim, the chief adversary within the CGT of the Sacred Union, 

was to concede in 1919 that: 
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We were in utter disarray, lost our heads: how come? Because at that 
point the working class of Paris, caught up in a formidable tide of 
nationalism, would not have allowed the security forces the chore of 
shooting us. They would have shot us themselves.7 

Be that as it may, Jouhaux became a Commissioner of the Nation and, 
along with all of the other CGT leaders, was a close confederate of the govern
ment in its war effort, right into 1917. 

As for the anarchists, wrong-footed by the speed of events, they did not 
have the time to react collectively, for want of a real federal organization, so the 
decisions were made on an individual basis. Some complied with the mobiliza
tion order, others deserted and left the country. Sebastien Faure bravely pub
lished texts hostile to the war and to the Sacred Union, but the main event was 
the appearance in February 1916 of the Manifesto of the Sixteen (in fact, fif
teen, the place name having been mistaken for the name of a signatory )  in 
favor of the Entente powers against Germany. Among the signatories were 
militants of some repute: Kropotkin, Grave, Malato, Paul Reclus, Marc Pierrot, 
Cornelissen and Tcherkessov. Their statement was countersigned by about a 
hundred other anarchists, half of them Italians. Although this was very much a 
minority in the international anarchist movement, it did that movement great 
damage. To account for this disconcerting stance, we have to look to the past 
and compare Karl Marx's stance atth e  time of the Franco-Prussian war in 1870, 

when he wrote to Engels that the: 

French need a good drubbing. If the Prussians are victorious, the cen
tralization of state power will be of service to the concentration of the 
German working class. Furthermore, German preponderance will shift 
the European workers' movement's center of gravity from France to 
Germany; and we need only compare the workers' movement in those 
two countries from 1868 up to the present to see that the German work
ing class is superior to the French in theoretical terms as well as orga
nizational. The ascendancy upon the world stage of the German 
proletariat over the French proletariat would simultaneously give our 
theory the ascendancy over Proudhon's.8 

That letter had just been made public through James Guillaume's book 
Karl Marx, Pan-Germanist, and would have provoked the wrath of the older 
generation of anarchists who already despised Marx as the gravedigger of the 
international and hated his heirs, the German Social Democracy for the very 
same reason. That subjective, emotional factor has to be taken into account if 
we are to grasp the spirit of the times. Likewise, the fact that the French Repub
lic was under threat from emperors and their aristocratic hangers-on is another 
point to be included in the reckoning (although the Russian aristocracy was a 
somewhat embarrassing ally to have in that respect). 

As hostilities erupted everybody was firmly convinced that this would be a 
short war. In France, certain zealots imagined that they would be in Berlin 
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within three weeks, on the strength of the heartening immensity of the mas
sive Russian army. As the hostilities grew prolonged and part of France was 
overrun and an atrocious trench war involving countless masses of humanity 
and heavy loss of life ensued, this gung-ho attitude gave way to a critical perspi
cacity. Many people now had their eyes opened to how they had been taken in 
by "brainwashing." It was no longer a question of waging "the war to end all 
wars" - to bring everlasting peace! - but rather of acting as guinea pigs for all 
sorts of murderous machinery and letting oneself be slaughtered so that a few 
generals might strut around bedecked with medals. TIle "fresh and joyous" 
war turned into a great butchery for everyone in which lots of men met their 
deaths while still in their prime. 

On the Russian front, initial successes quickly gave way to unspeakable 
disasters. All of the shortcomings of the autocracy were sensationally exposed 
to public gaze: the ineptitude of the High Command, the virtually non-existent 
logistics, the speculators and fence-sitters enriching themselves beyond belief 
in the rear. With an eye to easing the pressure on the western front, the Russian 
generals dispatched troops equipped with decrepit rifles and only a handful of 
cartridges against impregnable German positions bristling with machine guns 
and artillery, and that without any prior softening up by artillery barrage, very 
often for want of shells! The "grim reaper" had a field day: the millions of dead 
and wounded on the Russian front inspired a rising tide of indignation. At the 
beginning of 1917, an incident of no great import - the refusal by a Cossack 
unit to break up a demonstration by the hungry in Petro grad - brought the 
300-year-old Romanov regime tumbling down like a house of cards. It was re
placed by a provisional government. When that too proved powerless to stop 
the slaughter, it was overthrown by a few thousand soldiers and some Petro grad 
workers. Lenin and his Bolshevik Sl1pport!C'rs, as well as his allies, the Ldl Su
cial Revolutionaries, established a new government, the Soviet of People's Com
missars, before signing a separate peace deal with Germany and the Austro
Hungarian Empire in February 1918. 

Russia's defection from the Entente camp was made good by the entry into 
the war of the United States, but the morale of the "poilus" (French equivalent 
of the British ''Tommies'') sank, because by now the futility of the carnage was 
apparent to all and they were, in any event, influenced by the outbreak of the 
Russian revolution. In April 1917, there were mutinies along the French front: 
these were harshly repressed. On that same occasion, the power of the gener
als was turned against pacifists in the rear. Her ve's erstwhile lieutenant, 
Almereyda, tossed into prison, was found "suicided" in his cell. 

Sebastien Faure who, in spite of the censors, managed with the aid of 
Mauricius to bring out the pacifist journal Ce qu'il/aut dire, fell victim to a crude 
police frame-up: he was indicted for "moral turpitude," that is, for having pinched 
the bottom of a teenaged girl! Faure, who for twelve years had been the out
standing educator from the La Ruche children's settlement! Despite the absur
dity of the charges, he was sentenced to a six-month prison term.9 Cut to the 
quick psychologically, it was only thanks to the unstinting assistance of his com-
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rades that he recovered from this blow. Armand, individualist or not, spoke out 
against the wartime carnage: he was charged with having aided the desertion 
of one Raymond Bouchard, a dubious character addicted to drugs who had 
earlier led to the sentencing of the pacifist Gaston Rolland to a fifteen-year term 
of penal servitude for having harbored him. Armand "went down" for five years! 

The indomitable Louis Lecoin, gardener and dauntless anarchist, who had 
already a conviction against him for having refused to march (he was then in 
the army) against striking railway workers in 1910, plus a further five-year prison 
term for his anti-militarism, threw himself into a flat-out campaign along with 
some colleagues for an immediate peace, the moment he was released from 
prison in November 1916: only to be re-arrested and re-convicted. Aged 24 in 
191 1 ,  he was to spend a total of eight years out of the next ten in prison! Dozens 
of other anarchists, including Lepetit (who served two years) were convicted 
of pacifist propaganda. Thanks to the "Clemenceau" approach (Clemenceau 
the "strike-breaker" having returned to power in the interim). What is more, 
outraged by this repression, an anarchist called Emile Cottin opened fire on 
the "Father of Victory" on February 19th, hitting him with two bullets. He was 
at first sentenced to death, then, on the lobbying of Clemence au himself, to ten 
years in prison when, just one month earlier, Villain, who had killed J aures, had 
been acquitted! 10  

We might do well to remember that there were some anarchists of integ
rity - these were in fact the larger number in the movement - who did not fail 
to live up to their beliefs, contrary to the notion peddled by Bolshevik detrac
tors whose constant preoccupation was with harping upon the stance adopted 
by the "Sixteen" who went over to the Sacred Union. 
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XIV. THE " M IRAG E O F  S OV IET I S M "  AND 
A N ARC H IS M IN CRI S I S  

The establishment in October 1917 of what was sold as soviet power lies at 
the root of one of the most tragic misunderstandings of this century. Ever since 
the February 1917 revolution which had toppled tsarism, the soviets (or "coun
cils") had become the grassroots organs of the Russian workers' direct democ
racy. In the face of the impotence of the provisional revolutionary government 
made up of liberals and Social Revolutionaries, a government led towards the 
end by the capricious Kerensky, a dual power situation had increasingly fa
vored those who called for "all power to the soviets on the spot and at the cen
ter," with, as its corollary, the demands of "the land to the peasants, the factory 
to the worker," and, above all, "immediate peace, with no annexations and no 

tribute." Lenin was remarkably skillful at adapting to these watchwords and 
above all putting them to use in carrying out the coup d'etat of October 1917, 
purportedly in the name of the soviets but in fact for the exclusive advantage of 

his party and its sole decision-making organ: the central committee. That sub
stitution was quickly spotted but in the light of the circlJmstances it was consid 
ered a temporary expedient. The Russian anarchists, who were quite numer

ous if insufficiently organized, supported and even cooperated with the Bol
sheviks. In fact, their interpretation was that the Bolsheviks had jettisoned the 
entire social democratic inheritance and gone over to the libertarian theses. 

W ith the passage of time, they came to realize that this was not in fact the case, 
and that the heads of Lenin and his faithful followers were still crammed with 
the centralist and statist outlook. However, civil war, foreign intervention and 
the threat of a return to the despised old order induced them to keep their 

criticisms to themselves and led to their taking an active role in the defense of 

what they termed "the revolution's gains," all under the guidance of the Bol

shevik party. It was only at the end of 1919, when victory over the Whites be

came likely and the new Bolshevik authorities made plain their hegemonic 
ambitions and set about blatantly repressing them, that many anarchists sev
ered their links, although they did not all take up arms against the Bolsheviks. 

After the crushing in March 1921 of the Kronstadt sailors' revolt, such 
reservations as they had turned into open hostility and the breakdown was 

complete. Obviously, by then it was too late, for the new authorities were sol
idly entrenched in position, could call upon a mighty state machinery of control 
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and repression and were able to face down any internal challenges without too 

much difficulty. We ought to make it clear that this phenomenon of rallying 

around the Bolsheviks was not exclusive to anarchists, but was equally the 

case among all the other old revolutionary tendencies: the Social Revolutionar

ies, the Mensheviks, the Bundists (Jewish Workers' Social Democratic Party) 

or indeed dissident social democratic factions. (Hitherto hostile to Lenin, 

Trotsky went over to his camp after his return to Russia in 1917.) This second 

edition of an allegedly revolutionary Sacred Union, in the name of the "mirage 

of sovietism" was, when all is said and done, even more damaging to the Rus

sian and worldwide revolutionary movement. 

Returning to Russia after forty years in exile, Kropotkin quickly grasped 

how things stood and in a celebrated Letter to the Workers of Western Europe on 

June 10, 1920, he set out his analysis of the position. First, he railed against any 

armed intervention in Russia by the Entente powers, in that this would be di

rected primarily against the Russian social revolution, which he related to its 

English and French predecessors, and which, he argued "seeks to build a soci

ety in which the entire product of the combined efforts of labor, technical exper

tise and scientific discovery would go to the community itself. Any intervention 

[he wrote] would only reinforce the Bolsheviks' dictatorial methods and render 

the country hostile towards the Western nations." He regarded the indepen

dence of the Russian empire's former colonies, Finland, Poland, the Baltic na

tions, the Ukraine, Georgia, Armenia, Siberia, etc., as irreversible. By his reck

oning the Russian revolution was trying to venture where the French revolution 

had not gone, namely, into the realm of de facto equality, meaning economic 

equality. Unfortunately, these efforts were the work of a "strongly centralized 

party dictatorship" which was, to some extent, the heir of Babeuf's centralistic, 

Jacobin outlook. He believed that it was all about to end in fiasco and provide an 

object lesson in "how not to introduce communism, even for a people grown weary 

of the old regime and offering no active resistance to the experiment conducted 

by the new governments." The idea of the soviets, he went on, was a "great 

idea," especially as these should be made up of "all who play any real part in the 

production of the nation's wealth through their own personal endeavors. "  In the 

shadow of a party dictatorship, they became meaningless, especially if there 

was no press freedom and no election campaigns to decide their composition. 

Such a dictatorship was "the death knell of the new construction." The new 
bureaucracy created by the Bolsheviks was even worse than that of the French 

which "requires, for example, the involvement of forty officials just to sell off a 

tree felled across a national route by some storm." Western workers had to 

learn from this, for "appealing to the genius of party dictators" was the best 

"means of not carrying out the revolution and of rendering its achievement im

possible." He cautioned against such leadership and closed with a call for a great 

International that would not be a mirror image either of the second or of the 

third, both of which were directed by a single party, but would embrace trade 

unions worldwide - all who created the world's wealth - in order that these 

might "deliver themselves from their present subjection to Capital." 
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In 1920, during a visit by a foreign comrade, the aged apostle of libertarian 

communism further declared that the "communists, with their methods, in

stead of setting the people on the road to communism, will end up making 

them hate the very mention of it."l An all too accurate forecast, alas! although 

Lenin did not use the term communism until 1918, in the obvious hope of shroud

ing his theoretical gobbledy-gook (which the French social democrat Charles 

Rappoport at the time was to label bluntly as "Blanquism served up in a tartar 

sauce") with that noble title. 

Kropotkin's analysis was shared by the vast majority of Russian anarchists, 
but a not inconsiderable number of them nevertheless opted to carry on coop

erating with the Bolsheviks, though stopping short of formal affiliation to their 

party. This was the case with, among others, our old acquaintance Kibaitchitch, 

formerly I.e Retif, the fellow who marveled at the "manliness of the bandits," 

that onetime director of L'Anarchie and erstwhile theoretician of individualist 

anarchism, henceforth to be known as Victor Serge. His patron, Zinoviev, the 

president of the Communist International, entrusted him with the uneasy task 

of explaining away his defection. Which he did in a pamphlet published in France 

in 1921, The Anarchists and the Experience o/the Russian Revolution.2 
In his foreword, this guy has the nerve to argue that several foreign anar

chist militants - including Lepetit and Vergeat, who mysteriously vanished 

during their return journey to France, a disappearance upon which Serge could 

certainly have shed "his" little light - had "agreed" with the thinking he was 

setting out in his pamphlet. Even so, he notes that in several countries "a num

ber of anarchist militants, have felt it their duty to espouse with regard to Russia's 

proletarian dictatorship a frankly hostile attitude that most often is revealing of 

inexperience and a traditionalism loaded with dangers" !  He therefore was tak

ing it upon himself to spell out a few "elementary trUtllS." After the "experience 

of war and revolution, our ideas stood in need of a complete and methodical 

overhaul," yes, but in the light of what? Of the "new fact" in History, "the vic

tory of the October revolution . . .  the victory of the soviets . . .  the victory of t.l}e 

social revolution." That progression is a good reflection of the official Bolshe

vik falsehood that their coup d'etat was synonymous with ideas that were the 

very reverse of it: soviets and social revolution. Then comes an enormous lie of 

Serge's own: "the social revolution in Russia is largely the work of Bolshevism." 

He himself had not reached Russia until the beginning of 1919, so he was 

scarcely in a position to judge, but it was so convenient to peddle that official 

version that he was to lose no time in spreading it in France through his two 

mythomaniacal works: The Year I o/the Revolution and The Year II o/the Revo

lution. His definition of Bolshevism is a fair return for his mess of pottage: "a 

leftward movement of socialism - bringing it close to anarchism - prompted 

by the will to carry out the revolution right away. Will to revolution: the es

sence of Bolshevism is encapsulated in those three words." Some performance 

that, to reduce the social revolution to the power cravings of a tiny caste of 

doctrinaire intellectuals! All of it is only playing with words, something in which 
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he was a past master already, as we have had occasion to see. But there is a 
more serious aspect to this when he goes on to justify the Bolshevik terror: 

From the vantage point of those who made it (the Revolution) , it is a 
tough, dangerous undertaking, sometimes a dirty business into which 
one has to wade up to one's knees, sleeves rolled back, braving the 

urge to retch. It is a matter of  cleansing the earth of  the scum of the 
old world. One will have to shift the filth by the shovel-full: and there 

will be a lot of blood among that filth. 

One can hear an echo of Netchaiev talking about "revolution full steam 
ahead, through blood and mud." Red terror was to be implemented "on pain of 

death," as one "weakness could have spelled defeat." Defeat would have ush

ered in the White terror "a hundred times more ghastly." Here Serge cites the 

example of the Paris Commune, when the Versailles forces allegedly shot down 

in a fortnight three times as many victims as the Red terror had claimed in 

Russia in three years of revolution! Like Pinocchio's, his nose must have grown 
considerably with this enormous lie: Latsis, the Chekist ideologue himself ac
knowledges that the Red terror claimed nearly one million seven hundred thou

sand victims, many of them peasants and workers. Without blinking, Serge 

slashes that figure to a mere ten thousand victims of "mud and blood." And 
here we are faced with deliberate lying, for he was well placed, in Petrograd, to 
know what lay behind the regime's statistics. 

Next comes a walk down the memory lane of the individualist anarchist: 

contempt for the masses "corrupted by the old regime, relatively uneducated, 

often unthinking, racked by the feelings and instincts of the past." This is all 

leading up to a justification of revolutionary dictatorship: "I confess that I can
not think how one could be a revolutionary (except on a purely individual ba
sis) without conceding the necessity of the dictatorship of the proletariat." "Over 

the proletariat" he should have said, for the sake of accuracy. Lest the reader 

has failed to grasp his meaning, he goes on later to rehearse the essentials of 
his new credo: 

Suppression of so-called democratic freedoms: dictatorship, backed 
up, if need be, by Terror: creation of an army: centralization for war of 
industry, supply, administration (hence the statism or bureaucracy) : 

and lastly dictatorship of a party .... In this redoubtable chain reaction 
of needs, there is not a single link that can be dispensed with, not one 

link that is not strictly dependent on the one before it and does not 
determine the one that comes after it. 

Let us quote his refrain: "Every revolution is a sacrifice of the present to 
the future." One might wonder if this is the same Kibaltchitch, the erstwhile Le 

Retif, talking here. The shades of his old chums from the Bonnot gang must 
have started upon reading such lunacy! We can understand how Victor Serge

Kibaltchitch, having zealously embraced his new faith, had to demonstrate his 
loyalty and justify his membership in the Bolshevik party, that "vigorous, 
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innovative minority required to make good, through constraint, the deficient 
education of the backward masses (!?)," but even so, what a betrayal of the 
ideals of his youth and what abject surrender to his squalid mission! Not that 

this sad fellow was to stop there, for he acted as the official escort to foreign 
anarchists and revolutionaries visiting the red Mecca, sometimes poisoning 

their minds and reporting back to his masters. The most startling thing was to 
find him, fifteen years or so later, posing as a victim of Stalinism! 

Among those anarchists who threw in their lot with the Bolsheviks, very 
few, fortunately, plumbed those depths of servility. Most of them either left the 

party, if they had joined it, or distanced themselves from it following the re
pression of the Kronstadt revolt, the prohibition upon factional work inside the 

party and the ensuing introduction of the NEP. This was especially true of 
Alexander Berkman and Emma Goldman. 

The "mirage of sovietism" had an impact every bit as pernicious abroad, 
most especially in France. Government censorship, alongside denunciation of 
the Bolsheviks as accomplices of the Germans, up until 1919, made a substan
tial contribution to this. According to the precept that "the enemies of my en

emies are my friends," many who opposed the Great War thought they de
tected genuine and consistent pacifists in Lenin and his disciples. The myth of 

"soviet power" was the finishing touch in persuading the most revolutionary 

elements, a goodly number of them anarchists. 

So much so that the first Parti communiste, French Section of the Commu
nist International, was set up at the start of 1919: it recognized the "temporary 
dictatorship of the proletariat." It was comprised almost exclusively of anar
chists - and the oddest thing is that one discovers one-time individualists con

verted into fervent supporters of Bolshevism. In November 1918. Lortllot wrotE> 
that "in time of revolution, a measure of dictatorship is necessary"; in 1921 he 

was at it again and worse: the "iron dictatorship of the proletariat" was to be "a 

dictatorship of elites over brutes." Mauricius and even Armand admitted feel

ing a "certain sympathy" for the Bolsheviks; Charles-Auguste Bontemps also 
reckoned that dictatorship was "an evil but a necessary evil" in helping to "es

tablish a communist system."3 
At its congress of December 25-28, 1919, the Parti communiste turned 

itself into a Communist Federation of Soviets, which is testimony to the 

preponderant influence of the anarchists, in that its structure was federalist: 
the rank and file soviets made up regional soviets and these in turn appointed a 

central soviet, the whole thing reflecting the desire for ongoing rank and file 

supervision. Needless to say Moscow did not at any time recognize the exist

ence of either of these communist organizations, for it reserved its favors for 

the party that emerged from a split at the Tours congress of the Socialist Party. 
Be that as it may, they still remain a rather telling indication of the spell cast 

upon many libertarian comrades by this "mirage of sovietism." In addition, most 
of these returned to the anarchist orbit, with the notable exceptions of certain 
revolutionary syndicalists and CGT anarchists, belonging to the anti-Jouhaux 
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minority: people like Monatte, Rosmer, Amedee Dunois, etc. The latter took a 

lot longer to see the error of their ways. 

Meanwhile, as the flow of information began to improve, and corroborating 

evidence became more plentiful, the Bolshevik regime's soviet mask fell away 
and everyone was able to see it for what it truly was. The better to dissociate 

itself from them, the Anarchist Communist Federation of 1914 changed its name, 

as soon as it was reformed, to the Anarchist Union (UA) , which was blatantly 

and relentlessly hostile to the Bolsheviks from the end of 1920 onwards. 

Dumoulin and Merrheim, the two leaders of the CGT's anti-Sacred Union 

minority, were not taken in by Lenin like Rosmer and Monatte were. Merrheim 

had met him face to face at Zimmerwald in 1915 and had quickly got the mea

sure of the man: "He is a Guesdist, a hundred times more sectarian than all the 

Guesdists put together, which is no mean feat," his sole ambition being "dicta

torship over everything and everybody, his own dictatorship, even should it 

set civilization back by a century."  The labor militant discerned in the "mysti

cism of Lenin's adorers" the very same sentiment that had motivated the en

thusiasts of General Boulanger two decades earlier, that same unthinking ar

dor of persons "searching for a savior, the man who will make their revolution 

for them."4 Dumoulin, who returned to the fold alongside J ouhaux and became 

the "strong man" of the Confederal Committee, was violently opposed to the 

"Muscovites" and was the chief architect of the 1921 trade union schism with 

the pro-Bolshevik minority and its anarchist allies. The latter in turn broke 
away from Lenin's disciples in 1924. Thus the CGT, like the international work

ers' movement, finished up split into three factions: Jouhaux's CGT, affiliated 

to the Amsterdam Trade Union International, the Bolshevised CGTU, affili

ated to the Red International of Labor Unions, and the Revolutionary Syndical

ist CGT (CGT-SR) of Pierre Besnard and the anarcho-syndicalists, affiliated to 

the Berlin-based International Workers' Association. 

The French and worldwide anarchist movement, already stretched to the 

limit by the war, found itself even more divided in the face of the new situation 

created by the advent of Bolshevism. The congress of the Anarchist Union did 

not meet until November 1920, nearly seven years after the preceding one (1913) . 

An international congress had been planned for September 1914, but did not 

take place until December 1921 when it met in Berlin. Anarchists had been 
caught wrong-footed by events, not to say completely overwhelmed by them. 

The obvious cause of that was the lack of proper liaison and quite simply of real 

organization: one can only speculate what an organization in the Bakuninist 

Alliance might have achieved: general guidelines might have been adopted and 

made known, some practical policy line laid down and put into effect, with re

gard both to the war and to the Bolshevik phenomenon. Instead of which, there 

was a lengthy hiatus, followed by a general fragmentation of forces. At the Lyon 
congress of the Anarchist Union, Mauricius, recovered from his Bolshevik rap

ture, following a nine-month stay in Russia, urged his comrades to draw up an 

agrarian and industrial program, lest anarchists be caught even more off guard 
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by future revolutionary crises. Another delegate to the congress even moved 

that training schools for militants be established: broadly speaking, emphasis 

was laid upon the crucial importance of scrutiny of issues of a political, agrarian 

and industrial nature. 

As for the individualists, they were increasingly sidelined from congresses 

and organizations. Anyway, 1orulot finally bade farewell to anarchism and de

voted himself exclusively to attacking clericalism: Armand declared without 

equivocation that he was no revolutionary and thereafter devoted his energies 

to his hobbyhorse of "loving comradeship,"  venturing so far as to set up an "In

ternational for the fight against bodily possessiveness, sexual jealousy and amo

rous exclusivism"! Just as seriously, he called for personal ownership of the means 

of production to be vested in the individual and became the "pope" of a tiny sect 

from which all consideration of society was excluded, "guile" being regarded as 

the only means open to the "liberated" individualist to break free of it. 

Now, affirmation of individual autonomy had not been exclusive to the in

dividualists, but was, rather, as we have seen, a constant motif in the interna

tional anarchist movement and particularly in the French movement. That no

tion, married to the autonomy of the group within the organization, relied upon 

the untouchable principle of the free agreement. So that was where the real 

difficulty lay. In an article entitled "Let's Get Organized," Louis Lecoin labored 

the need for a "well·ordered cohesion" as a means of repairing the movement's 

ineffectuality. Another leading militant, Georges Bastien, wrote: "Only through 

organization will we achieve maximum results in terms of propaganda and ac

tion." Appreciating, in 1925, the diffidence on the part of certain dogmatic cham

pions of individual autonomy, he anathematized them by asserting that they 

were "scared of seeing their ego trampled underfoot in an organization. That is 

the reason behind their rejecting it categorically or ill �ome roundabout fash

ion, by quibbling over every minuscule detail. It all makes regular association 

repugnant to them."5 The need for a specific and coherent and cohesive organi

zation was consequently making itself felt more and more, even if it mea.'1t 

revision of certain of anarchism's traditional values. This was the task that sev

eral survivors from the Russian and Ukrainian anarchist movement who had 

taken refuge in Paris that year were to set themselves. 

The anarchists' most enormous defeat was sustained in Russia. Through

out 1917, their ranks had swollen incessantly, until they numbered tens of thou

sands of supporters in the Anarchist Federations of Petrograd and Moscow 

(each of which issued its daily newspaper) as well as across all the important 

cities in the land. Their role in the July Days of 1917 - the abortive rising 

against Kerensky - in every strike wave and of course in the fighting in Octo

ber 1917, (the fruits of which were claimed by the Bolsheviks all for themselves) 

indicate the crucial influence they wielded at that point. And yet they were too 

slow to develop mistrust of the new Leninist authorities, paying them no heed 

in a sense, busying themselves with the immediate implementation of the social 

and economic changes of which they had long dreamt. Not that they remained 
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unorganized: in Moscow they set up 50 Black Guard detachments with one 
overall command and thousands of members. The onslaught came from the 
quarter they least expected: on the night of April 12-13, 1918, Moscow's 26 

anarchist clubs were stormed by units acting upon the orders of the Bolsheviks 
and their Left Social Revolutionary allies. Seeking to avert fratricidal fighting, 
600 anarchists surrendered. By the autumn of 1918, the Black Guards in Mos
cow reckoned they were strong enough to consider overthrowing Lenin, and 
were only deterred from doing so by the threat of counterrevolution. In fact, 
the Sacred Union around the Bolsheviks in the face of the threatened restoration 
of the old regime was to cloud the issue and help to ensure that libertarians 
were progressively and irreversibly pushed into the background.6 At the time, 
Kropotkin deplored the lack of liaison between anarchists and floated the idea 
of establishing an "anarchist party" so as not to "remain with arms folded. "  He 
used the word "party" in a sense different from that of the politicians' usage of 
it, and only because the word "group" struck him as a bit lame and inadequate 
in the circumstances. In fact, it was an anarcho-syndicalist party, uniting a "band 
of honest, dedicated anarchist militants capable of setting aside their personal 
vanities," that he wanted and he regretted that he was not young enough any 
more to give it his all. Let us note that he gave priority to person-to-person con
tacts and correspondence over the press and printed matter.7 

In the Ukraine, things took a different course. There the Bolsheviks were, 
to begin with, all but nonexistent and they relied upon the extraordinary 
Makhnovist insurgent movement driven by the local anarchist groups. In short, 

they had, shall we say, a lot more problems securing their mastery of the situ
ation. We might mention that a powerful anarchist confederation, the Nabat 

(Tocsin) confederation, had been in existence in the Ukraine for several years: 
its apotheosis was to have been a pan-Russian anarchist congress in Kharkov 
in November 1920, but this was nipped in the bud by the Leninists who quickly 
realized the implicit danger. 

Nabat's organizational structure and modus operandi are also worthy of 
note: a denominational organization, it set itself the exclusive task of spreading 
libertarian ideas among the workers. Militants and sympathizers were orga
nized into groups or circles: on a recommendation from group members, sym
pathizers could be accepted as participants in the organization. Groups got 
together to form regional or urban federations which in turn came together to 
make up the Confederation. Every group appointed a secretary, whose task it 
was to oversee its activities and keep in touch with other groups and organiza
tions. The regional and urban federations set up a secretariat, appointed at a 
general assembly. This secretariat undertook to supply the groups with the 
necessary literature, propagandists and agitators, and took charge of the over
all activity of the federation. Delegates from the groups made up the federation's 

soviet, which took care of all organization business: its decisions were carried 

out by the federation's secretariat. The Confederation's secretariat was elected 

by a congress of all affiliated anarchist organizations and its term of office lasted 
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until the following congress. Its duties were to bring out a press organ, publish 
writings, organize propagandist training schools, convene congresses and keep 
in touch with anarchist organizations from other countries. Organizational dis
cipline arose out of the moral duty upon every member to implement the 
organization's principles and tasks. In particular, responsibility had to be as
sumed for any action taken. Any intervention on behalf of the group had first to 
be debated and endorsed by a general assembly of that group. Officers had 
regularly to report back on the implementation of the tasks entrusted to them. 

The Nabat Conference, involving anarcho-syndicalists and libertarian com
munists, drew attention to the abuse of the name "anarchist" by all sorts of dubi
ous types and recommended that these be exposed by word of mouth, or in 
leaflets or in print. On this point, it issued a reminder that no anarchist worthy of 
the name could belong to any Cheka, militia, or tribunal, or be a jailer or play any 
part in other institutions of a repressive nature. Likewise, no anarchist could be 
a director or officer of institutions of the bureaucratic-authoritarian type. These 
practical resolutions, lifted from a significant body of other resolutions reached 
at the first Nabat Conference on November 12-16, 1918, are indicative of the 

seriousness of the sort of organization set up and explains why it prospered for 
over three years. We do not have sufficient information about the other organi
zations existing at the time in Russia or elsewhere in the country, but there is no 
doubt that, had they broadly corresponded to Kropotkin's wishes and Nabat's 
principles, the course taken by events might have been very different. 8 That, at 
least, was the profound conviction of the members of the Group of Russian Anar
chists Abroad, based first in Berlin, then in Paris, and counting Piotr Arshinov 
and Nestor Makhno among its membership. This group was to make strenuous 

efforts to analyze the precise reasons for the anarchist movement's defeat in 
Russia and to draw le�son� theoretical and practical from that for the benefit uf 
the movement internationally. There was a happy coincidence there with the 
concerns of the French comrades traumatized by the defections of the Sacred 
Union and the growing Bolshevization of the workers' movement. 
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XV. T H E  O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L  P L AT F O R M  
O F  T H E  D Y E l O  TR U D A  G R O U P 

Since Nestor Makhno is a rather familiar figure, we shall provide instead a 

few biographical details regarding Piotr Arshinov (real name, Marin). He was 

a locksmith by training: his working life had begun as a railwayman in the 
Eastern Ukraine. By the age of seventeen in 1904, he was a sympathizer with 

the thinking of the Bolshevik faction of the Russian Social Democratic Labor 
Party, but quickly realized that they were not equal to the revolutionary situa

tion in which the country then found itself, and so he became a libertarian 
communist. Armed struggle by way of resistance to the relentless repression 

from the tsar's henchmen was then on the agenda: so, at the age of just nine
teen, on December 23, 1906 he blew up a building housing members of a police 
punitive expedition. Several Cossack officers and gendarmes perished in the 

rubble. A little later, on March 7, 1907, he publicly gunned down with his re

volver the boss of the Alexandrovsk railway workshop, who had been respon
sible not merely for the oppression of the workers for years past but also for 

having denounced 120 of them during the strikes and insurrections of 1905 
and 1906 (around a hundred of these had either been sentenced to death or to 
penal servitude) . Arrested and condemned to death, Arshinov managed to es
cape in incredible circumstances, thanks to assistance from his comrades, and 

resumed his activities. Recaptured and sentenced to death once again, he  man
aged to pull off another escape. Nothing daunted, he continued his activism, 
smuggling weapons and anarchist literature across the border from Austria. 

Apprehended in 1910, he contrived, by a happy conjunction of circumstances,  
thanks to deft use of a range of aliases, to escape suspicion in connection with 

some of his terrorist acts and was merely sentenced to political servitude in 
the Butyrky prison in Moscow. 1 There, he made the acquaintance of Makhno 
and the pair established solid bonds of friendship and like-minded ideas. They 

even decided that some day they would publish a libertarian communist theo
retical review, the lack of which was sorely felt at that point. 

February 1917 opened the prison gates to the survivors from those heroic 
days. Arshinov stayed in Moscow and was intensely involved in the work of the 

local Anarchist Federation. While staying in the city in May-June 1918, Makhno 
promptly asked Arshinov to come back to the Ukraine, where they could carry 

on the struggle as a team. He arrived back at the beginning of 1919 and 
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immediately assumed a position of importance in the Makhnovist movement's 
cultural commission, seeing, among other things, to publication of the insur
gents' newspaper. He stuck with the movement until the end of 1920 and was 

then commissioned to write a history of it. He carried out this commission -
not without some difficulty, for he had to redraft the opening of his book four 

times after the initial manuscript had been seized by the Cheka in the course of 

search operations - while living underground in Moscow. He made his way to 

Berlin by clandestine means, had his book published there and immersed him
self in the activities of the Russian anarchists in exile there. So it came about 
that he joined them in publishing an initial review (in Russian) The Anarchist 

Messenger, of which seven issues appeared between July 1923 and May 1924. 

Having come across Nestor Makhno again, after the latter had had a devil of a 

time fleeing across Europe from the provocations of the Cheka, the pair of them 
decided to flee beyond the danger by settling in Paris. There they founded the 
review Dyelo Truda (The Cause of Labor) in 1925, which was to carry excellent 
studies and analyses. A number of their compatriots lent a hand in this: so did 
some Poles - Walecki, Ranko (Goidenburg) and Ida Mett (Gilman) who had a 
perfect command of Russian. Their collective deliberations led to their publica
tion in June 1926 of the Draft Organizational Platform for a General Union of 

Anarchists: this was to be a watershed in the history of anarchism. For a long 
time it would be known as the "Arshinov Platform", for the introduction to it 

had borne his signature, he being the group's secretary. But this was a misno

mer, for it was a collective undertaking, the expression of their fundamental 
ideas: in addition, several other texts bore the collective signature of the group, 

as we shall see from a chronological scheme of their appearance in Dyelo Truda. 

Piotr Arshinov's Our Organizational Problem appeared in August 1925 and, 
in a way, signaled the beginning of the process. In it, he examined the political 

situation in Russia, noted the ravages caused by Bolshevism, but offered an 
apology for the anarchist movement which, as the revolution had proceeded, 

had been overtaken theoretically and organizationally, all too often confining 

itself to "positions that were, yes ,  correct, but too general, acting all at once in a 

diffuse way, in multiple tiny groups, often at odds on many points of tactics." 
Keeping a cool head, he steadily examined all of the prospects offered by the 

Bolsheviks, the Russian socialists and the liberals. The former could only tread 

the path of "prolonged exploitation and enslavement of the masses." The only 

point was to find out if they would share their power with the bourgeoisie. The 

second group listed, statists every one, seemed like the "parties of socialist 

promises, nothing more"; as for the liberals and out-and-out monarchists, they 
would go even to the lengths of joining forces with the Bolsheviks, just to re
cover a morsel of their lost privileges. Anarchists were still the only real expo

nents of social revolution, dragging the workers' movement forwards and not 
backwards. Simple: 
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awareness of that should multiply our strength percent ten-fold and 

encourage us in a protracted, bitter struggle. The proletariat's path is 
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a winding, tiresome one: more than once, weariness and doubt will 

grip the revolutionary ranks: but, as difficult as that path may be, none 
among us should funk the struggle and abdicate by embracing sub
mission to the present order of things. May the spirit never c;1ie! That 
popular saying should now, more than ever, linger in the mind of ev
ery worker and every revolutionary fighter. 

Arshinov underlined the "differences, dissensions, absence of solidarity 
and collective responsibility" that had hitherto prevented the anarchist move
ment from playing a crucial part in social struggles. The only solution lay in 
"common organization of our forces on a basis of collective responsibility and 
collective methods of action." 2 

Chernyakov, a Russian anarchist very much to the fore during the revolu
tion, published an article The Immediate Task wherein he advocated the cre
ation of an anarchist party, which would of course have no authoritarianism 
about it and nothing in common with the statist socialist parties.3 It would be 
modeled on the Bakuninist lura Federation. Voline replied to this in the follow
ing edition: he rejected the use of the term "party" which was overloaded with 
suggestions of aspirations to state power. This was no ritualism, for he recalled 
that the mere act of appointing a chairman to preside over a meeting had, until 
very recently, been deemed anti-anarchist. That said, he invoked the Ukrainian 
Nabat (in which he had been involved for a time) as the organizational model. 
Voline returned to the theme again in an article in which he reviewed the ac
tivities of N abat and in particular the declaration and resolutions passed at its 
Kursk conference. He had been commissioned to write a theoretical platform, 
something he had not been able to accomplish, but he gave a glimpse of it by 
suggesting that the common denominator compatible with each anarchist ten
dency - the communist, the syndicalist and the individualist - be retained, 
and the rest discarded. This was in rough the Synthesis that he was to propose 
along with sebastien Faure in the years to come. The organizational issue struck 
him as being of secondary importance, although Nabat should again be the 
inspiration: "union, on a basis of federalism, with some of the elements of a 
natural, free and technical centralization, which is to say, (and let us not balk at 
the words) fusion between fraternal and free discipline and collective responsi
bility." and Nestor Makhno's piece in the same edition of the review focused on 
the very theme of discipline.4 

At that time, it was still possible to correspond with comrades left behind in 
the USSR, even the deportees among them, and in every edition of the review, 
a rubric was set aside for them. Some of them called for a more developed 
sense of organization, for that seemed indispensable and prudishness with re
gard to it struck them, from where they sat, as incomprehensible or puerile. 

Not until issue no. 10 in March 1926 was there any collective response 
forthcoming from the Group of Russian Anarchists Abroad to Voline's articles 
on synthesis. The latter was systematically rebutted as incoherent and ill-in
formed about anarchist history (a sideswipe at Voline's late conversion to 
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libertarian thinking, a little before 1914) . The article The Organizational Issue 
and The Notion a/Synthesis (reprinted in full as an appendix to this book) states 
that it was not a question of turning the doctrine upside down, as its spinal 
column was still "libertarian communism," but of drawing one's inspiration from 
the "material amassed by anarchism over the y ears of its life process and its 
social struggle." 

It was in issue No. 13-14 oOune-July 1926 that the first part of The Orga
nizational Plat/arm saw the light of day. At the end of that issue, Ida Mett re
ported on the meeting of June 20, 1926, the date on which the Plat/arm emerged 
and the first birthday of the review. Several French, Italian, Bulgarian and other 
comrades (Chinese among them) were invited along on that occasion. 

Arshinov spoke first, as the secretary of the group, rehearsing its work 
and introducing the Plat/arm as the child of the collective deliberations which 
had led it towards a homogeneous ideological and tactical outlook. The speaker 
added that the work accomplished by the group could be of significance for 
international anarchism, in that it was blazing a trail in the selection and mar
shaling of anarchist forces and that there was no other way of ensuring their 
expansion worldwide. Makhno followed Arshinov, drawing attention to the ab
sence of anarchist influence among the peasants prior to the revolution, which 
he ascribed to the nonexistence of an organizational mentality or thought for 
coordination among anarchists. on the one hand, and to their prejudices about 
what they supposed to be the petit-bourgeois character of the peasantry. on the 
other. He reckoned that Dyelo Truda was doing vital work in working out an
swers to the revolutionary and political tasks of the anarchist movement. Next, 
Maria Korn spoke briefly to welcome the work undertaken by Dyelo Truda and 
wish it success. sebastien Faure spoke when his turn came to declare that he 
too had long hppn calling for a solid anarchist organization. However, it was not 
his belief that it could embrace the exponents of contrary tendencies. In con
clusion, he recalled that he had been in the French anarchist movement for the 
past 35 years and failed to see where this crisis was with wh ich it was alleged to 
be afflicted. A Bulgarian comrade spoke up to align himself with the Dyelo Truda 
scheme, for an attempt at a synthesizing anarchist organization in Bulgaria had 
come to nothing. The Chinese comrade declared that there was such a dispar
ity between the social, economic and political settings in Europe and China 
that the same approach simply would not be appropriate. In Europe, techno
logical and cultural progress was such that anarchists should be active rather 
than talkative. As time was running out, the meeting stopped at that point, al
though there were several other listed speakers. 

Publication of the Plat/arm continued in the subsequent issues of the re
view. What did it amount to? The arguments set out in those early articles in 
Dyelo Truda were reiterated and expanded upon. The chief reason for the anar
chist movement's lack of success was the "absence of firm principles and con
sistent organizational practice." Anarchism had to "marshal its forces into an 
active general organization, as required by reality and the strategy of the social 
struggle of the classes," which was in tune with the Bakuninist tradition and 
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the wishes of Kropotkin. This organization would lay down a general tactical 
and political line for anarchism, leading on to an "organized collective prac
tice." To these ends, a homogeneous program was needed. The Platform rep

resented only a broad outline of this, an outline needing exploration and expan
sion by the whole body of the General Union of Anarchists. The Platform falls 
into three parts: a general part, affirming and reaffirming the basic principles 
of libertarian communism - class struggle, the necessity of a violent social 
revolution, repudiation of democracy, negation of the state and authority, the 
role of anarchists and the masses in the social struggle and social revolution, 
the transitional period and trade unionism; the constructive part dealt with 
matters of industrial and agrarian production, consumption, then defense of 
the revolution; finally, the concluding part was given over to the principles of 

anarchist organization, dependent upon ideological unity, tactical unity or col
lective methods of action, collective responsibility, federalism and the powers 
of the Executive Committee of the General Union of Anarchists. (See the com

plete text in the appendices.) 
In issue No. 16 of the review in September 1926, Ida Mett returned to the 

matter of the ideological direction of the masses. As she explained, this was to be 
understood as the duty upon anarchists to make their conception of revolution 
the predominant one among the workers, and not to aspire to take over state 
power as the political parties did. The following month, she reported on a dis
cussion session given over to the Platform : that meeting was a follow-up to the 
one cut short on June 20th. Arshinov was the first to speak, repeating his find
ing that there was no specific ideology or detailed organizational principles. He 
asked whether this was to be laid at the door of objective circumstances or 
blamed upon the anarchists themselves? He inclined to the latter answer. He 
cited the example of Kronstadt: had there been an anarchist organization in 
existence at the time of the revolt of March 1923, the revolt might have been 
spread to all parts of the country and things might have taken a different turn. 

Similarly, right now, for want of an organization, anarchists were powerless to 
intervene on behalf of those Russian workers hostile to the Bolsheviks. In spite 
of the efforts made by isolated individuals and groups, the anarchist movement 
was threatened by disintegration. A number of comrades, with none of the revo
lutionary experience of the Russians and Italians, consoled themselves with 
saying that the Revolution would set their movement to rights. Pie in the sky! 
Quite the contrary: the revolution would annihilate those who would not have 
organized themselves in time, anarchism was the ideology of the working class 
and its best tactic, so it had to present a united front, theoretically as well as 
organizationally. The Dutchman Cornelissen retorted that if the movement had 
not been able to come up with a solution to the organization problem in thirty 
years, it was too late to do so now, for every day brought pressing situations. 

Valine then piped up to express the view that, on the contrary, it was not 
too late to resolve this problem, but that there had to be a prior clarification of 

doctrine. He invoked the Nabat experience. In contrast, he detected in the 
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organizational principles of the Platform a Bolshevik deviation: namely, party, 

program, the policy line and direction of the masses. 
Several other libertarians present spoke up on a variety of points, without 

really dealing with the agenda, as Arshinov noted in his final address. He pointed 
out that in spite of their argumentative aspect, the criticisms that had been 

voiced had not been thought through and that nothing had been offered as an 

alternative to the criticized proposals. As far as he was concerned, it was hard 
to answer to comrade Yudov's reasoning: 'The Group of Russian Anarchists 

Abroad expounds the notion of a revolutionary class struggle and strategy, 
which means that it has designs on power." He could only refer the critic to 
more comprehensive explorations of semantics. If it had not been possible to 
devise a solution to the organizational problem over a thirty-year period, as 
comrade Cornelissen had said, it was not too late to do it now and it was unre
alistic to rely upon the trade unions to handle the economic aspect of the revo
lution, unless  these were anarchist in outlook. He replied to the charge of Bol
shevik deviation leveled by Voline, by saying that in terms of theory, anarchism 
had nothing in common with Bolshevism and the state socialists , which fore
armed it against that danger; furthermore, it had no designs upon the con
quest of state power. The notion of ideological direction of the masses was not 
at all a contradiction of anarchism: on the contrary, that was where its mission 
lay, otherwise it had no raison d'etre. Nor was it true that the Russian revolu
tion and Bolshevism had demonstrated the harmfulness of ideological direc
tion of the masses: instead it was the statist approach that had been so ex
posed. The novelty in the approach of the Dyelo Truda group lay in its aspira

tion to "organize the ideological influence of anarchism over the masses , not as 

a weak and intermittent factor, but as a constant in the workers' social revolu
tionary struggjp ," On which note the meeting came to an end. 

Issue No. 18, in November 1926 carried a Platform Supplement, containing 
replies to a first series of questions (put by the old Kropotkinist, Maria Korn, 
alias Isidine, real name Maria Goldsmidt) . There were six of these ql1estions 
and they related to: majority and minority in the anarchist movement; the struc

ture and essential features of the regime of free soviets; the ideological super
vision of events and of the masses; the defense of the revolution; freedom of 

the press and freedom of speech; the anarchist principle: to each according to 

his needs. (See the complete text of this Supplement in the appendices.) 
In Dyelo Truda's Issue No. 20-21, of January-February 1927, there were 

several articles marking the tenth anniversary of the Russian revolution of Feb

ruary 1917. Linsky's article registered the current unfeasibility of establishing 

independent workers' organizations in the USSR, due to the omnipotence of 
the GPU. He drew comparisons between the situation of the Russian workers 
and that of German workers in 1916-1917, and found only the factory commit

tees capable of any response: anarchists had to radicalize these as much as 
possible against the Bolshevik regime. Maxim Ranko, in another article, 

stressed the ideological differentiation necessary in anarchist ranks if they were 
to create an anarchist International capable of having an impact upon the course 
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of events. Arshinov replied to questions from a certain F (Fleshin?) on the 

anarchists' role in the wake of the social revolution, on the threat of a new war 
and on individual terrorism. His most intriguing answer, it seems to us,  con
cerned the definition of soviets, which were envisaged as being, unlike the 
Bolsheviks' soviets of worker and soldier deputies, worker and peasant pro
ducer and consumer organizations. As for the Terror, that could not be the 
work of an individual, but rather the maturely considered policy of an organiza
tion in the light of the precise situation in the country where it took place. 

Under the heading The Struggle for the Spirit of Organization the review 
carried a report on a further meeting held along with Polish and Bulgarian com
rades. Arshinov had spoken on behalf of the Group of Russian Anarchists Abroad: 
he indicated that the discussion about the organizational issue had been in 
progress in Paris for nearly a year and that two schools of thought were already 
evident regarding the group's draft Platform: one for organization, the other dis
organization. Which fitted in with three attitudes adopted with regard to the 
Platform: one positive, one with reservations and the last one individualist and 
"devil may care." The first of these attitudes was, for the moment, the most wide
spread; the second showed itself in the questions put by Maria Korn in the Supple

ment; as for the third, it took the line that anarchism should be able to be the 
vade mecum of every person and thus that there was no need for "organiza
tions," much less any Platform. Voline was the most typical representative of this 
anti-organizationist school of thought: also, he was at that very moment working 
on a reply to the Platform, with an eye to exposing its anti-anarchistic contents. 
Although there was little prospect of that being anything to get worked up about, 
we look forward to seeing what it would be like. In reply, Arshinov once again 
rehearsed all of the strong points of the Platform. Makhno spoke after him: he 
endorsed what Arshinov had said and would have liked to answer the criticisms 
from "our opponents through misunderstanding," but these had failed to take up 
the invitation to take part in the meeting, and he found it difficult to criticize 

them in their absence. In any event, their irresponsibility, organizational and 
political alike, could only lead them into a swamp where they would not be able 
to do any more than "carp." It had long been plain that the movement needed to 
marshal its forces, failing which it could never have any influence upon revolu
tionary developments, even when these might boast an unmistakably libertar
ian character. It was because the "opponents through misunderstanding" had 
never bothered about that and had absolutely no intention of doing so, that they 
had begun to seek out anything in the Platform that might be construed as anti
anarchist. The only people they could recruit would be elements who had blun
dered into the anarchist movement by accident, not having lived through the 
chastening experience of the Russian revolution. Their political and organiza
tional irrelevancy was plainly exposed - the Ukrainian exile went on - when 
they attempted to rebut the lessons of our revolutionary experience, bought at 
the price of "our blood, our heart and our nerves." 

An old militant from the Bulgarian movement took over then and explained 
that it was precisely this "devil may care" attitude on the part of certain anarchists 
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that had shown itself to be the chief obstacle to the expansion of libertarian 
ideas in Bulgaria. Another Bulgarian stipulated that above all else the problem 
of organizing the anarchist movement should not be mixed up with the prob
lem of organizing the society of the future. These were two extremely impor
tant matters that had to be dealt with separately. One Grisha Br. broached the 
issue of majority and minority: he failed to understand why it was the minority 

that had to defer to the majority and not vice versa. Arshinov's answer to that 

was that this was not a matter of principle, but rather a matter of practical com
mon sense: otherwise, no policy line would be possible. The meeting closed 

with unanimous support for continuation at other meetings of the debate on 
the issues raised by the Organizational Platform. 

In the April-May 1927 edition, No. 23-24, Arshinov reviewed the review's 

two years of existence and its organizational approach. He stressed the back
ing it had received from every quarter and, in order to differentiate himself 
from all the disorganizing elements, he employed, for the first time, the ex
pression "Libertarian Communist Party," which alone could afford anarchism 
the opporturiity to take up its rightful place in the ranks of struggling Labor. In 
the very same edition, following its appearance in a French translation and the 

reactions, favorable or unfavorable, that it had elicited,  Arshinov devoted a 
lengthy article to the Organizational Platform. For some, it was an "historic 
step forward in the development of the anarchist movement: for others, it is a 

curse. "  There was nothing startling in that, for the "authors of the Platform 

started from the fact of the multiplicity of contradictory tendencies in anar
chism, not in order to set themselves the task of blending them all into one, 

which is absolutely impossible, but in order to make an ideological and politi
cal selection of anarchism's homogeneous forces and at the same time differen
tiate themselves from anarchiRm'� ('h�otic, petit-bourgeois (liberal) and root
less elements."  That selection, as well as the differentiation, could only be ef

fected through the union of all theoretically homogeneous anarchists into one 
"revolutionary political collective, in a General Union of Anarchists, or, to be 
more specific, in a Libertarian Communist Party which, as we see it, amounts 

to the same thing."  Next, Arshinov turned to Jean Grave's objections: Grave 
found unity of action acceptable but was hostile to centralization of it. In 
Arshinov's view, that sort of attitude was the result of a misunderstanding or 

differing interpretation of words. The entire chapter of the Platform dealing 
with federalism was quite explicit and the sort of centralization it had in mind 

could readily be understood. Apropos of the minority, Grave depicted its con

cessions to the majority as subordination and suggested agreement in its place. 
The latter, though, could only come about through concessions from the mi
nority or indeed, if they were considered too important, a parting of the ways 

was the only solution. Similarly, Grave's misgivings about the Executive Com

mittee of the Union/Party simply reflected his ignorance of anarchist organiza
tional endeavor. If he acknowledged the need for serious collective effort, bound 

up with the existence of a general anarchist organization, he had to accept the 
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necessity for organs like the Union 's Executive Committee, as well as for collec

tive organizational responsibility, discipline, etc. 
Arshinov rebutted a further objection regarding the use of expressions 

like "class struggle" or "working classes" - an objection that sprang from the 
belief that there would be no classes in the anarchist society of the future, and 

thus no class struggle. This was quite simply a refusal to acknowledge the 
present reality, which was independent of the wishes of anarchists themselves. 
Although aspiring to a classless society, all our hopes are pinned upon the aspi
rations of workers who have the most interest in social truth. That is why their 
class struggle is one of anarchism's underlying principles. Denial of that boiled 
down to "rejoining the swamp of bourgeois liberalism, which has often hap
pened to anarchists who came to us from the ranks of the bourgeoisie but failed 

to grasp the revolutionary spirit of Labor." 
Certain comrades from Europe and North America have seen fit to draw 

attention to the apparent contradiction between our negation of the transitional 

period and the assertion that achievement of the libertarian communist soci

ety would not follow immediately upon the social revolution, but would be a 
protracted process of hard work and social creativity. That contradiction is 
merely apparent and, yet again, arises from a faulty understanding of the no
tion of the transitional period. Obviously, libertarian communism could not be 
introduced immediately and would be the product of steady and protracted 
construction. It is essential that one have in mind a clear picture of the ways 

and means involved in that construction, working from the basis of a realism 

that signifies not anarchism's weakness but rather its strength and has nothing 
to do with the notion of a transitional period, which implies a time lapse be
tween the revolution and the advent of the free society embodied in a political 
and economic system. He referred to the example of the Bolsheviks, whose 
dictatorship had no time limit and might last anything up to a century. We anar
chists are against that notion of the transitional period, for it presupposes the 
survival of state power and exploitation of the workers. We stand for social 
revolution and for the process of direct social reconstruction. Arshinov concluded 
his article by putting this question: can the text of the Plat/orm be amended in 
any way in order to take account of the comments and criticisms made by these 
ones or those ones? He answered in the negative, for there would assuredly be 
bickering at every step over the points needing amendment. Only an anarchist 
congress establishing a General Union of Anarchists could do that. 

In issue No. 25 of Dyelo Truda in June 1927, Chernyakov returned to the 
question of the Libertarian Communist Party, the establishment of which he 
regarded as the only viable alternative to the empty chatter and individual ef

forts of groups and the squandering of time, energy and manpower. In that 
fashion, the anarchist revolution would drive out Bolshevism. Nestor Makhno 
himself brought out a substantial article on The Defense of the Revolution,  largely 
sharing his personal experiences. 

It was at this point that we reckon the expository stage of the Dyelo Truda 
Organizational Plat/orm came to its conclusion. Now that a French translation 
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of the document had been made available , as well as a number of articles in Le 

Libertaire from Arshinov, Makhno,  Walecki and Ranko, its arguments were 

quite well known and the real debate could begin. 

Endnotes to Chapter 1 5  

1 .  I n  1927 Arshinov was to issue a pamphlet (in Russian) Two Escapes relating these activi

ties: this was to lead one of the former chiefs of the Okhrana, then also an emigre in Paris, 

to describe him as one of the most dangerous terrorists on his wanted list. 

2. Dyelo Truda, No. 3, (August 1925) . 

3. Ibid. ,  No. 4, (September 1925) . 

4. Ibid . ,  No. 5, (October 1925) and No. 7-8 (December 1925-January 1926) . See Makhno's 

article in the anthology The Struggle Against the State and Other Writings, a.-p Ducret, 

1984) , pp. 75-76 (English edition published by AK Press and translated by Paul Sharkey) . 
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XVI. THE CONTROVERSY A B OU T 
THE P L A T F O R M  

The earliest polemic brought a confrontation with Voline, who had made 
the translation into French. In Le Libertaire Ranko took him to task for mis

translation or misrepresentation of certain terms and expressions. The sug
gestion was even made that an "expert" comrade be appointed before whom 

both sides could verify their grounds for recrimination. But, on the day ar
ranged, Voline failed to show up for the rendezvous. l The fact is that relations 

between Voline and Makhno, and later, Arshinov, had recently begun to worsen. 
Up to then, Voline had been a full member of the Group of Russian Anarchists 
Abroad and a regular collaborator in Dyelo Truda. What could have been the 
cause of the friction between them? Assuredly, certain personal and ethical 
derelictions towards Makhno on the part of Voline2; probably also, the plain 
differences of opinion over the Synthesis that Voline had been trying to peddle 

for some years past, continually harking back to his Nabat experiences. Invo
cation of that was rendered less credible when Dyelo Truda carried a letter 

from one of the N abat founders who had stayed behind in Russia, describing 
the Confederation's modus operandi in terms contradicting Voline's accounts: 
(see the appendices for the full text) . Their social origins were also at odds: 

Voline was a bourgeois intellectual, painstakingly reared by governesses who 
taught him the foreign languages in which he was fluent (German and French) , 

while both Arshinov and Makhno were of very humble extractions, did not 
have the same glibness of expression and thus did not enjoy the same audi
ence among their comrades. There was also Voline's dalliance in Masonic 
lodges, which fitted in very well with his idea of Synthesis but was criticized by 
those who saw class collaboration in it. There was also, paradoxically enough, 
a difference in anarchist culture and not quite in the way one might have ex
pected: Arshinov and Makhno had been anarchists for more than twenty years 
and were conversant with all the classics - which they had studied, especially 
while convicts - whereas Voline was Social Revolutionary in his provenance 
and had swung around to libertarian ideas only a short while before 1914, un
der Kropotkin's influence. In short, there were all sorts of likely reasons for 
feuding between the erstwhile comrades in arms of the years 1919-1920. As is 
often the case, life as exiles and its attendant difficulties added enormously to 

their differences of opinion. 
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The Group of Russian Anarchists Abroad thus published a statement in 

Dyelo Truda in December 1926, to expose the mischief-making of a certain 

Maisky, whom Voline had introduced into the group in 1924, and who had since 

been expelled for wrecking and unethical activity. Not that that prevented Voline 
from providing a reference for this character, who had allegedly abused the 

trust of his comrades. The Group issued a public reprimand to Voline - which 
did not settle accounts between the two sides: far from it. 

The Reply of Some Russian Anarchists to the Plat/orm ,  published in April 

1927, was endorsed by seven names: Sobol, Fleshin, Schwartz, Mollie Steimer, 

Voline, Iia, Roman, and Ervantian. But these multiple signatures fooled no one: 

Voline was its author, as was obvious simply from its persistent references to 
Nabat and his characteristic style. It was a closely written 39-page pamphlet, 
using lengthy extracts from the Plat/orm and offering a painstaking criticism of 
all of its essential points. There were fundamental differences of view, as over 
the weakness of the anarchist movement, which could not be explained away, 
the Reply argued, in terms of the absence of an organization or collective prac

tice, but rather was due to a number of other factors: 

a) the haziness of several ideas fundamental to our outlook: 

b) the contemporary world's difficulty in assimilating libertarian ideas: 

c) the mind set of the contemporary masses who let themselves be 

taken in by demogogues of every hue: 

d) the widespread repression of the movement as soon as it begins to 
show signs of real progress: 

e) anarchists' irrational reluctance to resort to demagoguery: 

f) anarchists' repudiation of all artificially constructed organization, 

as well as all artificial discipline. 

One crucial source of discord was the refusal of fhe Plat/orm's authors to 
take the Synthesis under their notice. Another source of friction: the notion of 

an Anarchist Party, which was promptly taken as synonymous with the idea of 
the classical authoritarian political party. The Reply next tackled the idea of 
anarchism being a class concept, for it was, they maintained, also human and 

individual. Direction of the masses and of events was suspected of disguising 

an ambition to lord it over the masses, instead of "serving them, being their 
collaborators and their aides." 

With regard to the transitional period, the Plat/orm, argued the Reply, re
jected it "platonically, phraseologically" while it "acknowledges it more than 

anyone on our ranks": it was alleged to be, in reality, an "attempt to explain 
away that idea and graft it onto anarchism." The constructive portion of the 

Plat/orm was subjected to the same virulent criticism, with everything depicted 

in a negative light. On the matter of the defense of the revolution, arming of the 
workers and isolated local detachments, rather than an insurgent army with an 
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overall command structure, was the recommendation. The lesson of the Rus

sian revolution here was not heeded: the armed workers had quickly turned 
into Red Guards, even against their will, and isolated armed detachments were 
easily dispatched by regular armies. But the Reply had a different intention in 
mind: it aimed to demonstrate, at all costs, the anti-anarchist character of the 
Platform and no exaggeration was spared, not even the allegation that the in

surgent army had almost naturally turned into the Red Army! Complete with 
its political police, or Cheka, to which, it was alleged, the Platform was looking 
forward. The purpose of the Reply was to push the idea that the Platform sought 
"the creation of a directing political center, the organization of an army and a 
police at the disposal of that center, meaning, essentially, the introduction of a 
transitional political authority in the state mold." 

The organizational portion of the Platform was subjected to the same 
pseudo-orthodox wrath: the Reply divined in it an aspiration to a centralized 
Anarchist Party that would leave the Bolsheviks in the shade. In conclusion, 
the Reply did not beat about the bush: "Yes, the ideological essence is the same 
among the Bolsheviks and platformists alike." This Platform was only a "dis
guised revisionist lurch towards Bolshevism and acceptance of a transitional 
period"; it was all "unacceptable: its underlying principles,  its essence and its 
very spirit." 

That over-the-top attack was too systematic and partisan to be taken seri
ously: it gave off the stench of a settling of personal scores. How could the 
authors of the Platform, especially Arshinov and Makhno, be painted as crypto
Bolsheviks? When they had fought the Bolsheviks with guns in hands, and 
seen their finest colleagues murdered by Bolsheviks? There was a moat of 

blood separating them. On the other hand, Voline had several times kept up 
ambiguous contacts with the Bolshevik authorities. Not that that was the most 
important point. The striking thing about the Reply was the absence (leaving 
aside the idealized Nabat) of any reference to the ideas and practices of the 

anarchist movement. All the same, the authors of the Platform themselves 
stated that they had invented nothing new, and merely taken on board the 
movement's accumulated ideas and real-life experiences. We ourselves have 
seen that Bakunin had already dreamt of a specific organization with "unity of 
thought and action,"  which is to say, a collective method of action, and "ongo
ing fraternal supervision of each by all," equivalent to the Platform's notion of 
"collective responsibility. " For anyone with sufficient knowledge of the 
movement's history, the kinship between the Platform and B akunin's Brother
hoods ought to have been obvious and beyond discussion. Such discussion 
was paying undue heed to the partisan criticism and denigratory intent char

acterizing the Reply. 
The Group of Russian Anarchists Abroad did not go into these historical 

or personal considerations: a few months later it published an Answer to 
Anarchism's Confusionists. In this, the acerbic criticisms of the Reply from Voline 
and company were refuted item by item, the inconsistency between them ex
posed for all to see. (See the complete text in the appendices.) The charge of 
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"Bolshevizing anarchism" was slated as a base calumny. Now, that argument 

was to be common currency among all future detractors of the Plat/orm. How

ever, some common-sensical views were expressed at the time, like this by 
L.G. which appeared in Le Libertaire: 

The Plat/orm, as offered for discussion, is not presented as some un

assailable credo: I and many another find much in it that is very 
debatable. The Reply which I have just been reading contains just as 

many points of error: let me quote just one, so as not to clutter up the 
paper: the error of seeing dogs, cats, wolves and lambs lying down in 

the same organization, the better to achieve the end, says the Reply. I 

find that laughable, for, in that grouping, there would be nothing but 
bitter squabbles, backbiting and hatreds. I sense in this Reply a lot of 
prickliness with no feeling for tolerance. I wish they would leave out of 
all this a little of all this long-winded peroration about what tomorrow 
will bring and be more down to earth in their propaganda right now.:l 

Two years later, Voline, Fleshin, Steimer, Sobol and Schwartz were to pub-
lish a tirade against Dyelo Truda which was accused this time of waging a 
campaign against the highbrow anarchists. The worker-peasant anarchism of 
the review was described as "real anarcho-hooliganism" (!?) on a par with anti
Semitism! 4 The jarring little detail is that, all this carping aside, they were 
unable to come up with a single text finally setting out their own views. Not 

that there was anything surprising in that, for such behavior was, all in all, 

rather commonplace: incapable of coming up themselves with anything posi
tive or constructive, certain individuals, anarchists or otherwise, professing 
to belong to the most radical tendency, on paper at least, were quick to light, 
microscope at the rearly, 1 Ipon :my achievement, to prcncuncc it good or bad. 
These unwelcome "busy bees," on the other hand, paid no heed to the fetid 
stench in which they lived and disported themselves. Reality and the gusts of 

history swept them aside never to return, but it is important to appreciate that 
this phenomenon exists and crops up again from time to time. 

Meanwhile, the discussion-meetings organized by Dyelo Truda on the 

theme of the Plat/orm continued at regular intervals. Militants from all parts of 

the globe attended the one on February 12, 1927: Arshinov, Makhno,  and four 

other members representing the Russian Group; Pierre Odeon from the anar

chist youth of France; Ranko was delegated by the Polish group; there were 

several Spaniards, including Orobon Fernandez, Carbe and Gibanel; and a num

ber of exiles attended in an individual capacity, like Ugo Fedeli, Pavel (a Bul
garian) , Chen (a Chinese) , Dauphin-Meunier (a Frenchman) , etc. The meet

ing was held in the back room of a Paris cafe: several languages were used . . .  
Russian, German and, of course, French. 

Arshinov gave the first address, as usual, rehearsing the theses of his group 
and adding that implementation of them was of equal concern to France and 
the international movement. Being, for the most part, refugees, it was hard for 

them to act on French soil, as they lacked a social base and it was desirable that 
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some French-language international organ be set up which would tackle the 

essential questions of the movement. A Spaniard spoke next and intimated that 
the Spanish movement had similar preoccupations. Odeon announced his back
ing for the Plat/orm and asked if those present had a mandate to arrive at deci
sions. Ranko came right out with a proposal that a provisional committee be set 
up with an eye to the creation of the Anarchist International. Several of those 
present expressed reservations; however, an acting commission, made up of 
Makhno, Ranko, and Chen, was established. That commission issued a circu

lar to all interested parties on February 22, 1927, reviewing the steps taken on 
the basis of the Russian Group's Plat/orm. There followed an invitation to an 

International Conference in a cinema in Bourg-la-Reine on March 20th. 
Before a sizable turnout, Makhno spelled out all the key points contained 

in the Plat/orm by way of a program. His listeners reacted in a variety of ways. 
Luigi Fabbri suggested a minor amendment and was backed by the French and 

Spaniards. Agreement was reached upon the principle of the anticipated inter

national organization, on the basis of the following points, i .e. recognition that: 

1) the struggle of all the downtrodden and oppressed against the 
authority of state and Capital, as the most important factor in the anar

chist system; 

2) the labor and trade union struggle as one of the most important of 
anarchists' methods or revolutionary action; 

3) the necessity in every country of a possible General Union of Anar
chists sharing the same ultimate aim and the same practical tactics, 

resting upon collective responsibility; 

4) necessity of anarchists having a positive action and construction 

program for the social revolution. 5 

Just as they were settling down to discuss this motion from the Italians, 
the room was invaded by French police who arrested everybody. Some informer 
or opponent of the Plat/orm had tipped off the police that some conspiracy was 

afoot. The scheme was not completely aborted, though, for the acting secre
tariat, made up of Makhno, Ranko and Chen issued a letter on April 1, 1927 
which took it as read that an International Libertarian Communist Federation 
was now in existence, and espousing unadulterated the points put forward by 
the Russian Group, prior to their amendment by the Italians. This was rushing 
things a little and was especially clumsy in its handling of the Italians, who 
wasted no time in making it known that they could not associate themselves 
with the project "for the time being." Others who had taken part in the confer
ence expressed similar views. Thus, undue haste (or, if one prefers, zeal) on 

the part of Makhno and Ranko stymied the plan. 
At the autumn 1927 congress in Paris of the (French) Anarchist Union, sup

porters of the Plat/orm defeated the advocates of the Synthesis and other recalci
trants. The supporters of the Synthesis, led by Sebastien Faure, broke away to 
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set up the Federal Association of Anarchists (Association Federale des Anarchistes) . 

Faure, that old tribune, was not against organization as such, nor was he one to 
rest on his laurels, but he wanted a "solid, powerful organization, capable of 
binding together, at a time determined by the gravity of the circumstances, all 
those forces of revolt represented by numerous, energetic groupings" and a "pro
letariat swept into decisive action by a succession of disturbances, agitations, 
strikes, riots, insurrections."6 Thus, Faure had nothing in common with the dil
ettantism of a Voline and, for some time, he had been paying a heavy personal 
price. He rejected the arguments of the Platform because he found them unduly 
sectarian and preferred a certainly sentimental "happy family" single-mindedness, 
or, as he himself jokingly termed it a "general festival of hugging and kissing": 
he was quite a likable fellow and full of goodwill. The old anarchist sensed that 
anarchists would soon be in sore need of goodwill and mutual assistance, for the 
prospects of social and military confrontation were plentiful. 7 

In Italy, Mussolini's fascism had been ensconced in power for some years 
already and reaction ruled the roost. Errico Malatesta was under house arrest, 
his correspondence censored. Even so, he managed to get wind of the Plat

form and he drew up a critical review that appeared in Le Reveil anarchiste in 
Geneva, first of all, before being issued in pamphlet form in Paris. Although he 
too was an advocate of organization, he would countenance neither the notion 
of collective responsibility nor the existence of an Executive Committee. By 
his reckoning, the authors of the Platform were "obsessed with the Bolsheviks' 
success in their homeland: they sought, after the manner of Bolsheviks, to 
bring anarchists together into a sort of disciplined army which, under the ideo
logical and practical direction of a few leaders, might march in step against 
existing regimes and which, having secured material victory. might direct thp 
constitution ot the new society. "  In Dyelo Truda, Arshinov published The Old 

and the New in Anarchism, wherein he replied to Malatesta's objections and 
reiterated with infinite patience the main features of the approach of the Rus
sian Group (see the complete text in the appendices) . Makhno also sent a long 
letter to Bakunin's old comrade, putting their disagreements down to a misun
derstanding. It was nearly a year before Malatesta learned of it (on account of 
the censor) , and he promptly replied to it. Maybe translation had obscured the 
meaning of the words, but he was still hostile to collective responsibility, sug
gesting moral responsibility instead, and against the existence of an Executive 
Committee which he likened to a "government good and proper" with its atten

dant police and bureaucratic powers! Again, Makhno answered him: 

1 3 6 

It is my belief that a properly social movement, such as I hold the 
anarchist movement to be, cannot have any positive policy until such 
time as it has discovered more or less stable forms of organization 
which will furnish it with the wherewithal it needs for struggle against 
the various authoritarian social systems. It is the absence of such where
withal that has ensured that anarchist action, during time of revolu
tion especially, has degenerated into a sort of localized individualism, 
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all because the anarchists, in declaring themselves foes of "all and 
every constitution" have seen the masses drift away from them, for 
they inspire no hope in the prospect of any practical achievement. 

In order to fight and to win, we need a tactic the character of which 
ought to be set out in a program of practical action . . . .  In the realm of 
practical achievement, autonomous anarchist groups should be ca
pable, in the face of each new situation as it presents itself, to settle 
upon the problems to be resolved and the answers to devise to these, 
without hesitation and without amendment to anarchist aims and an
archist mentality.8 

Malatesta later shifted a little on "collective responsibility," which struck 
him as "better suited to some barracks," for he understood it to imply "the blind 
submission of all to the wishes of a few." He conceded that it was, perhaps, a 
matter of semantics, but that if it was a question of "the agreement and fellow
ship that should obtain between the members of an association . . .  we would be 
close to agreeing." 9 It was assuredly his isolation and a semantic problem that 
must have led the movement's grand old man into this misapprehension. 

Pierre Besnard, the leader of the CGT-SR and theoretician of anarcho-syn
dicalism, had no such misgivings about collective responsibility: in the entry 
he wrote for the EncyclopUie anarchiste under responsibility, he made it the 
fundamental organizational principle of libertarian communism. It did nothing 
to banish the individual responsibility of all the group's members: there was no 
contradiction between these. They were complementary and overlapped: 

Individual responsibility is the original form of responsibility: it springs 
from consciousness. Collective responsibility is its social and final form. 
It broadens the responsibility of the individual to the collectivity: in ex
tending it thus, according to the principle of natural solidarity which is, 
at the same time, a physical law as applicable to the component parts of 
society as to the component parts of any body, animate or inanimate, it 
makes each individual answerable to the collectivity as a whole, for his 
actions. And through reciprocity, through supervision, it makes the col
lectivity accountable before all its individual members. Like federalism 
itself, of which it is indeed one of the prime elements, collective respon
sibility operates in two directions: ascending and descending. It makes 
it an obligation upon the individual to answer for his actions to the group, 
and the latter answerable to the individual for its own. 

Thus, it can be said that the two forms of responsibility are mu
tual determinants . Collective responsibility is the consecration and re

finement 0/ individual responsibility. lO 

Besnard saw it as something positive, something that made the organization 
both methodical and supple, with optimum powers of contraction and relaxation. 

Marie Isidine also published a critique of her own of collective responsibil
ity (which she rejected in favor of moral responsibility) in Organization and 
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Party. She was primarily taking issue with the principle of the majority deci
sions which the minority would have to apply without jibbing. Arshinov pro

vided her with a reply a little later. (See the two texts in the appendices.) 
Makhno rounded upon the criticisms that sought to play up the allegedly 

anti-anarchistic character of the Platform .  In particular, he rounded on 

Malatesta's criticisms regarding tactical unity, and he made a stand against the 
Use of just any tactic by just about any member of an anarchist organization, a 

stance that he ascribed to the old Italian agitator. Such a dispersion of effort 

could not produce anything and, in time of revolution, it was scarcely the way 
to link up with the masses, he noted. I I  

Th e  very same edition of the review carried a piece by Khudoley, a Rus

sian anarchist who had stayed behind in the USSR and was an enthusiastic 
supporter ofDyelo Truda. Khudoley emphasized the innovation in the Platform's 
having afforded priority to the political over the economic, that is, to the ideo
logical grouping united around the trade union. Thus, the Libertarian Commu

nist Party was, as he saw it, "the conscious minority steering the revolutionary 
movement towards libertarian objectives through its example. "  The workers' 
and peasants' organizations, the unions and cooperatives were the "active mi
nority carrying out the revolution." He invoked Bakunin as the forerunner of 
this idea. The name "General Union of Anarchists" created the belief that all 

anarchists should feel obliged to belong to it, when this was not the case. 
Khudoley's own preference was for the term "party," it being more precise, for 

it embraced only some of the anarchists, on the basis of theoretical affinities 
and a common desire to affiliate to it: this did not at all imply a breach with the 
other anarchists in the movement. In short, those who supported a homoge

neous theory were free to organize themselves as a party. In the last analysis, 
Khudoley was startled to find so much hr01 1haha about :1 scheme that every 

individual was free to accept or reject. 
Also in the same edition, Arshinov published a summary overview of the 

debate provoked by the Platform. He listed the four types of reaction to it: hostil
ity, incomprehension, deliberate or involuntary ignorance, and sympathy or even 
enthusiasm. In the light of the intended aims, he found the results to be meager, 

but the low ebb of anarchism in many countries could be one explanation of that. 

That being the case, the Platform had been the only attempt made in ten years to 

make some practical and positive progress towards developing the movement. 

However he did quote a very critical letter from a comrade inside Russia: 

1 3 8 

In my opinion, you have overstepped the mark by pushing for the 

organization of a party. As I see it, your thinking goes like this: the 

Bolsheviks have won, thanks to their organization, which means that 
we too should have one. Of course, our army will be, not red, but black, 

our CPU will not be statist but something else, our party will be, not 
centralist, but federalist. With a number of comrades here, I am not at 

all in agreement with you. Your efforts to lift the movement out of the 

swamp of cant, by making use of the experience of recent years are 
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very praiseworthy . . . .  But by my reckoning, you have succumbed to 

the Bolshevik temptation. 

That correspondent nonetheless had to stress the value of the review, its seri
ous approach and its levelheadedness in tackling issues; for him and for his 

friends, this was a sign that anarchism was alive and well. 
Arshinov mentioned other disagreements over several points in the Plat

form: production, defense of the revolution or indeed the use of certain termi
nology. However, he noted that thus far the hostile reactions had missed this 

essential point "appreciation of our approach to the question of organization 
and the method espoused to resolve it." Above all, the Platform was an attempt 

to find a solution to a specific practical problem. Anybody not afraid to look the 
current state of the movement in the face would grasp that without any diffi
culty. In the Russian anarchist movement, for instance, there were two tenden

cies in existence at the time: the confusionist tendency in the United States 

with the review Rassvyet (Dawn) which had ambiguous dealings with reaction
ary Russian emigres; and there was another - mystical - tendency in Mos

cow. A whole range of other tendencies or nuances still coexisted within the 
movement and had nothing to do with revolutionary working-class anarchism. 

This was nothing new and had always been the case and it was the reason why 
the movement had never been able to act in a united and concerted fashion. Its 

actions had been contradictory and even antagonistic, nullifying all practical 
endeavor. The milieu was so awash in such contradictions, there was no point 

trying to unify or "synthesize. "  The only way to leave this chaos behind and 
restore the movement's health was to select a core of active militants on the 

basis of a homogeneous and definite theoretical and practical program, and 
thereby effect an ideological and organizational differentiation. That was what 

the Platform was about. An organization united on its theory and tactics (a 
party) would deliver our movement from all glaring contradictions, (internal 
and external alike) , which put the workers off, demonstrate the potency of 
libertarian communism's ideas and tactics and, without question, rally around 

itself the revolutionary element of the peasantry and working class. Finally, 
those who did not see eye to eye with this approach and thinking could come 

up with their own, so that the alternative might be made known. 
In the second part of his text, Arshinov replied to the objections voiced on 

several points. With regard to production, some had found the proposed unity 
to be at odds with decentralization, and that the peasant and worker soviets, 

and the factory and workshop committees better suited to a regime of free sovi
ets than to the idea of the anarchist commune. Unity of production meant that 
that whole process was communistic, the property of all and not of individuals 
or private groups, for that would mean the restoration of capitalism. Such unity 

did not at all involve centralism: quite the opposite in fact. If we had been against 
decentralization, that was simply lest it mean the welfare of specific groups com

peting with that of others. As for the soviets' role, that was executive and 
technical, whether in relation to production or to consumption. They had nothing 
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in common with political soviets, whose members played no part in production. 
In the Plat/orm , there was only an outline of the first stage of the journey along 
the road to achieving the anarchist commune: if there were mistakes or inex
actitudes there, the collective intelligence of the movement would spot them 
and set them right. The authors were the first to look for them, for they were 
concerned not to conceal problems but to resolve them, and in the most au
thentic anarchist spirit at that. Moreover, they would be resolved by means of 
the collective thinking and practice of the movement. 

As for organization, the most criticized thing was the "party" format, be
cause it appeared to fly in the face of anarchist principles. That allegation was 
ill-founded, for it was wrong and absurd to think that a party must, of necessity, 
be an authoritarian organization with designs on power. It was merely a getting 
together of persons sharing the same specific beliefs and pursuing the same 
specific ends, which need not necessarily mean the conquest of power. The 
much anathematized Executive Committee was, as its title implied, merely ex
ecutive, that is, it carried out the technical tasks entrusted to it by congress; 
also, it had always existed among anarchist organizations - the anarchist trade 
union international, for example, had an equivalent in the shape of its secre
tariat. In conclusion, Arshinov noted that most objections rested either upon a 
misapprehesion or some deliberate misrepresentation: as a result, he recom
mended the former to read the Plat/orm more attentively, and the latter to ad
mit their impotence. At which point he closed his audit of the three years of 
sundry discussions and controversies. 

That edition of the review carried a group letter from the Moscow anar
chists, signed by Borovoy, Barmash and Rogdaiev, saluting the endeavors of 
Dyelo Truda as nothing more than was to be expected of revolutionary anar
chists. That may have been the signal for it. but the GPI T mOl.lllted a swoop 

upon anarchist circles in the USSR, hitherto very grudgingly tolerated by the 
regime. The signatories to the letter to Dyelo Truda, Khudoley and dozens of 
others, were rounded up, jailed or deported. Naturally, all Iinks with the West 
were severed and forbidden. Curiously and in an associated way, Arshinov was 
arrested by the French police who charged him with engaging in political ac
tivities incompatible with his political refugee status: he was expelled to Bel
gium in January 1930. Under the concerted blows of the Stalinist and French 
republican repression, Dyelo Truda's work of clarification and liaison was 
finished in Europe. After a few months delay, the review re-emerged, this time 
in Chicago in the USA Arshinov continued to contribute to its columns, albeit 
fitfully. All of a sudden, there came a bombshell: he brought out a pamphlet 
where, referring to the Lenin of The State and Revolution , he conceded the 
necessity of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the only way out of the 
movement's historical and theoretical impasse. In the wake of the Spanish revo
lutionary upheaval in 1931,  he envisaged only one option for the Spanish anar
chists: the establishment of a dictatorship of the proletariat or evolution in the 
direction of reformism and opportunism. That startling analysis was matched 
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by an even more dismaying piece of advice: that contact should be established 
with the embassy of the USSR and with communist parties around the world! 

That backsliding, though, was counterbalanced by some virulent articles 
against Bolshevism and against Stalin which came out at the same time. How 
can we explain away this glaring paradox? The testimony of Nikola Tchorbadiieff, 
close friend of Makhno and Arshinov, with whom he shared lodgings in Vincennes 
for several years, furnishes us with the only logical solution. Following his de
portation, which had been put back for a time, thanks to lobbying from several 
French VIPs, Arshinov found himself in dire material and personal straits with 
his wife who was weary of life in exile. Disheartened by the continual contro
versies and depressing vista of the anarchist movement, Arshinov had con
tacted Sergo Ordzhonikidze, who was at that time close to Stalin, and whom 
Arshinov had known 20 years before when they were cellmates in prison. 
Ordzhonikidze had undertaken to help him get back to his homeland, but n atu

rally there were specific conditions upon that: he would have to abjure all his 
criticisms of Bolshevism and sever all ties with the anarchist movement. This 
is what Arshinov had made up his mind to do, not without some headaches, for 
he found it hard to turn his back on all his activities, not just the twenty-five 
years as a militant anarchist, but also the five years of constructive endeavors 
through Dyelo Truda. Also, in the two pamphlets he issued acknowledging the 
existence of the dictatorship of the proletariat and a "workers'" state in the 
USSR, there was no self-criticism of his activities, merely a detailed audit of the 
negative picture of anarchism in various countries around the world, to the 
extent that in nearly 50 pages of text there were only three or four genuinely 
politically compromising phrases, like that recommendation to make contact 
with the Soviet embassy and defend the workers' state against the rising dan
ger from the worldwide reaction. Before he returned to the USSR in 1933, Nikola 
Tchorbadiieff put to him this question: "Have you become a Bolshevik?, "  to 
which Arshinov replied: "Do you think I could?" and explained away his return 
in terms of the lack of prospects for militant activity in France and Europe, 
whereas in the USSR he was ready to join even the Communist Party in order 
to be able to carry on working on anarchism's behalf. 12 

Thus, it had more to do with an act of personal despair than any real politi
cal conversion. In any event, Arshinov was to be shot in Moscow in 1937 on 
charges of having sought "to rebuild anarchism in Soviet Russia." As a result, it 
would appear that he had put his clandestine action plan into effect, which we 
regard as rather in keeping with his fanatical working class anarchism, his 
militancy and his strong personal determination, qualities that he had previ
ously demonstrated time and time again. 

What a gift to the opponents of the Platform! By his actions, their worst 
enemy was confirming their accusations beyond anything they could have hoped 
for. And they made a real meal of the fact. It was Max N ettlauwho perhaps went 
the furthest. Although he had never met him personally, Nettlau coolly asserted 
that Arshinov had never been an anarchist: he allegedly had clung to his Bol
shevik beliefs since 1904 and had been attracted to anarchism only on account 
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of its radical and terrorist aspects. For one reason or another, he was supposed 

to have forgotten to return to the fold in 1917,  but he was now putting that 
omission straight and Nettlau wished him "bon voyage," while wishing good 

riddance to this obstacle to going around in circles. 1 :1 

As we see it, this was jumping the gun a little , for, although he had indeed 

been official spokesman for the Plat/arm, Arshinov was not the sole author of it 

and so a cause-and-effect relationship needed to be established between that 

text - whose underlying theme was a relentless condemnation of Bolshevism 
- and his return to the USSR. In fact, there is something that should be kept in 

mind all the time if one truly wants to understand the Dyelo Truda approach: 

the fact that from 1906 to 192 1 ,  for more than 15 years, Makhno and Arshinov 

had been operating inside the anarchist movement, first b y  means of direct 
action, then in prison and finally in the revolution and that extraordinar y Ukrai
nian insurgent movement known as the Makhnovist movement. So it was the 
lessons and insights of all their militant and fighting activity that they had set 
down on paper in the Platform. If one wanted to reject that document, then one 
also had to throw out "the bab y  with the bathwater," that is, repudiate what 

was, along with Spain in 1936-1939, the most radical revolutionary experiment 
of the centur y. On those grounds we regard all the nit-picking of the Plat/arm's 

critics as out of place and above all inconsequential: calling its authors to "ac

count," overemphasizing the merest hints and doggedly sniffing out the "evil" 

- the celebrated Bolshevization of anarchism - from between the lines of a 

text as limpid as any rock pool. An attitude that does not look beyond a relative 

or absolute "negativism," the crippling bane of a certain anarchist tradition. 

What then was so extraordinary about this famous Plat/arm? In order to 

banish the continual confusion and dispersion of anarchist ideas and anarchist 

efforts, it argued for the elaboration of :l " oh':'r':'!1t theGry ::.r..d rcsult:Ui, wl1t::

sion in action: that necessarily involved the devising of a libertarian communist 

program and a consistent policy line. All of that should have been a collective 

undertaking and not the handiwork of a few recognized leaders or chiefs. In 

fad, it amounted to a reversion to the Bakuninist traditions of the Alliance and 

the Brotherhoods, illuminated by the first hand militant historical experiences 

of the document's authors. Who could challenge that? Always the same old fig

ures, the usual ditherers, the incorrigible blatherers, all those who in the end 

had something to lose, be it their petty vanity, or ultimately cozy position in 

established society. That said, the loudest opposition came from the Russian 

emigre community - which had nothing in common with the Makhnovist Ukrai

nian peasantry - and a handful of anarchist elders. Here the Marx syndrome 

which had done such damage before 1914, was replaced to advantage by the 
obsession with Lenin and his monolithic party, so much so that the mere men
tion of "party" was like mentioning the rope in the home of a hanging victim! 
Perhaps Arshinov, Makhno and their colleagues ought to have been more cir
cumspect, used euphemisms, scattered question marks all around and "walked 

on eggshells" when, like "good Cossacks" they had in fact become obstreper
ous and given the harebrained dreamers of anarchy a taste of the saber! 
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Arshinov's defection did not stop Makhno trying to spread the keynote ideas 

of the Plat/arm. He made a ringing appeal to the congress of the Revolutionary 
Anarchist Communist Union (UACR) in Paris in 1930. 14  To no avail: the 
platformists found themselves in a minority of seven groups to fourteen. It is 
true that Arshinov had found them prone to a centralist deviation, a sort of literal 

application of organizational principles without regard for their spirit. All the 
same, it was not until 1934 that a "sacred union" was established within the Anar
chist Union (the adjectives "communisf' and "revolutionary" having been dropped 
in the interim) in view of an increasingly worrying international situation and 
the attempted coup de force by the far right in France on February 6, 1934. At 
that point, a homogeneous platformist tendency was set up under the name of 
the libertarian Communist Federation (FCL) . Later, the Popular Front and de
velopments in Spain were to polarize attention and efforts in such a way that 
practical unity would override theoretical dissensions. 
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If France was the homeland of anarchy, Spain was its "promised land"
even in the days of Bakunin it had been held up as an example to be followed. 
Libertarian collectivism had been around there for decades of indefatigable ac
tivity. The National Confederation of Labor (CNn , an openly anarchist trade 
union, founded on November 1, 1910, and modeled on the French libertarian 
CGT, had had designs on hegemony: in 1919, it had given all Spanish workers 
three months to affiliate to it, on pain of being declared traitors and suffering the 
consequences. Having retreated a little while later from that overbearing pos
ture, it had nonetheless attracted increasingly over whelming masses of work
ers: by 1936, their number was reckoned at around two million. As for the Ibe
rian Anarchist Federation (FAI) , it had come into existence in July 1927, on the 
initiative of groups living as refugees in France. Forced underground until 1931 ,  

i t  operated as a specific organization watching over the CNT's doctrinal ortho
doxy. Relying upon grassroots affinity groups, it bore a closer resemblance to a 
conspiratorial organization along the lines of Bakunin's Alliance than to the Gen
eral Union of Anarchists advocated in the Plat/orm. It was only latPf ann espe
cially during the years 1937-1939 that dual CNT-FAI membership was made 
virtually obligatory upon militants. Here we may cite the incident that befell 
Pierre Besnard, the French anarcho-syndicalist leader. Invited to an international 
anarchist congress in Barcelona in 1937, he found himself asked whether he 
was in fact a member of the French Anarchist Federation (F AF) - set up in 1936 

but in competition with the Anarchist Union (UA) - before he could take part in 
the congress without creating "difficulties with certain anarchist comrades."1 
Unable and refusing to fulfill that condition, he declined to attend the congress. 

If the Plat/arm project was of interest to anyone, then it was the Spanish 
movement: all of the issues spelled out or broached in writing in Dyelo Truda 

lay at the heart of the preoccupations which exercised the Spanish comrades. 
In late 1927 or early 1928, a Spanish translation of the Plat/arm was issued in 
pamphlet form by the Prisma group from Beziers. That translation was based 
on the French text, that is, retained the terminology and passages queried by 
Dyelo Truda. We learned of this text from Frank Mintz and he has indicated 
that another partial translation appeared, along with unfavorable commentary, 
in La Protesta in Buenos Aires. 2 He adds that: 
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the particular circumstances of the Iberian movement made discus

sion very difficult, if not nonexistent, In exile, following the involve

ment of certain anarchists in a coup de main alongside some Catalanists 

on the Spanish border in 1926, then the mobilization on behalf of Sacco 

and Vanzetti, and the campaign to release Ascaso and Durruti, not to 

mention activities on behalf of Spain itself, one finds no hints of a de

bate on the Plat/orm. 3 

However, at the request of several regional committees in Spain, it had 

found its way on to the agenda of the foundation conference of the FA!. As a 

Spanish translation was not yet available, it could not be debated and the m at

ter was put back until the follow-up meeting. The testimony of an FA! member 

bears out this impression of ignorance: 

The Plat/orm had little impact on the movement, in exile or in the inte

rior. Advocates, very few. You know how we were all "radicalized" at 

that time and how reserved we were about any amendment or revision. 

The Plat/orm was an attempted overhaul designed to invest the interna

tional anarchist movement with coherence, breadth and a realistic out

look, in the light of the experiences of the Russian revolution and, above 

all, of the Ukraine. Today, in the wake of our own experiences, it seems 

to me that that attempt did not receive its proper appreciation.4 

Several Spaniards had, as we have seen, participated in the discussion meet

ings organized by Dyelo Truda. In 1927, as they emerged from French jails, Ascaso 

and Durruti had had lengthy talks with Nestor Makhno about his experiences in 

the Ukraine. The exiled Makhno had passed on the lessons he had derived from 

all his activity, and he had probably spelled out the sense and contents of the 

Plat/orm. Also, he was to keep abreast of the situation inside Spain, and in 1931 
there was even a possibility of his going off to lead a guerrilla campaign in the 

north of the country. Although known in broad outline, it would thus appear that 

the Platform had not been read and above all not been debated. Here we should 

take account of another factor: a certain "isolationism" in the Spaniards. In view 

of their long lineage, and their own wealth of experience, they must have felt 

disinclined to take "lessons" from outsiders, and they displayed great confidence 

in their own capabilities, not to say a superiority complex vis a vis the interna

tional workers' movement that had caved in so pitifully in 1914. 
To complete this cursory survey of the possible influence of the Plat/orm 

over the Spanish libertarian movement, let us quote from Cesar M. Lorenzo, 

author of a standard reference volume on the period: he writes that Los 

Solidarios, a famous group of activists like Durruti, Ascaso, Garcia Oliver, J over, 

Vivancos and others "merely noted that the Platform squared with their own 

views."5 We have our reservations for, thanks to an input of Garcia Oliver, we 

can see how these comrades deviated somewhat from the notion of the role 

ascribed to the anarchists' specific organization, inclining instead towards a 

typically vanguardist strategy; they openly advocated its designs: 
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upon the seizure of political, administrative and economic power, with 
the aid of its own trade unions once the old state with organizing pro
duction and distribution in the new libertarian society, would there
fore be an insurgent non-statist power of the trade union type, operat

ing from the periphery towards the center and comprising of a range 
of federated revolutionary committees, in a sort of democratic "dicta
torship of the proletariat," silencing the forces of the right, the former 
proprietors, the Church, etc. As a transitional authority guaranteeing 
revolutionary order, it would not imply a dictatorship in the ordinary 
sense of the word: guided by libertarian ideology (and not by Marx
ism, a dogmatic teaching devoid of humanistic content) it would el
evate popular liberty, the initiative of the masses, and would invite other 
leftist organizations to cooperate in its work of regeneration. 0 

But how was this "seizure of power" to be accomplished? Not by means of 
the specific organization or even the trade union organization, but rather by a 
"revolutionary army," a "centralized trade union militia, endowed with a re
spected national command." 

Thus, the divergences from the Platform were great, and the role that the 
latter ascribed to the specific organization was purely political with regard to 
the proletariat's grassroots agencies, while this "revolutionary army" supplanted 
it entirely. It was, to paraphrase Charles Rappoport's definition of Leninism, 
"Blanquism in Catalan sauce!" But it was this that was strictly put into effect in 
July 1936, as we shall see. 

Meanwhile, Los Solidarios were to be labeled as "anarcho-Bolsheviks" by 
their adversaries inside the CNT Not that that stopped them from taking a 
crucial hani! in the June 1931 congress of the CNT in the elimination of the 
Marxists, Freemasons and reformists from the leadership bodies of the CNT, 
then affiliating to the FAl and helping shape its outlook. They were to call for 
"unflagging class warfare, a tough line on the Communist Party and reform
ism, Social Democratic or libertarian alike. "  Among the supporters of the lat
ter, we might mention the ''Thirty'' (Treinta) , headed by Peir6, who sought to 
take a more constructive line, but were labeled as "reformists." According to 
them, the libertarian ideal: 

1 46 

retained its fundamental validity but certain prejudices and wrong-headed 
tactics which had been eulogized up until then had to be jettisoned. In 
particular, intellectuals and technicians had to be attracted, production 
and consumer cooperatives created, their revenues being used on pro
paganda, the training of educated militants and the construction of work
ers' cultural centers. A solid and disciplined organization also had to be 
founded and the ignorance and fanaticism of the bulk of anarchist mili
tants tackled: he deplored their ignorance of Marxism and of anarchism 
itself, which was, above all else, tolerance, anti-dogmatism and nobility, 
and whose premier interest lay in morals and philosophy.7 
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The office of Endehors newpaper. Engraving published in mustration, No. 659, 
(February 10, 1894) . Clockwise from left: Tabarant, Zo d'Axa, A Hamon, Jean 

Grave, Bernard Lazare, Octave Mirbeau, L. Matha (?) , Malato. 
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Nestor Makhno and Alexander Berkman, Paris, around 1927 
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The vast majority of the CNT's anarchists were somewhere between these 
two competing tendencies. However, it is to the activist tendency that we have 
to chalk up the uprisings of 1932 and the ensuing years, which culminated in 
the Asturias Commune (in concert with the UGT and the socialists) , all of them 
ruthlessly and bloodily repressed by the authorities, right-wing and left-wing 
alike. In fact. let us note the libertarians' decisive involvement in the Spanish 
legislative elections: in 1931,  casting their votes for the left, they brought down 
the monarchy; in 1933, disappointed with the left in power, they tipped the scales 
in the other direction and, by abstaining, smoothed the way for the right; finally, 
spoiling for a fight, in order to secure an amnesty for 30,000 political prisoners 
(arrested after the uprisings) they cast their votes to bring the Popular Front 
success in February 1936. And, to cap all those uprisings in which they had 
been engaging for years past, on July 19, 1936, they found themselves faced 
with a rising by rebel Nationalists! - and were obliged to stand by "republican 
legality"! Driven by their heady ardor and madcap heroics, they outdid them
selves by securing victory in Barcelona and Catalonia, where they assumed 
full control. Elsewhere in the country, the outcome was less clear cut. and a 
good half of the country fell to Franco and his Moorish troops. Even so, the 
anti-fascists and the CNT held the wealthier half of the country. That was when 
their problems started and their theoretical deficiencies became flagrantly ob
vious: how were they going to set about assuming effective power without es
tablishing a state, in the "bourgeois" sense of the word, that is, what were they 
to put in place of the government, its ministers, its civil service, the police, the 
army and all the other accoutrements of the state? Hitherto, it had been merely 
a question of introducing a libertarian communist republic, of replacing "gov
ernment of men by administration of things," establishing a free federation of 
communes, with the producers and consumers getting themselves organized 
with one another, and now they had to tackle, in addition, the defense of the 
revolution, without alienating potential allies such as the socialists, Catalan re
publicans and POUMists (dissident communists) previously their bitterest foes 
- and also without influencing, in an international context, the British and 
French "democracies." In short, every one of the pressing and essential points 
that the recent CNT congress in Zaragosa on May 1-10, 1936, had been careful 
to side-step, preoccupied as it had been with defining the "confederal concep
tion of libertarian communism." Ascaso and Garcia Oliver had tried to suggest 
to that congress that confederal militias be established which would be capable 
of breaking any army revolt, only to hear Cipriano Mera taunt them: "Maybe 
comrades Ascaso and Garcia Oliver could let us know what color of general's 

braid they would like?"8 
By a twist of fate, it was Mera himself who was to wind up as a real general, 

as commander of the Fourth Army Corps, and he was to brook no departure 
from discipline nor from respect for rank. The former members of the Los 

Solidarios group, now banded together as Nosotros, had intended to lay the 
foundations of an insurgent army by unifying the CNT-FAI defense commit
tees which had been around since 1931 but which had no coordinating agency 
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or command. That point, with which the Plat/orm and Nestor Makhno had dealt 

ought to have been under consideration by the ordinary membership for some 

years. 

As soon as its victory in battle had been secured, the CNT in Barcelona 
came together in plenary assembly on July 20 and 21, 1936, and came up with a 

halfway house solution: the regional government or Generalitat, was retained 
as a shop window for diplomatic purposes, while a real revolutionary authority 

was established in the shape of a Central Committee of Anti-Fascist Militias. 
Comprising, to begin with, fifteen members drawn equally from the three pre
dominant leftist factions: the CNT-FAl, the Marxists (the Stalinists of the PSUC 

were lumped against their wishes with the POUM) and the Catalan republi
cans. The Central Committee soon subdivided into several committees and 

commissions, with responsibility for: provisions, education, investigation (se
curity) , and justice, and there was an Economic Council which played a funda
mental role in production and administrative organization. Control patrols moni
tored public order, and these were made up of 700 men (325 of them anar
chists) , run by an eleven-member (four of them anarchists) central committee. 
All the key positions in these committees were held by anarchists. Garcia Oliver 
was the "soul and indefatigable driving force" of the Central Militias Commit
tee, and appeared as "the very essence of the unchallenged revolutionary 

leader"; in fact he carried out what he had been preaching along with Los 

Solidarios ten years earlier. 
The Central Militias Committee was a face-saver for all of the member 

organizations of the antifascist camp, while it cemented their unity. That said, 

each organization also had its own armed groups, its columns serving on the 

front and even its own police and prison. Throughout Catalonia, revolutionary 
committees organized along roughly the same lines took their districts and 

their economic and social lives in hand. 
Prompted however by urgent concerns, such as the procurement of arms 

from the national government in Madrid as well as from abroad, the CNT lead
ership called these revolutionary structures into question and sided with a clas

sical government, first in Catalonia and then in Madrid. 

What alternative was there and how was it posed? The answer to that ques
tion is crucial, for collaboration with the "bourgeois" government was to be
come the Achilles heel of the Spanish libertarian movement. It was all thrashed 

out at a plenum of local and comarcal federations of the libertarian movement 

in Catalonia at the end of August 1936. Unconventionally, that plenum which 

was attended by all responsible militants not away at the front, met in camera. 

Remember that the founding of the Central Militias Committee was already a 
trespass against the doctrine that called for immediate implementation of liber

tarian communism, but it was a lesser evil for the anarchists were masters of 
the situation. Yet the grassroots organs of the CNT-FAl had yet to have their 
say. Now, after protracted discussions, it was Garcia Oliver who formulated the 

choice facing them: "Either we collaborate, or we impose a dictatorship."  His-
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torian Cesar Lorenzo, reporting this episode, comments with the assertion that 

"in fact, there was no question of a reversion to the old apolitical tradition and 
the 'a-cratic' ideas that had been completely overwhelmed and overtaken by 
events, but which certain folk doggedly championed against Hell and high 
water. "9 That latter comment indicates that some found the "medicine" hard to 
swallow. All the same, it had to be done, and they could not glibly walk away 
from what had been the raison d'etre and motivating force of several genera
tions of militants. Nor was the alternative mentioned by Garcia Oliver very 
precise either: how could the label "dictatorship" be hung on power assumed 
by anarchists - who were in a position of hegemony at that point - with the 
complaisance of virtually the entire working population? Plainly, that was a mis
application of the term. Nevertheless, Garcia Oliver, with the backing of his old 
colleagues from Los Solidarios and Nosotros, was in favor of the CNTs taking 
power, with "all of the risks and dangers that that implied." He "hoped to see 
the political parties ousted, the UGT (the socialist trade union) humbled,  the 
Generalitat abolished and the Central Committee of Militias, after a reshuffle, 
strengthened in its remit, emerging as the supreme authority." Consequently, 
it would have been something between the Committee of Public Safety, in the 
tradition of Bakunin the insurgent, and the Bolshevik Soviet of People's Com
missars of October 1917.  Take your pick. Most of the CNT leaders opted for 
collaboration, that is, participation in the autonomous Catalan government. 
Diego Abad de Santillan, the main advocate of that option, was to explain later 
that his main consideration had been to procure arms, hard currency and raw 

materials for industry and, in order to do that, they had to withdraw their "back
ing for people's power." 

This decision to participate in the Generalitat government was ratified by 
the regional congress of CNT unions on September 24-26, 1936, in the pres
ence of 505 delegates representing 327 unions, in the course of a closed "se
cret" sitting. On September 27th the "news burst like a bombshell" (Lorenzo) . 
The one difference was that henceforth the Catalan government would be 
termed the "Generalitat Council." There were three CNT "councilors" on it. 

N ow that they had bitten the bullet, it only remained to do likewise in other 
regions of the country and indeed, at national level. With the notable exception 
of Aragon, which was in the firing line. Zaragoza, a stronghold of anarcho-syn
dicalism, had been lost to the enemy through the fault of a CNT leader, Abos, 
who had chosen to place his trust in the civil governor, Vera Coronel, and the 
military governor General Cabanellas, on the basis that they were fellow-ma
sons of his, and he had managed to "sell" the lies of his "lodge"IO friends to the 
majority of his comrades. The upshot was a disaster: handed over, unarmed, to 
the rebels' repression, somewhere between 15,000 and 30,000 revolutionaries 
paid with their lives for the nonchalance and ingenuousness of a few "officials."  
In response, the Aragonese anarchists became more radical and unbending. 
They had no hesitation in forming a Council of Aragon, made up exclusively of 
anarchists, with Joaquin Ascaso, Francisco Ascaso's younger brother, as its 
president. What the Catalan anarchists had not dared do was done by the 
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Aragonese. However, these would later be obliged to pass through the Caudine 

Forks* of the central state and adulterate their actions. 

After the September 15, 1936, national Plenum, the CNT requested the 
establishment of a National Defense Council, comprising five CNT delegates, 
five VCT delegates and four republicans. This was a logical follow-up to the 

policy of anti-fascist unity that had been adopted and it took into account the 
true balance of economic and social forces, on a federalist basis comparatively 

consonant with anarchist principles, for the state was no longer made up of 
ministries, army, police and officers: everything had had its name changed and 
now they were "departments, war militias and popular militias and military 

technicians." The CNTs general secretary, Horacio M. Prieto, doggedly op

posed this scheme because of its "utter lack of realism, given the foreign pow
ers and the international aspect to the war." He managed to talk the national 
Plenum of the regional federations on October 18th into open and direct col

laboration with the government as it stood. The organizational corollary to that 
reformist option was a strengthening of the powers of the CNT national com
mittee which, "ceasing to be appointed by the local federation of its place of 
residence, was thereafter made up of permanent delegates from the regional 
federations and by a larger number of specialist administrative members." Cesar 
Lorenzo, who is, by the way, the son of Horacio M. Prieto, notes that "the CNT 

was thereafter equipped with a central, complex and effective agency freed 

from pressures from local militants. "  Indeed, a royal road was opened up for 
the bureaucratization of the CNT. 

Like the frog who jumped into the water to escape from the rain, the CNT
F AI leaders, or at least most of them, were afraid to make the revolution, argu

ing that tht'y were more concerned ",ith winning the war first, and moved from 
retreat to evasion, from compromise to capitulation. The slippery slope came 
to its inevitable end: dissolution of the Barcelona-based Central Militias Com

mittee, militarization of the militias, growing Stalinist influence, elimination of 
the POVM, dissolution of the Council of Aragon , destruction of the collectives, 
the May Events of 1937 in Barcelona (when the CNT leadership robbed the 
insurgents of their victory over the Stalinist provocateurs) . 

The CNT-FAI's structures mirrored and followed this political retreat: the 

National Defense Committee lost its autonomy to wind up as merely the mili

tary branch of the Confederation's national committee. On April 2, 1938, a re

gional assembly of the CNT, the FAl and the FUL (Iberian Federation of Liber
tarian Youth) was held in Barcelona. Garcia Oliver was critical of the disorder 

and lack of discipline obtaining within the movement and proposed the estab

lishment of an Executive Committee which "would wield full authority, over
seeing and directing everything: the press, the confederation's troops, the 

* Two mountain passes in southern Italy in the Apennines between Benevento and Capua 

through which Spanish refugees traveled. 
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economy." This was unanimously endorsed. That Executive Committee of the 
Libertarian Movement of Catalonia, made up of just ten members, was "en
titled to expel individuals, committees, unions and federations which refused 

to abide by its decisions. Its executive powers applied to front and rear alike. It 

intended to press on relentlessly with militarization, to step up production by 
all means and to facilitate the entry of the CNT into the central government, 

the Generalitat and every one of the administrative ramifications of the state. 
To assist it in its functions, the Committee appointed a military commission 
and a political commission."ll This was out and out Bolshevism, or the word 
has no meaning. This was a heresy that the CNT national committee could not 

countenance. Although himself a "great bureaucratizer," Horacio M. Prieto let 
it be known that the Catalan regional committee alone counted for nothing and 

this Executive Committee, which had the endorsement of no congress, could 
not have any independent existence of its own. In the light of that opposition, 

the plan was in fact withdrawn. 
In August 1938, Horacio Prieto published a series of articles making pub

lic certain ideas of his which had been peddled a year before to a narrower 

circle. According to him: 

Libertarian communism could not be anything other than a distant ob
jective, an aspiration, and anarchism a moral code and a philosophy. In 
order to arrive at that communism, a lengthy period of transition was 

necessary, during which libertarian achievements were possible, 
though not in any systematic way. We had to display opportunism, 

suppleness and have no hesitation about participating in government, 

in all high offices of state and even in Parliament with the intention of 
taking power. We had to engage permanently in politics rather than 
circumstantially as hitherto: revolutionary apoliticism was a dead duck. 12 

The die was cast and libertarian communism postponed until the kalends* ,  

if not relegated to the museum of antiquities and utopia. Apparently, the F AI was 
to turn itself into an electioneering political party and see to it that the CNT's 

interests were represented. Later on, Prieto was to dub this "possibilism," reach
ing across the Pyrenees and the decades to link hands with Paul Brousse's policy. 
However, he failed to carry with him the majority of the national plenum of re
gional federations of the Libertarian Movement, held in Barcelona on October 
6-30, 1938: it had been summoned to consider this scheme and determine the 

strategy to be adopted. We might also note the existence of the Auxiliary Policy 
Committees (CAPs) , bodies launched in June and July of 1937, whose mission it 
was to brief "militants on all matters that overspilled the strictly trade union frame
work and advise them on as to the best way to operate politically"13 (our empha

sis) . Made up of the best known militants, these CAPs became the "real leader
ship organs of the CNT' (Lorenzo) . As we can see, the CNTs federalism was 

* The first day of the ancient Roman month from which days were counted backward to the 

ides. 
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only a smoke-screen and there was a real Jacobin-style democratic centralism 
that increasingly prevailed in its organizational practice. 

The "officers" decided everything and did so alone. Once the mistake that 
had given rise to all the rest, the entry into the Generalitat government, had 
been made, complications had eaten away at doctrine, good intentions and revo
lutionary determination. Defeat had become inescapable, because it already 
had a foothold inside the revolutionary camp. Yet again, the lessons of previ
ous experience were not heeded: the most radical revolutionaries - the anar
chists or their like - stand alone against everybody and it is only by fighting 
against all sides at once, that is, by carrying out the most comprehensive social 
revolution, that victory is made possible. Stopping in midstream amounts to 
digging one's own grave, as was said long ago by Saint-Just. 

Needless to say this appetite for "politicking" was not appreciated by all of 
the CNT-FAI's members and militants. There were the Friends of Durruti Group 
(denounced as "provocateurs" by the CNT leadership) , and the Iron Column 
(prevented by the regional committee in Valencia from giving the Stalinists 
what they had coming to them) which resisted militarization for a long time. 
When, beset from all sides, it was forced to give in on March 1937, only 3000 to 
4000 out of its roughly 20,000 men stayed behind "all the rest having chosen to 
desert rather than become soldier-robots." The same was true of other col
umns too, but not on the same scale.14 

Be that as it may, it has to be placed on record that the vast majority of 
grassroots militants passively countenanced the zigzag tactics of their leaders. 
How are we to account for that? First, there was the need to attend to the most 
pressing business, namely, the war against fascism and the defense of a mini
mum of the revolution's gains, in addition to undue confidence in their leaders. 
Such charisma that dulls the critical faculties is the enemy of the revolutionary. 
Bakunin said as much, and once again we see the results of it. Among the 
leadership, those who had their misgivings - like Durruti - opted to go off 
and fight instead of bandying words. We will never be able to gauge the mea
sure of the loss suffered in the death of Francisco Ascaso,  who was a perfect 
partner to Buenaventura Durruti. Had Ascaso survived July 19, 1936, the like
lihood is that through his daring, his recklessness and his ingenuity he might 
have changed the face of the military situation, by, say, quickly taking Zaragoza. 
Durruti's death was a catastrophe, militarily as well as politically. As Abel Paz 
has written, he was killed a second time when he was credited with a con
cocted phrase that could be turned to anyone's service: "Renounce everything, 
save victory!" We might quote the episode, related by Paz, of the Bank of Spain's 

gold: Pierre Besnard had insistently cautioned against a repetition of the error 
made by the Paris Communards of 1871 who had not dared to make use of the 
gold in the Bank of France. Better still, the Frenchman had located a consor
tium of arms dealers who undertook to supply all the modern weaponry needed, 
upon receipt of negotiable cash, of course. Durruti devised a plan to raid the 
bank holding the gold in Madrid, with the 3000 men from the anarchist Tierra 
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y Libertad column, to ship it to Barcelona and then proceed with the deal. It 
was Diego Abad de Santillan who carelessly leaked it to the CNT national com
mittee which, frightened by the tension that it would create between Madrid 

and Barcelona, aborted the plan by publicly exposing it. Durruti gave Santillan 
a real tongue-lashing but the game was up. That is the sort of thing that can 
determine the fate of a revolution: the lack of resolution and above all lack of 
daring of a handful of "leaders."  15 

However, it was the rank and file, the rabble, the people, the humble folk, 
the dregs, whatever one prefers to call the peasants and workers of Catalonia, 
Levante, Aragon, Andalusia, Castile and elsewhere, that saved anarchism's 
honor by taking their fate into their own hands, by organizing fantastic collec
tives, when even those who had never heard tell of, or were hostile to libertar
ian communism, put it enthusiastically into effect here and there. According to 
Gaston Leval, there were around 1600 collectives, more or less. Each one, like 
each one of the little townships organized along communal lines, would de
serve a book to itself, again according to Leva! (the son of a Paris Communard 
who died in the USSR) . All these creative activities, these ventures, the changes 
to human relationships amounted to a "miraculous blossoming."  It is "fully cog
nizant of the meaning of words, without hyperbole, and with no demagogic 
intent that I say again: 'Never in the history of the world as we know it to date 
was a comparable social undertaking ever carried out.' And in a few months at 
that, if not a few weeks or even a few days, depending upon the example. "16 We 
should correct the old propagandist (the CNT's delegate to the Profintern Con
gress in Moscow in 1921) by reminding ourselves of the similar achievements 
of the Makhnovist insurgents in the Ukraine in 1917-1921 .  We might also give 

a mention to the extraordinary militians from the anarchist columns, who, in 
sandals and overalls, armed with a few poor quality rifles and aboard ramshackle 
trucks, set off to conquer a brave new world. There is no question here of 
lumping these fighters and agents of social revolution with the category of 
leaders who "played at politics." While not seeking to diminish the responsibil
ity of the latter, we should bear in mind the widespread hostility that greeted 
the revolution of July 19, 1936, on the international stage, the ongoing arms 
blockade enforced by the Western powers and Stalin, and especially the shame
ful conduct of the French Popular Front government of Leon Blum, who "backed 
down" in the face of Hitler and Mussolini by agreeing to nonintervention, when 
the merest effort on his part would have guaranteed a rapid victory for the 
republican camp in Spain. As for the French workers, they were reveling in 
"holidays with pay," the mess of pottage bought with their lack of solidarity, at 
a time when - for want of arms - their brethren across the Pyrenees were 

being slaughtered. 
Might a more daring policy on the anarchists' part have changed that hos

tility? Here let us quote from Victor Alba, author of a history of the POUM: 

Had the CNT embarked upon the conquest of power in Catalonia -
and it could have taken it in under twenty-four hours, had it so de-
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sired - the situation would have changed in the remainder of the 

republican zone. Political elimination of the communists might have 
been bartered for British, Czech and French arms (by way of an an
swer to the Soviet arms blackmail) , or Moscow could have been forced 

to choose between abandoning the Spanish revolution or helping it, 

even if the communists were not in control of it, in exchange for the 

political existence of the latter being preserved, albeit properly 

monitored.17 

Nothing is that certain, but it was worth a try. But let us not get into rewrit

ing history; let us derive this conclusion from it: that every single instance of 
alliance between anarchists and leftist or Stalino-Leninist politicians - like in 

the Ukraine and in China in 1925--1930 - ended in political and physical defeat 
for the anarchists. In any event, the defeat of 1939 signaled the long eclipse of 
libertarian ideas, and it was only after nigh on thirty years in the wilderness 

that they were to explode back on to the scene in May 1968. 
Despite their slight numbers, French anarchists did their best to help their 

Spanish comrades. A Sebastien Faure centuria went off to fight alongside the 

Durruti Column, a small quantity of provisions and arms (two truckloads each 
week) were regularly dispatched across the Pyrenees, and an intensive propa
ganda campaign mounted on the Spanish revolution's behalf. A wholly libertar

ian Committee for Free Spain was replaced, at the urging of Spanish comrades, 
by a French section of International Anti-Fascist Solidarity (SIA) with compre

hensive support ranging from left-wing personalities and CGT unionists like 
Jouhaux, Dumoulin and Rene Belin. The SIA had up to 15,000 members, pub

lished a weekly paper, which had 5,500 subscribers by February 1939 and or
ganized mass rallies. It was above all around this latter date. corresponcling to 

the end oi the Spanish Civil War, that solidarity was needed to overcome the 

hostility of the French government and the apathy of a large fraction of the 
population. Of the 500,000 Spanish refugees, the anarchists were the most un

protected: republicans and socialists found it easier to secure asylum in Mexico 

and South America. Dumped in horrifying conditions on the coast and in the 

hinterland of Roussillon, they paid an additional penalty (160,000 deaths from 
disease, malnutrition or cold) for their social revolution and general indiffer

ence. Aid from French comrades and a part of the local populace eased their 
circumstances a little. 

The Hitler-Stalin Pact and the outbreak of hostilities in September 1939 
once again exposed the organizational and practical frailty of the anarchists. 

Despite the publication in large numbers of pacifist appeals and tracts by Louis 

Lecoin and Nicolas Faucier, who were promptly jailed, comrades were forced 

to fend for themselves in order to "save their skins" in a conflict that was none 
of their doing. Some went into exile in Switzerland or elsewhere, as best they 

could; others went underground with all of the attendant risks; Maurice J oyeux, 

for all his resourcefulness, was jailed yet again and by 1945, when he was thirty

five years old, he had spent nearly ten years in military prisons.18 Others, who 
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were conscripted, agreed to serve and perished in the fighting, like Fremont, 
the secretary of the French Anarchist Union. 

Caught in the crossfire, Spanish anarchists threw themselves into the fight 
against the German occupier and his Vichy accomplices. Some of them - like 
Juan Peir6, the ideologue of the Thirty (freinta) in 1931 - were handed over 
to Franco and, having declined to compromise, were shot (as was Companys, 
the erstwhile president of the Generalitat in Barcelona) . Some were deported 

to German concentration camps. Significant numbers of Spanish libertarians 

joined the Maquis in the southwest and played a crucial part in the liberation of 
that region. Others, having fled to North Africa, joined General Leclerc's Sec
ond (Free French) Armored Division and entered Paris as liberators, aboard 
tanks daubed with names like "Durruti" and "Ascaso." They all had justified 

expectations of being rewarded upon their return with an opportunity to liber
ate their native land next, but to no avail, for the reckonings of the western 

Allies had determined otherwise. 
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X VIII . T H E  OP B AND T H E F C L (LI B ERTARIAN 
COM M UNIS T F ED ERATION )  

The French anarchist movement was re-formed amid the euphoria of the 

Liberation in 1945. An Anarchist Federation was established under good aus

pices: it was a matter of "wiping the slate clean of the methods of action from 
another age, the failure of these being beyond dispute." In spite of some hesita

tion, more rigorous organizational principles were adopted, leaving "far behind 
them all past errors in relation to libertarian organization." Among the deci
sions made then, we might note the revival from 1913, 1927 and the FCL (Lib

ertarian Communist Federation) of 1935, of the obligation upon members to 
possess membership cards and subscription stamps, after the practice of the 
trade unions. Majority rule was formally introduced into the operation of the 

organization and its groups, as well as at congresses. Three committees came 
into existence: a National Committee, the body for coordinating groups and 
members (it had a general secretary) : a Propaganda Committee, in charge of 
bringing out the federation's newspaper: and a Youth Committee, designed to 

induct sympathizers and new recruits. The Federation had three officers: two 
administrators and one at the newspaper (Georges Brassens, not yet famous 
as a singer, would be one) . Alongside it, an anarcho-syndicalist trade union 

confederation, the French CNT (CNTF) , was to be launched along the lines of 
the Spanish CNT (indeed, many, if not most, of the CNTF members were drawn 
from the Spanish CNT) . The two organizations would work hand-in-hand. Their 

newspapers had print runs in the tens of thousands: the weekly Le Libertaire 
printed an average of nearly 50,000 copies (and one of its editions, covering the 
Renault strike in 1947, printed 100,000) . However, both organizations were to 
shrink, drift apart and dwindle to tiny cliques within just a few years. Let us 

look at the reasons for this. 
The national and international context played a crucial part in it. The heady 

unanimity of the Resistance and the dream of a new Popular Front gave way to 

open hostilities between socialists and communists: the strikes of the miners 
and at Renault, which bordered on insurrection, were firmly defused by the 

French socialists in power. The "Prague Coup" during which the Stalinists seized 
total power without a shot being fired, when, under the Yalta agreements, they 
had only observer status in the country, opened the eyes of many to Stalinist 
designs. All of these events of necessity had a demobilizing effect and led, on the 
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one hand, to an evaporation of goodwill, and, on the other, to a climate of great 

tension, due to the risk of the "cold war" heating up. 

However, to put things in their historical context, Stalinism was then "in 
control and sure of itself' inside the workers' movement. It was also in the 

ascendant among intellectuals and made the running for its regiment of "fellow 

travelers," the most famous of whom was the Existentialist Jean-"Baptiste" (as 

Celine dubbed him during one diatribe) Sartre, who saw nothing wrong with 

covering up the facts about the totalitarian regime existing in the USSR, lest 

those facts "sow despair in Boulogne-Billancourt, (the site of the Renault plant) !"  
True, the author of  The Flies was also keen to draw a veil over his  dramatic 

activities under the Occupation when he staged his plays in front of stalls filled 

with German officers. 

The atmosphere, then. was one of confrontation. The Anarchist Federa

tion set up a "self-defense group," under the supervision of its general secre
tary, Georges Fontenis. To begin with, this was a core of experienced and 

reliable militants, whose task it was to ensure that provocateurs found no ac

cess to the organization. Its existence was common knowledge, although its 

operation and composition were kept secret. On this score, there was com
plete confidence in the general secretary, who was elected and re-elected in 

1946, 1947, 1948 and 1950. From 1950 on, a fraction of the self-defense group 

began to hold separate meetings, turning its attention to internal matters and 
resolving to fight back against certain Anarchist Federation members. Its aim 

developed into elimination of individualists, Freemasons and other opponents 

of class struggle and social anarchism. It endowed itself with a structure, es

poused a statement of principles, collected its own dues and adopted the name 

OPB (Thought-Battle Organization) by way of a tribute to Camillo Berneri, 

the Italian anarchist mllrcler�d by the agents of Mussolini or SWill in Barcelona 
in May 1937. At its outset, the OPB comprised fifteen Parisian members and 

two correspondents in the provinces. Significantly, its existence was kept a 

sworn secret inside the FAF. Some of its members subsequently left it and in 

1954 they published a document disclosing its ins and outs: this document 

came to be known as the Kronstadt Group Memorandum. Let us examine its 

analysis: 

1 66 

At its head the OPB had a three-member bureau. Compulsory sub
scriptions furnish it with solid funding, used for example to cover 0 PB 

members' traveling expenses. Admission to the OPB is by means of 

co-optation after the would-be militant's past has been investigated and 

on the recommendation of two sponsors. Plenary assemblies of the 

OPB take place every fifteen days, sometimes weekly. Attendance at 

these is obligatory upon everyone. The decisions reached there are 

binding upon everyone, including those who voted against them . . .  In 
the groups, OPB militants should hold the secretaryships: encourage, 

by example, the fly-posting and street sale of Le Lib (ertaire) , and seek 
out likely persons for acceptance into the OPB. Also in the groups, 
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OPB militants push through motions all carrying the same sense in 
the run-up to Congresses.l 

Little by little the original commission to spread social anarchism and stand 
apart from the "individualists" and "liberals" in the organization, was extended 

to cover also those who were described as "woolly," "deadweight" and even "tra

ditional anarchists." Thanks to its tactic of entryism into the groups and posi
tions of responsibility, the OPB had, by 1952, captured most of the Paris region 
(the most important one in the country) and provoked an initial wave of defec

tions at the Bordeaux congress that year: the defectors included notables like 
Maurice Joyeux, the Lapeyres, Maurice Fayolle, Arru, Vincey, etc., and hostile 

groups. On the occasion of the congress, in a new departure, the principle of 
voting by mandate was carried by a large majority. The OPB was victorious all 

along the line. Let us look at how the Memorandum accounts for this phenom

enon, which is there described as "bureaucratic centralism": 

Thus, making capital out of the passivity of the mass of militants and 

methodical noyautage, one faction managed to control and direct the 

Federation as a whole. Let us summarize the process that culminated 
in the establishment within the Federation of a power concentrated in 

a graduated pyramid, which directed the most important cogs of the 

organization. 
This procedure is oddly reminiscent of the "holding" system that 

allows a tiny number of share-holders to "hold" a wider and wider circle 
of companies, in which they hold a minimal, but active number of votes. 

A. The chief Paris groups "hold" the 2nd Region (Paris) and the Fed

eration by taking over the vast majority of positions of responsibility 

(the National Committee, etc.) and commission seats. 

B. The OPB "holds" the main groups in the Paris region by monopo

lizing group offices. 

C. The OPB Bureau "holds" the OPB whose members are reduced to 

the role of compliant henchmen. 

D. Fontenis "holds" the OPB through his predominant position as Sec
retary in the organization. It will be readily understood how the prior
ity of the Fontenis faction has come about. Its monolithic thinking and 

disciplined cohesion have made it capable of a strategy and tactic eas

ily overruling scattered militants trusting to the organization's feder
alism. The OPB alone had the capacity to operate simultaneously in

side numerous groups in order to nudge them from within in a spe
cific direction. The OPB alone has been in a position to monopolize 

initiatives and activity inside the groups, then in the name of the groups. 

The OPB alone was able to guarantee itself a de facto monopoly over 
the Federation's administrative and ideological activities. The OPB 
alone was that redoubtable instrument capable of putting a seeming 
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democracy to use in service of the needs of a hidden dictatorship. 

Thus the Federation, instead of being the expression of the grassroots 

militants as a whole through democratically elected bodies, became 
the creature of just one man, supported and abetted by bodies stand

ing by to act from center to periphery. That is the very inverse of the 
federalist, or even of the democratic, process and Stalinism was one of 
the finest examples of that. 2 

According to the Memorandum, this precise mechanism explained how one 

"single, determined" individual could, thanks to cunning and chicanery, take 
over a revolutionary organization. Going into a more detailed description, the 

Memorandum compared the OPB to a political bureau (politburo) and its secre
tary, Georges Fontenis, to a "guide," setting the seal upon the internal dichotomy 

within the organization between the leader, with his claim to patent rights over 
the devising of the policy line, and the membership, mere enactors of his wishes. 

To make this ascendancy comprehensible, the Memorandum stressed the "par
ticularly dangerous assets" of G. Fontenis, namely his "personal worth," his pro
fession (teacher) , his capacity for attending the local on a frequent basis and his 
ability to make lots of trips around the country, in short, his omnipresence, avail
ability and gift for making himself indispensable. In addition, his charisma en

sured that he had the unfailing support of the faithful. According to the Memo

randum, the success of Fontenis's designs was attributable primarily to the "mili
tants" lack of revolutionary vigilance and to the passive failure of many of them 

to exercise their right to criticize with regard to actions that may have seemed 
dubious to them." 

A second wave of expellees - including Prudhommeaux, Louvet, Fernand 

Robert and Beaulaton regrouped into an Anarchist Entente, on an inclivirluali�t 
basis. After a referendum, the .FAF changed its name to the FCL (Libertarian 

Communist Federation) . It fitted itself out with new commissions: Studies,  La

bor, Control and Disputes. It was before the latter that the squabble between 
Fontenis, the National Committee and the Kronstadt Group was settled on Janu
ary 1, 1954. Serge Ninn chose the very same day to reveal the existence of the 

OPB,  regardless of his undertaking upon entry never to make that public. 
Fontenis, who was there at the time, declared: 

168 

At the end of 1950, there was indeed, a secret organization, the OPB. 

Had there not been an OPB, there would not be any FCL today. Tre
mendous efforts were made in 1950. We kept Le Libertaire afloat. Never 

mind the FA The Third Front policy was first devised in the OPB. I 

regret nothing of the work achieved. Those who have left did not leave 
on my account. Anyway, the OPB was wound up after the Paris con

gress in 1953. I await the cataloging of that organization's misdeeds, 
even with regard to old militants. Accused, let me now act as the ac
cuser. The OPB survived up to and including the most recent congress. 
Insofar as Ninn and Blanchard [a member of the Kronstadt Group 
author's note] were in opposition, the OPB was dissolved as soon as 
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the FCL was established. The OPB, as understood up to that point, no 
longer had any raison d'etre. 

The OPB was necessary and I am not in the least embarrassed. 
Did we dictate decisions to the commissions? No. Broad lines, broad 
decisions, y es. Proof that the OPB had no intention of taking the orga
nization over at the Paris congress, is the fact that it appointed not one 
of its own members to the Disputes Commission. The OPB did exist, 
and its handiwork is laudable. I formally deny that the OPB wields a 
dictatorial influence over the life of the organization. I deny that within 
the OPB, there was any Fontenis dictatorship. Who, other than I, had 
the contacts and capacity for work?3 

He went on to say that the OPB had been wound up because the danger it 
posed outweighed the advantages it offered. Why ''was it not disclosed? That 
must be obvious. The OPB was not in crisis and did not sy stematically whittle 
away at the numbers of FA militants." In conclusion, the Disputes Commission 
"reprimands comrade Fontenis for his attitude, which consisted of factional 
work in the run-up to the congress. It expresses the formal desire that there 
will be no repetition of such conduct."4 

What are we to think about such a phenomenon, startling in an anarchist 
movement? Have the annals any thing similar to offer? Can an analogy be traced 
with Bakunin's secret societies, especially the Alliance? The historical context 
was very different: these were forced into clandestinity and were targeted on 
outsiders or against political adversaries rather than against like-minded fellow 
strugglers. The analogy with Blanquist secret societies strikes us as plainer. There 
is also some similarity with the Pact agreed between Pierre Besnard and seven
teen other revolutionary syndicalist militants in February 1921, with an eye to 
combating the increasing hold of Moscow and the Third International upon the 
CGT. An10ng the articles of that Pact there was a pledge "to disclose the 
committee's existence to none" and "to strive by every means in our power to 
see that at the head and in all the essential ramifications of the Revolutionar y 
Syndicalist Committee (CSR), and chiefly at the head of the CGT, once it is in 
our power and under our control, we ensure the election to the highest profile 
positions of responsibility, whether theoretical or concerned with practical ac
tion, of purely revolutionary syndicalist personnel, autonomists and federalists."5 
Its existence was made public on June 15, 1922, and Pierre Besnard had to ex
plain himself over it. The most tangible result ofit was the elimination of M onatte, 
but it failed utterly in the attempt to conquer first the CGT and then the CGTU, 
where the communists ended up supplanting it. That example aside, we cannot 
discover anything comparable with the existence of a secret internal organiza
tional faction, like the OPB, other than bodies of the same sort current in Bol
shevik circles, especially among the Trotskyists, those great adepts of "entryism." 

To justify his approach and also perhaps to excuse the methods used, 
Fontenis published a series of articles in Le Libertaire under the rubric Essential 

Problems. Some of these were reprinted as a pamphlet entitled A Manifesto of 
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Libertarian Communism. It was issued by Le Libertaire and prefaced by an "In
troduction" from the Publications Commission. We should note that the circum

stances of its publication were queried by Roland Breton, a member of the 

Kronstadt Group. He had drafted a motion expressing the view that the pam

phlet was merely the personal views of a comrade and not the view of the Fed

eration: he even queried the existence of the Publications Commission and in

deed the publication by Le Libertaire, as no decision had ever been taken with 
regard to the matter. In his view the most significant point was that this "pam

phlet had never been submitted for discussion by the organization, much less 

adopted as the opinion of the movement." 

Even so, let us proceed to examine this document which the FCL would 

adopt at its 1953 congress as its fundamental text. The Publications Commis
sion in its "Introduction" explains that the "capitalist system has passed its peak 

and that all cosmetic solutions and pseudo- [state communist] solutions" had 

failed, and thus it seemed "necessary and urgent that the libertarian commu

nist analysis and solution be set out in a manifesto."  That assertion is as rel
evant today as ever, but the "urgency" seems a lot less, as the situation depicted 
goes right back to the 1920s, and for a sick man, capitalism is in rather splendid 

health, thank you very much, in spite of all its crises and fevers: the revolution

ary workers' movement, on the other hand, has been in declining health. Be 

that as it may, the "Introduction" goes on to say that the Manifesto was drafted 

by G. Fontenis "at the request of virtually the totality" of militants, that he had 

no thought of "devising a new doctrine, "  nor of being "original at all costs," but 
rather aspired only to pen a "modest anthology." For such a fundamental text, it 
is unusual that it should have come from the pen of a single militant, capable 

though he may be, even if it had been "retouched, corrected, revised in the 

light of observations, endorsements, and criticisms uffered by militants and the 

readership of Le Libertaire." This unusual circumstance would endorse what 

the Memorandum had to say about G. Fontenis's predominance inside the FCL 

in matters of policy making. 

Despite the professed reluctance to break new ground, this Manifesto of

fers what is in many respects a revisionist analysis compared with anarchist 

teaching as known up to that time. Careful to differentiate himself at all costs 

from traditional anarchism, the author uses notions and expressions that are, 

on occasion, ambiguous. Mer having repeated several times over that, say, an

archism is not "a philosophy of the individual, or of man in general," he asserts 

that anarchism is precisely that, but "in a particular sense," for it is, in its aspira
tions and goals "human, or, if you will, humanist." 6 In this way he contrasts the 

philosophical tendency against the social teaching, when, as we have seen am
ply demonstrated, the latter is an historical advance upon the former, without 

doing away with it, though. His definition of social classes and of the proletariat 

seems somewhat contradictory. The proletariat is first very properly described 

as the "range of individuals who have only an executive role to play in produc

tion and in political terms", then it boils down to its "most determined, most 

active fraction, the working class properly so called," then goes on to talk about 
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something "broader than the proletariat and embracing other social strata which 
have to be committed to action: the popular masses which include the small 
peasants, the poor artisans, etc." Finally, he mentions the ''working class's su
premacy over other exploited strata," touching upon a possible interpretation of 
the "dictatorship of the proletariat," for which he substitutes "direct worker 
power." Among the tasks facing the latter is the defense of the revolution against 
the "fainthearted, that is, against the backward exploited social strata (certain 
categories of peasants, for instance) ."  All of it very vague and liable to confu
sion, especially with these categories of "fainthearts" and "backward types," all 
very subjective and liable to spread ever outwards: this was the way, for ex
ample, that the Bolsheviks were able to shift revolutionary consciousness away 
from the class to the party and to the party's leadership organs. 

The rebuttal of Bolshevism's keynote ideas, such as "dictatorship of the 
proletariat," or the so-called "workers' or proletarian" state and the "transitional 
period," is not really convincing. The first of these was rejected as the rule of a 
minority over the majority and the opposite advocated, but Fontenis deemed 
the expression "improper, imprecise, open to misunderstandings." He saw the 
"proletarian" state exercising "organized constraint, made necessary by the in
adequacy of economic development, the underdevelopment of human capabili
ties and initially at least waging a struggle against the vestiges of the formerly 
ruling classes defeated by the revolution or to be more exact defense of the 
revolutionary territory within and without." This explanation is highly ques
tionable: we have seen how that "worker" state was the chief obstacle to genu
ine economic development and, even more so, of "human capabilities," which it 
squanders senselessly. As for the battle against the "vestiges" of the late system 
of exploitation, that boiled down to relentless police repression that did not stop 
at the physical elimination of entire classes Oike the poor peasants who resisted 
collectivization in 1930-1940) and all sorts of recalcitrants. Apropos of the tran
sitional period, Fontenis makes a distinction between the higher and lower stages 
of communism: the former, otherwise known as socialism, is characterized by a 
certain poverty that "means the ascendancy of the economic over the human, 
and thus some lingering limitation," which translates as "egalitarian rationing 
or redistribution through the agency of monetary bills of limited validity." Such 
a setup would still be marked by "notions or rank" and "wage differentials," 
albeit minimal, for it "would incline towards the greatest possible equalization, 
equivalence of circumstances." Pipe dreams! Punctured by all historical experi
ence, in Russia and elsewhere. On the contrary, wage differentials or even gra
dations of redistribution have been the source from which a new class of ex
ploiters has sprouted. Bakunin predicted as much with stunning clarity, as did 
others after him, and it seems astonishing that Fontenis should not have been 
aware of that. The inconsistency arises out of Fontenis's refusal to describe this 
"lower communism," leading on to "perfect communism," as a "transitional pe
riod," his view being that this term is inaccurate. 

As regards organizational practice, the Manifesto's author borrows willy
nilly from the Platform of Dyelo Truda, while playing up the vanguardist aspect. 
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There is a telling change in title between the article that appeared in Le Libertaire 
and the corresponding chapter in the pamphlet: "relations between the masses 

and the revolutionary organization" becomes "relations between the masses 
and the revolutionary vanguard." Yet the vanguard is described in exactly the 
same terms as in the Plat/orm.  It is neither ahead of, nor outside of the class or 

the masses, it "aims only to develop their capacity for self-organization" and 
deliberately takes up its position in their midst, for if it floats free of them, it 

"becomes a clique or a class." Be that as it may, the revolutionary anarchist 
specific organization becomes the "knowing, active vanguard of the popular 
masses." We might add that this latter expression is also loaded with all sorts 
of potential confusions, and conclude from that that a "revolutionary organiza
tion or party "  so conceived was an attempt to embody the hegemonic revolu
tionary consciousness of the active anarchist minority, and set up shop in di

. rect competition with the "phony" French Communist Party (pC F) . 

Thus far, the Manifesto and Fontenis's plan have been construed as an at
tempt to "Bolshevize" anarchism, for the belief was that they were both ad
dressed to anarchists. On the other hand, if we were to take them as specially 
geared towards the labor militants of the day who were under the sway of 
Stalinism-Leninism, or even towards the sympathizers and dissidents of the PCF, 
then it is possible to decode the Manifesto in the opposite sense: as an attempt 
to "anarchize" these. In which case the confusions, contradictions or, if one pre
fers, the "obscurities" in the text suddenly become clear, when viewed through 
the lenses of such a readership. Subsequent events - the unbridled workerism, 

the outbidding of CGT and PCF slogans, the active commitment to the anti
colonialist struggle (the Algerian war) , to begin with, and then the running in 

the legislative elections of 1956 and the comeback by Andre Marty, excluded 
from the PCF - appear to valiclatp this construction. 

It is plain that the mimicry of the Communist Party was part and parcel of 

an intention to overtake it on its left and on its stamping ground, the working 
class: but the FCL had neither the stomach nor the wherewithal for that task. 
That said, we cannot agree with Jean Maitron when he writes that it was a 
"synthesis between anarchism and a measure of Leninism," and "consonant 

with a platformist line but going further than Arshinov's theses."7 In our view, it 
was rather an extreme attempt to promote social anarchism on the back of 

labor disputes, with the obsession with "impact" overtaking respect for a cer

tain libertarian tradition. And this was not the only such instance that history 

has to show us; we have seen Emile Pouget's rejection of democratism within 

the CGT and the attempts at dictatorship with trying to convert the FA! into a 
political party during the Spanish Revolution. As we see it, the ancestry of this, 

in theoretical terms, can be traced to a certain anarchistic Blanquism (and let's 
not forget that Blanqui, towards the end of his life carne up with the device 

"Neither God nor Master," making it the title of one of his publications) . In 
support of this argument we should note that neither Pouget, nor Besnard, 
Garcia Oliver nor Horacio M. Prieto nor Fontenis ever, so far as we are aware, 
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joined a Bolshevik organization. Which would necessarily have been their fate 

had they been drawn towards that teaching by their deepest convictions. 
As regards the affinities between Fontenis's Manifesto and the Plat/orm of 

the Dyelo Truda group and Arshinov's positions, they are unquestionably there, 
in the espousal of the class struggle as the driving force behind social struggles, 
as well as organizational principles. However, we have seen how Fontenis and 
his friends put them into effect through the OPB. Also, the Plat/orm does not 
credit the working class with the same significance as Fontenis does: the former 
sees it only as a component part of the proletariat consisting essentially of the 
poor peasantry. Which may be explicable in terms of different historical make
ups of Russian and French society. The essential point on which they part com
pany remains the option they chose to exercise: the Plat/orm invited public 
debate inside the anarchist movement and relied upon collective deliberation 
and consciousness to move things forward; whereas Fontenis and his disciples 
resorted to underhand and bureaucratic ploys to impose their views. 

The FCL's activities against the Algerian war resulted in the censoring and 
confiscation of Le Libertaire: heavy fines swallowed up its funds, leading in 
short order to the demise of the paper and the loss of its premises. In addition, 
its increasingly "heretical" policy choices led to disaffection among those mili
tants who had remained faithful to libertarian communism. While there was no 
formal "death" certificate, it vanished from the political scene during the years 
1957-1958. 

We have quizzed ourselves as to the why and the wherefore of this extraor
dinary experiment in the anarchist movement's history, and we also approached 
Georges Fontenis for some basis on which to answer these questions. He very 
kindly replied to our inquiries and spelled out with concision the raison d'etre 
of the OPB. His letter to us is reprinted as an appendix to this book. Let it be 
noted that he stands by and claims responsibility for matters concerning the 
OPB but appears to have his reservations about the evolution of the FCL in the 
1954-1956 period. He has promised a detailed book in which he will "go over it 
all in detail and in a spirit of self-criticism." We will wager that that book will be 
very useful in arriving at a better understanding of certain aspects of this period 
which remain in obscurity. 
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XIX. LIG H T  AT T H E  E ND O F  T H E T UNN E L :  
M AY 1 9 6 8  

All the people who had either been expelled from the FAF while it was 

under the control of the Fontenists or who had walked out of it under their own 

steam came together towards the end of 1953 to relaunch the FAF, the Fontenist 

organization having taken the name FCL. Traumatized by their singular expe

rience, they adopted very loose organizational ties, allowing a variety of strands 

and tendencies all professing to be anarchist to coexist with one another: 

a) the possibility and necessity of all tendencies working in concert; 
b) autonomy (i.e. absence of authority) for each group; c) abolition of 

all centralizing (National Committee-type) agencies; d) personal re
sponsibility (never collective) ; e) the movement's organ to be above 

tendencies, with everybody at liberty to bring out his own organs . . .  

as well as to engage in any activity in the context of culture, research, 

action or anarchist propaganda; f) cordial and open relations with move
ments moving in an anarchist direction on a particular point. ! 

Sucial classes no longer played the same role in the struggle: their place 

was taken by "mind-sets." In the end, detailed statutes were drawn up and a 

Protective Association set up to fend off any new coup de force against the 

organization. The Louise Michel group from the Montmartre district of Paris. 

and the sebastien Faure group from Bordeaux were the mainstays of the new 

FAF and of its mouthpiece Le Monde Libertaire. 
Following an attempt in 1949 to have it made a ward of the F AF, the CNTF 

recovered its full freedom of action, but the fact that most of its membership 

was made up of Spaniards, hobbled politically by their refugee status,  led it to 

withdraw into itself and focus upon the Iberian question. Its newspaper, Le Com

bat Syndicaliste, increasingly served as a vehicle for the Spanish CNT, until 

eventually it came to be published in the Spanish language (save for the front 
and back pages) . 

Several dissenting groups from the FCL, the Kronstadt Group for one, came 

together under the name of the CAAR (Anarchist Revolutionary Action Groups) 

and published an irregular magazine Noir et Rouge. 

In their 1957 Statement of Principles ,  they also took on board the experi

ence of the FCL, while coming out clearly for the platformist approach: 
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In the realm of direct action, the anarchist-communist organization is 

agreeable to alliance with proletarian militants or groups of militants 

in joint activities, for short-term or limited objectives,  provided that 
the object of the struggle represents a step forward in the direction of 

workers' emancipation. In any event, it reserves the right to put for

ward its own positions. 

Participation in our organization's work must be voluntary. It 

should, though, involve sufficient sense of responsibility for the incli

nations and aversions of each individual to be freely and voluntarily 

subordinated to the interests of an adequate organization so that the 

coordinating of groups' activities may be handled effectively. 

The anarchist communist specific organization comprises of a fed

eration of affinity groups which have come to an agreement upon the 

principle of ideological unity, with an eye to presenting a united front 

of anarchists committed to the social struggle. Ideological unity is not 

made up of rigid principles, but will be susceptible to revision by way 

of necessary adaptation to an economic and social situation. 

Unity of ideology implies unity of tactics. As we see it, tactical 

unity is recognition by the movement as a whole of the success of 

such and such a method in the hands of such and such a group, and a 

voluntary commitment from the rest to espouse it as their own. It is 

the acknowledgment by all groups that there is a need to use a com

mon tactic with regard to such and such a specific problem which 

everybody recognizes they face in common. Moreover, it is conso

nant with federalism that each group should operate as it sees fit. 

In this way, we will devise the basis upon which free individuals 

may organize themselves for effective action, while remaining free. In 

that spirit, with the ideals and in pursuit of the goal set down in this 

statement, let us press forwards, freely and in solidarity, in brotherhood.2 

Meanwhile, the war in Algeria was raging, May 1958 had come and gone 

and General De Gaulle had been hoisted into power. Most anarchists did what 

they could, and their efforts were not negligible, for their solidarity with draft 

evaders and deserters was roundly affirmed (an underground railroad was to 
smuggle nearly 600 of these out to Switzerland) . Anarchists also had a pres

ence in all the street demonstrations, especially in 1961 and 1962. Some were 

involved in support networks for the Algerian FLN (this was by no means a 

unanimous choice, and, with the benefit of hindsight, we might query the point 

of it) . The movement slowly clawed its way back. Some of the CAAR decided to 

return to the FAF and set up shop as the UGAC (Union of Anarchist Commu

nist Groups) ; another faction carried on with the task of "clearing the ground" 

which had begun with the review Noir et Rouge, and published studies of the 
class struggle, revolutionary anti-clericalism, Freemasonry, nationalism, Marx

ism and the experiments in self-management in Spain, Israel (the kibbutzim) , 

etc. 
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Following the death of Paul Zorkine, (a Montenegrin by birth and one-time 
member of the Yugoslav maquis) , who was its leading light, as well as the retire
ment of his close colleague Henri Kleber, the DGAC went into a spectacular D
turn. Taking the line that no worthwhile activity was feasible inside the FAF, the 
DGAC reasserted its autonomy and espoused a somewhat bizarre strategy. For
swearing all autonomous activity, it presented itself as a component part of an 
"International Revolutionary Front" embracing other "revolutionaries," such as 
the Trotskyists of the Fourth International revolutionary Marxist school of 
thought (the Pabloists) and some pro-Chinese Swiss! In its Letter to the Interna

tional Anarchist Movement published in 1966, it noted that that the revolution's 
center of gravity had shifted towards the Third World nations (colonial or colo
nized countries) and that it "would be dangerous for anarchists not to have a 
presence there." It also wondered if the "peoples achieving freedom are not also 
freeing the whole human race toO."3 In a way, it detected the new world prole
tariat in the Third World and turned Western workers into "bourgeois." Self
management, in existence in Algeria and in Yugoslavia (?!) (and later they would 
even detect the germ of it among the Vietnamese NLF!) was, in their view, the 
example to follow. The Letter concluded that "should our appeal, alas, go un
heeded, we say plainly that anarchism will slide into reformism, in the most 
sordid complicity, and that, in any event, it would perish historically. Who would 
claim our inheritance?"4 Instead, it was the members of the DGAC who were to 
slide more and more into absurdity and renegadism: clinging to their flirtation 
with "revolutionaries" in the name of a mythic, much touted self-management, 
they were, from 1968 on, to find a niche in associations made up of dissident 
Stalinists and a few bureaucrats hard up for fellow travelers. We might quote the 
opinion of some ex-members who abandoned it to its unenviable fate: "it locks 
anarchists into the caboose of a Leninist-powered revolutionary movement. That 
sort of thinking is either astoundingly naive or an addle-minded partisanship." 5 

That same year, the historian Daniel Guerin attempted to marry anarchism 
and Marxism (chalk and cheese) : "By taking a bath in anarchism; today's Marx
ism can emerge cured of its pustules and regenerated."6 To this end, he de
vised a "libertarian Marxism," praising it to the skies. And Maurice Fayolle 
came up with a real innovation by going into a scrupulous analysis of some of 
the key points of anarchism. We might dwell especially upon the distinction he 

draws between decision-making power and executive power in organizational 
matters. It is this distinction that sets the anarchist representative apart from a 

bureaucrat, for his mandate entitles him merely to carry out the directives or 

specific mandate entrusted to him by his organization. Fayolle also has an in

teresting, if traditional, approach to the role and behavior of the minority: 
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First in no event may the minority, in the name of a false (barrack
style) discipline, be obliged to implement the decisions reached by the 
majority: the latter and the latter alone bears the responsibility for imple
menting those. On the other hand, the minority refrains (and this is 
where the real discipline comes into it) from obstructing the decisions 
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reached by a majority at congress. It simply reserves its own right and 

chance of overturning that majority to its own advantage. 

Second: for this proposition to be a practical reality, the minority 

(even should it amount only to a single individual) must be able to 

express itself freely at every level and in every organ of the move

ment, without the majority's being able to veto that on any pretext 

whatsoever.7 

At about that time,  the student world was in turmoil over all sorts of petty 

problems (visiting rights to the female quarters in the university residences, 

polemics with a few outmoded mandarins, etc.) . On the Nanterre campus, 

members of the "non-group group" - an outgrowth of the review Noir et Rouge 

- and of the Enrages (Angries) , close to the Situationists, provoked incidents 

which, spilling over into the Latin Quarter, in Paris, degenerated into violent 

clashes with the forces of law and order. All so-called leftist and revolutionary 

organizations were caught unprepared, sometimes absurdly so: on May 6, 1968, 

in the Rue Soufflot, as a peaceful demonstration was drawing to an end there, 

we heard a bespectacled character (probably a trainee teacher) calling upon 

everyone to "come and draw up leaflets under the workers' supervision at the 

Ecole Normale Superieure, right around the corner!" Then came May 10th 

and the night of the barricades, crucial in the course of events. We can speak 

as an eyewitness in saying that no member of any of the Trotskyist, Maoist or 

Stalinist PCF grouplets (the UEC - Union of Communist Students) had any 

hand in it. Quite the contrary. All of those who were there to begin with at

tempted - before cowardice made them withdraw - as "heavyweight, respon

sible revolutionaries" to stop "provocateurs" from digging up the cobblestones 

and getting on with an enthusiastic and well worked out occupation of the place. 

Needless to say they were unceremoniously bundled aside. Not that that stops 

them from claiming all the credit for May 1968 for themselves these days. The 

protagonists of that watershed event were for the most part young people -

most of them students or former students - reverting instinctively to the old 

revolutionary traditions of Paris cobblestones. 

Those anarchists present on the spot that night did their duty as revolu

tionaries: they threw up several barricades and manned them into the early 

hours, especially the barricades controlling access to the Rue Mouffetard, the 

Rue Blainville, Rue Thouin, Rue de l'Estrapade, Rue du Pot de Fer, Rue lliomond, 

and Rue Tournefort. They received welcome reinforcement from members of 

the FAF and the crowd coming from the Mutualite hall, where there had been a 

gala night on behalf of Le Monde Libertaire, with Leo Ferre at the top of the bill. 

Later, some of them took an active part in the Student-Worker Committees based 

at the Censier campus - the Committees from Citroen, Renault, and Thomson

Houston and others, when it was necessary to make a move right from the first 

to get the occupations and strikes rolling. This was a hard thing to do, for these 

factories were controlled by trade union pickets; even so, the results were ex

tremely heartening. There were committees of all sorts; we recall one "sham" 
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one at Renault, one evening two young Renault workers were brought before it, 
and it transpired that there was nobody of it except about thirty students or 
intellectuals, probably pro-Maoist, dreaming about the "workers' citadel," but 
devoid of any real connection with it. So it became necessary to vet and authen
ticate the identities of people and indeed to proceed with the bodily removal of 
Trotskyists from the FER (Federation of Revolutionary Students) and of PCF 
members who had had the effrontery to try to set up shop in Censier. The 

committees there occupied the third and fourth floors and they worked more 
effectively than at the Sorbonne, which had turned into an oriental bazaar of 
leftism. We should mention the launching by one comrade of a Paris-Province 
Committee,  which dispatched agitprop teams and materials in every direction, 
including handbills and posters from the fine arts faculty, whose workshops 
had been made available right from the start at the request of that committee.8 
Stewards, in the shape of about ten members, were placed in charge of monitor
ing the comings and goings inside the Censier site. This had its uses in deter
ring "suspect" elements. Other comrades mounted a wall-newspaper and a stand
ing discussion group at the Gobelins crossroads. All of this carried on for three 
weeks, day and night, with bed and board provided on the spot (throughout 
this time there was a canteen, known as the CLEOPS, and a Student-Peasant 
Committee organized by students from the Agricultural Institute, assisted by 
sympathetic truckers, saw to it that it was kept supplied regularly) . That was 
only one of the examples to which we could testify personally, but there were 
other libertarians as well who gave unstintingly of themselves during May and 
whom it might be interesting to publicize some day. 

The presence of anarchists was very noticeable during the May 13th and 
Charlety stadium marches, on account of the large number of black flags on dis
play. The many libertarian slogans and subversive graffiti on the walls, the "adap
tation" of advertising hoardings and other areas rehabilitated revolutionary lyri
cism. Subjectivity bounced back with a bang and all things became possible. How
ever, despite some attempts tu cuurdinate the Action Committees and at paraliel 
economic organization, there was not sufficient collective determination to come 
up with a solution capable of replacing the eroding power of the state. The Stalinists 
of the CGT, in keeping with their counterrevolutionary vocation, did what the 
Gaullist government could not quite manage: by fraudulent votes, they forced a 

return to work at the RATP (Paris Autonomous Transport Authority) , and over
night the system was placed back on its feet. Yet, for those who had been caught 
up as participants in the events, there could be no turning back the clock and the 
libertarian ethos of May restored their vigor and enthusiasm. 

Written off as being on its deathbed, if not consigned already to the grave
yard of history, anarchism became extraordinarily relevant again and aroused 
equally widespread curiosity, This fact made it possible to publish books on that 
topic and in comparatively significant numbers: of course, these were not all of 
the same quality, but it helped rescue a few famous writers from oblivion (writers 
like Dejacques, Coeuderoy, Proudhon, Bakunin, etc.) and above all to vindicate 
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the true value of anarchism's historical experiences. The movement bookshops 
were inundated by a swarm of bulletins, pamphlets, handbills and posters. 

In organizational terms, initially the stress was upon spontaneity, but as 

that retreated into limbo,  it gave way to attempts at more enduring organiza
tions. Let us allow Maurice Fayolle to draw the lessons from the events: 

In May-June 1968, we paid a high price for our 15 years of absenteeism 
and organizational vacuum. The ceaseless activities of a few comrades 
and a few groups could not make good that deficit And, at a time when 
Paris was bedecked with black flags, we glided through these events 
like ectoplasm through a mist, that is, without reaping all of the ben
efits which other leftist formations drained from them. Had we, at that 
point, had a worthwhile organization, like the FA of the years following 
the 1939-45 war, with its structures and its weekly newspaper, France 
today would have over two hundred organized groups and a press with 
a huge print run, in short, a numerous and very coherent anarchist 
movement which might make its voice heard in this country.9 

We would not have posed the question in just those terms . . .  of competing 
with the left, and of numerical terms strength . . .  but would have focused more 
broadly upon the measure of the impact of libertarian ideas, though there were 
not enough militants to take them on board, but that boils down to essentially 
the same thing, for Maurice Fayolle reckons that the "infantile malady" of anar
chism - its disorganization - proved a handicap to the movement when emi
nently favorable circumstances "the likes of which happen only rarely in a hun
dred years" came to pass. The "praiseworthy efforts of a few comrades and a 
few groups will have done little but rescue other people's chestnuts from the 
fire."  Fayolle's analysis was to prove his testament, for he passed away a short 
time later. So let us focus all of our attention upon it. It regards organization as 
an instrument and not, of course as an end in itself. However, it is not an indis

pensable instrument. The essential points about it are that decisions should be 
made at a collective level, by the body of the membership. They must be made 
"not at the top, but at the bottom, not at the center but at the periphery. "  Given 
the geographical size and the difficulty of bringing groups together on a con
sistent basis, there must, necessarily, be delegates to take decisions at con
gresses, these latter being the seat of the organization's sovereignty. There 
must be no confusion between congress and "colloquium," an opportunity to 
exchange ideas. In order to guard against the accountability of coordinating or 
executive bodies turning into leadership powers or some immovable bureau
cracy, there would have "to be constant monitoring by the grassroots and a 
frequent rotation of officers."  

At the same time, one autonomous group, the Kronstadt Group (nothing to 
do with the group of the same name that issued the Memorandum) brought out 
a Draft of Organization Principles 10 for a libertarian communist organization. 
This was the product of around a decade of experience and as such attempted to 
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derive lessons from that. Following an outline declaration regarding the nature 

and role of a revolutionary organization, II it went on to assert that there should 

be many such organizations, that is, that there may be several of them styling 

themselves revolutionary, but that "none may claim a monopoly": all of them 

"should aim towards unification in the act of revolution, thereby basing them

selves upon comprehensive grassroots struggle bodies, embryonic Workers' 

Councils." This meant a break with the organizational chauvinism that had been 

so widespread hitherto, as well as a repudiation of all vanguardism. It was then 

specified that such an organization "as a means, ought to be matched with a 

fixed goal, which is to say that from its inception and as it develops, it must do 

away with the mental and social separations and divisions between the givers 

and the followers of orders, and not permit the reproduction of the pyramidal 

relationships existing in established society. And not fight alienation through for

mats that alienate. " 

This Draft stipulated that it "goes without saying that affiliation to a revolu

tionary organization is incompatible with membership of any other organiza

tion whose nature and methods would not suit revolutionary aims." Organiza

tional practice was directly inspired by the Plat/orm, with its phrasing brought 

up to date. There was mention of a policy line underpinning the organization's 

collective approach. By policy line we should understand a range of general 

and particular standpoints on basic relevant issues: this would not be set in 

concrete because it would be subject to "permanent exchange of the analyses 

and experiences of the membership as a body." There was a basic underlying 

point in that decisions arrived at collectively would be binding upon all mem

bers. The organizational operation was highly detailed: in fact, it reiterated all 

of the essentials of earlier organizational practices: the Statutes of Bakunin's 

Alliance, the (l'lintessenre of platformist documents and the experiences of thc 

1960s (see especially the text partly reprinted as an appendix) . That Draft formed 

the basis for the creation of the Libertarian Communist Movement (MCL) , an 

assemblage of about a hundred militants, Georges Fontenis among them. He 

had surfaced again in May 1968 on the Action Committee in Tours: in fact, he 

was commissioned to draw up the organization's basic charter. A little later, 

negotiations were entered into with the Revolutionary Anarchist Organization 

(ORA) which had been formed on the basis of Maurice Fayolle's thinking. The 

ORA at first was affiliated to the FAF and then, following a falling-out over the 

organization of the International Anarchist Congress scheduled to be held in 

Paris in 1971 ,  became autonomous. 

The organizational creeds of the two organizations were close (see the 

appendices for the ORA's organizational compact) , but personal differences 

and splitter maneuvers ruled out amalgamation. The ORA carried on with its 

theoretical deliberations, which it offered in the form of reports to the Paris 

International Congress in August 1971,  without any positive response, for that 

congress spent its time settling political and personal scores (Augustin Souchy, 

the aged, German anarchist acting as the delegate for the Cuban Anarchist 

Federation, was shamefully expelled, accused of being in cahoots with the CIA!) . 
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We should note that the ORA's organizational practice met with some measure 

of success, especially in the creation of about a hundred Front Libertaire circles, 

up until this expansion was compromised and halted by a whole flurry of politi

cal and police provocations,12 on the one hand, and by a somewhat zombie-like 

vision of militant activity, due to an exaggerated leftism, on the other. We might 

note as well the predominant role played by a "historic core" of ORA founders, 

which operated as a hidden policy leadership, even though they were weIl

known to and above all tolerated by most of the organization. 

The years 197� 1976 were, as a result, racked by numerous splits or straight

forward disappearances (such as the demise of the review Noir et Rouge) Y In 

the final analysis, the ORA and the OCL (formerly the MCL) ended up being 

supplanted by two more enduring organizations: the OCL (heir to the ORA) 

and the mCL (Union of Ubertarian Communist Workers, tinged with councilism 

and Marxism) which, to this day, profess to be of the libertarian communist 

persuasion. This reversal from the thousands of militants who have made that 

claim since 1968 is striking. How come? It may perhaps be attributable to a 

period of digestion of ideas, needed if confusionism was to be avoided, and also 

to the overall context of the country, with lots of people retreating into their 

personal concerns, and most of all to the absence of any credible libertarian 

alternative to the established system. 

For the past decade or so, the French anarchist movement has been more 

sober and there have not been any more of these upheavals. The most impor

tant organization, the F AF, has rounded the horn by endowing itself with good 

propaganda resources: a radio station, a weekly paper and a superb bookshop. 

In addition, it has overhauled its basic principles, acknowledging the existence 

of the class struggle, of which "the object ought to be the establishment of an 

anarchist society": it "urges workers and the exploited as a whole to fight the 

mediation that runs counter to their class interests, and to opt for direct action 

(that is, for actions determined and carried out without intervention of inter

mediaries) and coordination along federalist lines." While linking up with so

cial anarchism, it nevertheless retains the organizational character of a synthe

sis, repudiating collective responsibility and advocating that responsibility be 

personal. It depends upon several dozen groups, some of which are very firmly 

established locally, and which often publish superbly produced periodicals. 

Alongside these, there are the anarcho-syndicalists - scattered around 

the various trade unions - and a number of groups connected with the publi

cation of reviews, magazines and quality newspapers. To which we might add 

several libertarian cooperatives: bookshops, restaurants, printing-works (eight 

of them in France at one point) and even self-managing farms. It is to be regret

ted that information about all these ventures does not circulate more freely: we 

hope that this oversight may be repaired so that this libertarian cooperative 

trend can flourish. 

For anyone who experienced the years in the wilderness between 1958 

and 1968, all such signs and ventures - indicative of the movement's life -
are gratifying, and so let us not be too persnickety and regret that there is not 
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more intervention in social struggles. We just hope that there can be level
headed and positive collaboration by all who subscribe to anarchism in every 
sphere. 
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x x .  M AT C H I N G E N D S A N D  M E A N S  

In the course of our look at anarchist thinking and anarchist organiza

tional and social practice, we have chosen to focus upon three countries -
France, Russia and Spain - which have struck us as being, historically, fertile 
ground for anarchism. In addition, these are relatively well-known examples. 
Now, in order to get a more comprehensive view of our theme, we would also 

have had to tackle the anarchist movement, which has occasionally been very 

powerful at certain points in history, in countries like Bulgaria, Italy, Portugal, 
China, Korea, Japan, Mexico ,  Argentina with its FORA. not to mention the 

United States .  This was not feasible, due to lack of space and time. (VVe would 
have had to write a book ten times the length of this one.) Furthermore, we 

have refrained from commenting overmuch upon the writings and attitudes 
we have cited - most of them little known and not readily accessible - for 
the very same reasons, and we leave it to the reader to arrive unaided at the 

critical opinions that are needed. All because of the limitations we have im

posed upon ourselves. 
One considerable problem to be resolved relates to the usage of an elastic 

terminology which is occasionally dated in historical terms and occasionally 
mutilated in translation, for precise equivalents are not readily available. Purely 

anarchist jargon also creates problems. "Anarchist" and "libertarian," two syn

onyms of roughly the same vintage - from 1840-1850 - are in common cur
rency: on the other hand, with regard to "anarchist communist" and "libertar
ian communist" - likewise contemporary terms, from 1876 and 1881 - we 
have chosen to favor the latter, meaning both "common ownership and the free 
commune," over the former, which has become vaguely equivalent to "anarcho

Bolshevik." Plainly, the term "communism" has been perverted by the Bolshe
viks, who, however, did not adopt it until very late on, in 1918, but the same 
could be said of "revolution,"  the meaning of which has been comprehensively 
mauled. Optimum precision is to be desired, for mix-ups or misunderstandings 

can give rise to real tragedies, if one thinks of the example of the "soviet," let 
alone "soviet power," sweeteners that Lenin used in order to establish his to

talitarian dictatorship. One should not toy with words for they can kill: that is 
one of the lessons to be learned there. They should be invested or reinvested 

with their original import. 
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For anarchists, certain words are taboo, and rightly so: words like "chief," 
"party," "center" and "state."  Others are, in our estimation, misapplied: "Marx
ism" especially, which is systematically equated with Leninism-Stalinism, when 
it is mainly applicable to economic analyses and, strictly speaking, to the pre-
1914 German Social Democracy. "Bolshevik" is regularly used instead of 

"Jacobin" or "Blanquist." "Politics" is taken in its politicking sense, when often 

it ought to be read in its Aristotelian sense of "civic life." "Power" has become 

synonymous with central power and the state, when the making and imple
mentation of any decision is an act of power: there is power over the self, over 
one's life, and power over others, rule over others. As we have seen, Fayolle 

thus draws a distinction between powers of decision-making and executive 
powers. In short, we need to know what we are talking about, and a regularly 
updated dictionary might be very useful. Let us, then, bear such nuances in 
mind before we tackle any text, and our reading and understanding of it will be 
all the better for that. 

likewise it should be obvious by now that a libertarian organization is not 
some tool acting in obedience to orders emanating from on high or from some 
central point, but rather a theater for the implementation of mutual aid and a 
way of blending individual endeavors, so as to bestow upon them, in so doing, 
greater social impact. Should that organization be permanent, ad hoc, specific 
or broadly-based? Let us answer with a statement of the obvious: it all depends 
on the aim. Here, we reckon we must not forget to distinguish between variet
ies: there are propaganda-type organizations, affinity organizations, social 
struggle organizations or armed struggle organizations, depending on whether 
the point is to publicize libertarian ideas, bring out some magazine or newspa

per, organize some trades or trade union group, or mount a popular uprising. It 
all df'pf'nns, too, upon the conditions in which one finds uneloelf: whether one is 

in one of the couple of dozen nations in the world where formal freedoms exist 
that "genuinely" permit propaganda, or elsewhere in the vast majority of the 
planet, where the mere words anarchy and freedom are banneci from everyday 
usage. Thus there is an adjustment to be made between the organization's open 
or clandestine nature and a strategy and tactics adapted to the local reality. We 
should specify, though, that violent activities - armed, or terrorist activities 

we regard as not merely uncalled for, but indeed worthy of condemnation in 

countries where there is toleration of the free spread of ideas. 

That said, as we have seen, organization adds up to more than a sum of 

individuals: it represents a strength of numbers - a synergy - that can get a 

real purchase on reality. Should it lack suppleness, mobility or dynamism, it 

inescapably turns into a lumbering machine, if not open bureaucracy. How can 
we strike a harmonious balance between the conscious, autonomous individual 
and the organizational approach? The individual is at one and the same time the 
strength and the weakness of anarchism: like Aesop's language, it can be both 
the best and the worst of things. When it comes down to a solution, we confess 
our own preference for Bakunin's: "ongoing fraternal monitoring of each by 
all." That, it seems to us, is the only antidote to any descent into bureaucracy. At 
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that stage, an organization is only as good as its individual members: if these 

abjure all critical faculties and are lacking in vigilance, even the best of organi
zational statutes avail nothing. Leaders, chiefs and guides are made by the pas
sive, the inert, the "mealy-mouthed." Let us not deceive ourselves: organiza
tional and social practice is not for angels and many often fall for the easy way 
out. We might add the inevitable gap between thought, the spoken word, the 
printed word and the deed, to underline the vital necessity for clarity on 
everyone's part, that being the sole guarantee of the degree of  consistency be
tween those four levels of expression and action. Here we must be plain and 

categorical: a promise made and an undertaking given should be honored; oth
erwise, nothing can be achieved. Acting upon them is an absolute necessity if 
the wasting of time and energy is to be avoided. 

Practical operational structures are a lesser evil in mediation between indi

viduals: their implications cannot in any way be kept check by the acceptance of 
the rules of the organizational game; voting, delegation, specific and imperative 

mandates. The right attitude and fraternal intent should antedate the internal 
relations. Thus, majority and minority should be capable, should the need arise, 
of making the requisite concessions: otherwise all concerted activity remains 
impossible. There should be a greater sensitivity to what unites rather than to 

that which divides. In any event, things would be same in the yearned for free 
society. If the common denominator among anarchists is the refusal to kowtow 
to systems of oppression, a negative attitude, this ought to be counterbalanced 
by the will to unity, a positive attitude. Obviously, spirit and letter are not the 
same thing, although the one inspires the other. All organizational fetishes -

card-carrying, subscriptions stamps, meeting-mania, etc.,  - strike us as obso
lete and dangerous, and therefore to be avoided: they could profitably be re
placed by the intensive and consistent communication of information. 

As a sometimes minuscule minority in mass society, revolutionaries fight 
for themselves as much as for everyone. Being an anarchist is not just a matter 
of striking rebellious poses against every trespass against one's autonomy -
every healthy individual is perfectly capable of that - but, in terms of behav
ior, which is its ethic acted out, is a matter of being true to oneself and others. 
This is how the rebel breaks free of the ruler fruled schizophrenia of contem
porary society. Libertarian communism, the most rounded form of direct de
mocracy, is a collective assertion of his determination to exist. 
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T EXTS AN D D O C U M E N TS 

I NT RO D UCTION 

Our interest in  the Plat/orm dates from 1964, when we embarked upon our 
investigation of the Makhnovist movement. That document struck us as the 
condensation of the experiences accumulated within that movement by its two 

main authors - Arshinov and Makhno - although, to judge by the testimony 
(collected during 1970-1971) of Ida Mett, a member of the Dyelo Truda group, 
there were many involved in the discussion of it. As early as 1967, we came up 
with a translation of these basic libertarian communist texts. It was also neces
sary to trace its theoretical ancestry, its posterity and its relevancy, and above 

all to make known the Ukrainian insurgent movement that was their inspiration. 

This we have now done with our book The Cossack of Freedom and the 

anthology of Nestor Makhno's Political Writings. The Plat/orm and the contro

versy it triggered are thus part and parcel of that extraordinary historical expe

rience and they help focus attention upon the crucial issue in anarchism: its 
organized practice. 

We ought to remember that the original translation by Voline was called 

into question as "bad and clumsy," the translator having failed to "bother to 
adapt his terminology and vocabulary to the mentality of the French move
ment." We have searched for what could have prompted such criticisms and 
we discovered in fact that there are several terms that have deliberately been 

travestied: napravieniye, which means both "direction" and "orientation" has 
been systematically translated as the former: likewise the word rukovodstvo, 

meaning "conduct," and its derivative "guidance, leadership, direction, admin

istration" have been systematically rendered as "leadership." An even more 

blatant instance is the closing expression of the Plat/orm, zastreishchik, mean

ing "instigator," which has been rendered as ''vanguard.'' In this manner, by 
deft touches, the document's underlying meaning has been tampered with. All 
of which is annoying, for the translator, Voline, then went on to become the 

main detractor of the Plat/orm. For our own part, we have adhered as closely as 
possible to the literal meaning and we hope we have been faithful to its spirit. 

We have added a number of other texts and articles in chronological or
der, to afford a better picture of the debate initiated. We should have liked to 
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add the Reply from Voline and his friends but its extreme length and the pros

pect of having to contend with possible copyright difficulties deterred us from 
doing so. Maybe somebody else will have more success there? The better to 

convey the relevance of the issue, we thought of reprinting the Kronstadt 

Group's Organizational Principles and the Organizational Contract of the Revo
lutionary Anarchist Organization (ORA) , both of them dating from 1971 .  They 
could give some idea of the practicalities of the operations of a libertarian com

munist organization in the Platform tradition. Finally, until such time as his 
book becomes available, the letter from Georges Fontenis offers an outline 

explanation of that extraordinary phenomenon, the OPE. 

- Alexandre Skirda 

Endnote to the Introduction to Texts and Documents 

1. Le Libertaire, No. 106, (April 15, 1927) . 
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D O C U M E N T N o .  I 
T H E  P R O B L E M  O F  O R G A N I Z AT I O N  A N D  
T H E  N O T I O N  O F  S Y N T H E S I S  

Several comrades have had their say in the columns of Dyelo Truda regard
ing the question of anarchist principles and organizational format. 

Not that they all approached the problem from the same angle. The es
sence of this matter, as spelled out by the editorial staff of Dyelo Truda, con
sists of the following: 

We anarchists who agitate and fight for the emancipation of the proletariat, 
must, at all costs, have an end of the dissipation and disorganization prevailing in 
our ranks, for these are destroying our strength and our libertarian endeavors. 

The way to go about this is to create an organization that might not perhaps 

enfold all of anarchism's active militants, but assuredly the majority of them, on 
the basis of specific theoretical and tactical positions and would bring us to a firm 
understanding as to how these might be applied in practice. 

It goes without saying that the tackling of this issue should go hand in 
hand with the elaboration of theoretical and tactical positions that would fur
nish the basis, the platform for this organization. For we should be wasting our 

time talking about the need to organize our forces and nothing would come of 
it, were we not to associate the idea of such organization with well-defined theo

retical and tactical positions. 

The Group of Russian Anarchists Abroad has never lost sight of this latter 
question. In a series of articles carried in Dyelo Truda its viewpoint has been 

spelled out in part on the important particulars of the program: anarchism's 

relationship to the toilers' class struggle, revolutionary syndicalism, the transi

tional period, etc. 

Our next task will be to arrive at a clear formulation of all these positions of 

principle, then to set them all out in some more or less rounded organizational 

platform which will serve as the basis for uniting a fair number of militants and 

groups into one and the same organization. The latter will in turn serve as a 
springboard to a more complete fusion of the anarchist movement's forces. 

That then is the route we have chosen to a resolution of the organizational 
problem. It is not our intention to proceed on this occasion with a total 
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re-examination of values or elaboration of any new positions. Our view is that 
everything necessary for the construction of an organization founded upon a 
given platform can be found in libertarian Communism which espouses the 
class struggle, the equality and liberty of every worker, and is realized in the 
anarchist Commune. 

Those comrades who champion the notion of a theoretical synthesis of 
anarchism's various currents have quite another approach to the organizational 
question. It is a pity that their view is so feebly spelled out and elaborated and 
that it is thus hard to devise a thoroughgoing critique of it. Essentially, their 
notion is as follows: Anarchism is divided into three strands: communist anar
chism, anarcho-syndicalism and individualist anarchism. Although each of these 
strands has features particular to itself, all three are so akin and so close to one 
another that it is only thanks to an artificial misconception that they enjoy sepa
rate existences. 

In order to give rise to a strong, powerful anarchist movement, it is neces
sary that they should fuse completely. That fusion, in turn, implies a theoretical 

and philosophical synthesis of the teachings upon which each of the strands is 
founded. It is only after theoretical synthesis of these teachings that we can 
tackle the structure and format of an organization representing all three ten
dencies. Such then is the content of the synthesis thus conceived, as set out in 
the "Declaration on anarchists' working together," and in a few articles by com
rade Voline carried by The Anarchist Messenger and Dyelo Truda (Nos. 8 and 
9) . We are in total disagreement with this idea. Its inadequacy is glaringly obvi
ous. For a start, why this arbitrary division of anarchism into three strands? 
There are others as well . We might mention, say, Christian anarchism, 
associationism, which, be it said in passing, is closer to communist anarchism 
than to individualist anarchism. Then again, what precisely is the consistency 
of the "theoretical and philosophical" discrepancies between the aforementioned 
three tendencies, if a synthesis between them is to be devised? 

For one thing, before we talk about a theoretical synthesis of communism, 
syndicalism and individualism, we would need to analyze these currents. Theoreti
cal analysis would quickly show the extent to which the wish to synthesize these 
currents is harebrained and absurd. Indeed, does not talk of a "synthesis between 
communism and syndicalism" signify some sort of contrast between them? Many 
anarchists have always regarded syndicalism as one of the forms of the proletarian 
revolutionary movement, as one of the fighting methods espoused by the working 
class in fighting for its emancipation. 

We regard Communism as the goal of the laboring classes' liberation 
movement. 

So, can the end be in contradiction with the means? Only the wobbly rea
soning of some dilettante intellectual ignorant of the history of libertarian com
munist thought could place them side by side and seek to arrive at a synthesis of 
them. [That is, Voline - AS.] For our own part, we are well aware that libertar
ian communism has always been syndicalist in that it regards the existence and 
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expansion of independent professional organizations as a necessity for the so
cial victory of the toilers. 

So it could only be, and was in reality only a matter, not of a theoretical 
synthesis of communism and syndicalism, but rather of the role that syndical
ism should be assigned in communist anarchism's tactics and in the social revo
lution of the toilers. 

The theoretical inadequacies of the supporters of the synthesis is even 
more striking when they seek to arrive at a synthesis between communism 
and individualism. 

In fact, what does the anarchism of individualists consist ot? The notion of 
the freedom of the individual? 

But what is this "individuality"? Is it the individuality of the individual in 
general or the oppressed "individuality" of the toiler? 

There is no such thing as "individuality in general," because, one way or 
another, every individual finds himself objectively or subjectively in the realm 
of labor or else in the realm of capital. But isn't that idea implicit in libertarian 
communism? We might even say that the freedom of the individual qua toiler is 
realizable only in the context of a libertarian communist society that will take a 
scrupulous interest in social solidarity as well as in respect for the rights of the 
individual. 

The anarchist commune is the model of social and economic relations best 
suited to fostering the development of the freedom of the individual. Anarchist 
communism is not some rigid, unbending social framework which, once 
achieved, is set and sets a term to the development of the individual. On the 
contrary: its supple, elastic social organization will develop by growing in com
plexity and constantly seeking improvements, so that the freedom of the indi
vidual may expand without hindrance. 

Similarly, anti-Statism seems to be one of the fundamental principles of 
communist anarchism. In addition, it has a real content and a real expression. 

Communist anarchism rejects statism i..11 the name of social independence 
and the self-management of the laboring classes. As for individualism, on what 
basis does it refute the state? Assuming that it does! Certain individualist theo
reticians champion the right to private ownership in personal relations and in 
economic relations alike. But wheresoever the principles of private property 
and personal fortunes exist, a struggle of economic interests inevitably comes 
into being, a statist structure created by the economically more powerful. 

So what remains of individualist anarchism? Negation of the class struggle, 
of the principle of an anarchist organization having as its object the free society 
of equal workers: and, moreover, empty babble encouraging workers unhappy 
with their lot to look to their defenses by means of recourse to the personal 
solutions allegedly open to them as liberated individuals. 

But what is there in all this that can be described as anarchist? Where are we 
to find the features in need of synthesis with communism? That whole philoso
phy has nothing to do with anarchist theory or anarchist practice: and it is un
likely that an anarchist worker would be inclined to conform to this "philosophy." 
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So, as we have seen, an analysis of the theoretical tasks of the synthesis 

leads into a dead end street. And we find the same again when we examine the 
practical aspect of the issue. We have to choose between two options: 

Either the tendencies named remain independent tendencies, in which case, 
how are they going to prosecute their activities in some common organization, 

the very purpose of which is precisely to attune anarchists' activities to a spe

cific agreement? 
Or these tendencies should lose their distinguishing features and,  by amal

gamating, give rise to a new tendency that will be neither communist, syndical
ist nor individualist. . . .  But in that case, what are its fundamental positions and 
features to be? 

By our reckoning the notion of synthesis is founded upon a total aberra
tion, a shoddy grasp of the basics of the three tendencies, which the support

ers of synthesis seek to amalgamate into one. 
The central tendency, the spinal column of anarchism is represented by 

communist anarchism. Anarcho-individualism is at best only a philosophical/ 

literary phenomenon and not a social movement. It often happens that the lat
ter is drawn into politics and ends up as a bourgeois fad Oike Tucker and other 

individualists) . 
The above does not at all mean that we are against concerted endeavor by 

anarchists of varying persuasions. Quite the opposite: we can only salute any

thing that brings revolutionary anarchists closer together in practice. 

However, that can be achieved practically, concretely, by means of the es
tablishment ofliaison between ready made, strengthened organizations, In which 

case, we would be dealing only with specific practical tasks, requiring no syn
thesis and indeed precluding one. But we think that, the more that anarchists 
clarify the basics - the essence of libertarian communism - the more they 

will come to agreement on these principles and erect upon that basis a broad 
organization that will provide a lead in socia-political matters as well as in the 

realm of trade union/professional matters. 
As a result, we do not in any way see a link between the organizational 

problem and the notion of synthesis. If it is to be resolved,  there is no need to 
get carried away by vague theorizations and expect results from that. The bag
gage that anarchism has amassed over the years of its life process and social 
struggle is more than sufficient. We need only take proper account of it, apply
ing it to the conditions and exigencies of life, in order to build up an account

able organization. 

The Group of Russian Anarchists Abroad. 
The Staff of Dyelo Truda. From Dyelo Truda No. 10, (March 1926) . 
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D O C U M E N T  N o . 2 :  
T H E  G R O U P  O F  R U S S I A N  A N A R C H I S T S  A B R O A D  
T H E  O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L  P L AT F O R M  O F  T H E  G E N E R A L  
U N I O N  O F  A N A R C H I S T S  ( D R A F T ) J U N E  2 0 , 1 9 2 6  

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Anarchists! 
For all of the cogency and unquestionably positive character of libertarian 

ideas, of the clarity and integrity of anarchist positions with regard to the social 
revolution, and finally the heroism and countless sacrifices contributed by an
archists in the struggle for libertarian communism, it is very telling that the 

anarchist movement has, in spite of all this, always stayed weak and most often 
featured in the history of workers' struggles, not as a determining factor, but 
rather as a fringe phenomenon. 

This contrast between the positive basis and incontrovertible validity of 
libertarian ideas and the wretched condition in which the anarchist movement 
is forever mired, is explicable in terms of a range of factors, the chief one being 

the absence of hard and fast principles and of a consistent organizational praxis. 

In every country, the anarchist movement is represented by some local 
organizations, often espousing a contradictory theory and tactics, with no for

ward planning, nor continuity of militant endeavor, habitllally evaporating al
most without leaving any trace behind them. 

Such a condition in revolutionary anarchism, if we take it as a whole, can

not be described as anything other than a "chronic general disorganization." 

like the yellow fever, this disease of disorganization has invaded the or

ganism of the anarchist movement and has had it on the rack for some decades. 

It is not in doubt, however, that this disorganization has its roots in a 
number of shortcomings of a theoretical order: notably in a mistaken inter

pretation of the principle of individuality in anarchism: that principle being 

too often mistaken for the absence of all accountability. Those enamored of 
asserting their "ego" solely with an eye to personal pleasure cling stubbornly 
to the chaotic condition of the anarchist movement and, in defense thereof, 

invoke the immutable principles of Anarchy and its theoreticians. 
N ow, the immutable principles and the theoreticians demonstrate the very 

opposite. 
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Dispersion and dissipation spell ruination. Close union is the guarantor of 

life and of development. That law of social struggle is equally applicable to 

classes and to parties. 
Anarchism is not some beautiful dream, nor some abstract notion of phi

losophy: it is a social movement of the toiling masses. For that reason alone, it 
must gather its forces into one umbrella organization, forever acting as the real

ity and the strategy of the social struggle that the classes require of it. 

Kropotkin said: "We are convinced that the formation of an anarchist party 

in Russia, far from doing prejudice to the common revolutionary endeavor, is in

stead desirable and useful in the highest degree." (Foreword to Bakunin's Paris 

Commune, 1892 edition) 

Bakunin too never opposed the idea of an anarchist umbrella organization. 
On the contrary: his aspirations with regard to organization, as well as his ac

tivities within the First WorkingMen's International, entitle us to look upon 
him as an active advocate, indeed, of such an organization. 

Broadly speaking, nearly all of the active militants of anarchism were against 
all dissipated action and dreamed of an anarchist movement bound together by 

a commonality of end and means. 
It was during the Russian revolution of 1917 that the need for an umbrella 

organization made itself felt most plainly and most imperiously. It was during 

the course of that revolution that the libertarian movement displayed the great
est degree of dismemberment and confusion, The absence of an umbrella orga
nization induced many of anarchism's active militants to defect to the ranks of 
the Bolsheviks. It is also the reason why many other militants find themselves 
today in a condition of passivity that thwarts any utilization of their resources, 

which are moreover often of great importance. 
We have a vital need of an organization which, having attracted most of the 

participants in the anarchist movement, might prescribe for anarchism a gen

eral tactical and policy line and might thereby serve as a guide for the whole 
movement. 

It is high time that anarchism emerged from the swamps of disorganiza

tion to put paid to the interminable dithering in the most important theoretical 
and tactical matters, and set off in search of a clearly conceived goal and pur

sued an organized collective practice. 
It is not enough, though, to register the vital necessity of such an organiza

tion: it is also necessary to settle upon a means of establishing it. 
We repudiate as theoretically and practically inept the idea of creating an 

organization using the recipe of the "synthesis," that is to say, bringing together 
representatives of the various strands of anarchism. Such an organization, having 
embraced motley elements (in terms of their theory and practice) would be noth

ing more than a mechanical assemblage of persons with varying views on all 
issues affecting the anarchist movement: that assemblage would inevitably break 
up on impact with life. 
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The anarcho-syndicalist approach does not resolve anarchism's organiza

tional difficulty, for it fails to give priority to it and is interested only in penetrat
ing and making headway into workers' circles. 

However, even with a foothold there, there is nothing much to be accom

plished there, if we do not have an anarchist umbrella organization. 
The only approach leading to a solution of the problem of an umbrella organi

zation is, as we see it, recruitment of anarchism's active militants on the basis of 

hard and fast positions: theoretical, tactical and organizational, which is to say on 
the more or less rounded basis of a homogeneous program. 

The drafting of such a program is one of the chief tasks with which the 

social struggle in recent years has confronted anarchists. It is to that task that 
the Group of Russian Anarchists Abroad has dedicated a significant fraction of 
its efforts. 

The Plat/orm o/ Organization published below, represents, in outline, the 
skeleton of just such a program. It should serve as a first step towards the 
gathering of libertarian forces into a single, active revolutionary grouping poised 
for action: the General Union of Anarchists. 

We have no illusions about this or that deficiency in this present Plat/orm.  

Beyond all doubt, deficiencies it does possess, as in fact does any practical new 
departure of note. It may be that certain essential positions have been left out, 

or that certain others have not been dealt with adequately, or that still others 
may be there, but in too much detail or with undue repetition. All of which is 
possible. But that is not the most important point. 

What matters is that the groundwork be laid for a general organization. 

And that is the aim achieved, to a requisite extent, by the present Plat/orm. 

It is up to the whole collectivity - the General Union of Anarchists - to 
go on to cxpand upon and explore it so as to turn it into a definite program for 

the whole anarchist movement. 
On another score also we have no illusions. We anticipate that several rep

resentatives of individualism, so-called; and of "chaotic" anarchism are going 
to attack us, foaming at the mouth and charge us with having infringed anar
chist principles. 

Yet we know that these individualist and chaotic elements take the phrase 

"anarchist principles" to mean the cavalier attitude, negligence and utter absence 

of accountability, that have inflicted all but incurable injuries upon our move

ment, and against which we struggle with all our energy and enthusiasm. That is 

why we can, with equanimity, ignore attacks emanating from that quarter. 

Our hopes are vested in other militants: in those who have kept faith with 

anarchism, who have lived out the tragedy of the anarchist movement and are 
painfully searching for an escape. 

Finally, we have high hopes of the anarchist youth, born in the shadow of 
the Russian revolution and absorbed, from the outset by the round of construc
tive problems and who will assuredly insist upon the implementation of posi

tive organizational principles in anarchism. 
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We invite all the Russian anarchist organizations scattered across the globe, 
as well as isolated militants, to come together into a single revolutionary group

ing, on the basis of a common organizational Platform. 

May this Plat/orm furnish all of the militants of the Russian anarchist move
ment with a revolutionary watchword and rallying point! May it lay the founda

tions of the General Union of Anarchists! 
Long live the Social Revolution of the world's Toilers! 

G E N E RAL P A RT 

- The Group of Russian Anarchists Abroad 

For the Group, Secretary Piotr Arshinov, June 20, 1926 

1 .  Class Struggle, Its Role and Its Meaning 

''There is no ONE mankind. There is a mankind made up of 

classes: slaves and masters. "  

Like all of  its predecessors, the capitalist and bourgeois society of  our day 
is not "one." It is split into two very distinct camps, differing socially in their 
position and function: the proletariat (in the broadest sense of the word) and 

the bourgeoisie. 

The lot of the proletariat has, for centuries now, been to bear the brunt of 
taxing physical labor the fruits of which devolve, however, not to itself, but 

rather to another, privileged class that enjoys property, authority and the prod
ucts of learning (science, education and art) : the bourgeoisie. The social en

slavement and exploitation of the toiling masses form the basis upon which 

modern society stands and without which that society could not exist. This fact 
gave rise to a secular class struggle sometimes assuming an open, violent form, 

sometimes undetectable and slow, but always, essentially, directed towards the 
transformation of the existing society into a society that would satisfy the toil

ers' needs, requirements and conception of justice. 
In social terms, the whole of human history represents an unbroken se

ries of struggles waged by the toiling masses in pursuit of their rights, their 

liberty and a better life. At all times in the history of human societies, that class 
struggle has been the principal factor determining the shape and structures of 

those societies. 
The political and social system of any country is primarily the product of 

the class struggle. The structure assumed by any society shows us the posi
tion at which the class struggle has finished or presently stands. The slightest 

change in the tide of the battle between the classes and the relative strengths 
of the contending classes inevitably produces amendments to the fabric and 

structures of the society. 
Such are the general, global implications and import of the class struggle 

in the life of class societies. 
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2 .  The Necessity of a Violent Social Revolution 

The principle of the enslavement and exploitation of the masses through 
violence lies at the root of modern society. All of the manifestations of its exist
ence: economics, politics, social relations, repose upon class violence, whose 
auxiliary agencies are the authorities, the police, the army, the courts. Every
thing in that society: every undertaking considered separately, as well as the 
whole state system, is nothing but a bulwark of capitalism from which the toil
ers are forever being monitored, and where forces designed for crushing any 
movement by the workers that may threaten the foundations or even the tran
quillity of the present society, are on constant stand-by. 

At the same time, the arrangement of that society deliberately keeps the 
toiling masses in a condition of ignorance and mental stagnation: it forcibly 
prevents the raising of their moral and intellectual levels, the more readily to 
lord it over them. 

The advances of modern society: the technological evolution of Capital and 
the amelioration of its political system, reinforce the might of the ruling classes 
and make the struggle against them increasingly difficult, thereby postponing 
the crucial moment when Labor achieves emancipation. 

Analysis of modern society leads us to the conclusion that violent social 
revolution is the only route to transformation of capitalist society into a society 
of free workers. 

3. Anarchism and Libertarian Communism 

Among the oppressed, the class struggle spawned by the enslavement of 
the toilers and their aspirations to freedom engender the idea of anarchism: 
the idea oi the complete negation of the social system based upon the class and 
state principles, and of the replacement of these by a free, stateless society of 
self-governing toilers. 

Thus anarchism was born, not of the abstract deiiberations of some sage 
or philosopher, but out of the direct struggle waged by the toilers against Capi
tal, out of the toilers' needs and requirements their aspirations towards liberty 
and equality, aspirations that become especially vivid in the most heroic stages 
of the toiling masses' life and struggle. 

Anarchism's leading thinkers: Bakunin, Kropotkin, and others, did not in
vent the idea of anarchism, but, having discovered it among the masses, they 
merely helped refine and propagate it through the excellence of their thinking 
and their learning. 

Anarchism is not the outcome of personal endeavor, nor the object of indi
vidual quests. Likewise, anarchism is not at all the product of humanitarian 
aspirations, A "singular" humanity does not exist. Any attempt to make anar
chism an attribute of the whole of humanity, as it presently stands, or to credit 
it with a generally humanitarian character, would be an historical and social 
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falsehood that would inevitably result in justification of the current order and 
of fresh exploitation. 

Anarchism is broadly humanitarian only in the sense that the ideals of the 
toiling masses tend to sanitize the lives of all men, and that the fate of humanity 
today or tomorrow is bound up with that of enslaved Labor. Should the toiling 
masses prove victorious, the whole of humankind will know a rebirth. If they 
should fail, violence, exploitation, slavery and oppression will prevail in the 
world like before. 

The inception, unfolding and realization of anarchist ideals have their roots 
in the life and struggle of the toiling masses and are indissolubly bound up 
with the fate of the latter. 

Anarchism aims to turn today's bourgeois capitalist society into a society 
that will guarantee workers the product of their labors, freedom, independence 
and social and political equality. Libertarian communism will be that other so
ciety. It is in libertarian communism that social solidarity and free individuality 
find their fullest expression, and that those two notions develop in perfect har
mony. 

Libertarian communism reckons that the sole creator of social assets is la
bor, physical and intellectual, and, as a result, that labor alone has any entitle
ment to govern the whole of economic and social life, That is why it neither ex
cuses nor countenances the existence of non-laboring classes in any way. 

As long as such classes survive contemporaneously with libertarian com
munism, the latter will not own any obligations towards them. Only when the 
non-laboring classes make up their minds to become productive and willing to 
live in the communist society on the same footing as everyone else, will they 
take up a place comparable to everyone else's, that is, resembling the position 
of free members of society, enjoying the same rights and the same duties as 
every other laboring member of it. 

Libertarian communism seeks the eradication of all exploitation and vio
lence, whether against the individual or against the masses. To that end, it lays 
down an economic and social groundwork that knits all of the country's eco
nomic and social life into a harmonious whole, guarantees every individual 
parity with every other and affords the utmost well-being to everyone. This 
groundwork is the common ownership, in the form of socialization, of all of the 
means and instruments of production (industry, transport, land, raw materials, 
etc.) and the construction of economic agencies on the basis of equality and 
self-governance of the laboring classes. 

Within the parameters of this self-governing toilers' society, libertarian 
communism lays down the principle of every individual's (not of the individual
ity "in general,"  nor the "mystic individual" either or of the concept of individu
ality, but rather of the concrete individual instead) equality in worth and in 
rights. 

It is from this principle of equality and also the fact that the labor value 
supplied by each individual cannot be either measured or estimated that the 
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underlying economic, social and juridical principle of libertarian communism 
- "From each according to his means, to each according to his needs" - follows. 

4. The Negation of Democracy 

Democracy is one of the forms of capitalist and bourgeois society. 
The basis of democracy is the retention of the two antagonistic classes of 

modern society, the class of Labor and that of Capital, and of their collaboration 

on the basis 0/ capitalist private property. The expression 0/ this collaboration is 

parliament and representative national government. 

Formally, democracy proclaims freedom of speech, of the press, of asso
ciation, as well as universal equality before the law. 

In reality, all these freedoms are of a very relative nature: they are toler
ated as long as they pose no challenge to the interests of the ruling class, that 
is to say, of the bourgeoisie. 

Democracy leaves the principle of capitalist private property untouched. In 
so doing, it leaves the bourgeoisie its entitlement to hold within its hands the 
entire economy of the country, all of the press, education, science and art: which, 
in fact, makes the bourgeoisie the absolute mistress of the country. Enjoying a 
monopoly in the realm of economic affairs, the bourgeoisie is free to establish 
its unbounded power in the political realm also. Indeed, parliament and repre
sentative government are, in democracies, merely executive organs of the bour
geoisie. 

As a result, democracy is merely one of the facets of the bourgeois dicta
torship, concealed behind the camouflage of notional political freedoms and 
democratic assurances. 

5. The Negation of the State and Authority 

The bourgeoisie's ideologues define the state as the organ regulating the 

complex political, civil and social relations between men within modern soci
ety, watching out for the latter's law and order. Anarchists are in perfect agree
ment with that definition, but they look beyond it, asserting that underpinning 
that order and those laws is the enslavement of the vast majority of the people 
by an insignificant minority, and that that is the precise purpose of the state. 

The state is at one and the same time the organized violence o/the bourgeoisie 

against the toilers and the arrangement 0/ its executive organs. 

The left-wing socialists and, in particular, the Bolsheviks also look upon 
Authority and the bourgeois state as the servants of Capital. But they take the 
line that Authority and the state can, in the hands of the socialist parties, be
come a powerful weapon in the struggle for the emancipation of the prole
tariat. On those grounds, these parties are for a socialist Authority and a prole
tarian state. Some (the Social Democrats) seek to win power by peaceful, par-
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liamentary means: others (the Bolsheviks, the Left Social Revolutionaries) by 
way of revolution. 

Anarchism regards these two theses as profoundly in error and harmful to 
the drive to emancipate Labor. 

Authority always goes hand in glove with exploitation and enslavement of 
the masses of the people. It arises out of that exploitation, or is created in the 
latter's interests. Authority without violence and without exploitation loses all 
raison d' etre. 

The state and Authority rob the masses of initiative, murder the creative 
spirit and the spirit of free activity, nurturing in them the slavish mentality of 
submission, of patience, the hope of climbing up the ladder of society, of blind 
faith in leaders, of the illusion of a share in authority. Now, emancipation of the 
toilers is feasible only through the process of direct revolutionary struggle by 
the laboring masses and their class organizations against the capitalist system. 

The conquest of power by the social democratic parties, by parliamentary 
methods, in the context of the present order, will not advance the task of eman
cipation of Labor by a single step, for the simple reason that the real power, and 
thus the real authority, will remain with the bourgeoisie which will have con
trol of the whole of the country's economy and politics. The role of the socialist 
authorities will in that case be confined to reforms, to improvement of that same 

bourgeois regime. (Examples: Mac Donald, the Social Democrat parties of Ger
many, Sweden and Belgium which have attained power in a capitalist society.) 

The taking of power through social upheaval and the organization of an 
alleged "proletarian state" cannot further the cause of genuine emancipation of 
Labor either. The State, supposedly erected at first for the purpose of defend
ing the revolution inevitably ends up by becoming swollen with those needs 
and characteristics peculiar to itself, and becomes an end in itself, spawning 
specific privileged castes upon which it relies: it forcibly subjugates the masses 
to its needs and those of the privileged castes and thus restores the ground
work of capitalist Authority and the capitalist State: habitual enslavement and 
exploitation of the masses by violence. (Example: the Bolsheviks' ''workers' 
and peasants'" State.) 

6. The Role of Anarchists and the Masses in the Social Struggle 

and Social Revolution 

The principal forces of social revolution are: the urban working class, the 
peasant masses and a segment of the working intelligentsia. 

Note: - While being, like the urban and rural proletariat, an oppressed 
and exploited class, the working intelligentsia is comparatively less 
united than the workers and the peasants, thanks to the economic 
privileges which the bourgeoisie awards to certain of its members. 
That is why, in the early days of the social revolution, only the less 
well-off strata of the intelligentsia will take an active part in it. 
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The anarchist conception of the role of the masses in the social revolution 

and in the construction of socialism is tellingly different from that of the statist 
parties. While Bolshevism and its kindred currents take the line that the toil

ing mass is possessed only of destructive revolutionary instincts, and incapable 
of creative and constructive revolutionary activity - the main reason why the 

latter should be placed in the hands of the men making up the government or 
the Party Central Committee - anarchists think instead that the toiling mass 
carries within itself vast creative and constructive potential, and they aspire to 

sweep aside the obstacles preventing these from showing themselves. 
Anarchists in fact look upon the State as the chief obstacle, usurping all 

the rights of the masses and divesting them of all their functions in economic 
and social life. The State must wither away, not "one day, " in the society of the 

future, but right away. It has to be destroyed by the workers, on day one of their 

victory, and must not be restored in any guise whatsoever. It is to be replaced by 
a federalist arrangement of toilers' production and consumption organizations, 
federatively connected and self-governing. That system rules out both Author
ity and the dictatorship of any party whatsoever. 

The Russian revolution of 1917 specifically exemplifies this approach to 
the process of social emancipation through the creation of the system of work

ers' and peasants' soviets and of factory committees. Its dismal error was not 

to have liquidated the organization of State Power at the opportune moment: 
the provisional government, to begin with, and then Bolshevik power. The 

Bolsheviks, capitalizing upon the trust of the workers and peasants, reshaped 
the bourgeois state in accordance with the circumstances of the time and then, 
with the aid of that State, killed off the creative activity of the masses: by stran
gling the free system of soviets and factory committees that represented the 
first steps in the rlirection of construction of a state-lt6�, �ucialist society. 

Anarchists' action may be viewed as failing into two phases: the one before 

the revolution, and the one during the revolution. In both, only as an organized 
force with a clear-cut idea of the goals of their struggle and of the pathways 

leading to accomplishment of those goals will anarchists be in a position to live 

up to their role. 
The fundamental mission of the General Anarchist Union, in the pre

revolutionary era, must be to prepare the workers and peasants for the social 

revolution. 

By denying formal (bourgeois) democracy, Authority and the state and pro

claiming the full emancipation of labor, anarchism places the utmost stress upon 

the rigorous principles of the class struggle, awakening and nurturing class con
sciousness and revolutionary class intransigence in the masses. 

It is precisely along these lines of class intransigence, anti-democratism, 

anti-statism and the ideals of anarchist communism that the libertarian educa
tion of the masses should be conducted. But education on its own is not enough. 

What is also needed, is a certain anarchist organization of the masses. If this is 
to be accomplished, we have to operate along two lines: on the one hand, by 
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selecting and rallying revolutionary worker and peasant forces on a libertarian 

communist theoretical basis (specifically libertarian organizations) , and on the 

other, pursue the association of revolutionary workers and peasants on an eco

nomic footing of production and consumption (revolutionary workers' and peas

ants' production organizations, free workers' and peasants' cooperatives, etc.) . 

The worker and peasant class, organized on the basis of production and 
consumption and imbued with the positions of revolutionary anarchism, will 

be the social revolution's premier fulcrum. The more such strata become con

sciously and in an organized way, anarchist, starting right now, the more will 

they demonstrate a determined libertarian intransigence and creativity come 

the revolution. 

As for the working class in Russia, it is plain that after eight years of Bol

shevik dictatorship, which has bridled the masses' natural appetite for unfet

tered activity, and the like, and demonstrated better than anyone the true na
ture of all authority, that class harbors within itself immeasurable potential for 

the formation of an anarchist mass movement. The organized anarchist mili

tants must immediately and with all available resources set about cultivating 
that appetite and potential, lest these be allowed to degenerate into reformism 

(Menshevism) . With like urgency, anarchists must dedicate all their efforts to 
organizing the poor peasantry, ground down as it is by the statist authorities, 

looking around for some release and harboring within itself vast revolutionary 
potential. 

The anarchists' role in time or revolution cannot be confined to the mere 
dissemination of libertarian slogans and ideas. 

llie can be seen as an arena not just for the dissemination of this or that 

idea, but also and equally as an arena for the struggle, strategy and aspirations 

of such ideas to the direction of social and economic life. 
More than any other outlook, anarchism should become the guiding light 

of the social revolution, for it is only on the theoretical basis of anarchism that 

the social revolution will be able to encompass the complete emancipation of 
Labor. 

The spearhead position of anarchist ideas in the revolution means anar
chist theoretical direction of events. However, this theoretical driving force should 
not be confused with political direction by statist parties, culminating in State 

Power. 
Anarchism aspires neither to winning of political power nor to dictator

ship. Its chief aspiration is to assist the masses to choose the genuine path of 
social revolution and socialist construction. But it is not enough that the masses 
should embark upon the social revolutionary route. It is necessary too that 

that construction upon the revolution and its objectives be sustained: with the 
elimination of capitalist society in the name of the society of free toilers. As the 
experience of the 1917 Russian revolution has shown us, the latter task is no 

easy thing, principally on account of the many parties seeking to steer the move
ment in a direction leading away from social revolution. 
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Although the masses in social upheavals are prompted deep-down by an
archist tendencies and watchwords, the latter nevertheless remain diffuse, not 

being coordinated and as a result they do not lead on to the organization of the 
driving force of libertarian ideas, needed if the social revolution is to retain its 
anarchist orientation and objectives. This theoretical driving force can only find 

expression in a collective especially established by the masses for that express 
purpose. It is the organized anarchist elements and the General Anarchist Union 

that constitute that collective. 
The theoretical and practical duties of that collective, in time of revolution, 

are considerable. 

It has to display initiative and demonstrate complete commitment in every 
aspect of social revolution, encompassing the orientation and general tenor of 

the revolution, the civil war and defense of the revolution, the positive tasks of 
the revolution in the new production, consumption, the agrarian question, etc. 

On all of these issues and on a number of others, the masses demand a 
plain and precise answer of the anarchists. And, just as soon as anarchists peddle 

a concept of revolution and of society's structure, they are obliged to come up 
with a plain answer to all such questions, and to link solution of those problems 
to the over-arching conception of libertarian communism and to commit all of 

their resources to its effective realization. 
Only thus do the General Anarchist Union and the anarchist movement per

form their spearhead theoretical function in the social revolution properly. 

7. The Transitional Period 

By the phrase "transitional period," the socialist political parties mean a 
specific phase in the life of a ppople, the essential fcatures of whidl phase are: 

a break with the old order and the introduction of a new economic and political 
arrangement, an arrangement which, however, does not yet imply the full eman

cipation of the toilers. 
In this respect, all of the minimum programs of the socialist political par

ties, for instance the democratic program of the opportunist socialists, or the 

communists' "dictatorship of the proletariat" program, are programs for the 
transitional period. 

The essential feature of these minimum programs is that, one and all, they 

regard the complete realization of the toilers' ideals - their independence, 
their liberty, their equality - as, for the time being, impracticable, and that as 

a result they retain a whole series of the capitalist system's institutions: the 

principle of statist restraint, private ownership of the means and instruments of 
production, wage-slavery, and several others, according to the goals to which 

one program or another relates. 

Anarchists have always been opposed on principle to such programs, tak

ing the view that the construction of transitional arrangements that sustain the 
principles of exploitation and constraint of the masses lead inescapably to re

growth of slavery. 
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Instead of laying down minimum policy programs, anarchists have always 

championed the notion of immediate social revolution, that would strip the capi

talist class of political and economic privileges and restore the means and in

struments of production, as well as every other function of economic and so

cial life, to the care of the toilers. 

That is a position that anarchists have retained to this very day. 

The idea of the transitional period, according to which the social revolu

tion should culminate not in a communist society, but in a given system that 

retains elements and relics from the old capitalist system, is essentially anti

social. It threatens to result in the bolstering and expansion of such elements 

to their former proportions and sends events into reverse. 

One sensational example of this is the "dictatorship of the proletariat" re
gime established by the Bolsheviks in Russia. 

According to them, this regime was to be only a transitional stage in the 

march to total communism. In point of fact, that stage has in reality resulted in 

the restoration of class society, at the bottom of which, just like before, we find 

the workers and the poor peasants. 

The center of gravity in the construction of the communist society does 

not consist of the feasibility of guaranteeing every individual, right from the 

early days of the revolution, boundless freedom to seek satisfaction of his needs, 

but resides in the conquest of the social basis of that society and the establish

ment of the principles of egalitarian relations between individuals. As for the 

matter of the greater or lesser abundance of resources, that is not a matter of 

principle but arises as a technical problem. 
The underlying principle upon which the new society will be erected, the 

precept upon which that society will, so to speak, rest and which must not be 

tampered with even to the slightest degree is that of the toilers' parity in rela

tionships, liberty and independence. Now that principle precisely encapsulates 

the premier essential requirement of the masses, in the name of which alone 

they rose up for the social revolution. 

One has to choose: either the social revolution will end in the defeat of the 
toilers, in which case, we have to start all over again to prepare for another 

struggle, a fresh offensive against the capitalist system: or it will bring about 

the victory of the toilers, in which case, the latter, having seized the where

withal to fend for themselves - the land, production and social functions -

will set about the construction of the free society. 
That will be the characteristic of the launching of the construction of the 

communist society which, once begun, will then proceed with its develop

ment without interruption, endlessly gathering strength and working towards 

perfection. 

In that way, the toilers' takeover of productive and social functions will 

signal a plain dividing line between the statist era and the non-statist one. 
If it wishes to become the spokesman for the struggling Masses, the em

blem of a whole era of social revolution, anarchism must not accommodate its 

program to vestiges of the outmoded world, the opportunistic tendencies of 
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transitional arrangements and periods, nor cover up its underlying principles, 
but should instead build upon these and put them to maximum use. 

8. Anarchism and Trade Unionism 

The tendency to contrast libertarian communism with syndicalism, and 
vice versa, is one that we consider artificial and bereft of all foundation and 
sense. 

The ideas of anarchism and of syndicalism occupy two different planes. 
Whereas communism, which is to say the free society of equal toilers, is the 
goal of the anarchist struggle, syndicalism, which is to say the workers' revolu
tionary movement based on trades, is but one of the forms of the revolutionary 
class struggle. In uniting the workers on the basis of production, revolutionary 
syndicalism, like every trades association indeed, has no specific theory: it has 
no world-picture embracing all of the complicated social and political issues of 
the contemporary condition. It always mirrors the ideology of a range of politi
cal groupings, notably of those most intensively at work within its ranks. 

Our standpoint with regard to revolutionary syndicalism follows from what 
has just been said. Without getting bogged down here with resolving in ad
vance the matter of the revolutionary trades unions' role on the morrow of the 
revolution, that is, with knowing whether they are to be the organizers of all 
the new production, or will yield that role to workers' soviets, or indeed to 
factory committees, it is our view that anarchists should be involved in revolu
tionary syndicalism as one of the forms of the revolutionary workers' move
ment. 

However, the question, as posed today, is not whether anarchists should 
or should not play a part in revolutionary svndicalism, hut rather, how and to 
what end they should play that part. 

We regard the whole foregoing period, right up to our own times - when 
anarchists entered the revolutionary syndicalist movement as individual mili
tants and propagandists - as a time of artisanal relations with regard to the 
trade union movement. 

Anarcho-syndicalism, looking around for some way of injecting libertarian 
ideas into the left wing of revolutionary syndicalism, through the creation of 
anarchist-type unions, represents, in this respect, a step forward: but not quite, 
as yet, an advance upon the empirical method. For anarcho-syndicalism does 
not necessarily link the drive to "anarchize" the syndicalist movement with the 
drive to organize the anarchist forces outside of that movement. Now, 

"anarchization" of revolutionary syndicalism, and inoculation against deviation 
in the direction of opportunism and reformism only become feasible if just such 
a linkage is established. 

Regarding revolutionary syndicalism solely as a trades movement of the 
toilers possessed of no specific social and political theory, and thus, as inca
pable of itself resolving the social question, it is our estimation that the task of 
the anarchists in the ranks of that movement consists of developing libertarian 
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ideas there and of steering it in a libertarian direction, so as to turn it into an 
army active in the service of the social revolution. It is important that we never 

forget that, if syndicalism fails to win the support of anarchist theory at the 
right time, it then leans, willy-nilly upon the ideology of some statist political 

party. 
French syndicalism, which once upon a time shone on account of its anar

chist watchwords and tactics, before falling under the sway of the Bolsheviks and, 
above all, of the opportunist socialists, is a telling example of this. 

But anarchists' task in the ranks of the revolutionary labor movement can 
only be performed if their efforts there are closely bound up and compatible 

with the activity of anarchist organization outside of the trade union. To put 

that another way, we have to enter the revolutionary trades movement as an 
organized force, answerable before the anarchist umbrella organization for our 

work inside the trade unions, and receiving guidance from that organization. 

Without burdening ourselves with the establishment of anarchist trade 
unions, we should seek to exercise our theoretical influence over revolutionary 

syndicalism as a whole, and in all its forms (the IWW, the Russian trades unions, 

etc.) . We can only accomplish this aim by setting to work as a rigorously orga
nized anarchist collective, and certainly not as little empirical groups bereft of 

organizational interconnection or theoretical common ground. 

Anarchist groupings inside firms and factories, preoccupied with the cre
ation of anarchist trade unions, campaigning inside the revolutionary trade 

unions so that libertarian ideas should prevail in syndicalism: groups receiving 
guidance in their activities from an overall anarchist organization - these are 

the forms and features of anarchists' attitude with regard to revolutionary syn

dicalism and its revolutionary trades movements. 

C O N STRUCTIVE S E CT I O N  

Th e  Problem of Day One of th e  Social Revolution 

The essential objective of the world of struggling Labor is the foundation, 
through revolution, of a free, egalitarian communist society based upon the pre
cept: "From each according to his abilities, to each according to his needs." 

However, such a society will not come about of itself, but only by dint of a 

social upheaval. The accomplishment of it will seem like a more or less pro
tracted social revolutionary process, steered by the organized forces of victori
ous Labor down a particular route. 

Our task is to trace out that route right here and now, to frame the positive, 

practical problems that will confront the workers right from day one of the 
social revolution. The very fate of the latter will hinge upon proper resolution 

of them. 
It goes without saying that the construction of the new society will only be 

practicable after the toilers have triumphed over the present bourgeois capitalist 
system and its representatives. There is no way that the construction of a new 
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economy and new social relationships can be tackled until such time as the power 

of the state defending the rule of slavery has been smashed, until such time as 
the workers and peasants have assumed charge of the country's industrial and 
agrarian economy in a revolutionary arrangement. 

As a result, the very first task of the social revolution is to destroy the statist 
edifice of capitalist society, strip the bourgeoisie, and more generally, all socially 

privileged elements, of the means of power, and establish throughout the will of 

the rebellious proletariat as articulated in the underlying principles of the social 
revolution. This destructive and belligerent facet of the revolution will merely 

clear the way for the positive challenges that make up the meaning and essence 
of the social revolution. 

Those challenges are as follows: 
1. To find a libertarian communist solution to the problem of the country's 

industrial output. 
2. To resolve the agrarian problem in the same manner. 
3. To resolve the problem of consumption (supply) . 

Production 

Bearing in mind that fact that the country's industry is the result of the 
efforts of several generations of toilers, and that the various branches of indus
try are closely interconnected, we look upon the whole of current output as 

one big workshop of toilers, wholly the property of all the toilers as a whole, 

and of no one in particular. 
The country's productive machinery is global and belongs to the entire 

working class. This thesis determines the character and the form of the new 
production. It too is to be global, common in the sense of the products turned 

out by the toilers belonging to everybodv. ThOSf' prodnct�, of whatever Sl)rt 

they may be, will represent the general fund for supplying the toilers, from 

which every participant in the new production will receive everything that he 

may need, on a footing of equality for everyone. 
The new production arrangement will utterly dispense with wage slavery 

and exploitation in all their forms, and will in their place establish the principle 
of fraternal, solidarity collaboration of the toilers. 

The intermediary class which in modern capitalist society performs inter

mediary tasks - commerce and the like - as well as the bourgeoisie, will 

have to play its part in the new production, on the very same basis as all other 

toilers. Otherwise, these classes will be placing themselves outside of laboring 

society of their own volition. 

There will be no bosses, neither entrepreneur, proprietor nor proprietor

state (as one finds today in the Bolsheviks' State) . In the new production, orga
nizing roles will devolve upon specially created administrative agencies, pur

pose-built by the laboring masses: workers' soviets, factory committees or 
workers' administrations of firms and factories. These agencies, liaising with 

one another at the level of the township, district and then nation, will make up 

the township, district and thereafter overall federal institutions for the manage-
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ment of production. Appointed by the masses and continually subject to their 

supervision and influence, all these bodies are to be shuffled constantly, thereby 

embodying the idea of genuine self-governance of the masses. 

Production unified, its means and its output the property of everyone, with 

wage slavery replaced by the principle of fraternal collaboration and equality 
of rights for all producers an established fact: production overseen by workers' 

management bodies elected by the masses: such is the practical first step along 
the road to the realization of libertarian communism. 

Consumption 

This problem will surface in the revolution in two guises: 

1 .  The principle of the demand for consumer goods. 
2. The principle of the distribution thereof. 

As far as distribution of consumer goods is concerned, solutions will hinge 

primarily upon the quantity of goods available and upon the principle of meet
ing targets, etc. 

The social revolution, in tackling the reconstruction of the entire estab
lished social order, thereby assumes an obligation to look to everyone's essen

tial needs. The sole exception being the group of non-producers - those who 
decline to play their part in the new production on counterrevolutionary 

grounds. But, broadly speaking, and with the exception of this last category of 
people, all of the needs of the entire population of the territory of the social 

revolution will be met out of the overall stock of consumer goods. Should the 
quantity of goods prove insufficient, they are to be allocated on the basis of 

greater urgency of need, which is to say, with children, the infirm and workers' 

families getting priority. 
A much more difficult problem will be that of organizing the stock of con

sumer goods itself. 
Without a doubt, in the early days of the revolution, the towns will not have 

stocks of all the basic essentials required by the population. At the same time, 

the peasants will have an abundance of the produce in short supply in the towns. 
Libertarian communists cannot have any doubts as to the mutuality of re

lations between toilers in the towns and toilers in the countryside. They reckon 
that the social revolution cannot be accomplished except through the concerted 
efforts of the workers and the peasants. Consequently, solution of the problem 
of consumption in the revolution will be feasible only through close revolution

ary collaboration between these two categories of toilers. 
In order to establish such collaboration, the urban working class, once 

having assumed control of production, should immediately consider the basic 

needs of the countryside and endeavor to supply the everyday consumer goods, 
wherewithal and tools for collective cultivation of the land. Gestures of solidar

ity shown by workers towards the requirements of the peasants will elicit a like 
response from the latter who will, in return, collectively supply the towns with 
the produce of rural production, with pride of place going to foodstuffs. 
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Workers' and peasants' cooperatives will be the first bodies to cater for the 

food requirements and economic supplies of town and countryside. Commis
sioned later to handle more important, more ongoing tasks, notably that of 
furnishing the necessary wherewithal to guarantee and expand upon the eco

nomic and social life of the workers and peasants, these cooperatives will thereby 

be converted into standing agencies handling urban and rural provisions. 
This solution to the provisions problem will enable the proletariat to estab

lish a standing fund of provisions which will have a favorable and crucial im

pact upon the fate of the whole of the new production. 

The Land 

In the solution of the agrarian question, we consider the peasant toilers 

those who exploit no one else's labor - and the wage-earning rural proletariat 

as the main creative revolutionary forces. Their mission will be to carry through 

the new allocation of lands, so that the land may be put to use and cultivated 
along communist lines. 

Just like industry, the land, exploited and cultivated by successive genera
tions of toilers, is the product of their common endeavors. It also belongs to the 
toiling populace in its entirety, and to no one in particular. As the common and 
inalienable property of the toilers, the land cannot be subject to purchase or 

sale or leasing either: so it cannot furnish the means to exploit another man's 
labor. 

The land is also a sort of common popular workshop where the commu

nity of toilers produces life's sustenance. But it is a type of workshop wherein 

every toiler (peasant) has, thanks to certain historical circumstances, fallen 

into the habit of performing his labor for himself, of working independently of 
the other producers. Whitt', in industry, the collective mode uf labor is essen

tially necessary and the only feasible one, in agriculture it is not the only fea
sible method in our day. Most peasants work the land self-reliantly. 

As a result, when the land and the wherewithal to work it pass to the peas
ants, with no possibility of sale or lease, the issue of the patterns of usufruct 

and of cultivation (communally or on a family basis) will not be wholly and 

definitively resolved right away, as it will be in industry's case. To begin with, 

we will very probably resort to both of these patterns. 

It will be the revolutionary peasants themselves who will determine the 
definitive pattern of land cultivation and usufruct. There can be no outside pres

sure in this matter. 

However, since we consider that only a communist society, in whose name 

the social revolution will in fact have been made, can rescue the toilers from 
their condition as slaves and victims of exploitation, and endow them with a full 

measure of freedom and equality: and since the peasants account for the over

whelming majority of the population (nearly 85 percent in Russia) [In 1926, 
that is. - A Skirda] and since, as a result the agrarian system adopted by the 
peasants will be the crucial factor in determining the revolution's fate: and, 

finally, since private enterprise in agriculture leads, just like private enterprise 
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in industry, to commerce, accumulation, private ownership and the restoration 

of capital - it will be incumbent upon us as a duty to do all in our power right 
now to ensure that the agrarian question is resolved along collective lines. 

To this end, we should, starting now, conduct forceful propaganda among 

the peasants on behalf of a collective agrarian economy. 
The foundation of a specific Peasant Union of libertarian outlook will be of 

considerable assistance in this undertaking. 
In this regard, technical advances are going to have enormous significance 

in speeding the development of agriculture and likewise the achievement of 
communism in the towns, above all in industry. If, in their dealings with the 

peasants, the workers will operate not as individuals or as separate groups, but 
rather as a huge communist collective embracing whole branches of industry; 

if they, furthermore, give consideration to the essential needs of the country
side and if they supply each village, not just with everyday necessities, but also 

with tools and machinery for collective cultivation of the land, that will assur
edly nudge the peasants towards communism in agriculture. 

Defense of the Revolution 

The question of defending the revolution also relates to the problem of 

"day one." 
Essentially, the revolution's mightiest defense is a happy resolution of its 

positive problems: the problems of production, consumption and the land. Once 

these matters have been fairly resolved, no counterrevolutionary force will be 
able to induce change or hesitancy in the free regime of the toilers. N everthe

less, the toilers will, in spite of everything, have to face a harsh struggle against 

the revolution's foes, in order to defend and cling to its actual existence. 
The social revolution, which threatens the privileges and the very existence 

of the non-toiler classes of the existing society, will inevitably provoke from these 

a desperate resistance that will assume the guise of a vicious civil war. 
As the Russian experience has shown, such a civil war will not be a matter 

of a few months but rather of several years. 
Happy though the toilers' first steps may be at the outset of the revolution, 

the ruling classes will nonetheless retain a huge capacity for resistance for 

quite some time to come. 
Over several years, they will unleash attacks on the revolution, trying to 

snatch back the power and privileges of which they have been stripped. 
A sizable army, military expertise and military strategy, capital the victori

ous toilers will have to face them all. 
If they are to preserve the gains of the revolution, the latter will have to set 

up organs for defense of the revolution, in order to field a fighting force, that is 

equal to the task, against the onslaught of the reaction. In the earliest days of 
the revolution, that fighting force will be made up of all the workers and peas

ants in arms. But that makeshift armed force will only be viable in the earliest 
days, when the civil war will not yet have reached its peak and the two opposing 

sides will not yet have established regularly constituted military organizations. 
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In the social revolution, the most critical juncture is not the one when Au
thority is cast aside, but the one that comes after that, that is, the one when the 
forces of the ousted regime unleash a general offensive against the toilers and 

when the point is to safeguard the gains achieved. 
The very character of that offensive, as well as the technique and exten

sion of the civil war will compel the toilers to create specifically military revolu
tionary units. The nature and underlying principles of these units must be laid 

down in advance. In rebutting statist and authoritarian methods of governing 
the masses, we are ipso facto rebutting the statist manner of organizing the 

toilers' military strength, or, to put that another way, the principle of a statist 
army founded upon compulsory military service. It is the volunteer principle, 

in accordance with the basic tenets of libertarian communism, which should 
provide the basis for the toilers' military formations. The detachments of insur
gent partisans, workers and peasants, which carried out military action during 
the Russian revolution, might be cited as examples of such formations. 

Yet voluntary service and partisan activity should not be construed in the 
narrow sense of the terms, that is as a struggle waged by worker and peasant 
units against a local enemy and operating without coordination with one an
other in the shape of an overall operational plan, each unit acting off its own 

bat, at its own risk and peril. Partisan action and partisan tactics should be 
guided, in the time when they are fully developed, by a common revolutionary 

strategy, like any war, civil war could not be waged successfully by the toilers 
except by application of the two principles fundamental to all military activity: 

unity of operational planning and unity through single command. The most 
critical time for the revolution will be the one when the bourgeoisie will march 

as an organized force against the revolution. 
That critical point will force toilers to havt I tCUUrSt Lu these prinCIples of 

military strategy. 

In this way, given the requirements of military strategy, and also of the 
counterrevolution's strategy, the revolution's armed forces will inevitably have 
to amalgamate into a broad revolutionary army with a shared command and a 

shared operational plan. 
The following principles will be the basis for that army: 

a) The class nature of the army. 

b) Volunteer service (all constraint will be utterly banished from the under

taking of defending the revolution) . 

c) Free revolutionary (self) discipline: (revolutionary volunteer service and 

revolutionary self-discipline are perfectly mutually complementary, and 
will make the revolution's army psychologically stronger than any state 

army.) 

d) Utter subordination of the revolutionary army to the worker and peasant 
masses: in the shape of common worker and peasant bodies throughout 
the land, hoisted by the masses into positions overseeing economic and 

social life. 
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To put this another way: the revolution's defense agency, charged with 
combating the counterrevolution on the open military fronts as well as on the 

fronts of the civil war within (plots by the bourgeoisie, hatching of counter
revolutionary action, etc.) , will be wholly the responsibility of the workers' and 
peasants' productive organizations, to which it will be answerable and by which 
it will be directed politically. 

Observation - While it must of necessity be structured in accordance 
with specified libertarian communist principles, the army itself should not be 

regarded as a point of principle. It is merely the consequence of military strat

egy in the revolution. a strategic measure to which the toilers will be drawn 
inescapably by the very process of civil war, But that measure should be the 

focus of attention even now. It must be diligently examined, so that, in the en
deavor to protect and defend the revolution, all irreparable delay may be avoided, 

for delays in times of civil war, can prove damaging to the outcome of the whole 

social revolution. 

O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L  P A RT 

T H E  P R I N C I P L E S  O F  A N A R C H I S T  O R G A N I Z AT I O N  

The broad constructive positions set out above represent the organiza

tional platform of anarchism's revolutionary forces. 
This platform, containing a specific theoretical and tactical outlook, repre

sents the minimum around which all the militants of the organized anarchist 

movement must be rallied as a matter of urgency. 
Its task is to rally around itself all of the wholesome elements of the anar

chist movement into one umbrella organization, continuously active and opera

tional: the General Union of Anarchists. The resources of all of anarchism's 
active militants will have to be directed into the creation of this organization. 

The underlying organizational principles of a General Union of Anarchists 

will have to be as follows: 

1. Ideological unity. Ideology represents that force which directs the activ
ity of persons and of organizations along a specific route towards a specific 
goal. Naturally, it ought to be common to all persons and all organizations affili

ating to the General Union. All of the activity of the General Anarchist Union, 
broadly, as well as in its details, should be in perfect and constant accord with 
the ideological principles professed by the Union. 

2. Tactical Unity or Unity of Collective Method of Action. The tactical means 
employed by the individual members or groups from the Union should likewise 
be unitary, that is to say, be strictly consonant with one another as well as with 

the overall ideology and tactic of the Union. 
That there should be a common tactical line in the movement is of crucial 

importance for the existence of the organization and of the entire movement: it 

rids it of the damaging impact of several mutually antagonistic tactics and fo
cuses all of the movement's forces, making them follow a common direction 

culminating in a specific objective. 
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3. Collective Responsibility. The practice of operating off one's own bat should 
be decisively condemned and rejected in the ranks of the anarchist movement. 

The realms of revolutionary, social and political life are pre-eminently col
lective in nature. 

Revolutionary social activity in those realms cannot be based upon the 

personal responsibility of individual militants. 

The general anarchist movement's executive body - the Anarchist Union 
- taking a decisive stand against the tactic of unaccountable individualism, 

introduces into its ranks the principle of collective responsibility: the Union as a 
body will be answerable for the revolutionary and political activity of each of its 

members: likewise, each member will be answerable for the revolutionary and 
political activity of the Union as a whole. 

4. Federalism. Anarchism has always repudiated centralist organization in 
the realm of the masses' social life as well as in that of its political action. The 
system of centralization relies upon the stunting of the spirit of criticism, initia

tive and independence of every individual and upon the masses' blind obedi
ence to the "center." The inevitable natural upshot of this system is slavishness 
and mechanization in social life and in the life of parties. 

Contrary to centralism, anarchism has always professed and advocated the 
principle of federalism, which reconciles the individual's or the organization's 
independence and initiative with service of the common cause. 

By reconciling the idea of the independence and fullness of each individual's 

rights with service of social requirements and needs, federalism thereby opens 
the door to every wholesome manifestation of the faculties of each individual. 

But very often the federalist principle was warped in anarchist ranks: it 
was too often taken to mean primarily the right to display one's "ego," with no 
obligation to heed one's duties tow:ml.:: the organization. 

This misrepresentation disorganized our movement in the past. It is high 

time that it was ended firmly and irreversibly. 

Federalism means free agreement of individuals and orp;anizations upon 

coileciive endeavor geared towards a common objective. 

Now, such agreement and federative union based thereon become reali

ties, rather than fictions and dreams, only if the essential condition is fulfilled 

that all parties to the agreement and to the Union fully honor the obligations 

they assume and abide by the decisions reached in common. 

In a social undertaking as vast as the federalist basis upon which it is con

structed, there can be no rights without obligations, just as there cannot be 

decisions without implementation thereof. That is all the more unacceptable in 
an anarchist organization which takes upon itself alone obligations with regard 
to the toilers and their social revolution. 

As a result, the federalist type of anarchist organization, while acknowl
edging every member of the organization's right to independence, to freedom 

of opinion, initiative and individual liberty, charges each member with specific 

organizational duties, insisting that these be rigorously performed, and that 
decisions jointly made be put into effect. 
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On that condition only will the federalist principle be alive, and will the anar
chist organization function properly and move towards the goal it has set. 

The idea of the Anarchist General Union raises the problem of coordination 

and compatibility of the activities of all of the forces of the anarchist movement. 

Each organization affiliated to the Union represents a living cell that is 
part of the overall organism. Each cell will have its secretariat, carrying out 

and theoretically shaping the organization's political and technical activity. 
With an eye to coordinating the activity of all of the Union's affiliated orga

nizations, a special body is to be established: The Executive Committee of the 

Union. The following functions will be ascribed to that Committee: implemen
tation of decisions made by the Union, which the latter will have entrusted to it: 

theoretical and organizational oversight of the activity of isolated organizations, 

in keeping with the Union's theoretical options and overall tactical line: scru
tiny of the general state of the movement: the maintenance of working and 
organizational ties between all of the organizations ofthe Union, as well as with 

outside organizations. 
The rights, responsibilities and practical tasks of the Executive Commit

tee will be prescribed by the Congress of the General Union. 

The General Union of Anarchists has a specific and concrete goal. For the 
sake of the success of the social revolution, it must above all choose and ab
sorb from among the workers and peasants the most revolutionary personnel 

most endowed with critical spirit. 
Espousing social revolution and being, to boot, an anti-authoritarian orga

nization, which seeks the immediate abolition of the class society, the General 
Union of Anarchists likewise relies upon the two fundamental classes of the 

present society: the workers and the peasants. It will also facilitate those two 
classes' quest for emancipation. 

As regards the workers' trades and revolutionary organizations in the towns, 
the General Union of Anarchists will have to escalate all of its efforts so as to 
become their spearhead and theoretical mentor. 

It sets itself the same tasks where the exploited peasant mass is concerned 
also. As a fulcrum playing the same role as the workers' revolutionary trades 
unions, the Union will strive to build a network of revolutionary peasant eco
nomic organizations, and, furthermore, a specific Peasant Union built on anti

authoritarian principles. 
Emanating from the heart of the mass of the toilers, the General Union of 

Anarchists takes part in all aspects of their life, always and everywhere bring

ing the spirit of organization, perseverance, activity and belligerence. 
Only thus can it fulfill its role, its theoretical and historical mission in the 

toilers' social revolution and become the organized instigation of their process 

of emancipation. 
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D O C U M E N T  N o . 3 
S U P P L E M E N T  T O  T H E  O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L  P L AT F O R M  
( Q U E S T I O N S  A N D  A N S W E R S )  N O V E M B E R  2 ,  1 9 2 6  

As was to be expected, the organizational platform of the General Union of 
Anarchists has sparked very lively interest among several militants of the Rus
sian libertarian movement, While some wholeheartedly subscribe to the over

all idea and fundamental theses of the "Platform," others frame criticisms and 

express misgivings about certain of its theses. 
We welcome equally the positive reception of the platform and the genu

ine criticism of it. 

For, in the endeavor to create an overall anarchist program as well as an 

overall libertarian organization, honest, serious and substantial criticism is as 

important as positive creative initiatives. 

The questions we reprint below emanate from just that sort of serious and 

necessary criticism, and it is with some satisfaction that we welcome it. In for

warding them to us, their author [Maria Isidine - note by A. Skirda] - a 

militant of many years' standing, well respedeu ill uur movement - encloses a 

letter in which she says: "Obviously, the organizational platform is designed to 
be discussed by all anarchists. Before formulating any final opinion of this 'plat

form' and, perhaps, speaking of it in the press, T should like to have a..'1 explana
tion of certain matters which are insufficiently explicit in it. It may well be that 

other readers will find in the 'platform' a fair degree of precision and that cer

tain objections may only be based on misunderstandings. It is for that reason 

that I should like to put a series of questions to you first of all. It would be very 

important that you reply to these in a clear manner, for it will be your replies 

that that will afford a grasp of the general spirit of the 'platform.' Perhaps you 

will see a need to reply in your review." 

In closing her letter, the comrade adds that she wishes to avert contro
versy in the columns of the review Dyelo Truda. This is why she seeks above all 

elucidation of certain essential points from the platform, This sort of approach 

is very fair. It is all too easy to launch into polemic in order to come out against 

a view with which one thinks one is in disagreement. It is even easier to trouble 
oneself solely with polemicizing without bothering to frame any alternative 

positive suggestion ,  in place of the targeted view. What is infinitely harder is to 

analyze the new proposition properly, to understand it, so that one may go on to 
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arrive at a well-founded opinion of it. It is exactly this last, most difficult course 
that the author of the questions below has chosen. 

Here are those questions: 
1. The central point of the Platform is rallying the bulk of the anarchist 
movement's militants on the basis of a common tactical and policy line: the 
formation of a General Union. Since you are federalists, you apparently have in 
mind a Union that will link autonomous groupings. Now, you also have in mind 
the existence of an Executive Committee that will have charge of the "ideologi
cal and organizational conduct of the activity of isolated groups," That type of 
organization is to be found in all parties, but it is possible only if one accepts 
the majority principle. In your organization, will each group be free to prescribe 
its own tactics and establish its own stance vis-a-vis each given issue? If the 
answer is yes, then your unity will be of a purely moral character (as has been 
and still is the case inside the anarchist movement) . If, on the other hand, you 
seek organizational unity, that unity will of necessity be coerced. And then if you 
accept the majority principle inside your organization, on what grounds would 
you repudiate it in social construction? 

It would be desirable that you further clarify your conception of federalist 
liaison, the role of Congresses and the majority principle. 
2. Speaking of the "free regime of soviets," what functions do you see these 
soviets having to perform in order to become "the first steps in the direction of 
constructive non-statist activity"? What is to be their remit? Will their decisions 
be binding? 
3. "Anarchists should steer events from the theoretical point of view," says the 
platform. This notion is insufficiently clear. Does it mean simply that anarchists 
will do their utmost to see that (trade union, local, cooperative, etc.) organiza
tions which are to build the new order are imbued with libertarian ideas? Or 
does it mean that anarchists will themselves take charge of this construction? In 
the latter case, in what would that state affairs differ from a "party dictatorship"? 

It is very important that this matter be clarified. Especially as the same 
question arises regarding the role of anarchists in the trade unions. What is the 
meaning of the expression: enter the unions in an organized manner? Does it 
mean merely that the comrades working in the unions should come to some 
agreement in order to establish a policy line? Or does it mean that the anarchist 
Executive Committee will prescribe the tactic of the labor movement, rule on 
strikes, demonstrations, etc. ,  and that those anarchists active in the unions will 
strive to capture positions of leadership there and, using their authority, foist 
these decisions on the ordinary membership of the unions? The mention in the 
"Platform" that the activity of anarchist groupings active in trade union circles 
is to be steered by an anarchist umbrella organization raises all sorts of misgiv
ings on this score. 
4. In the section on defending the revolution, it is stated that the army is to be 
subordinated to the workers' and peasants' organizations throughout the land, 

hoisted by the masses into positions overseeing the economic and social life of the 

country. In everyday parlance, that is called "civil authority" of the elected. What 
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does it mean to you? It is obvious that an organization that in fact directs the 
whole of life and can call upon an army is nothing other than a state power. This 
point is so important that the authors of the "platform" have a duty to dwell 
longer upon it. If it is a "transitional form," how come the platform rejects the 
idea of the "transitional period"? And if it is a definitive form, what makes the 
"platform" anarchist? 

5. There are some questions which, while not dealt with in the "Platform," nev
ertheless play an important part in the disagreements between comrades. Let 
me quote one of those questions: 

Let us suppose that a region finds itself effectively under the influence of 
the anarchists. What will their attitude be towards the other parties? Do the 
authors of the Platform countenance the possibility of violence against an en
emy who has not had recourse to arms? Or do they, in keeping with the anar
chist idea, proclaim undiluted freedom of speech, of the press, of organization, 

etc. , for all? (Some years ago, a similar question would have seemed out of 
place. But at present certain views of which I am aware prevent me from being 
sure of the answer.) 

And, broadly speaking, is it acceptable to have one's decisions implemented 
by force? Do the authors of the "platform" countenance the exercise of power, 
even if only for an instant? 

Whatever the group's answers to all these questions, I cannot keep mum 
about one idea in the "Platform" which is openly at odds with the anarchist 

communism that it professes. 
You speculate that once the wage system and exploitation have been abol

ished, there will nevertheless remain some sorts of non-laboring elements, and 
these you exclude from the common fellowship union of toilers: they will have 
no title to their �hare of the common product. Now this was always the prin
ciple at the very basis of anarchism ''To each according to his needs": and it 
was in that principle that anarchism always saw the best guarantee of social 
solidarity. When faced with the question: "What will you do with the idlers?," 
they answered: "Better to feed a few idlers for nothing than to introduce, merely 
on account of their being there, a false and harmful principle into the life of 
society."  

Now, you create, for political reasons, a sort of  idler category and, by way 
of repression, you would have them perish of hunger, But apart from the moral 
aspect, have you stopped to consider where that would lead? In the case of 
every person not working, we will have to establish the grounds on which he 
does not work: we will have to become mindreaders and probe his beliefs. Should 
somebody refuse to perform agiven task, we will have to inquire into the grounds 
for his refusal. We will have to see if it is not sabotage or counterrevolution. 
Upshot? Spying, forced labor, "labor mobilization" and, to cap it all, the prod
ucts vital to life are to be in the gift of authorities which will be able to starve the 

opposition to death! Rations as a weapon of political struggle! Can it be that 
what you have seen in Russia has not persuaded you of the abominable nature 
of such an arrangement! And I am not talking about the damage that it would 
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do to the destiny of the revolution: such a blatant breach of social solidarity 

could not help but spawn dangerous enemies. 

It is in relation to this problem that the key to the whole anarchist concep

tion of social organization lies. If one were to make concessions on this point, 

one would quickly be hounded into jettisoning all the other anarchist ideas, for 

your approach to the problem makes any non-statist social organization an im

possibility. 

It may be that I may have to write to the press about the "Platform." But I 
should prefer to put that off until all these gray areas have been elucidated. 

Thus, the organizational Platform spawns a series of substantive questions 

set out in the letter just quoted, notably: 1. the question of majority and minor

ity in the anarchist movement; 2. that of the structure and essential features of 

the free regime of soviets; 3. that of the ideological steering of events and of the 

masses; 4. that of defense of the revolution; 5. that of press freedom and freedom of 

speech; and, 6. the construction to be placed upon the anarchist principle of to 

each according to his needs. 

Let us tackle them in order: 

1. The question of majority and minority in the anarchist movement. The writer 
broaches this by linking it to our idea of an Executive Committee of the Union. 

If the Union's Executive Committee has, besides other functions of an execu

tive nature, also that of "steering the activity of isolated groups from a theoreti

cal and organizational point of view," must that steering not be coercive? Then: 

are groups affiliated to the Union to be free to prescribe their own tactics and 

determine their own stance with regard to each given matter? Or are they to be 

obliged to abide by the overall tactic and the overall positions to be laid down by 

the Union's majority? 
Let it be said, first of all, that in our view, the Union's Executive Committee 

cannot be a body endowed with any powers of a coercive nature, as is the case 

with the centralist political parties. The General Anarchist Union's Executive 

Committee is a body performing functions of a general nature in the Union. 

Instead of "Executive Committee," this body might carry the title of "Chief 

Secretariat of the Union." However, the name "Executive Committee" is to be 

preferred, for it better encapsulates the idea of executive function and that of 

initiative. Without in any way restricting the rights of isolated groups, the Ex

ecutive Committee will be able to steer their activity in the theoretical and or

ganizational sense. For there will always be groups inside the Union that will 

feel burdened by various tactical issues, so that ideological or organizational 

assistance will always be necessary for certain groups. It goes without saying 

that the Executive Committee will be well placed to lend such assistance, for it 

will be, by virtue of its situation and its functions, the most au fait with the 

tactical or organizational line adopted by the Union on a variety of matters. 

But if, nevertheless, some organizations or others should indicate a wish to 

pursue their own tactical line, will the Executive Committee or the Union as a 

body be in a position to prevent them? In other words, is the Union's tactical and 
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policy line to be laid down by the majority, or will every group be entitled to 
operate as it deems fit, and, will the Union have several lines to start with? 

As a rule, we reckon that the Union, as a body, should have a single tactical 
and political line. Indeed, the Union is designed for the purpose of bringing an 
end to the anarchist movement's dissipation and disorganization, the intention 
being to lay down, in place of a multiplicity of tactical lines giving rise to intestinal 

frictions, an overall policy line that will enable all libertarian elements to pursue a 

common direction and be all the more successful in achieving their goal. In the 
absence of which the Union would have lost one of its main raisons d'etre. 

However, there may be times when the opinions of the Union's member
ship on such and such an issue would be split, which would give rise to the 
emergence of a majority and a minority view. Such instances are commonplace 

in the life of all organizations and all parties. Usually, a resolution of such a 
situation is worked out. 

We reckon, first of all, that for the sake of the unity of the Union, the minor
ity should, in such cases, make concessions to the majority. This would be 
readily achievable, in cases of insignificant differences of opinion between the 
minority and the majority. If, though, the minority were to consider sacrificing 
its viewpoint an impossibility, then there would be the prospect of having two 
divergent opinions and tactics within the Union: a majority view and tactic, and 
a minority view and tactic. 

In which case, the position will have to come under scrutiny by the Union 
as a whole. If, after discussion, the existence of two divergent views on the 
same issue were to be adjudged feasible, the co-existence of those two opin

ions will be accepted as an accomplished fact. 

Finally, in the event of agreement between majority and minority on the 
tactical an d political mattf'r" separating them proving impossible, there would 

be a split with the minority breaking away from the majority to found a sepa
rate organization. 

Those are the three possible outcomes in the event of disagreement be
tween the minority and the majority. In all cases, the question will be resolved, 

not by the Executive Committee which, let us repeat, is to be merely an execu
tive organ of the Union, but by the entire Union as a body: by a Union Confer
ence or Congress. 

2. The free regime of soviets. We repudiate the current (Bolshevik) soviet ar

rangement, for it represents only a certain political form of the State. The sovi

ets of workers' and peasants' deputies are a state political organization run by a 

political party. Against which we offer soviets of the workers' and peasants' pro

duction and consumption organizations. That is the meaning of the slogan: free 

regime of soviets and factory committees. We take such a regime to mean an 
economic and social arrangement wherein all of the branches and functions of 
economic and social life would be concentrated in the hands of the toilers' pro
duction and consumption organizations, which would perform those functions 

with an eye to meeting the needs of the whole laboring society. A Federation of 
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these organizations and their soviets would dispense with the state and the capi
talist system, and would be the chief pivot of the free soviets regime. To be 
sure, this regime will not instantly represent the full-blooded ideal of the anar
chist commune, but it will be the first showing, the first practical essay of that 
commune, and it will usher in the age of free, non-statist creativity of the toilers. 

We are of the opinion that, with regard to their decisions relating to the 
various reams of economic and social life, the soviets of the workers' and peas
ants' organizations or the factory committees will see to those, not through 
violence or decrees but rather through common accord with the toiling masses 
who will be taking a direct hand in the making of those decisions. Those deci
sions, though, will have to be binding upon all who vote for and endorse them. 

3. Anarchists will steer the masses and events in terms of theory. The action of 
steering revolutionary elements and the revolutionary movement of the masses 
in terms of ideas should not and cannot ever be considered as an aspiration on 
the part of anarchists that they should take the construction of the new society 
into their own hands. That construction cannot be carried out except by the 
whole of laboring society, for that task devolves upon it alone, and any attempt 
to strip it of that right must be deemed anti-anarchist. The question of the ideo
logical piloting is not a matter of socialist construction but rather of a theoretical 

and political influence brought to bear upon the revolutionary march of politi
cal events. We would be neither revolutionaries nor fighters were we not to take 
an interest in the character and tenor of the masses' revolutionary struggle. 
And since the character and tenor of that struggle are determined not just by 
objective factors, but also by subjective factors, that is to say by the influence of 
a variety of political groups, we have a duty to do all in our power to see that 
anarchism's ideological influence upon the march of revolution is maximized.  

The current "age of wars and revolutions" poses the chief dilemma with 
exceptional acuteness: revolutionary events will evolve either under the sway 
of statist ideas (even should these be socialist) or else under the sway of non
statist (anarchist) ideas. And, since we are unshakable in our conviction that 
the statist trend will bring the revolution to defeat and the masses to a renewed 
slavery, our task follows from that with implacable logic: it is to do all we can to 
see that the revolution is shaped by the anarchist tendency. Now, our old way 
of operating, a primitive approach relying upon tiny, scattered groups, will not 
only not carry off that task but will, indeed, hinder it. So we have to proceed by 
a new method. We have to orchestrate the force of anarchism 's theoretical influ

ence upon the march of events. Instead of being an intermittent influence felt 
through disparate petty actions, it has to be made a powerful, ongoing factor. 
That, as we see it, can scarcely be possible unless anarchism's finest militants, 
in matters theoretical and practical alike, organize themselves into a body ca
pable of vigorous action and well grounded in terms of theory and tactics: a 
General Union of Anarchists. It is in this same sense that the drive to pilot 

revolutionary syndicalism in theoretical terms should be understood. Enter
ing the trade unions in an organized manner meant entering as the carriers of a 
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certain theory, a prescribed work plan,  work that will have to be strictly compat

ible in the case of every anarchist operating within the trade unions. The Anar

chist Union is hardly going to trouble itself to prescribe tactics for the labor 

movement or draw up plans for strikes or demonstrations. But it is going to 

have to disseminate within the unions its ideas regarding the revolutionary tac
tics of the working class and on various events: that constitutes one of its in

alienable rights. However, in the endeavor to spread their ideas, anarchists will 

have to be in strict agreement, both with one another as well as with the en

deavors of the anarchist umbrella organization to which they belong and in the 

name of which they will be carrying out ideological and organizational work 

inside the trade unions. Conducting libertarian endeavors inside the trade 

unions in an organized manner and ensuring that anarchist efforts coincide 

have nothing to do with authoritarian procedure. 

4. The writer's voiced objection to the program's thesis regarding defense of the 

revolution is, more than any other, rooted in a misunderstanding. 

Having stressed the necessity and inevitability, in a civil war context, of the 

toilers' creating their revolutionary army, the platform asserts also that that 

army will have to be subordinated to the overall direction of the workers' and 

peasants' production organizations. 

Subordination of the army to these organizations does not at all imply the 

idea of an elected civil authority. Absolutely not. An army, even should it be the 

most revolutionary and most popular of armies in terms of its mentality and 

title, cannot, however, exist and operate off its own bat, but has to be answer

able to someone. Being an organ for the defense of the toilers' rights and revo

lutionary positions, the army must, for that very reason, be wholly subordinate 

to the toilers and piloted by them, politically speaking. (Wt �tress pulitically, 

for, when it comes to its military and strategic direction, that could only be 

handled by military bodies within the ranks of the army itself and answerable 

to the workers' and peasants' leadership organizations.) 

But to whom might the army be directly answerable, politically? The toil

ers do not constitute a single body. They will be represented by manifold eco

nomic organizations. It is to these very same organizations, in the shape of 

their federal umbrella agencies, that the army will be subordinated. The char

acter and social functions of these agencies are spelled out at the outset of the 

present answers. 

The notion of a toilers' revolutionary army must be either accepted or re

jected, But should the army be countenanced, then the principle of that army's 

being subordinated to the workers' and peasants' organizations likewise has to 

be accepted. We can see no other possible solution to the matter. 

5. Press freedom, freedom of speech, of organ ization, etc. 

The victorious proletariat should not tamper either with freedom of speech 

nor of the press, not even those of its erstwhile enemies and oppressors now 
defeated by the revolution. It is even less acceptable that there be tampering 
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with press freedom and freedom of speech in the context of the revolutionary 

socialist and anarchist groupings in the ranks of the victorious proletariat. 

Free speech and press freedom are essential for the toilers, not simply so 

that they may illuminate and better grasp the tasks involved in their construc

tive economic and social endeavors, but also with an eye to discerning all the 

better the essential traits, arguments, plans and intentions of their enemies. 

It is untrue that the capitalist and social opportunist press can lead the 

revolutionary toilers astray. The latter will be quite capable of deciphering and 

exposing the lying press and giving it the answer it deserves. Press freedom 

and freedom of speech only scare those like the capitalists and the communists 

who survive through dirty deeds that they are obliged to hide from the eyes of 

the great toiling masses. As for the toilers, freedom of speech will be a tremen

dous boon to them. It will enable them to listen to give everything a hearing, 

judge things for themselves and make their understanding deeper and their 

actions more effective. 

Monopolization of the press and of the right to speak, or the limitation of 

these by their being squeezed into the confines of a single party's dogma, put 

paid to all confidence in the monopolists and in their press. If free speech is 

stifled, it is because there is a desire to conceal the truth: something demon

strated sensationally by the Bolsheviks, whose press is dependent upon bayo

nets and is read primarily out of necessity, there being no other. 

However, there may be specific circumstances when the press, or, rather, 

abuse of the press, may be restricted on grounds of revolutionary usefulness. 

As an example, we might cite one episode from the revolutionary era in Russia. 

Throughout the month of November 1919, the town of Ekaterinoslav was in 

the hands of the Makhnovist insurgent army. But at the same time, it was sur

rounded by Denikin's troops who, having dug in along the left bank of the Dniepr 

in the area around the towns of Arnur and Nizhnedneprovsk, were shelling 

Ekaterinoslav continually with cannon mounted on their armored trains. And a 

Denikinist unit headed by General Slashchev, was simultaneously advancing on 

Ekaterinoslav from the north, from the area around Kremenchug. 

At the time, the following daily newspapers were appearing in Ekaterinoslav, 

thanks to freedom of speech: the Makhnovist organ Putsk Svobodey (Road to 

Freedom) , the Right Social Revolutionaries' Narodovlastiye (people's Power) , 

the Ukrainian Left Social Revolutionaries' Borotba (Struggle) , and the Bolshe

viks' organ, Zvezda (Star) . Only the Cadets, the then spiritual leaders of the 

Denikinist movement, were without their newspaper. Well now! Say the Cadets 

would have wanted to publish just then and in Ekaterinoslav their own newspa

per which without any doubt would have been an accessory to Denikin's opera

tions, would the revolutionary workers and insurgents have had to grant the 

Cadets the right to publish their newspaper, even at a time when its primarily 
military role in events would have been apparent? We think not. 

In a civil war context, such cases may arise more than once. In these cases, 

the workers and peasants will have to be guided not by the broad principle of 
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freedom of the press and free speech, but by the role that enemy mouthpieces 

will be undertaking in relation to the ongoing military struggle. 
Generally speaking though, and with the exception of extraordinary cases 

(such as civil war) victorious labor will have to grant free speech and freedom 
of the press to left-wing views and right-wing views alike. That freedom will be 
the pride and joy of the free toilers' society. 

Anarchists countenance revolutionary violence in the fight against the class 

enemy. They urge the toilers to use that. But they will never agree to wield 

power, even for a single instant, nor impose their decisions on the masses by 
force. In this connection their methods are: propaganda, force of argument, 

and spoken and written persuasion. 

6. The proper interpretation of the anarchist principle: "From each according to 

ability, to each according to needs. " 

Without question, this principle is the corner-stone of anarchist commu
nism. (See the "Platform.") No other economic, social or legal precept is as 
well suited to the ideal of anarchist communism as this one. The platform also 
says that "the social revolution, which will see to the reconstruction of the whole 
established social order, will thereby see to it that everyone's basic needs are 
provided for." 

However, it is a broad declaration of principle on the problem of an anar

chist regime. It has to be distinguished from the practical demands of the early 
days of the social revolution. As the experiences of the Paris Commune and the 
Russian revolution have shown, the non-working classes are beaten, but not 
definitively. In the early days a single idea obsesses them: collecting themselves, 
overthrowing the revolution and restoring their lost privileges. 

That being the case, it would be extremely risky and fatallv dangerous for 
the revolution to share out the products that would be available in the revolu
tionary zone in accordance with the principle of 'To each according to his 
needs."  It would be doubly dangerous for, aside from the comfort that this 
might afford the classes inimical to the revolution, which would be morally and 
strategically unconscionable, new classes will immediately arise and these, see

ing the revolution supply the needs of every person, would rather idle than 
work. Plainly this double danger is not something that one can ignore, For it 
will quickly get the better of the revolution, unless effective measures are taken 
against it. The best measure would be to put the counterrevolutionary non

working classes usefully to work. In one sphere or another, to one extent or 
another, these classes will have to find themselves useful employment of which 

society has need: and it is their very right to their share in society's output that 

will force them so to do, for there are no rights that do not carry obligations. 
That is the very point that our splendid anarchist principle is making. It pro
poses notably to give to every individual in proportion to his needs, provided 
that every individual places his powers and faculties in the service of society 

and not that he serves it not at all. 
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An exception will be made for children, the elderly, the sick and the infirm, 
Rightly, society will excuse all such persons from the duty to labor, without 
denying them their entitlement to have all their needs met. 

The moral sensibilities of the toilers is deeply outraged by the principle of 
taking from society according to one's needs, while giving to it according to 
one's mood or not at all: toilers have suffered too long from the application of 
that absurd principle and that is why they are unbending on this point. Our 
feeling for justice and logic is also outraged at this principle. 

1be position will change completely as soon as the free society of toilers 
entrenches itself and when there are no longer any classes sabotaging the new 
production for motives of a counterrevolutionary nature, but only a handful of 
idlers. Then society will have to make a complete reality of the anarchist prin
ciple: "From each according to ability, to each according to needs," for only on 
the basis of that principle will society be assured of its chance to breathe com
plete freedom and genuine equality. 

But even then, the general rule will be that all able-bodied persons, enjoy
ing rights over the material and moral resources of society, incur certain obli
gations in respect of production of these. 

Bakunin, analyzing this problem in his day, wrote in the maturity of his 
anarchist thinking and activity (in 1871, comrade Nettlau reckons) : "Everyone 
will have to work if he is to eat. Any man refusing to work will be free to perish 
of hunger, unless he finds some association or township prepared to feed him 
out of pity. But then it will probably be fair to grant him no political rights, 
since, although capable of work, his shameful situation is of his own choosing 
and he is living off another man's labor. For there will be no other basis for 
social and political rights than the work performed by each individual." 

- The Group of Russian Anarchists Abroad 
November 2, 1926 
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D O C U M E N T N o . 4 
T H E  G R O U P  O F  R U S S I A N  A N A R C H I S T S  A B R O A D  
R E P LY T O  AN A R C H I S M ' S  C O N F U S I O N I S T S  
P A R I S ,  A U G U S T 1 9 2 7  

F O R E W O R D :  T H E  C R U X  O F  T H E  M AT T E R  

The debates provoked by the "organizational Platform" have thus far fo
cused chiefly upon its various arguments or indeed the draft organization pro

posed by it. Most of its critic as well as several of its supporters have at no time 
been clear-sighted in their appreciation of the matter of the Platform's premises: 

they have never tried to discover what were the factors that prompted its ap
pearance, the point of departure adopted by its authors. And yet these are mat
ters of the greatest importance to those who seek to understand the spirit and 

import of the Platform. 
The recently published "Reply to the Platform" from Voline and a few other 

anarchists, purporting to be a wholesale rebuttal of the Platform, has - for all 
the effort invested in the undertaking, for all its claims to be reading "between 

the lines" - failed to rise above the level of a banal diatribe against arguments 
that are considered in isolation, and it has shown itself powerless to strike at 

the very heart of the matter. 
Given tltat this "Reply" displays utter incomprehension of the theses of the 

Platform, misrepresenting them and using sophistry to counter them, the Group 

of Russian Anarchists Abroad, having scrutinized this would·be rebuttal, has 

once again identified a series of points that are being queried: at the same time, 
the Group has registered the political and theoretical inadequacies of the Reply. 

The commentary below, entitled "Reply to anarchism's confusionists,"  is 
given over to an examination of their reply. It is not at all intended either as a 

complement nor as an addendum to the Platform: it is merely designed to clarify 

a few of its theses. 
Nevertheless, let us avail of this opportunity to point out a few things for 

consideration by comrades who may take an interest in the Platform for orga
nization of Anarchism: we believe that in so doing we will be helping to make 
its meaning and its spirit better understood. 

We have fallen into the habit of ascribing the anarchist movement's failure 
in Russia in 1917-1919 to the Bolshevik Party's statist repression. Which is a 
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serious error. Bolshevik repression hampered the anarchist movement's spread 
during the revolution, but it was only one obstacle. Rather, it was the anarchist 
movement's own internal ineffectuality which was one of the chief causes of that 

failure, an ineffectuality emanating from the vagueness and indecisiveness that 
characterized its main policy statements on organization and tactics. (yVe hope 
to demonstrate and develop this claim in a separate study, adducing the data and 
the documents to prove it.) 

Anarchism had no firm, hard and fast opinion regarding the main prob
lems facing the social revolution, an opinion needed to satisfy the masses who 

were carrying out the revolution. Anarchists were calling for seizure of the 
factories, but had no well-defined homogeneous notion of the new production 
and its structure. Anarchists championed the communist device: "From each 
according to abilities, to each according to needs," but they never bothered to 

apply this precept to the real world. In this way, they allowed suspect elements 
to turn this grand principle into a caricature of anarchism. (yVe might just re
member how many swindlers seized upon this principle as a means of grab
bing collective assets during the revolution for their own personal advantage.) 

Anarchists talked a lot about the revolutionary activity of the workers them
selves, but they were unable to direct the masses, even roughly, towards the 
forms that such activity might assume: they proved unable to regulate recipro

cal relations between the masses and their ideological center. They incited the 
masses to shrug off the yoke of authority: but did not indicate how the gains of 
revolution might be consolidated and defended. They had no clear cut opinion 
and specific action policies with regard to lots of other problems. Which is 
what alienated them from the activities of the masses and condemned them to 

social and historical impotence. 
That is where we have to look for the prime cause of their failure in the 

Russian revolution. We Russian anarchists who lived through the ordeal of revo
lution in 1905 and 1917 have not the slightest lingering doubt of that. 

The obviousness of anarchism's internal ineffectuality has impelled us to 

search around for ways that might afford it success. 
Upwards of twenty years of experience, revolutionary activity, twenty years 

of effort in anarchist ranks, and of effort that met with nothing but failures by 
anarchism as an organizing movement: all of this has convinced us of the neces
sity of a new comprehensive anarchist party organization rooted in one homo

geneous theory, policy and tactic. 
These are the premises of the "organizational Platform." Should anarchist 

militants from other countries, with no first hand experience of the Russian 
revolution, but with any knowledge of it, however meager, be willing to exam

ine carefully the climate within the anarchist movement in their own country, 
they cannot fail to notice that the internal ineffectuality that caused anarchism 

to fail in the Russian revolution is equally prevalent in their own ranks and rep
resents a deadly threat to the movement, especially in time of revolution. They 
will then understand the significance of the step forward that the organizational 
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Platform represents for anarchism, from the point of view of ideas as well as 

that of organization and construction. 
And they will then realize that only the trail blazed by the Platform can 

restore anarchism's health and fortify it among the masses. 
- P. Arshinov 

R E T O RT T O  T H E  R E P LY O F  S O M E  R U S S I A N  A N A R C H I S T S  

T O  T H E  P L AT F O R M  

The Reply (of April 1927) from some Russian anarchists to the Platform is 
an attempt to criticize and utterly refute the "organizational Platform" published 

by the Group of Russian Anarchists Abroad. 
The Reply's authors claim to be in disagreement, not with certain ideas set 

out in the Platform, but rather with the whole thing. It is precisely "the Plat

form as such . . .  its underlying principles, its essence, its very mentality" that 
are not, in our estimation, acceptable, they say: they reckon that it is not anar
chism but Bolshevism which is set out therein. (pp. 30-37) The ideological es

sence of the Bolsheviks and the "platformers" is identical (p. 37) . Unquestion

ably, they say (p. 29) "the "Platform' authors look upon these as indispensable: 
the creation of a directing policy center, the organization of an army and a police 

force at the disposal of that center, which, in essence means, the introduction of 

a transitional political authority statist in character. " And the Reply is peppered 

with lots of other similar and similarly stunning assertions. 

It is our belief that such assertions make it obligatory upon their authors 

that they adduce adequate evidence before they make them. 
Indeed, this practice of making unfounded allegations may lead in the anar

chist movement to questionable conduct: every anarchist, in the true sense of the 

word, ought thus to make a determined stand against this approach. 

In the course of our exposition, we shall see in what measure the authors 
of the Reply have authenticated their claims and this may enlighten us as to the 
meaning and worth of the Reply. 

Its authors open with the declaration that they are "wholly in disagree

ment with the group regarding several fundamental or important theses in the 

Platform." But in reality, the dissension relates to every one of the Platform's 
theses on organization and principle. To explain their difference of opinion, 

they go to a lot of bother, resort to lots of sophistry and come up with unlikely 

arguments of their own. Since they are a priori hostile to the entirety of the 

Platform, but have no explicit view of their own on any of the issues broached 

therein, this necessarily had to be the case. We can appreciate this if we exam

ine their main objections. But there is more: we shall see too that the authors of 
the Reply, while rebutting certain arguments from the Platform, very often 

wind up reiterating those arguments, claiming them as their own and using 

them to counter the Platform. 

One point: the best retort to their objections is the Platform itself and the 
reader will find a specific and definite opinion there on all of the issues broached. 
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We shall, in order to clarify the spirit and the current by which they are moti

vated, be dwelling only upon certain points from the Platform which the au

thors of the Reply have sought to rebut. 

1 .  The Causes of the Anarchist Movement's Weakness 

The Platform locates the main cause of the anarchist movement's weakness 
in the absence of organizing factors and organized relations within the move

ment, which plunges it into a state of "chronic disorganization." At the same 
time, the Platform adds that this disorganization itself nestles in a few shortcom
ings of an ideological nature. We can see these shortcomings in a whole range of 

petit-bourgeois principles which have nothing to do with anarchism. The disor
ganization prevailing in our ranks draws succor from ideological confusion. And 
in order to overcome such practical and ideological confusion, the Platform floats 
the idea of establishing a general organization founded upon a homogeneous 

program. In this way, the Platform lays the foundations for a general organiza

tion of anarchists and creates ideological homogeneity. The organization thus 
collectively created will be strong enough to free anarchism from its ideological 

contradictions and organizational inadequacies and to pave the way for a mighty 
anarchist organization banded around homogeneous principles, We see no other 

way of developing and fortifying anarchism among the masses. The Platform 
has pointed out that the approach of bringing the various strands of anarchism 

together into one "tenderly united family' will not restore the health of the anar
chist movement, but will instead only weaken and befuddle it. 

The criticisms from the Reply utterly repudiate the picture of the causes of 
the anarchist movement's weakness that the Platform has painted. They see 

the causes located in "the vagueness of several ideas basic to our outlook, such 
as: the notion of social revolution, that of violence, that of collective creativity, 
that of the transitional period, that of organization, and still others," Also, the 
authors of the Reply enumerate other matters on which not all anarchists see 

eye to eye. If they are to be believed, you would think that anarchists have no 
common view on any matter, and that we would first have to theorize about 

everything before going on to tackle the organization issue. We have heard 
these ideas and promises often by now. And, instead of threatening for the 

hundredth and first time to come up with a probing theoretical work, would the 
authors of the Reply not be better employed getting on with that task, bringing 
it to fruition and offering it as a counter to the Platform? Our conception of the 
principles of anarchism is quite different. We are well aware that there is agree
ment among anarchists on the major issues like the idea of social revolution, 
that of violence, collective creativity, dictatorship, organization, etc. Those who 

have thus far remained adversaries of social revolution, of revolutionary vio
lence and of organization, will always be such, and it really would be too naive 
to begin the history of anarchism all over again just for them. As soon as some
body would come along and tell us that he does not accept the idea of the social 

revolution, someone else would announce that he is against revolutionary 
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violence, and a third would express unhappiness with the very idea of commu
nist anarchism and a fourth would speak up against the class struggle. Shout
ing in every instance that "anarchism 's principles" are not precise enough is 
tantamount in fact to a failure to devise an overall theory. Didn't we have Bakunin, 
Kropotkin and Malatesta who were precise enough about anarchism's prin
ciples? There were anarchist movements in a variety of countries based on 
those principles. How can we claim that they are not clear enough? 

True, there are many obscure points in anarchism. But those are of quite 
another character. The fact is that alongside unquestionably anarchist person
nel, the movement contains a number of liberal tendencies and individualist 
deviations that prevent it from having a stable base. To restore the movement 
to health, it must be freed of these tendencies and deviations: but this purge is, 
to a very large extent, prevented by just those individualists, open or disguised, 
(and the authors of the Reply are undoubtedly to be numbered among the lat
ter) who are part of the movement. 

2. The Class Struggle in the Anarchist System 

The Platform declares quite plainly that the "class struggle between labor 
and capital was at all times in the history of human societies the chief factor 
determining the form and structure of those societies," that anarchism emerged 
and developed on the terrain of that struggle, in the bosom of oppressed, labor
ing humanity: that it is a social movement of the oppressed masses: the attempt 
to represent it as a general humanitarian problem amounts to a social and his
torical falsehood. In the struggle between capital and labor, anarchism fights 
wholeheartedly and inseparably alongside the latter. 

The authors of thf' Rf'ply ("otmter that clear and precise message willl "an
archism is a synthesis of elements: class, humanitarian and individual." That is 
the view held in common by liberals fearful of relying upon the truths of labor, 
who are forever dithering ideologically between the bourgeoisie and the prole
tariat and looking for common humanitarian values to use as connections be
tween the contending classes. But we know well that there is no mankind, one 
and indivisible, that the demands of anarchist communism will be met only 
through the determination of the working class and that the activity of mankind 
as a whole, including the bourgeoisie, will not come into that at all: consequently, 
the viewpoint peddled by the liberals who do not know how to pick a side in the 
world-wide social tragedy cannot have anything to do with the class struggle 
and thus with anarchism. 

3 .  On the Problem of Direction of the Masses and Events from the 

Ideal Point of View 

The Reply rather takes issue more the idea an authoritarian leadership of 
its own devising than with the idea set out in the Platform. And, broadly speak
ing, throughout the Reply, its authors strive to divine some hidden meaning to 
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the enigmatic Platform and go on to paint a picture that might strike terror not 

just into anarchists but even into certain overly sentimental statists. Thus, the 

influence wielded in the realm of ideas by the anarchists over the revolutionary 

trade unions is turned by them into subordination of those unions to the anar

chist organization. The method of a common revolutionary military strategy 

applied in defense of the revolution "becomes," in their interpretation, the idea 

of a centralized State's army. The notion of an executive committee of anarchist 

organization becomes, in their representation of it, that of a dictatorial Central 

Committee demanding unquestioning obedience. One might think that the au

thors of the Reply are too ignorant to be capable of grasping the essence of all 

these problems: Not a bit of it! All of the misrepresentations and alterations 

made by the latter are made to the same end: we shall demonstrate anon to 

what end our adversaries pretend to be alarmed by the expression "direction of 

the masses and events from the ideas point of view." But are they not then like 

those odd sorts who, being terrified by the idea of influence, are afraid of influ

encing themselves? Direction of the masses from the "ideas" point of view sim

ply means the existence of a guiding idea in their movement. In the world of 

socialist struggle and socialist demands, such ideas are not numerous. But it is 

natural that we anarchists wanted the toilers' guiding idea to be the anarchist 

idea and not that of the social democrats for example, of those who have only 

recently betrayed the Viennese workers' revolutionary movement. 

But, in order that the anarchist idea should become the lodestone of the 

masses, we have to develop well organized ideological activity which in turn 

necessitates an anarchist organization whose members spread very clear and 

coherent notions among the masses. All of which is so elementary and self

evident that it is embarrassing to have to spell it out again in this day and age to 

folk who claim to be conversant with anarchism. The authors of the "Reply" 

are, moreover well aware of that, since, after having misrepresented our point 

of view and peddled a mountain of absurdities regarding the General Union of 

Anarchists, they close by saying that the anarchists' role in economic organiza

tions is to influence the masses morally and in terms of ideas, while that of 

specifically anarchist organizations would be to help them indeed from this 

"ideas" point of view. But is not saying that tantamount to borrowing the posi

tions of the "Platform" after having blackened its name? What is the meaning 

of "influence and assist the masses from the ideas point of view"? Are anar

chists going to render ideological assistance to a mob in the process of mount

ing a pogrom or of carrying out lynch law? All assistance afforded to the masses 

in the realm of ideas must be consonant with the ideology of anarchism: other

wise, it would not be anarchist assistance. "Ideologically assist" simply means: 

influence from the ideas point of view, direct from the ideas point of view. 

Bakunin, Kropotkin, Reclus, Malatesta - those are men who were, incontest

ably, ideological directors of the masses. But we aim to see that such direction, 

exercised occasionally, becomes a permanent factor: that is only going to be 

possible when there is an organization possessed of a common ideology and 

whose membership engage in ideologically coordinated activity, without being 
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side-tracked or dispersed as has been the case hitherto. Those are the terms in 

which the question is posed. And it is in vain that the authors of the "Reply" will 
dream up sophisms in order to show that direction in the realm of ideas means 

authoritarian direction. 
It is the masses of the people that will make the revolution themselves, say 

our adversaries. Understood. But they ought to know that the revolutionary 

mass is forever nurturing in its bosom a minority of initiators, who precipitate 

and direct events. And we are entitled to assert that in a true social revolution 

the supporters of worker anarchism alone will account for that minority. 

4. The Idea of the Transitional Period 

The "Platform" notes that the social political parties understand the term 
'Transitional Period" to mean a specific stage in the life of a people, the essen
tial features of which period are: a breach with the old order of things and the 
installation of a new economic and political system, a system which as yet does 
not represent the complete emancipation of the toilers. Communist anarchism, 
however, repudiates transitional arrangements of that sort. It advocates a so
cial revolution of the toilers that will lay the foundations for their free and egali

tarian society. 
It strikes us that the problem could not be posed any more clearly. But the 

authors of the "Reply" have contrived to discover the precise opposite in the 
"Platform." In their estimation, the "Platform" is, all in all, merely "an attempt 

to peddle this idea (o/ the transitional period) and to graft it on to anarchism." 

And here comes the proof: the "Platform" looks forward to certain points, (there 

are some set out in the appendix to the "Platform") when the press (or rather 
the abuse thereof) of the class hostile to thp toiler.:: will h"vp been shut down 
by struggling labor. And the authors of the "Reply" are cock a hoop: why, doesn't 
that amount to a "transitional period really"? Then again the "Platform" de
clares that the anarchist communist principle "from each according to his tal
ents, to each according to his needs" in no way makes it incumbent upon labor 
in rebellio n  to feed everyone, including its avowe d enemies who ,  for 
counterrevolutionary motives, would refuse to play a part in production and 

would dream of nothing other than decapitating the revolution. That principle 

merely means equality in distribution within the parameters of the egalitarian 
society: it does not at all apply to those who have placed themselves outside 

that society for counterrevolutionary motives.  Furthermore, that principle 
means that every member of laboring society who profits from its services 
should serve it in accordance with his strengths and capabilities and not at all 

in accordance with his whims or indeed not at all. The authors of the "Reply" 
again raise a hue and cry: what about that, is that not the transitional period? 
They proclaim "the application of the principle of equal enjoyment of all avail
able and freshly manufactured products, regardless of their quantity, by all the 
members of the collectivity, without exception, restriction or privilege of any 
sort." True, it is none too clear from this formula whether the rebel workers 
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must feed the bourgeoisie that plays no part in production and uses its ingenu
ity to oppose them. But, since that formula is opposed to the labor principle of 

the "Platform," we have to conclude that the toilers do have a duty to maintain 

the bourgeoisie, even if they have not the slightest desire so to do. 
We shall not enter into discussion of such a viewpoint. The working class 

itself will resolve it practically, come the social revolution. However we do be

lieve that it will not shower the authors of the "Reply" with praise for the tender 
care with they have surrounded a bourgeois that refuses to work. Would the 

authors of the "Reply" not be better advised to devise some way of turning 
bourgeois into honest members of laboring society instead of watching out for 
them with such solicitude? 

But the most impressive sleight of hand by the authors of the "Reply" comes 
only later. After having seen them rebut all of the positions of the "Platform," 

after having seen them dismiss its authors as shameful Bolsheviks, and their 
constructive system as a transitional political and economic state system - one 

would expect to find them presenting a bold outline of the post-revolutionary 
anarchist society, of the society in which everybody would find his every need 
met and which would have nothing in common with the one sketched in the 

"Platform," Not a bit of it, though. All one finds there is an admission that the 
creative endeavor of the social revolution "will be a natural start to the forma

tion of an anarchist society." Now that declaration is borrowed, word for word, 

from the "Platform," which states "the victory of the toilers . . .  will be the start of 

the construction of the anarchist society which, once outlined, will then, without 
interruption, follow its line of development, growing stronger and more 
rounded."  In truth, with our adversaries, the right side of their minds has no 
idea what the left side is thinking and doing. 

5. The Problem of Production 

Nor do the authors of the "Reply" fail to raise categorical objections to us in 
relation to the problem of production as well. It is very hard to get an idea of 

what prompts their objections, as well as of what they are advocating in their 
exposition. The idea of unified and coordinated production set out by the "Plat
form" leaves them cold, as does the idea of agencies directing production and 
elected by the workers. In the idea of coordinated production they divine the 
specter of centralization and statism and they offer instead the idea of decen

tralized production. 
The idea of unified production is clear: the "Platform" looks upon the whole 

of modern industry as one single, gigantic workshop of producers, created by 
the efforts of several generations of toilers and altogether the property of ev

erybody and of no one in particular. 
Particular branches of production are inseparably interconnected and they 

can neither produce nor even exist as separate entities. The unity of that work
shop is determined by technical factors. But there is only one unified and coor
dinated production capable of existence in this mammoth factory: production 
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carried out in accordance with an overall scheme prescribed by the workers' 
and peasants' production organizations, a plan drafted in the light of the needs 

of society as a whole: the products of that factory belong to the whole of labor
ing society. Such production is truly socialist. 

It is very much to be regretted that the authors of the "Reply" omitted to 
explain how they envisage decentralized production. But we may suppose that 
they are talking about several independent productions, isolated industries, 
separate trusts and maybe even separate factories producing and disposing of 

their products as they see fit. The authors of the "Reply" declare that decentral
ized production will operate according to federalist principles. But, since the 

federated units will be nothing more than small private entrepreneurs (to wit, 
the united workforce of a single plant, trust or industry) , production will not be 
at all socialist: it will still be capitalist, in that it is based on the parcelization of 

ownership, which will not take long to provoke competition and antagonisms. 
Unified production is not centralized production directed from some 

authoritarian "center." Unified production is merely authentically communist 
production. 

6. Defense of the Revolution 

Examining the problem of the defense of the Revolution, the "Platform" 
remarks first that the most effective means of defending the revolution would 
be to find a radical solution to the problems of production, supply and the land. 

But the "Platform" also foresaw that solution of these problems will necessarily 
spark a bitter civil war in which the exploiter class will strive to retain or to 

regain its privileges. That is quite inescapable. The "Platform" indicates also 
that thf' claf':f': ('urrf'ntly in power will in that war resort to "the methudulogy of 
all military action: unity of operational planning and unity of overall command." 
It goes on to say that the toilers will also have to have recourse to these meth
ods of struggle, and all the armed units that will spring up voluntarily will have 
to amalgamate into a single army. This necessity does not make it impossible 
for local detachments to wage an independent fight against the counterrevolu

tion. It does, though, require that a revolutionary worker and peasant army 
confront the broad front of the counterrevolutionary onslaught. 

In order to combat the counterrevolution, the workers must possess their 
common operational plan and overall command. Otherwise, the enemy will 
attack them where they are weakest and least expecting it. 

History is the best proof of this: 

a) All popular revolutions were especially successful when the army ceased 
blindly to serve the ruling classes and threw in its lot with the rebels. 

b) During the Russian revolution, it was those popular movements that man

aged to unite their armed forces, units of importance, to which military 
operations affecting an entire region were entrusted, that met with ap
preciable success. This was the case with the insurgent movement headed 

by Makhno. Insurgent groups that failed to understand this necessity 
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perished in the face of a well organized enemy. There were hundreds of 

instances of that in the Russian revolution. 
c) The Russian counterrevolution led by Koltchak, Denikin, Yudenich and 

others owes its military defeat chiefly to the fact that it failed to establish 
a single operational plan and united command for the counterrevolution
ary armies: thus while Koltchak was (in 1918) near Kazan and making 
for Moscow, Denikin stayed in the Caucasus: but it was only when 
Koltchak was "liquidated" (in 1919) that Denikin rounded on Moscow. 
(Note: We are not speaking here of the partisan warfare waged by the 
peasants against Koltchak and Denikin and which brought the latter to 
military and social defeat.) 

Insurgent revolutionary work during the civil war must know how to use the 

methodology of unity of operational planning and overall command of the revolu
tionary armed forces. Without that, the workers and peasants will be beaten by 
counterrevolutionary forces highly conversant with the military arts. The "Plat
form" pointed out how necessary it was that workers utilize that methodology as 

well as create a single army embracing all of the armed forces at the revolution's 
disposal. It goes without saying that the "Platform" insists upon this organization 
only for the duration of the civil war in the fight against the counterrevolution. 
Once that war ends, the revolutionary army has no further raison d'etre and will 

fade away. To tell the truth, the whole chapter in the "Platform" that deals with 
defense of the revolution stressed only the need that workers will have to utilize 
the methodology of a common operational plan and common command. The "Plat
form" also labors the point that these methods as well as the idea of the revolu
tionary army are to be regarded only as a stratagem necessitated by civil war and 
in no way as anarchist principles. It strikes us that no sane and honest mind could 
find grounds there for accusing the "Platform" with pushing the idea of a standing, 
centralized army. But the "sages" of the "Reply" manage it nonetheless. They 
charge us with nothing more nor less than aspiring to create a centralized army 
placed at the disposal of the overall productive organizations directed, in their 
turn, by the Union/Party. We believe that anarchist circles are clear-sighted 
enough to grasp for themselves that this view is absurd and incoherent. The "Re

ply" proposes no hard and fast solution to the problem of defense of the revolu
tion. After having, as is its wont, proffered the most motley shower of insults 
against the "Platform," the authors of it start to mumble something about union 
of the armed forces in the revolution, thereby aping the idea of the "Platform," 

albeit misrepresenting it as usual. 
But it is by examining the necessity, announced by the "Platform," of the 

revolutionary army's being subordinated to the toilers' higher productive or
ganizations that the authors of the "Reply" display a truly penetrating mind, a 
real masterpiece of farsightedness. How dare you, they exclaim, argue that 
that is not a transitional period? Precisely how subordination of the revolution
ary army to the workers' and peasants' productive organizations constitutes a 

transitional period - that is the inscrutable enigma. The toilers' military forces 
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will not in any way become an end in themselves: they will have only one way of 
implementing the formalities of the worker and peasant revolution. As a result, 
it is to the workers and peasants that the army should be answerable and by 
them alone that it should be directed politically. According to the authors of the 
"Reply," the revolutionary army, or indeed the armed groupings, should not be 
answerable to those organizations: they will lead an independent existence and 
fight as they deem fit. Thus are folk who have the effrontery to speak of things 
upon which they have never reflected hoist on their own petard! 

7. Anarchist Organization 

On this score too, the authors of the "Reply" are primarily concerned with 
misrepresenting the meaning of the "Platform." First of all they turn the idea of 
an Executive Committee into that of a Party Central Committee, a committee 
that issues orders, makes laws and commands. Anybody in the least degree 
slightest conversant with politics knows well that an executive committee and a 
central committee are two quite different ideas: the executive committee may 
very well be an anarchist agency: indeed, such an organ exists in many anar
chist and anarchist-syndicalist organizations. 

While rejecting the idea of a broad anarchist organization based on a ho
mogeneous ideology, the authors of the "Reply" peddle the idea of a synthesiz
ing organization wherein all of the strands of anarchism are gathered together 
into "one single family." To pave the way for the establishment of that organiza
tion, they propose to set up a newspaper in every country which would discuss 
and examine all controversial issues, from every angle, and thus bring about an 
entente between anarchists. 

We have already spellen out o1lr position rf'garrling thi<:  notion of synthe

sis and we shall not rehearse our reasoning here. We shall confine ourselves 
simply to adding that the existence of discrepancies between the opinions of 
anarchists is due more to the lack of a periodical to act as a forum for discus
sion (there were some once) . A forum for discussion will never manage to 

bring the divergent currents together, but it will assuredly clutter up the minds 
of the laboring masses. Furthermore, a whole swathe of individuals claiming 
to be anarchists has nothing in common with anarchism. Gathering these people 

(on the basis of what?) into "one family" and describing that gathering as "anar
chist organization" would not only be a nonsense: it would be positively harm
ful. If that were to happen by some mischance, all prospect of anarchism's de

veloping into a revolutionary social movement of the toilers would be banished. 
It is not an indiscriminating mix, but rather a selection from the whole

some anarchist forces and the organization thereof into an anarchist-commu

nist party that is vital to the movement: not a hotchpotch synthesis, but differ

entiation and exploration of the anarchist idea so as to bring them to a homoge
neous movement program. That is the only way to rebuild and strengthen the 
movement in the laboring masses. 
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To conclude, a few words on the ethical features of the "Reply." In reality, it 
is not to the "Platform" that this "Reply" is addressed, but to a whole series of 
positions duly misrepresented in advance by the authors of the "Reply." There 
is not a single paragraph to which they reply without preamble. They always 
start off by ferreting out the Jesuitical recesses of the position and, after having 
concocted those, they put their objections to them. In their hands, the "Plat
form" has been turned into a fiendish conspiracy against the anarchist move
ment and against the working class. This is how they represent the thinking of 
the "Platform": "On top, the leading party, (the General Union of Anarchists) ; 
down below, the higher peasant and worker organizations directed by the Union; 
lower still, the inferior organizations, the organs of struggle against the counter
revolution, the army, etc." Elsewhere, they talk about "investigatory and politi
cal violence" institutions. A whole picture is painted there, a portrait of a police 
state, directed by the General Union of Anarchists. 

One might well ask: why this recourse to all these lies? The authors of the 
"Reply" have read the "Platform." So they ought to know that the thinking 
behind the "Platform" boils down to the organization of anarchist forces for 

the period of struggle against the capitalist class society: its object is simply to 
spread anarchism among the masses and ideological direction oftheir struggle. 
The moment that the toilers will have defeated capitalist society, a new era in 
their history will be ushered in, an era when all social and political functions 
are transferred to the hands of workers and peasants who will set about the 
creation of the new life. At that point the anarchist organizations and, with 
them, the General Union, will lose all their significance and they should, in 
our view, gradually melt away into the productive organizations of the workers 
and peasants. The "Platform" contains a whole constructive section dealing 
with the role of the workers and peasants in the wake of the Revolution. By 
contrast, it says nothing about the specific role at that juncture of the World 
Union of Anarchists. And this is no accident, but rather a deliberate omission. 
Because all political and economic activity will then be concentrated, as we 
see it, in the toilers' organs of self-administration: in the trade unions, the fac
tory committees, the councils, etc. 

But, to credit the authors of the "Reply," it is only then that the Anarchist 
Communist Party comes into its own: positioned somewhere up above, it is to 
direct the "higher" and the "lower" toilers' organizations, the army, etc. That is 
their way of dealing with a document of which they propose to offer a critique, 
their way of treating the reader to whom they promised truth. The irresponsi

bility of these methods will surely startle any reader capable of reflection on 
matters political. 

In scrutinizing the other reasons for the anarchist movement's weakness, 
the authors of the "Reply" point to this one: '''The current state of mind of the 
masses who have neither the wherewithal nor the desire to investigate, analyze 

and make comparisons and who, consequently still and always plump for the 
easiest option, the course of least resistance according to the "ready-made' reci
pes on offer from demagogues of every hue."  
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Let us conclude our examination of the "Reply" by these remarkable utter
ances from its authors. Remarkable words in that they demonstrate the futility 
and hypocrisy of their speechifying about the creative potential "of the masses, 
their autonomous activity, the dire threat that ideological direction poses to 
that potential, etc. If the "Reply is to be believed, one gets the impression that 
the masses are not only incapable of finding the paths to their liberation, but 
also have not the slightest desire so to do, and prefer to follow the line of least 
resistance." 

If that is how things really stand, things are going badly for anarchism, 
since it is by force that it has to draw the masses to its side. In setting them
selves the target of rebutting the "Platform," regardless of cost, even should 
they have to fly in the face of reason, the facts and life itself, in order to achieve 
that, the authors of the "Reply" have been reduced to declarations like those. 

We hope that we have proved, in the foregoing exposition, that the pro
gram of the authors of the "Reply" was quite without foundation and that they 
are typical specimens of the political incoherence in our movement. As for the 
ethical side of the "Reply," that cannot be described as anything other than an 
object lesson in calumny. 

2 3 6  

- Th e  Group of Russian Anarchists Abroad 
August 18, 1927 
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D O C U M E N T  N o . 5 
P I O T R  A R S H I N OV - T H E  O L D  A N D  T H E  N E W I N  
A N A R C H I S M  ( R E P LY T O  C O M R A D E  M A L AT E S TA )  

In the Geneva anarchist magazine Le Reveil first of all, and later in pamphlet 
form, comrade Errico Malatesta has published an article critical of the Organiza

tional Platform issued by the Group of Russian Anarchists Abroad. 
That article has inspired puzzlement and regret in us. We had expected, and 

expect still, that the notion of organized anarchism may meet with dogged resis
tance from the supporters of chaos, so numerous in anarchist circles, for that 
idea obliges any anarchist participating in the movement to shoulder his respon
sibilities and confront the notions of duty and consistency. Whereas the favored 
principle in which most anarchists have been schooled thus far can be summed 
up by the following axiom: "J do as J please and pay no heed to anything. " It is only 
natural that anarchists of that sort, imbued with such principles, should be vio
lently hostile to any notion of organized anarchism and collective responsibility. 

Comrade Malatesta is a stranger to this principle, and that is why his text 
has drawn this response from us. Puzzlement, because he is a veteran of inter
national anarchism and has failed to grasp the spirit of the Platform, its essen
tial character and its relevance, which flow from the demands of our revolu
tionary age. Regret, because, in order to keep faith with the dogma implicit in 
the cult of individuality, he has set his face (only temporarily, let us hope) against 
the endeavor which seems a crucial stage in the further spread and develop
ment of the anarchist movement. 

Right at the outset of his article, Malatesta says that he subscribes to a 
number of the theses of the Platform or indeed reinforces them with the ideas 
he sets out. He would agree with us in noting that anarchists have not had and 
do not have any influence over social and political developments, for want of a 
serious, active organization, The principles embraced by comrade Malatesta 
correspond to the chief tenets of the Platform. One might have expected that 
he would also have examined, grasped and accepted a number of other prin
ciples set out in our draft, for there is a thread of coherence and logic running 
through all of the Platform's theses. Malatesta, though, goes on to express in 
trenchant terms his difference of opinion with the Platform. He raises the ques
tion of whether the General Anarchist Union anticipated by the Platform might 
resolve the problem of education of the toiling masses, answering that query in 
the negative. He advances as his grounds for this the allegedly authoritarian 
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character of the Union which, according to him, would nurture the idea of sub
mission to higher-ups and leaders. 

On what can such a grave charge be based? It is in the notion of collective 
responsibility espoused by the Platform that he sees his chief grounds for fram
ing such a charge. He cannot countenance the principle that the Union as a 
body is answerable for each of its members and that, conversely, each member 
is answerable for the policy line of the Union as a whole. Which means that 
Malatesta rejects the very principle of organization which appears to us to be 
the most essential thing if the organized anarchist movement is to be able to 
proceed with its development. 

Thus far the anarchist movement has nowhere reached the stage where it 
is a popular movement organized as such. The blame for this cannot be laid at 
the door of objective circumstances, for instance the fact that the toiling masses 
might not understand anarchism or take any interest in it in times of revolution: 
no, the cause of the anarchist movement's weakness and instability resides es
sentially in the anarchists themselves. Not once to date have they attempted 
conduct either propaganda of their ideas or their practical activities among the 
toiling masses in an organized manner. 

Strange as this may appear to comrade Malatesta, we staunchly affirm that 
the activity of the most active anarchists - of which he is one - necessarily 
displayed an individualistic character: even if that activity was marked by high 
personal responsibility, it was the business only of an individual and not of an 
organization. In the past, when our movement was new-born as a national or 
international movement, this could not have been otherwise: the foundations 
had to be laid for the anarchist mass movement: the toiling masses had to be 
called upon and invited to commit themselves to the anarchist mode of struggle. 
That was necessary, even if it was onlv the doing of i !':ol'ltf'iI iT1di"idual� cf lim 
ited means. Those militants of anarchism fulfilled their mission: they drew the 
most active workers towards anarchist ideas. However, that was only half of 
the task. At a time when the number of anarchist personnel, coming from the 
laboring masses, grew considerabiy, it became impossible to confine oneself to 
isolated propaganda and practice, individually or in scattered groups. To con
tinue thus would have meant marking time. In order to avoid slipping back
wards, one had to press on. That is the precise explanation for the widespread 
decline in the anarchist movement: we had taken that first step but proceeded 
no further. 

That second step consisted then and consists still of gathering anarchist 
personnel drawn from the toiling masses into an active collective capable of 
leading the organized struggle of the toilers with the aim of making a reality of 
anarchist ideas. 

The question facing anarchists of every land is as follows: can our move
ment content itself with subsisting on the basis of the old forms of organization, 
local groups with no organizational linkage between them, each one operating 
off its own bat, with its own ideology and particular tactic? Or should our move-
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ment instead look to new forms of organization that would help it develop and 
put down roots in the broad masses of toilers? 

The experience of the last twenty years, and more especially that of the 
two Russian revolutions - of 1905 and 1917-1919 - hint better than any "theo
retical considerations" at the answer to that question. 

During the Russian revolution, the toiling masses were won over to anar
chist ideas: even so, anarchism as an organized movement suffered a complete 
rebuff in it. Whereas at the outset of the revolution, we were in the van of the 
fighting, as soon as the constructive phase arrived we found ourselves irrepa
rably at a remove from this and, in the end, remote from the masses. This was 
not the work of chance: such an attitude flowed inevitably from our own power
lessness, in terms both of organization and of our ideological confusionism. 

At the root of that failure was the fact that, throughout the revolution, anar
chists proved unable to expound their social and political program, and courted 
the toiling masses only with fitful, contradictory propaganda: we had no stable 
organization. Our movement was represented by makeshift organizations 
sprouting up here and there, themselves unsure of what they wanted and which 
most often evaporated after a time, leaving not a trace. One would have to be 
desperately naive and stupid to think that the toilers could follow and join such 
"organizations" in time of social struggle and communist construction. 

We have fallen into the habit of putting the failure of the anarchist move
ment in Russia in 1917-1919 down to statist repression by the Bolshevik Party: 
this is a great mistake. The Bolshevik repression hobbled the spread of the anar
chist movement during the revolution, but it was not the sole obstacle. Rather, 
the internal impotence of the movement itself was one of the chief causes of that 
failure, an impotence that arose from the vagueness and indecision that charac
terized the sundry political statements regarding organization and tactics. 

Anarchism had no set, hard and fast opinion on the essential problems of 
the social revolution: an opinion that was crucial in satisfying the appetite of the 
masses who created the revolution. Anarchists preached the communist prin
ciple: "From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs," but they 
never troubled to apply that principle to reality, or indeed they allowed certain 
suspect elements to turn that great principle into a caricature of anarchism (let 
us just recall how many swindlers capitalized upon it so as to seize the assets of 
the collectivity for their own personal advantage) . Anarchists talked a lot about 
the revolutionary activity of the toilers, but proved incapable of helping them, 
even by sketching out in rough the form that such activity should have assumed: 
they proved unable to regulate the reciprocal relations between the masses and 
their source of ideological inspiration. They encouraged the toilers to shake off 
the yoke of Authority, but they did not indicate how to consolidate and defend 
the revolution's gains. They lacked clear and precise ideas and a program of 
action on lots of other issues. It was this that distanced them from the masses' 
activity and condemned them to social and historical impotence. There is where 
we should seek the prime cause for their failure in the Russian revolution. 
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And we have no doubt that, if the revolution were to erupt in several Euro
pean countries, anarchists will suffer the same failure, for there they are no less 
divided - if not in fact more divided - in terms of their ideas and organization. 

The present age, when the toilers in their millions are entering the lists of the 
social struggle, requires of anarchists direct and plain answers to a whole series 
of questions concerning that struggle and the communist reconstruction that 
should follow it: likewise, it requires that anarchists assume collective responsi
bility for those answers and for anarchist propaganda generally. Should they not 
shoulder that responsibility, anarchists, like anyone else in such circumstances, 
are not entitled to engage in inconsequential propaganda among the laboring 
masses, which fight heedless of heavy sacrifices and the loss of countless victims. 

These days, this is neither a game nor a matter of improvisation. So it is that, 
until such time as we have our General Anarchist Union, we will not be in a 
position to supply common answers to all of these vital questions. 

At the start of his article, comrade Malatesta appears to welcome the idea of 
an anarchist umbrella organization being set up: however, by categorically re
jecting collective responsibility, he makes realization of such an organization an 
impossibility. For it would be possible only if there was a theoretical and organi
zational concordance, representing a common platform on the basis of which 
numerous militants might come together. Insofar as they would accept that plat
form, the latter would become binding upon them. Anyone unwilling to accept 
these basic principles as binding will not, and indeed will not be willing to, be
come a member of the organization. 

In this way, that organization would be the union of those who would share 
a common conception of the theoretical, tactical and political policy line to be 
observed, As a result, the practical activity of a member of the organization is 
naturally in complete harmony with the overall activity, and conversely the adiv
ity of the organization as a whole could not be at odds with the conscience and 
activity of each member, assuming he has accepted the program fundamental to 
the organization. It is this which characterizes the principle of collective respon
sibility: the Union as a body is answerable for the activity of each member, in the 
knowledge that he could only carry out his political and revolutionary work in 
the political spirit of the Union. Likewise, each member is fully answerable for 
the Union as a whole, since its activity could not be at odds with what has been 
determined by the whole membership. There is no hint here of authoritarianism, 
as comrade Malatesta mistakenly argues: merely the expression of an alert and 
responsible understanding of militant work. 

It goes without saying that in summoning anarchists to organize themselves 
on the basis of a definite program, we are not thereby depriving anarchists of 
other persuasions of their right to organize howsoever they may deem fit, How
ever, we are convinced that, as soon as anarchists have created an organization 
of importance, the hollowness and futility of the traditional organizations will 
become glaringly apparent. 

. . .  The principle of responsibility is taken by comrade Malatesta in the sense 
of the moral responsibility of individuals and groups, This is why he attributes to 
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congresses and their resolutions the mere role of sort of friendly get-togethers, 
mouthing only platitudes. 

That traditional way of thinking about the role of congresses does not stand 
up to the simplest test in real life. In fact, what would be the point of a congress 
that would merely express "opinions" and would not undertake to make these 
a reality in life? None. In a broad movement, a merely moral rather than organi
zational responsibility loses all value. 

Which brings us to the question of majority and minority. Our thinking is 
that all discussion of this topic is redundant. In practice, it has long since been 
resolved. Always and everywhere, practical problems among us have been re
solved by majority vote. Which is perfectly understandable, for there is no other 
way of resolving these things in an organization that is determined to act. 

Out of all the objections voiced to the Platform, an understanding of the 
most important thesis therein - understanding of our approach to the organi
zational problem and how to resolve it - has thus far been missing. Indeed, 
understanding of this is extremely important and is of crucial significance with 
regard to a proper appreciation of the Platform and of the whole organizational 
endeavor of the Dyelo Truda group . 

. .  . The only way to banish chaos and breathe life back into the anarchist 
movement is a theoretical and organizational clarification of our ranks, leading 
on to differentiation and recruitment an active core of militants on the b asis of a 
homogeneous theoretical and practical program. Which is one of the main aims 
of our text. 

What does this clarification represent and how should it proceed? The ab
sence of an agreed overall program has always been a lack sorely felt in the 
anarchist movement, and has helped leave it very often highly vulnerable, its 
propaganda having never been any too coherent and consistent in relation to 
the ideas professed and the practical principles advocated. Quite the contrary, 
it has often come to pass that what was propagated by one group is denigrated 
by another one. And this holds not only for tactical applications, but also for the 
underlying theses. 

Some excuse such a state of affairs by saying that it is an index of the 
multiplicity of anarchist ideas. Fine, let us agree upon that, but of what interest 
is that multiplicity supposed to be for the toilers? 

They struggle and suffer in the here and now and have immediate need of a 
proper conception of revolution that may speed them on their way to emancipa
tion right away: they do not need any abstract notion, but a living idea that is a 
real, developed answer to their questions, while anarchists, in practice, often 
proffer many contradictory ideas, systems and programs, with the most signifi
cant rubbing shoulders with the trifling, or even at odds with one another. In 
such circumstances, it is readily understandable that anarchism has not man
aged, and, in the future never will manage to germinate in the masses and be
come one with them, in such a way as to provide the inspiration for their libera
tion movement. For the masses sense the pointlessness of contradictory ideas 
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and instinctively give them a wide berth: even though, in time of revolution, 
they may act and live in a libertarian manner. 

To conclude: comrade Malatesta reckons that the Bolsheviks' successes 
in their country have been giving sleepless nights to those Russian anarchists 

who issued the Platform. Malatesta's error consists of his having failed to take 
account of the extremely significant circumstance that the Organizational Plat

form is the product, not just of the Russian revolution, but also of the anarchist 

movement in that revolution. Now, there is no way that this fact can be over

looked if one wishes to resolve the problem of anarchist organization, its for
mat and its theoretical basis. It is crucial that questions be asked about the 

place that anarchism occupied in the great social upheaval in 1917. What was 

the attitude of the insurgent masses to anarchism and anarchists? What was it 
about them that they prized? Why, in spite of that, did anarchism meet with 

failure in that revolution? What lessons have been learnt from that? All these 
questions, and many another, must inevitably arise to confront anyone who 
broaches the issues raised by the Platform. This, comrade Malatesta has not 
done. He has tackled the current problem of organization as an absent-minded 
dogmatist. Which is rather incomprehensible for those of us who have been 
wont to look upon him not as an ideologue but, rather, as a practitioner of real, 
active anarchism. He makes do with examining the degree to which such and 

such a thesis from the Platform is compatible or otherwise with anarchism's 
traditional viewpoints, then he rebuts them, finding them to be at odds with 
those old notions. It does not even enter his head that the reverse might be 

true, that it is these latter which might be at fault, and that that is reason for the 
appearance of the Platform. That is one way of explaining the whole series of 
errors and contradictions set out earlier in his text. 

Let us note ,;till :mothf'f serious omission on his part: he fails to dwell at all 
upon the theoretical basis, or the constructive part of the Platform, focusing 

solely upon the organizational draft. Our text not only refuted the notion of syn
thesis and of anarcho-syndicalism as untenable and having failed, but it also prof
fered a scheme for rallying anarchism's active militants on the basis of a more or 

less homogeneous program. Comrade Malatesta ought to have dwelt in detail upon 

that approach: however he passes it over in silence as he also does the construc
tive section, although his conclusions are apparently applicable to the Platform 

as a whole. Which makes his article somewhat of a contradiction and unstable. 

Libertarian communism must not languish in the doldrums of its past: it 

must rise above them by combating and overcoming its defects. The novelty of 

the Platform and of the Dyelo Truda group consists precisely of their being strang

ers to obsolete dogmas and preconceptions and that instead they strive to con
duct their activity on the basis of real, current data. This venture represents the 

first ever attempt to fuse anarchism and real life, and to create anarchist activity 

on that basis. Only thus will libertarian communism be wrested from the talons 
of an obsolete dogma and invigorate the life-giving movement of the masses. 

Dyelo Truda, No. 36, (May 1928) , pp. 4-11 
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D O C U M E N T  N o . 6 
T H E  " N A B AT "  O R G A N I Z AT I O N  I N  T H E  U K R A I N E , 
1 9 1 9 - 1 9 2 0  

Note by the editors of Dyelo Truda: The article published below is lifted from a 

lengthy letter from a Russian anarchist, one of the founders and most active par

ticipants in the "Nabat" anarchist Confederation in the Ukraine: we shall not 
name him, for since 1920 he has been incarcerated without cease in Bolshevik 

prisons: in the Butyrki, in the Solovietzky islands . . .  and is even now a deportee in 

Siberia. 
The organizational and political structure of "Nabat" has hitherto been de

scribed only in the articles of Voline and, in his version, seems a rather loose 

organization founded upon friendly and harmonious relations, ignorant of orga

nizational discipline and responsibility, and acknowledging no leadership ech

elon, in terms of ideas, in anarchist circles. Now we have the testimony of a com
rade who sheds a different light on the organizational and political aspect ofWabat. ' 

Not only did the latter enforce strict organizational principles and collective re
sponsibility, but in fact it struggled to impose these and tended to become the pro
totype of the structured organization for which the Dyelo Truda Group of Russian 

Anarchists is now campaigning. And we have the testimony of one of "Nabat's" 

founders and active participants to that effect. 
Obviously, there were theoretical contradictions, on account of the aspiration 

of certain of its members that the Confederation should espouse the famous ideol
ogy of the anarchist synthesis. But that in no way undermined the strength of the 

"Nabat" structure. 
It should be pointed out that the author of this piece has not dealt adequately 

with the centralist deviation of the French anarchists, regarding that deviation as 
a quite natural and useful backlash against the chronic chaos and disintegration 
that have prevailed in anarchist circles, and would therefore identify with that 
deviation. Asfor ourselves, however, we see it  as a passing fad that will give way to 

a libertarian federalism strictly compatible with ideological and organizational 

accountability. 

- The editors ofDyelo Truda 
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Let me come back to the problem of the "Nabat," concerning which our 
exchange of views has been temporarily interrupted in our correspondence, 

for I have yet to reply on this matter to one of your last letters, due to the fact 
that, on account of circumstances not of our making, that latter was destroyed 

and I lost the thread of our discussions. 
That said, I want to answer you in a couple of words regarding the back

ground of this matter, for apparently you have not yet grasped the true nature 

of "Nabat," the circumstances in which it was established and how it resolved 
the problems that confronted it. What you term, if memory serves, the realistic 

idealism of "Nabat" represented its genuine, living aspect, its true essence. At 
first, "Nab at" had no definite standard program that could have resolved all of 
the movement's theoretical and practical questions. It had not yet managed to 
draft one. It had only begun to do so, operating on the basis of certain method

ological principles. It had even made a little headway in this, particularly with 
regard to structure and organization. It was in fact an organizational Union 

rooted in a few broad principles, the aim being to carry out organizational work 
in concert with the best and most wholesome representatives of the various 
anarchist tendencies, with those sensible of the need for that. The N abatovians 

as yet had no set program, but they did have a common outlook on the basis of 

which to resolve a series of points in that program: an outlook that was forged 
in the process of struggle, on the basis of lived experience of revolution, re

quiring immediate answers and solutions. 

Tactical matters accounted for a large part of our concerns: the soviets, 
the toilers' Unions, the army, the insurgent movement, the peasantry and so 
on were all on the agenda. At the same level, the great theoretical issues of the 
movement's program were broached. Some were resolved, others were in the 

process of being resolved. An issue a� important as the matter ot the transi
tional period was forever being debated among us, and it was only at the Sep

tember 1919 "Nab at" conference that it was resolved through the formulation 
of phase one of the communist reconstruction of society, which ... ve strove with 

considerable difficulty to endow with an increasingly concrete content. 

As regards organizational structures, a definite line was developed and 
implemented at two levels: first of all through a policy line rising above the 

various schools of anarchism: and then through organizational practice, through 

the rallying of the most determined, most dynamic militants with an eye to 

launching a healthy, well-structured movement with the prospect of a standard
ized program. 

Such organizational construction depended upon the principle of "federal
ist centralism": it was, in a manner of speaking, a party, built upon this prin

ciple, with a single organizational framework, structured along federal lines. 

The component organizations and groups were well-disciplined and answer
able to one another for the implementation of policy options. In particular, they 

regarded the resolutions and decisions reached at general assemblies, even by 

a simple majority vote, as binding. 
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In short, it was a well-structured and disciplined movement with a leading 
echelon appointed and monitored by the rank and file. And let there be no 

illusions as to the role of that echelon: it was not merely "technically execu

tive," as it is commonly regarded. It was also the movement's "ideological pilot 
core," looking after publishing operations, and propaganda activity, utilizing 
the central funds and above all controlling and deploying the movement's re

sources and militants, who were, sad to say, none too numerous. In this way, 
"N abat" was a well-structured party with a single, coherent platform. I say plat
form because we had not, as yet, any finalized standard program: we were draft
ing one as the revolutionary experience we were living was evolving. But the 
minimum basis for agreement that served us in our common endeavors was 
the same and binding upon all Confederation members. To the extent that the 
Secretariat was empowered to take steps to exclude from the movement any 

organization seriously departing from the movement's overall line, until such 
time as the following congress of the Confederation might make a final deci

sion. Without fear of overstating the case, I believe that everything being done 
among you in France, and generally speaking, everything wholesome that is 
going to be accomplished in the anarchist movement in the realm of organiza

tion, cannot outdo the "Nabat" experience. Maybe a few operational details 
could be improved: that is all. It goes without saying that at present we may 
have differing views of the problems of the future party, its role and its place in 

the preparation and piloting of the toilers' social struggles, as well as its ties to 

the toilers' organized or spontaneous movements. That is quite obvious, but 
this is not because "Nabat" erred or resolved these matters differently, for at 
the time, it existed only historically, which is to say that it had been caught up in 

the whirlwind of revolution and had not yet reached its maturity, lacking the 
experience and the time to resolve these matters as perfectly as in the present 

moment. 
. .  . It is on the basis of these principles that our movement operated and 

grew, at the risk of being regarded as "heretical" and vilified by the "orthodox" 
chatterboxes of all sorts who decline to get involved in life. The orthodoxes 

screamed treachery, and raised a hullabaloo about a centralist party, etc. But 
then, as now, theirs was a voice from the past and from confusion, over which 
we must raise a huge cross so that we may gain a firm footing in the here and 

now and fight for the future to come. 

- A Nabatovian, Dyelo Truda No. 32, Oanuary 1928), pp. 12-16 
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D O C U M E N T N o . 7 
M A R I A  I S I D I N E  - O R G A N I Z AT I O N  A N D  P A R T Y  

The problem of the organization of anarchist forces is of the order of the 
day. Many comrades explain the fact that, in the Russian revolution, the anar

chists, despite being at all times in the forefront of the revolutionary battles, 
wielded only slight influence over the march of events, in terms of the lack of 
solid organization. Thus they posit the creation of such an organization, an 
anarchist party, as the premier requirement for more fruitful efforts in the fu
ture. This word "party" of itself triggers controversy: can there be such a thing 
as an anarchist "party"? It all depends on the meaning with which one invests 

the word. 

The term "party" can be applied simply to the community of persons of like 

minds, agreed with one another on the aims to be achieved and the means to be 

employed, even if they are bound by no formal link, even if they do not know 
one another. The more united their thinking, the more they devise a similar 

solution to the particular issues that arise, and the more apt the use of the term 
"party" in relation to them, It is in that Sellse that the Internationale talks about 
the "great party of the toilers."  and also in that sense that Kropotkin, Malatesta 
and other militants from our movement, especially from the older generation 

of its founding fathers, talk about the "anarchist party." In that sense, the "anar

chist party" has always been with us: furthermore, in the anarchist movement, 

we have always had organizations, well-defined organizations indeed, such as 
standing federations of groups, embracing all the groups in a town, region or 
country. Such federations have always been the customary form of anarchist 

organization across the world. 

In this respect, neither the scheme spelled out in the "Platform" of our 
Russian comrades, nor the mode of organization adopted by the Union 

Anarchiste at its last congress imply anything novel. But there is one novelty 

and it is this. The "Platform" aims to amend the essential character of the bond 

which has hitherto bound anarchist groups together, and to change this unspo

ken "constitution" that has always obtained in our ranks and which , 
uncontroversially, like something self-evident, lay at the root of every anar
chist organization. In their yearning to tighten the bonds between militants, 
the authors of the "Platform" propose to launch a new model of anarchist "party," 

along lines espoused by the other parties, with binding decisions made by 
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majority vote, a central leadership committee, etc. Such a party ought, as they 
see it, to cure the anarchist movement of most of the ills that beset it. 

It is surprising to see that the experience of the Russian revolution, which 
has demonstrated with spectacularity the inappropriateness of a party dictator
ship as the pilot of social life, has not just led these comrades to ask: what other 
organizations should have pride of place in the work of revolution, but, on the 
other hand, has inspired in them an aspiration to a strong, centralized party. 
And the same goes for our French comrades. We know that the Union Anarchiste 

at its congress in Orleans has adopted a declaration of principles by which it 
plainly broke ranks with the anarchists of the individualist school and proclaimed 
a series of basic propositions regarding both anarchism's social ideal and its 

campaign methods. At the most recent congress, that declaration has been 
endorsed as the foundation charter of the Union. That was not enough for the 

congress, and it saw fit to draw up statutes: and it is here that the centralizing 
tendency at odds not just with anarchist principles in general, but also with the 
text of the very "charter" that had just been adopted, showed itself. 

From the outset, the Orleans declaration announces that the authority prin
ciple is the root of all social ills, that centralism has manifestly failed, politically 
and economically, and that the free commune and free federation of communes 

must form the basis of the society of the future: for its part, the commune should 
be simply the gamut of the various associations existing in the same area. All 
centralism is, as a matter of principle, stricken from social organization, which 
should be supple enough for each individual inside the association, and each 
association inside the federation to enjoy complete freedom. All of which is unani
mously accepted by all anarchists, and, if the authors of the Orleans declaration 
have seen fit to enunciate these truths yet again, it was for propaganda purposes. 
And we were entitled to expect "statutes" consonant with these principles. But 
this was not the case: thinking to create something new, our comrades have 
ventured on to the beaten tracks of other parties. 

For a start, in the Union, decisions are reached by majority vote. This ques
tion of majority is sometimes regarded as a mere detail, a handy way of resolv
ing issues. Now, it is of capital importance, for it is inseparably bound up with 
the very notion of a society without power. In their critique of all forms of the 
State, even the most democratic, anarchists operate from the principle th at deci

sions taken by one group of individuals cannot be binding upon others, who have 
not reached them and who are not in agreement with them - and it is of no 
matter whether they are reached by a majority or by a minority. It is of course 
pointless to enter here into a rehearsal of all the arguments, with which our 
literature is awash, against the majority principle: all comrades are conversant 
with these, especially as they make daily use of them to expose the fictitious 
character of popular representation under a parliamentary regime. How come 
then, that this principle, whose absurdity and unfairness are so plain where the 
future society is concerned, turns beneficial and fair when it is to be applied to 
our own circles? Either the majority is always entitled to prevail, or we should 
drop this arithmetic of truthfulness and look around for another one. 
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In their infatuation with organization, our comrades overlook the fact that, 
instead of strengthening union, the overruling of the minority will merely give 
rise to fresh intestinal struggles: instead of working productively, energies will 
be squandered on winning a majority in congresses, committees, etc. And un

derstandably so: life inside a party is, in these conditions, easy only for the 

members of the prevailing majority: the others are stymied when it comes to 

their action. Moreover, the resolution from the congress of the Union states 
this very bluntly, by proclaiming that, while entitled to criticize the resolutions 
tabled,  the minority ought not, once these had been passed, to impede their 

implementation. That means that the minority has to hold its peace or quit the 
party, and then, instead of a single party, we have two, usually more venomous 

with each other than with the common enemy. Another resolution from the 
congress states that there should be no criticism voiced outside of the organi
zation and that nobody has the right to make use of the columns of Le Libertaire 
to criticize the decisions reached. Now, Le Libertaire is the official organ of the 

Union, and as such, should reflect all the views existing within the latter. It 
occupies a quite different position from that of an organ founded by a group of 
comrades pretty well agreed upon propagation of their views: these comrades 

are perfectly entitled not to accommodate opposing voices in their organ, in 
that they claim to represent no one but themselves. That is how things were in 
the old Le Libertaire, in Les Temps Nouveaux and virtually all the organs of the 

anarchist press. But whenever a newspaper styles itself the organ of the Union 

of the anarchist federations of the whole of France, all the members of that 
Union have that entitlement. Now, the resolution passed plainly shows that 
such an entitlement is acknowledged only where the majority is concerned. 

Although our anarchist movement may be open to reproach on several 
counts, we have to give it its due: it has always been free uf congressional in

trigues, electoral chicanery, the artificial cultivation of majorities, etc. And that 
thanks solely to the principle that has prevailed within it up to now, to wit, that 

decisions are binding only upon those who have taken them, and may not be 
imposed upon those unwilling to accept them. The force of such decisions and 

the commitment given are all the greater for that, in that each man is more 
sensible of a decision taken by himself than of some decision reached without 

his input and very often contrary to his wishes. 
We may perhaps be told: "if comrades band together on a properly thought 

out and well-drafted program, accepted by everybody, differences of opinion 

will relate only to details and the sacrifice asked of the minority will be mini
mal." This is far from always being the case. Every day life poses fresh prob

lems, sometimes very important ones, but which were not foreseeable at the 
time when the compact was entered into: differing replies may perhaps be forth

coming to such problems. Thus, in days gone by the anarchists of France were 
split over the trade union movement, more recently over the war, and the anar

chists in Russia - over the Makhnovist movement, the attitude to be adopted 

regarding Bolshevism, etc.: if, at those points, anarchists had been "banded 
together into a real party," would a congress decision upon questions of that 
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gravity have been accepted by everyone? These matters are for the individual 

conscience and its conception of the revolution: in which case, can a mechani

cal decision taken by a majority prevail? 

Still another tendency is emerging, with regard to the introduction of the 

majority principle and the limitation of the autonomy of the groups: it would 

like to see all anarchist initiatives overseen by a single organization of the hier

archical type, headed by a single Executive Committee. The statutes adopted 

by the most recent Union congress contain a series of propositions that sound 

queer to our ears. Take, say, groups belonging to the minority, which is to say, 

not accepting some resolution passed by the congress: that minority's right to 

criticize is indeed acknowledged (so far, at any rate) but its criticisms must be 

addressed exclusively to the Federation to which the group belongs (and to 

which it is obliged to belong if it wishes to be part of the Union) or to the 

central steering commission "which alone have the competence to give them a 

hearing and satisfaction." In other words, the minority is not entitled simply 

and openly to peddle its views among the comrades (not to mention the pub

lic) : it has to address itself to the bodies named, following hierarchical proce

dure. Likewise, the unfettered initiative of groups tends everywhere to be re

placed by the principles of election and delegation: no one must attempt any

thing at all unless he has authorization from the competent organization. A 

newspaper, a review, say, may not spring into life through the decision of a 

group or individual: they can only be published by Anarchist Federation del

egates and must reflect only the thinking endorsed at its congresses. 1be same 

holds true for the publication of books or pamphlets, for lectures, clubs, even 
aid funds for imprisoned comrades. At first glance, this "organization" appears 

to certain minds to be a highly practical thing. But in point of fact such rules (if 

anarchist circles proved capable of abiding by them) would end up killing off 

the movement completely. Take a group of comrades intending to set up a pro

paganda newspaper and possessed of the wherewithal to do so: they have no 

right so to do: they must first seek the approval of the existing organization as 

a body and invite the latter to take charge of publication. Let us suppose that 

the latter agrees and appoints its delegates to that end: fortunately the ideas of 

the instigators are in tune with those of the organization's majority: then they 

need only yield possession of the planned publication and pass it on to others' 

hands (which is not always a good move either) . But what if those delegates, 

speaking for the majority, are not of the same mind as the instigating group? 

Then the latter has but one option: to disown publication. And the newspaper 

never sees the light. Instead, whenever a group embarks upon a publication at 

its own risk and peril, those whose aspirations it meets rally around it, dissemi

nate it, and magnify its scope for expansion. Others, of differing views, set up 

other organs, and such variety of the anarchist press, far from harming propa

ganda, simply works to its benefit. 

Take a group of comrades who want to publish books or organize lectures. 

"On whose authority?" they are asked. "We first of all must find out if the exist-
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ing groups agree to place you in charge of this and if they endorse your pro

gram." Work grinds to a halt. Discussion begins inside the groups on the draft
ing of a number of programs. In the end, as there is no way to keep everybody 

happy, the venture is aborted and its instigators are for a long time rid of their 

appetite for launching anything at all. 
Only utter ignorance of the history and life of the anarchist movement 

could explain the eruption of such schemes for "organization." Everything valu

able and lasting ever created in our movement has been the handiwork of groups 
and individuals well endowed with the initiative to press on without waiting for 
authorization from anybody. That is the way the finest organs of the anarchist 
press have been created: the way that propaganda began in the trade unions 
that led on to the creation of revolutionary syndicalism: the way that the anar

chist idea has survived, in its purity and its logic, inside certain groups of staunch 
convictions, in spite of all the desertions and betrayals. It does not lie within 
the power of any mechanical organization to replace this initiative. The role of 
an organization is to facilitate the work of individuals and not to hinder it: this is 
all the more true in the anarchist movement, which is not strong enough nu

merically to indulge in hindering the actions of its members and squander pre
cious resources. Which is how the tendency that emerged at the latest Union 
Anarchiste congress will inevitably end up. 

What the anarchist movement needs right now, is not so much new organi

zational formulas as a concrete, well-defined program of work to be undertaken, 
just as soon, in the wake of a successful revolution, there will be scope for 
every initiative in the endeavor to create the new society. Only familiarity with 

what they are to propose at that crucial point will guarantee anarchists the 

influence to which their ideas entitle them. For this, initiatives must not be 
stifled and minds snuffed out, but instead, a free and lively exchange of all 

views is to be encouraged. Otherwise, energies will be squandered on the pet

tiness of internal frictions and the real will not be advanced by a single step. 
It is always easy to criticize, some comrades may perhaps object; it is a lot 

harder - and more useful - to put forward a practical mode of organization 

that would help rid our movement of what keeps it weak. Certain comrades 
seek to do that by creating a more or less centralized party, based on the major

ity principle: others - and the writer of these lines is one of them - believe 

that such a party would be more harmful than useful.! Of course, they do not 

deny either the need for anarchists generally to get organized, or the need to 

rid the movement of the flaws that stop it from acquiring the social influence to 

which its ideas entitle it. But what form of organization have they to offer in 

place of the one suggested by the "Platform," and upon what principles are 
they going to found that organization, which they would argue is more free, in 
order to achieve the same outcomes: agreement on principles, a prescribed 

policy of practical action, and appreciation by each individual of his duties to

wards the movement? 

The fundamental error of those of our comrades who are supporters of the 
"Platform" resides perhaps in the fact that they look to a union of groups and 
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even to a directing center for the rehabilitation of our movement, instead of 
looking to the groups themselves. It is not of the federation but rather of the 
groups which make it up that we can require such and such a policy line: the 
movement's center of gravity lies there: the federation will be whatever its com
ponent groups are. And whenever issues are broached and debated, not at the 
level of the federation, but at group level, solution of them will be greatly facili
tated: a group can readily do what a huge organization cannot. The devising of 
a single policy line for a complete federation presents insuperable difficulties, 
for it presupposes decisions taken by majority vote and thus, inevitably, involves 
internal frictions. Recruitment of members and the elimination of undesirables 
whose presence compromises the movement, is a task that the federation's lead
ership body is incapable of carrying off with success. Any more than it capable 
of ensuring that the action of all its members conforms to anarchist principles. 
But all of that can be easily and naturally accomplished by each group within its 
own ranks. So the premier issue to be resolved is this one: what are the funda
mental principles upon which an anarchist group can base its existence? 

There is no way that a sweeping answer, good for all groups, can be given 
to that, for the answer might vary greatly according to the goals pursued by 
the group and the context in which it operates, depending whether the group 
was set up to tackle a particular practical task or general propaganda, whether 
it operates in a period of calm or a time of revolution, whether it operates openly 
or in clandestine fashion, etc. ,  etc. But, even so, a few general considerations 
can be framed. 

Take this first question: is it desirable that the group should comprise of 
comrades with a common conception of the anarchist idea, or can anarchists of 
varying persuasions (communists, individualists, etc.) really work in concert 
within it? This issue was raised at the most recent anarchist congress. Certain 
comrades reckon that, since each of the existing anarchist tendencies contains a 
kernel of truth, it would be better not to dwell upon their discrepancies but in
stead to "synthesize" everything that looks worthwhile, so as to arrive at a basis 
for joint activity. At first sight, this approach seems very logical and perfectly 
practicable, but upon reflection, it transpires that unity taken in that sense would 
be merely formal. Of course, circumstances may arise in which anarchists of 
differing shades of opinion will act in concert, but the same goes for all revolu
tionaries in general: the anarchists in fact collaborated with the Bolsheviks in 
the fight against the White armies. Such instances will always be frequent in 
times of revolution: such arrangements, most often tacit, are thus quite natural 
and necessary, but when it comes down to lasting activity in a period of calm, 
agreement upon basic principles is not enough. Suppose that an individualist 
anarchist, an anarchist communist and an anarchist syndicalist reach agreement 
upon declaring their opposition to the state and their approval of the communist 
form of property (assuming that the individualist agrees to it) : of what practical 
significance would this be, since they immediately go their separate ways after
wards? The individualist is preoccupied with liberating the individual this very 
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day, in the existing social context (colonies, living in nature, "free love," etc.): 

contemptuous of the masses and their movements, he is not going to identify 
with them. So what could he undertake in common with his communist col

league? Then again, a pure syndicalist comrade will place store only by labor 
movement tasks and will collaborate only with certain of his communist col

leagues: he may even find himself at odds with them, on the issue of relations 

between the trade unions and the anarchist groups for instance. And so it all 

goes. In day to day action, the methods proper to such and such a tendency play 
such a significant role that agreement upon the general principles acknowledged 

by all is far from sufficient. When disagreements inside a group are substantial 
and do not relate merely to the use of certain labels, they hinder the action of the 

group, for the members, being united neither in their propaganda nor in their 

chosen methods, expend a lot of their energy upon internal wrangling. A truly 

united group, though, made up of comrades who have no need for further de
bate about the most essential points and who, come what may, are as one on 

propaganda and action, that sort of a group can become highly influential, even 
if it not large. By comparison, other groups of different mentality will founder: 
not that there is any loss in that, for there is nothing useful about trying to enfold 

the largest possible number of comrades within the same organization. 
Random recruitment of members is, perhaps, the prime cause of the de

fects of most groups. Very often, people become anarchists all too easily and all 

too quickly, without having familiarized themselves with other schools of so
cialism, nor indeed with anarchism in the essentials of its theories: that way, in 

the future, for oneself and for comrades, lie sore disappointments, for, as one's 

knowledge expands and one's horizon widens, it may perhaps be found that 

one has gone astray and that one professed to be an anarchist only out of igno
rance of everything elsc. One day, a Russian Social Revolutionary was asked, 

in my presence, at what point in his life he had ceased to be a Marxist: ''When 

I began to read something other than Marx" was the answer. 

Things may be a lot more serious if it is not just a matter of some theory 

that one accepts or rejects, but a cause to which one has devoted part of one's 

life and which one at some point feels incapable of championing because one 

had never given prior consideration to the criticisms of adversaries. Then again, 

the life of groups is often made difficult by an excess of practical mentality: one 

accepts such and such a comrade on account of the services he may render (as 

speaker, theoretician, administrator, etc.) without taking care to ensure that 
his overall moral or intellectual profile meets the group's requirements. 

Plainly, such close scrutiny in the selection of members can be maintained 
only by the group and not by the federation, and no federal statute will ever be 

able to guarantee it. But, if it is implemented in the federation's component 

groups, the federation will find that many thorny questions resolve themselves. 

In our conception, the bond between the various groupings is absolutely 

free and arises from their needs alone: there is no center, no secretariat en
titled to dictate to the groups with which, in some shape and on some basis, 
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they must unite. Links may be established for a wide variety of reasons: like
mindedness, concerted action, territorial contiguity, etc. Generally, the rule is 
that groups from the same region are in touch with one another, but it can 
happen (and we have seen examples of this) that a Paris group has closer bonds 
of solidarity with a London or Geneva group than with the group in the next 
district. Broadly speaking, set frameworks, where each group is obliged to 
belong to such and such a federation, and each federation to maintain links 
with its neighbor through the obligatory mediation of such and such a commit
tee can (if such regulations really are observed) paralyze all action. A secre
tariat can be a very useful agency in the facilitation of communications, but it is 
merely a tool to be used when one feels it necessary. 

The anarchist movement has always had congresses: they can be of very 
great importance if they arise from the activity of pre-existing groups which feel 
the need to share their work and their ideas. Certain especial features of our 
congresses relate to the very principles of anarchism. Thus, up to the present, 
comrades assembling for a congress did not necessarily have to be delegated 

by the groups: they could participate in an individual capacity.2 Contrary to the 
practice in other parties, where delegates take away from the congress resolu
tions to which their mandataries have merely to submit, anarchist delegates 
bring to the congress the resolutions, opinions and tendencies of their respec
tive groups. Congress is free to express an opinion of them - but that is all. 
The counting of the votes (should that be judged useful) is merely a statistical 
exercise: it may be interesting to know how many comrades, belonging to which 
grouping, come down on this side or the other. The importance of congresses 
is in no way diminished, and their work only grows more serious: instead of 
furnishing an arena for gambits designed to win a majority, they can devote 
themselves to making known the movement's status in different localities, its 
successes and failures, its different tendencies, etc. The resolutions cannot be 
anything more than indications, expressions of opinion, for the delegates to 
impart to their groups, which may adopt or reject them. 

In short, this schema merely rehearses that which is familiar, things that 
might even seem too self-evident to need mention: but the present confusion of 
minds is such that one sometimes feels compelled to reiterate old truths. The 
formal connection between organizations is e�tremely loose here: because all 
of the emphasis is upon the intellectual and moral internal bonds. Further
more, in this schema, the individual or group is formally free: the less subordi
nation to anything, the more extensive and grave the moral responsibility. Here 
each member of the group is answerable for the action of the entire group -
all the more responsible in that the resolutions are reached by common accord 
and not mechanically, by any majority vote. Moreover, the entire group is an
swerable for the deeds of each member of it, all the more so, also, in that it has 
recruited its members only discriminatingly, accepting only those who suited 
it. Then the federation as a body answers for the actions of each of its compo
nent groups - precisely because there is nothing to make the liaison engaged 
in any way binding, and because the groups know in advance with whom and 
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for what purpose to join forces. And each group is answerable for the whole 
federation - precisely because the latter cannot do a thing without its assent. 

There is more. Every anarchist, whether he wishes it or not, bears the 
moral responsibility for the actions of his comrades, even if no formal connec

tion binds him to them: every act contrary to the anarchist idea, every contra
dictory posture, has repercussions for the movement as a body, and this ex

tends the responsibility beyond the individual, beyond even his immediate 

group. And it is this consciousness of his responsibility that should be the great 

spur capable of maintaining the solidarity in anarchist circles. Maybe this is 

not always properly understood, and maybe that is the source of many of our 
movement's shortcomings, shortcomings that some would remedy by means 

of new forms of organization. We are not persuaded of the efficacy of these 
measures; our confidence is vested instead in other means, of a quite different 
nature, only a few of which we have touched upon here. 

Plus loin No. 36, (March 1928) , and No. 37, (April 1928) 

Notes to Document No. 7 

1. Events have borne this out even more quickly than might have been expected: scarcely a 

few weeks had elapsed after the last congress of the "Union" and the organization has split 

in two. And Le Libertaire now manages to appear only with the greatest of difficulty. 

2. This state of affairs was amended at the latest "Union Anarchiste" congress in respect of 

the introduction of the majority principle. 
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D O C U M E N T  N o . 8 
P I O T R  A R S H I N OV - E L E M E N T S  O L D  A N D  N E W 
I N  A N A R C H I S M  ( A  R E P LY T O  M A R I A l S I  D I N E ) 

Comrade Isidine counters our conception of a revolutionary anarchist or

ganization with the old conception corresponding to an age when anarchists 

had no real organization, but, by means of mutual understanding, came to agree

ment upon goals and upon the means of achieving them. 

In fact, that old party was confined to analogous ideas and was bereft of 

authentic organizational format it corresponded above all to the birth of the 
anarchist movement, when its pioneers were groping their way forward, not 

having been tempered by harsh experience of life. 
Socialism too, in its day, had a difficult gestation. However, as the masses' 

social struggle evolved and became acute, all the tendencies that were vying to 

influence the outcome took on more precise political and organizational forms. 

Those tendencies which failed to keep in step with this evolution lagged far 
behind life. We Russian anarchists were especially sensible of this during the 
two revolutions in 1905 and 1917. Whereas, at their outset, we were in the van 

of the fighting, as soon as the constructive phase began, we found ourselves 
side-lined beyond recovery and, ultimately, remote from the masses. 

This was not the result of chance: such an attitude flowed inescapably from 
our impotence, from the organizational point of view as well as from the van

tage point of our ideological confusion. The current, of this decisive age, re
quires of us something more than a "party" devoid of organizational format 

and erected solely upon the notion of a beautiful ideal. These times require 
that the libertarian movement, as a whole, supply answers to a whole host of 
issues of the utmost importance, whether relating to the social struggle or to 
communist construction. They require that we feel a responsibility towards 
our objectives. However, until such time as we have a real and significant orga

nization, it is not going to be possible for us to supply those answers, nor to 

shoulder those responsibilities. Indeed, the consistently distinctive feature of 

our movement is that it does not have a unity of views on these fundamental 
issues. There are as many views as there are persons or groups. 

Certain anarchists regard this situation as reflective of the multifarious

ness of anarchist thinking: struggling labor has no idea what to make of this 

mixed bag, which strikes it as absurd. So, in order to rise above the morass of 
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absurdity in which the anarchist movement has got bogged down. by loitering 

in the first stage of organization despite its numerical expansion, it is vital that 
a strenuous and decisive effort should be made: it must adopt the organiza
tional formats for which it has long since been ripe: otherwise, it will lose its 
ability to hold its natural place in the fight for a new world. The urgent neces
sity of this new step is acknowledged by many comrades. the ones for whom 
the fate of libertarian communism is bound up with the fate of struggling labor. 

Comrade Isidine, if we understand her aright, is not to be numbered among 

the anarchists of whom we spoke earlier. but she is not a participant in our 
movement either: she takes part only in debate, in a critical way, and, to be 

sure, she helps its progress in so doing. 
Let us now tackle the various critical points indicated by comrade Isidine. 

Everybody knows that any wholesome principle can, once denatured, serve a 
cause contrary to the one to which it was originally assigned. 

In our ranks, this holds true for federalism: sheltering behind that cover, 
lots of groups and certain individuals perpetrated acts the opprobrium of which 

fell upon the movement as a whole. All intervention in such cases came to 
nothing, because the perpetrators of these acts of infamy sought refuge in their 
autonomy, invoking the federalism that allowed them to do as they saw fit. Ob

viously, that was merely a crass misrepresentation of federalism. The same 
might be said of other principles, and especially, of the principle of organizing 

a General Union of Anarchists, should it fall into the clutches of witless or un
scrupulous persons . . . .  Comrade Isidine disagrees profoundly with the prin

ciple of majority. We on the other hand reckon that on this point debate is 
scarcely necessary. In practice, this matter has long been resolved. Almost al
ways and almost everywhere, our movement's practical problems are resolved 
by majority vote. At tht> same time, the minority can cling to its own views, but 
does not hold out against the decision: generally and of its own volition, it makes 
concessions. This is perfectly understandable: there cannot be any other way 
of resolving problems for organizations that engage in practical activity: t.ltere 

is, anyway, no alternative if one really wants to act. 

In the event of differences of opinion between the majority and the minor
ity being due to factors so important that neither side can give ground. a split 
comes about, regardless of the principles and positions espoused by the orga

nization prior to that moment. 
Nor do we agree with comrade Isidine when she says that the mouthpiece 

of an isolated group can work out a policy line of its own, and that, in this way, 

according to her, the organ of the General Union of Anarchists should mirror all 

of the views and tendencies existing inside that union. In fact, the mouthpiece of 
a particular group is not the concern merely of its editorial team, but also of all 

who lend it material and ideological backing. Since, in spite of this, a well-deter

mined policy line is needed by that, say. local, organ, it is all the more essential 
for the mouthpiece of the Union which carries a lot more responsibilities with 
regard to the anarchist movement as a whole than that particular organ. 
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To be sure, the Union mouthpiece must afford the minority a platform for 
its views, for otherwise the latter would be denied its right of free expression: 
however, while allowing it to set out its point of view, the Union mouthpiece 
must simultaneously have its own well-defined policy line and not just mirror 
the motley views and states of mind arising within the Union. In order to illus
trate the example of a decision made by the Union as a body, but not enjoying 
unanimous backing, comrade Isidine cites the Makhnovist movement, anar
chists having been divided in their attitudes towards it That example, though, 
rather redounds to the advantage of the argument in favor of the ongoing ne
cessity of a libertarian communist organization. The differing views expressed 
then are explicable primarily in terms of many libertarians' utter ignorance of 
that movement during its development: many of them were later powerless to 
analyze it and adopt a policy line with regard to a movement as huge and origi
nal as the Makhnovists. They needed a solid collective: had they had one at the 
time, it would have considered itself obliged to scrutinize that movement mi
nutely and then, on the basis of that scrutiny, it would have laid down the stance 
to be adopted with regard to it Which would have served libertarian commu
nism and the Makhnovist movement better than the chaotic, disorganized stance 
adopted by anarchists with regard to the latter during its lifetime. The same 
goes for the problem of the war. 

It comes to pass that differences arise in organizations over such matters, 
and in such cases splits are frequently the outcome. However, there is an argu
ment for taking it as a rule that in such situations, the point of departure should 
be, not the individual conscience and tactics of every single anarchist, but rather 
the essential import of the theory, policy and tactics of the Union as a body. 
Only thus will the movement be able to preserve its policy line and its liaison 
with the masses. 

Organization and the principle of delegation are not such impediments to 
the display of initiative as comrade Isidine believes. Quite the contrary: all 
wholesome initiative will always enjoy the backing of organization: the prin
ciples spelled out are not designed to stifle initiative but to replace the fitful 
activity of individuals operating randomly and occasionally, with the consis
tent, organized work of a collective. It could not be otherwise. A movement 
that survived only thanks to the initiative and creativity of various groups and 
individuals and which had no specific overall activity would run out of steam 
and go into decline. 

For that very reason one of the fundamental tasks of our movement con
sists of contriving the circumstances that allow every militant not merely to 
demonstrate initiative, but to seize upon and develop it, making it an asset to 

the entire movement. 

Thus far, and for want of an overall organization, our movement has not 
had such circumstances, thanks to which every authentic militant might find 
an outlet for his energies. It is common knowledge that certain of the 
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movement's militants have given up the fight and thrown in their lot with the 

Bolsheviks, simply because they were not able to find an outlet for their efforts 

in the anarchist ranks. Moreover, it is beyond question that lots of revolution

ary workers, who find themselves in the ranks of the Communist Party of the 
USSR, have no illusions left regarding Bolshevik rule and might switch their 

loyalty to anarchism, but do not do so because there is no overall organization 

offering precise guidance. 
Comrade Isidine stresses one of the merits of the Platform, in that it has 

broached the principle of collective responsibility in the movement. 
However, she thinks of this principle solely in terms of moral responsibility. 

Whereas, in a large, organized movement, responsibility can only find expres
sion in the form of the organization's collective responsibility. 

A moral responsibility that does not accommodate organizational respon
sibility is bereft of all value in collective endeavors, and turns into a mere for
mality devoid of all content. 

What we need, comrade Isidine tells us, is not so much an organization as 
a definite practical policy line and a hard and fast immediate program. But each 
of those is unthinkable in the absence of prior organization. If only to raise 
issues of the program and its implementation, there would have to be an orga

nization in place that might undertake to struggle towards their resolution. 
At present, the Dyelo Truda Group of Russian Anarchists Abroad has given 

that undertaking, and enjoys the support in this of several anarchist toilers' 
organizations in North America and by comrades remaining in Russia. 

In the pioneering work carried out by these organizations, there may well 

be certain errors and gaps. These must be pointed out and help given in the 
repairing of them, but there must be no lingering doubt as to the basis and 

principle upon which thf>se organizations operate and str uggle: the drafting ot 

a definite program, a well-determined policy and tactical line for libertarian 

communism, creation of an organization representing and spearheading the 

whole anarchist movement: this is vitally necessary to it. 

- Dyelo Truda No. 30-31, (November-December 1928) , pp. 13-17 
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D O C U M E N T  N o . 9 
G E O R G E S  F O N T E N I S  O N  T H E  O P B 

When the OPB came into existence in January 1950, it was merely the aspi
ration, the expression of the "platformist" tendency in the Federation Anarchiste, 

which is a rather motley collection of appreciations of anarchism. 

The operational considerations that underlay the need for the OPB inside 
the libertarian "magma," are the necessity 0/ a highly structured organization, tac

tical unity and the class nature 0/ anarchism. 

The fact that it is a secret caucus within the Federation Anarchiste makes 
the OPB highly effective in the struggle in theoretical terms (a return to the 
origins of Bakuninism, of the anti-authoritarian school of socialism in the First 
International, with the utilization of certain contributions of Marx and the dia

lectical materialist methodology) and in terms of responsibilities at every level. 
Thus, in three years, it broke the ascendancy within the Federation 

Anarchiste of the individualistic and "synthesist" currents which ensured a stag
nation and confusionism that exasperated younger militants, members of the 

factory groups, and the traditionally platformist groups (Paris 18e, one group in 
Lyon, Narbonne, to name but a few) . For we have to place the facts on record: 

the OPB is a backlash against the mentality of "deliquescence" (to borrow the 
expression of our Narbonne comrades) in other tendencies which, after their 
fashion, have organized themselves, settling at "get-togethers" upon their strat
egy for preventing Congresses from producing anything positive1 and stressing 
a "humanistic" vision of anarchism that makes it transcendent of class and thus 

non-proletarian. 
If the OPB succeeded in Bordeaux in 1952, in Paris in 1953, this was quite 

simply because it represents the majority o/the groups and militants because, in a 
context of cold war and in the face of the French Communist Party's (pC F) he
gemony within the working class, it saw its essential options through to success: 

• Proletarian combat (the OPB's adversaries being primarily a collection of 
small businessmen and artisans, indeed of small employers and masonic
style intellectuals) designed to overthrow the hegemony of the PCF's 

ascendancy. 
• The Third Front simultaneously opposing Stalin and Truman (at a time 

when the movement as a whole had opted for the US camp) . 
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• Anti-colonialism which, in opposing the war in Indo-China and later the 
war in Algeria was to take a high toll of the FCL (after the departure of the 
"nothingarians" and "empty vessels," the platformist majority of the 

Federation Anarchiste assumed the name FCL at the Paris Congress of 

1953) . 

As for the constricting nature of the OPB's regulations, the fact is that, by 

way of a backlash against the rejection of a solid organization, there were some 
exaggerations that left a number of members unhappy. To this should be added 

personal rivalries, harassment by police and courts, the wearying effect of unin
terrupted campaigning from 1950 to 1956, and also a certain mentality of "mak

ing the running" in some from 1954 onwards.2 But that is a far cry from the exag
gerations and half-truths with which the Kronstadtgroup's "Memorandum" (which 
was maliciously reprinted in 1968 by A Lapeyre, a sworn enemy of the Platform) 

is peppered. 
I cannot say any more on the subject in this short communication, but I wish 

to close by stating that, in spite of those who condemned the anarchist movement 
in France to a lingering degeneration and evaporation, the FCL, thanks to the 
OPB, salvaged its honor and managed, through many historical vicissitudes, to 

see to it that a libertarian communist current was established that has self-evi

dently endured to this very day.3 

Notes to Document No. 9 

1. And from the first congress held in Paris on October 6-7 and December 2, 1945 at that. At 

the Dijon congress in November 1946, a split was just averted through my appointment to 

the position of general secretary. I shall be r!'turning to this point in the detailed work I 

have under preparation. 

2. Obviously, in the work I have promised, I will be returning to this in detail and in a spirit 

of self-<:riticism. 

3. Letter to the author dated March 25, 1987. 

A P R O P O S  O F  G E O R G E S  F O N T E N I S ' S  M EM O I R E S  

In 1990, just as he had promised when we put some questions to him, 
Georges Fontenis published a book of memoirs on the FCL experience and 

has supplied further details of the structure of the OPB.! 

Here let us make a personal statement, for certain people have taken us to 

task for even mentioning this matter: conversant and involved with the French 

anarchist movement since 1959, we had cause to know the authoritarian drift 
and mischief of the OPB, but always from word of mouth reports, because few 
of the militants from those times took the risk of putting pen to paper to explain 

this "extraordinary" phenomenon - and I employ that adjective in its proper 

and literal sense of "out of the ordinary." Such discretion struck us as irksome, 
as if it was a matter of drawing a veil over some shameful disease that had stricken 
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the movement. For the purposes of our present study, we sought, without great 
success, to discover more about it: Fontenis's book, however, has shed some 
light and adduced enough information to enable us to pass definitive judgment 
upon this adventure. Indeed, it seems not so much a book of memoirs proper as 
a defense plea, except that the arguments adduced by the defense have b ack
fired and played into the hands of the prosecution! Let us examine them in 
order: 

1. First, the style of the book: the narrative is clumsily constructed and virtu
ally incomprehensible to the uninitiated; there are obscure references, con
tinual repetitions and a lurching backwards and forwards in time, with details 
blown up out of all proportion and a rather annoyingly disingenuous moralistic 
tone, especially regarding slanderous allegations leveled at the stance of well 
known libertarian comrades during the period of the war and the O ccupation 
between 1939 and 1944. Since several of these were acquaintances of ours and 
are no longer around to defend themselves, we are duty bound to defend them. 
Let us take the case of Nicolas Faucier, a comrade of high caliber, very active 
between 1925 and 1960. On page 66 of his book, Fontenis has this to say: "He 
entered the service of the Todt organization" [working on the Atlantic Wall 
defenses - A. Skirda] , only to relate (page 73) : "He refused the draft, was 
sentenced to three years' imprisonment and was then interned. He went on to 
escape and was to remain underground right up to the Liberation. " What are 
we supposed to make of that? Especially when Fontenis,  assuming the role of 
prosecuting counsel, comments (page 67) : "We cannot feel satisfied with the 
lack of any explanation as to how Faucier the draft defy-er of 1939 turned up in 
the ranks of the Todt organization by 1943." We brought this innuendo to the 
attention of Nicolas Faucier and his reply was this splendid characterization of 
Fontenis's ploy: "I repudiate it, but even so I am annoyed for the sake of those 
who are no longer with us and who are not in a position to reply. Nursing a 
grudge as a way of covering up his own bankruptcy shames nobody except the 
one who resorts to such things . . . .  How edifying this urge to sling mud as a way 
of making up for a deficiency of positive ideas. "2 

Likewise, in the case of Louis Mercier Vega, an outstanding comrade from 
the French anarchist movement of the years between the 1930s and the 1 970s, 
a member of the Durruti Column's International Group in Spain in 1936 -
somebody else we knew well and whom we hold in the highest regard -
Fontenis takes him to task for refusing the call-up in 1939 only to enlist with the 
Gaullist Free French Forces in 1942. Whenever we mentioned one day the 
various rumors circulating about him, Mercier Vega too replied with this splen
did virile answer: "All this is said behind my back and never to my face." Since 
he took his own life in 1977, we can but honor his memory and fume at Fontenis's 
calumny. Other treacherous and contradictory remarks are peddled regarding 
Pierre Besnard, who is accused of having joined the Petainist Legion des 

Combattants (Servicemen's Legion) , before " . . .  having been courted as a pos
sible minister of Labor (in 1945) , coming within an ace of succumbing to the 
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Gaullists' siren song" (p. 83) . Fontenis goes on to add this squalid misrepre
sentation of Pierre Besnard: "He was a utopian intellectual hungry for the lime

light. Under the Occupation, he wrote a book, meant for the victors, whoever 

they might turn out to be, setting out his 'scheme' for organizing the world." 
This was Besnard's masterpiece, Un Monde nouveau, which had in fact been 

written prior to 1939 and reissued in 1946, something of which Fontenis cannot 
have been aware as it confounds his entire thesis. 

Here again his allegations backfire against him. Although he himself was 

born in 1920, he says not one word about what befell him in the years between 
1939 and 1945. He must have been in there somewhere, so why the veil of 

silence drawn over it? Or could it be that he would like to blacken other people's 

memory in order to exonerate himself? To put it bluntly: he may well be keen 
to point to the mote in others' eyes, but hasn't he overlooked the beam in his 
own? Be that as it may, he maintains a discreet radio silence in his book. 

We were profoundly shocked by another episode related by Fontenis: af
ter a libertarian comrade of some renown, Louis Louvet, had made some slight
ing remark about him, Fontenis went to see him with two goons in tow: and 
"spurred on by indignation" he struck him "a couple of almighty blows . . .  of 
some violence, for he staggered and fell."  Maille took great care not to get 

involved (p. 348) . Fontenis omits to mention that Louvet and Maille - whose 
acquaintance we made in 1960 - were old men in comparison with him. They 
could have given him a good 20 to 30 years. And he had two of his henchmen 
along to boot! And he dares to glory in this deplorable act of cowardice! The 

same misfortune befell Fontenis himself nearly twenty years later, but he does 
not brag about that in his book! Shocking and rather more than distasteful it 

may be, but it speaks volumes about the man. 

2 .  Fontenis even seeks to rewrite the history of libertarian ideas and, like a 
fantasist, he dismisses as "proto-history" the entirety of the libertarian move
ment prior to September 15, 1872 and the Saint-Imier congress of the anti-au

thoritarian International, thereby throwing overboard the 1848 revolution and 

the plead of libertarian thinkers and militants like Proudhon, Coeurderoy, 
Dejacque and Bellegarrigue (to name only the French ones, and not counting 

Russia, with Bakunin, or Switzerland, or England, etc.) Wonder why? Fontenis 
supplies the answer with his constant references to Marx and Marxism which 

he praises to the skies, flying in the face of history, because, since the collapse 

of the Berlin Wall in 1989, these have been cast into the rubbish bin of history. 

The anarchists are unfailingly accused of having ignored Marx and his 
teachings: let us cite a few examples of this: "phony theorization based upon 

refusal and negation: Marx's dialectical materialism and Bakunin's interpreta

tion thereof [?] are ignored or forbidden"! (p. 30) . 'The anarchist texts from 
this period" (prior to 1914) "are exceptionally impoverished by comparison with 
"Marxist' analyses" (p. 36) . 'The ORA (Organization Revolutionnaire Anarchiste) 

broke free from the morass of the Federation Anarchiste (Anarchist Federa

tion) of the day [1971] and embraced a living conception of historical dialectical 
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materialism (p. 46) . Marx goes unread but "Marxism' is condemned (p. 51) . 

Most ofthose [among the anarchists, he means - A Skirdal who speak out or 
write have deliberately simplified Marx's thinking so that they need not take 

any heed of it . . .  Maurice J oyeux, a specialist in anti-Marxist idiocies. (p. 53) . In 
fact, they have read nothing. Which is why we had to wait for what I regard as 

Maximilien Rubel's overstated theses about an "anarchist' Marx before there 

was any movement past a simplistic and mulish condemnation of anything re
sembling Marx's thought. Even Skirda was to wait for Rubel before moving 
past simplification [?] (p. 54) . "Marxism' is repudiated without quite knowing 

what it is" (p. 117) .  And so it continues on pages 118 and 126. The whole book is 
studded with such charges, that anarchists are not familiar with Marx, have not 

read him, nor studied him, etc. The most entertaining point is that this blows 
up in Fontenis's own face, because Marx never used the expression "historical 

and dialectical materialism." It was Engels and above all Stalin who employed it 

as a general purpose term. To quote his own words, Marx merely devised a 

"materialist conception of history" (see his 1859 Foreword to Contribution to a 

Critique of Political Economy) . Fontenis has done a little "simplifying" through 
the Marxist-Leninist current from which he has drawn all of his ideological 

sustenance. Hence his criticism of French anarchists as "petits bourgeois" en
gaged in small trades, omitting to mention, on the one hand, that some of them 

were reduced to this as a result of repression by employers or by society at 
large, and, on the other, that traditionally, in France and elsewhere, the anar

chist movement has always comprised mostly of proletarians, whereas it is com

mon knowledge that Marxism has, instead, been primarily an obsession ofbour

geois intellectuals. 

3. Freemasonry: the statutes of the FCL (given on page 318 of Fontenis's book) 
prohibited "membership of a secret society, in particular in France, the Free
masons, membership of which is incompatible." Freemasonry stood accused 

of class collaboration and the blackest misdeeds: but as soon as Fontenis be
came a Freemason, it became a benevolent association of the kindhearted! Here 
he forgets to mention that it was thanks to his becoming a Freemason that he 

became eligible to teach again and the likelihood is that he is indebted to that 

for his having been able to build a good career and end up as a "regional teach
ing inspector," a startling appointment and promotion for someone purporting 
to be a dyed in the wool revolutionary! Moreover, if we must underline the 

baleful role of Freemasonry, we need only invoke all of the political-financial 
scandals of recent years, whether in Italy, with its famous P2 Lodge, or in France 

during the Socialists' hegemony under Mitterrand, and, subsequently, at 
present, under the Right. Of Freemasonry's wheeler-dealer nature, which is 

too embarrassing to admit, there can be no doubt. 

4. The OPE: the chief focus of our study in this book. Fontenis defines it as a 
"militant order . . .  Intent upon binding participants in the OPE by a sort of com
pact requiring a degree of obeisance to the collective will" (pp. 168-169) . It is not 

hard to work out who could have been the embodiment of that "collective will," 
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namely, the "bargain basement," Stalin, Fontenis himself. He has forgotten noth
ing and learned nothing, if we are to go by his explanations and commentaries: 
"We declare loud and clear that the OPB, clandestine or not, was a necessity if 
we were to have done with the insidious cunning of the anti-organizers, anarcho
liberals and anarchy's 'purists'" (p. 169) . May we point out that among the OPB 
statutes which he reproduces is one providing for "the possibility of suppres
sion, that is, to put it at its most blunt, of murder! Every militant, active, on sus
pension, expelled or having tendered his resignation must observe absolute si
lence on the subject of the a PB and the militants belonging to it. Any dereliction 
in this respect entails whatever steps the 0 PB may deem appropriate and which 
may extend even to suppression, in the event of denunciation jeopardizing the 
security of its militants." Fontenis's comment today upon this passage is that it is 
indicative of a rather derisory penchant for dramatization and overestimation of 
the secret group and its members. In our view, the word "derisory" is a rather 
feeble description of such a flawed and criminal measure. 

In an interview subsequent to the publication of his book, Fontenis con
ceded with rather more candor: 

"Yes, there is no denying it. We slid into what might be called a certain 
"functional Leninism,' but you have to understand that we tended to borrow 
from elsewhere, from Lenin, not all of whose actions were so awful, what the 
last fifty years of anarchist tradition had failed to provide: for instance, scrupu
lous observance of commitments given, punctiliousness and assiduity [? ] . That 
said, there was no 'scandalous excrescence.'" 3 One could not be any plainer: 
Fontenis's FCL and OPB were classic Bolshevism, taken to lampoonish ex
tremes in some respects. 

Naturally the sequel to this is not hard to guess: there were disagreements 
and rpfusals to bow to Fontenis's "will," which entailed resignations and expul
sions, followed by a rearguard action; standing for elections, recruiting Andre 
Marty, (he who had been the "butcher of Albacete" in Spain) , and some so
called clandestine activity that was, going by its results and Fontenis's present 
assessment as he satirizes the game of "professional revolutionaries" played 
out back then, quite puerile, and, at the last lap, total eclipse as Fontenis and 
his chief lieutenants wound up either in Trotskyist organizations or in Leninist 
ones like the Communist Party. It was a pathetic adventure, but one that proved 
extremely useful; in terms of what it had to teach us about how a secret organi
zation animated and controlled by just one man, an out-and-out political police 
agency can lead to the self-destruction of what had been, at the outset, a liber
tarian organization.  

What is the explanation for all this? In our view, the charisma of one mili
tant gifted with certain talents, who, becoming gradually very sensible of his 
responsibilities abetted by the passivity, blind and deaf obedience of certain 
others, the lack of revolutionary vigilance in still others, comes to look upon 
himself as the "leader," a sort of guru figure, the organization becoming a closed 
sect until everything eventually implodes as human nature emerges as the stron
ger factor. 
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All of which leads us to revise our assessment of the FCL and 0 PB which 

we had initially analyzed, on the basis of inadequate data, as anarchistic 

Blanquism: but no, now everything is clear thanks to the revelations contained 

in Fontenis's hook: they were only a bureaucratic, Stalinist aberration. 
- Alexandre Skirda, April 1997 

Notes to Skira's Remarks on Georges Fontenis's Memoires 

1. Georges Fontenis, I'autre communisme. Histoire subversive du mouvement libertaire, 
(Mauleon, 1990) , 396 pages. 

2. Letters from N. Faucier to the author on February 10 and March 20, 1991. 

3. Georges Fontenis interviewed in the January 20 - February 5, 1991 edition of Itcole 
emancipee, revue syndicate et pedagogigue (pp. 32-33) . 
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D O C U M E N T N o . 1 0  
T H E  G R O U P E  K R O N S TA D T ,  P A R I S  
D R A F T  L I B E RTA R I A N  C O M M U N I S T  O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L  
P R I N C I P L E S  

1. The libertarian Communist organization (OCL) is characterized by the col

lective approach of its members' militant practice, which is rooted in the 

organization's policy line, subject to the principle of ongoing monitoring of the 
analyses and experiences of the membership as a whole. 

2. The OeL's policy line is defined by the following principles: 

a. Theoretical coherence. Which is to say strict homogeneity in the overall 

positions espoused by the organization, amended in the light of ongoing 
analysis of the evolution of the political reality, thereby eliminating the 

danger of a monolithism of fixed positions and accentuating the effec
tiveness of actions undertaken. 

b. Practical cohesion. The OCL seeks tactical unity through militant imple
mentation of the overall policy line espoused by groups and regions at 

Congresses. 
c. Ongoing collective responsibility. In respect of external expression, each 

member is answerable for the organization's line. Similarly, the organiza

tion is a..'1swerable for and claims responsibility for the positions and ac

tions adopted by each of its members, provided that these accord with 

the general line of the OCL. 

d. Federalism. The organization is only the emanation of its component 

groups - the group being the driving force behind the whole organiza

tion. However, the militants or group may not adopt positions contrary to 

the organization's line. 

e. Fraternal ethic. Within its ranks, the organization practices the ethical 

conception of libertarian communism. Fraternal relations - based on 

mutual trust, esteem and respect - link its militants as a body. 

3. Operational work plan. Congress is sovereign in defining the organization's 

line. It lays down the plan of militant work, delegating and assigning commis

sions and responsibilities, updating the OCL's Declaration of political and orga
nizational principles. 

Certain posts are allocated at congress: 
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The Press and Propaganda Commission: this is charged with the publica
tion and distribution of all of the OCL's forms of public expression: news
paper, review, pamphlets, posters, handbills, along federal lines. It oper
ates in close concert with the treasurer. 
The Secretariat has the task of overseeing the organization's internal, 
external and international communications. It publishes the Internal 
Bulletin. It includes a treasurer. Its role is, consequently, merely techni
cal and administrative. 
The IB Onternal Bulletin) contains reports of the meetings of the various 
officers, commissions and the Liaison Council: also featured are reports 
on the activities of groups and regions, motions or guideline texts of the 
organization, internal or operational information, and a discussion forum, 
Reserved for the exclusive use of OCL members, its contents are confi
dential. 
Treasury: This is fed by compulsory dues (set by the congress) levied 
from militants, subscriptions and the revenue from sales of publications. 

The work of the commissions is monitored by congress. Members of the 
commissions are nominated by their group at the congress and elected by the 
latter. 

The commissions may drop or add members, under the supervision of the 
liaison Council. 

Congress meets at least once per year. Extra-ordinary congresses can be 
convened following a referendum of the groups. 

In the interval between two congresses, the OCL is represented by the 
liaison Council, whose duty is to oversee implementation of the policy line laid 
down by congress, and to oversee the work of the commissions and officials. It 
pronounces upon proposals from the groups with implications for the whole 
organization. 

The liaison Council is made up of delegates from the groups or regions -
but it is not necessary for a group to have a delegate on it, should its function
ing, activity or geographical location not allow this. 

The liaison Council meets regularly - monthly - or, exceptionally, fol
lowing a referendum of the groups. Only delegates from groups or regions can 
participate in its meetings: members of the commissions are also required to 
attend. 

4. Organization chart. 
The group. Is the basic unit, the nerve center of the organization. It com

prises at least five members and at most 15. It brings militants together on the 
basis of locality, trade, school or practicality. The group is free to organize as it 
sees fit, but it should, however, include a coordinator/secretary and a trea
surer. Posts should be rotated among the members. The group participates in 
the internal life of the organization, in the ongoing discussions and collation, 
culminating in the drafting of the OCL's operational scheme of work. 
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The group is required to conduct its activities within the parameters of 

this scheme. 
The group is free to do what it will outside of the objectives of the scheme 

and may do so in the name of the OCL, provided it does not conflict with its 

line, and that the group undertakes to report its experiences and its outcome 

to the rest of the organization. 
Around its outside activities the group organizes its sympathizers, main

taining contacts with those isolated members of the organization closest in 

geographical terms. It co-ordinates their activity within the OCL and is answer

able for it. 
Inter-group commissions can be set up for specific tasks. 

The Circle. The group may give rise to the formation of circles, embracing 

active sympathizers who devote themselves to specific activities: propaganda 

work, external expression, running a study and debating circle. 
Several groups together make up one sector, or, on a larger scale, one re

gion. But the sector and the region are merely an internal link for operational 

work - they are not sovereign inside the organization, which is founded on 
the group alone. 

There is a free hand in the organization of sectors and regions. 
Together, the groups, sectors and regions make up the Federation. In its 

functioning, the OCL is thus a body coordinating and planning the practices of its 

component groups. 

The OCL has no international boundaries, and federations may organize 

themselves into one International Libertarian Communist Federation. 

Methods of operation. 

All matters and decisions upon which there is not unanimity, at all levels of 
the organization: - group, region, sector, federation (congress) - and in the 

Liaison Council, will be put to a vote, following discussion. The majority view 
prevails in matters tactical and practical: in matters theoretical and strategic, 
and other importaIlt decisions (expulsions, admissions . . .  ) there must be a 

three-quarters majority. 

When there is profound disagreement between two positions on a funda

mental issue, the only solution is a split. 

Decisions taken are binding upon all members. 

Voting is by mandates: in the Liaison Council, and in the congress, each 
group has three mandates, making possible representation of the various posi

tions: one for, one against and one blank. At the level of the group, the sector 

and the region, voting is by head count. 

5. Supervision. The OCL operates in accordance with the principles of perma

nent delegation and revocability. 
The various posts taken up are monitored continually by the groups. Any 

post can be withdrawn, outside of congress, on a referendum of the groups, 

and registration of a majority against. 
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Accounts by post-holders of their stewardship should be provided continu
ally in the lB, so that information may circulate as promptly and regularly as 

possible. 

6. Internal regulation. Participation in the OCL is conditional upon member
ship of a group. 

The sympathizer. takes an interest in the OCL's stance and takes part in the 
organization's practical activities through the group to which he is attached. 
He is briefed regularly on militant experiences and the organization's line by 
means of all of the OCL's external documents. But he may not hold any office 
and does not partake of the internal activities of the group or the O CL. 

In principle, after a certain time, a mutual decision by the sympathizer and 
the group should be made regarding his membership, for it is not possible for 
an organization to have eternal sympathizers. 

The corresponding member. He wholly subscribes to the OCL's positions and 
line, but cannot participate regularly in the activity of a group, either on account of 
geographical isolation or for personal reasons. He pays dues and participates as 
best he can in the group closest to his place of domicile. 

However, isolated militants should strive to found a local group. 
The militant. He is affiliated to his group. His membership is not an act of 

faith, but a significant commitment, entailing for him the obligation to partake 
of the activities of his group and of the whole organization, that is to say, to 
shoulder responsibilities there and report back on these, then to supervise the 
activities and responsibilities of his group and of the OCL. 

Affiliation The admission of a sympathizer or a militant is left to the sole 
discretion of the group. It comes about through co-optation. 

A group suing for admission into the OCL makes contact with the Secre
tariat and the nearest group, familiarizes itself with the Declaration of political 
and organizational principles as well as the line of the time, then is obliged to 
submit its comments upon the lot and a resume of its past and activities to the 
Secretariat, which circulates it to the groups. These latter give their opinions 
and verdict: for or against. 

Following unanimous acceptance, the candidate group becomes a full
fledged affiliate: in the event of hostility from one or more OCL groups,  the 
application is discussed at the next congress. 

Expulsion. In the event of a serious breach of the OCL's political and orga
nizational principles, a militant or a group may be expelled from the organiza
tion. 

In the case of a militant, he is suspended by his group, which reports its 
grounds to the liaison Council, if there is any challenge, until such time as the 
next congress endorses (or fails to endorse) the decision through a vote, with 
the group in question taking no part in the vote. 

In the case of a group, the procedure is the same, except that suspension 
is decided by the liaison Council. 
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D O C U M E N T N o .  I I 
R E VO L U T I O N A RY A N A R C H I S T O R G A N I Z AT I O N  ( O R A )  

Organizational Contract 

The organizational Contract is specifically defined by what is the essential 
basis of anarchism, to wit, a two-pronged assertion: 

• the primacy of the individual. 
• the necessity of living in society. 

Within this framework, anarchism repudiates all authoritarianism: that of 
pure individualism with its repudiation of society, and that of pure communism 

which seeks to ignore the individual. Anarchism is not a synthesis of antagonis
tic principles, but a juxtaposition of concrete, living realities, the convergence 

of which must be sought in an equilibrium as elastic as life itself. 
Thus, anarchism cannot be identified with a philosophy of immutable truths, 

nor with a doctrine of untouchable principles, but may be defined as a way of life 

whose basis is creative liberty and whose means is ongoing experimentation. 

OlJr organization has no pretensions to a rigid ideological unity generating 
dogmatism. But on the other hand, it refuses also to be merely a motley collec
tion of divergent tendencies, the frictions between which would inevitably lead 

to stagnation. 

• Union on ideological common denominators, but not stodgy uniformity 

in the interpretation of them (ideological unity) . 
• Tolerance in ideas and coherence in action (tactical unity) . 

• Effective shared responsibility of all militants (collective responsibility) . 

• Non-hierarchical and non-centralist organization (libertarian federalism) . 

These are the essential points which are required a priori for participation 

in the life of the organization. 

The organization is a federation of territorial or trades groups, and not a 

gathering of individuals. It has a specific character and is regarded as forming 
a whole in itself. 

The man or woman who joins the organization does so with full knowledge 
of what is afoot and their affiliation represents a moral commitment towards 

the entire organization, just as the latter acknowledges a collective responsibil
ity towards every new member. 
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The Group 

1) The Group is the basic cell of the organization, wherein the militant activity 
arising out of all decisions taken at congresses is concentrated. 

2) The Group is autonomous in the sense that it can take, locally, all the deci
sions it may deem fit. That autonomy, though, is limited by the very fact that the 

Group's affiliation to the organization implies respect for a contract freely en

tered into, as well as respect for decisions taken in congress. 

3) The number of militants in a Group is limited to a maximum of 12. 

The Local Federation 

1) The Groups of one locality are under an obligation to form themselves into a 
Local Federation. 

2) The General Assembly of the militants of one locality is the forum for evalu

ation of ideas and action plans. It should meet fairly frequently (at least once 

each month) and it has sole collective decision-making powers at the local level. 

3) Every militant is required to attend the Plenary Assemblies of his Local 
Federation on a regular basis. Three consecutive, unexplained absences may 

entail his exclusion from the organization. 

4) In the event of non-unanimity on an action plan, the latter must secure the 
support of 3/4 (three-fourths) of the militants present at the General Assembly 

before it can be put into effect in the organization's name. Those not in agree

ment shall refrain from all external counter-propaganda, but may engage in 

action based upon different criteria, though not conflicting with the action of 
the organization, and with the later's endorsement. 

5) The two basic officers of the Local Federation are: the organizing Secretary 

and the Propaganda Coordinating Secretary. Appointed to serve from one Gen
eral Assembly to the next, they may have their mandate renewed for a maxi

mum of one year. After a six month interval, they may be re-appointed to one of 
these offices. 
6) Other officers may be appointed on a temporary basis, should this be felt 

necessary. 

The Regional Federation 

1) The Groups of one region are under an obligation to form themselves into a 
Regional Federation. 

2) A region may not be formed with Groups from under 3 (three) different 

localities. 
3) The Regional Assembly of the delegates from each Group must be held 
fairly regularly (at least once every three months) and performs the same func

tions at regional level as the General Assembly of militants does at local level. 

4) The role of Regional Liaison Commission, in charge of internal communica

tions, the Regional Treasury and coordinating Propaganda, is to be vested in 
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one Group from the Region. Holding office from one Regional Assembly to the 

next, this group may find its mandate renewed for a maximum of one year. 
Mer an interval of 6 (six) months, it may again be entrusted with that office. 
5) Should the need arise, other Regional Commissions may be established on a 

temporary basis. 

The Plenum 

1) The plenum is the general assembly of the delegates from each Regional 
Liaison Commission. 

2) The Plenum meets as convened by the National Collective or at the prompt

ing of half of the Regional Liaison Commissions. It is not required to meet 
regularly. 

3) Its object is to monitor the activity of the National Collective, to assist it in 
making decisions for the organization should certain unforeseen events neces
sitate rapid decision-making when pressure of time precludes the convening of 
an Extra-ordinary Congress. 
4) A 3/4 (three fourths) vote is required for a Plenum decision, each Regional 

liaison Commission casting as many votes as there are Groups in its Regional 
Federation. The National Collective may not participate in the voting. 
5) The Plenum may suspend the National Collective from its duties and con
vene an Extra-ordinary Congress, but it may not admit or expel anyone. 
6) Any militant of the organization may attend a Plenum as the delegated ob

server from his Group. 

The Congress 

1) Since all decisions must of necessity be made by the rank and file, the Con
gress amounts to the General Assembly of all the organization's Groups: it is 
therefore empowered to take all decisions governing the life of the organiza

tion. 
2) Prepared at Group level, through the Internal Bulletin and through the Re
gional Assemblies, the Congress is a working session and proceeds in camera. 

3) The Congress agenda, drafted on the basis of proposals from the Groups and 
the National Collective, should be communicated to the Groups at least two 

months in advance of the Congress date. Voting may proceed only on the spe

cific items featured on the agenda. Thus, no decision compromising the 

organization's ideological line may be taken without its having first been de
bated in the Groups. On each item of the agenda, delegates' first contribution is 
limited to a maximum of 30 (thirty) minutes, and their second to five. 

4) Only delegates duly mandated by their Groups participate in the 
organization's Congress. Observers' mandates may be issued to militants from 

the Groups who wish to attend the proceedings. 
5) Only if it has more than five militants is a Group entitled to a say in the 
Congress proceedings. Only one delegate per Group is empowered to participate 
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in the voting. He represents the entire membership of his Group: the vote may 

not be split. However, as the technicality of the business at hand may necessi

tate a range of expertise, several delegates from the same Group may take part 
in the Congress. 
6) Should the militants from the same Group not have managed to overcome 
their differences, nor reached a clear majority feeling on a given point, the 

Group may abstain when the vote is taken. 
7) The Chairman of the Proceedings, and his assessors. appointed by Con
gress at the start of business, proceed to sample opinion and determine the 
outcome by adding up the number of votes cast. Decisions are reached by a 3/ 
4 (three fourths) majority and a minute is drafted which Congress then rati

fies. The Chairman of the proceedings and his assessors may not speak in the 
debates: as they will, of necessity be members of Groups, it will be for their 

Group's delegates to represent them. 
B) As the implementation of decisions reached in Congress requires the con
tinuous presence of the collective expression of the organization, the Congress 

appoints a National Collective charged with coordinating and carrying out the 
decisions it has reached. 
9) This National Collective comprises five officers plus an equal number of depu
ties in case they might no longer be capable of performing their duties: 

• an organizing Secretary (internal Relations) . 
• an External Relations Secretary. 

• a Secretary for International Relations. 

• a Propaganda Coordinating Secretary. 
• a Treasurer. 

10) These various secretaries should all be drawn from the same region, but 

they may not hold any office in their Local and Regional Federations. 
11) Holding office from one Congress to the next, the officers may not belong 

to the National Collective for more than two consecutive years. Mer an inter

val of one year, they can again take up a position on the National Collective. 

12) Excepting in the case of certain unforeseen events which require speedy 
decision-making, the National Collective may not take initiatives and make de
cisions except where these accord with the organization's ideological line as 
laid down in Congress. It is answerable for its actions before a Plenum or the 
next Congress. 
13) Congresses are held every year and each time in a different geographical 
location, as far as possible. Should the need arise, an Extra-ordinary Congress 
may meet if summoned by the National Collective, a Plenum or at the prompt

ing of half of the organization's Groups. 

National Office 

1) The National Propaganda Council, charged with issuing the organization's 

Newspaper and various Reviews, publishing books, pamphlets and posters 
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destined for nationwide distribution, comprises a Publications Committee and 

a Steering Committee. 
2) The Publications Committee is appointed by Congress, the Steering Com

mittee by the National Collective. The Propaganda Coordinating Secretary is 

the National Collective's representative on the National Propaganda Council. 

3) The National Collective is responsible for directing and managing the Na
tional Propaganda Council. 

4) It is desirable that the members of the NPC should be drawn from the same 
region as the members of the National Collective. 
5) The members of the NPC may not hold any office in their Local and Re
gional Federations. 

The Treasury 

1) It is left to the Group and to the Regional Federation to determine the rate of 
dues. 
2) Regional or national activities are funded by the Regional Federation or the 

organization as a whole, proportionately with the number of militants per Group. 
Thus it is the task of the Regional liaison Commission or the National Collec
tive to collect the funds and co-ordinate activities. 
3) To fund the activities of the National Collective, there is a national levy pay
able 12 (twelve) times a year: the minimum amount of this is prescribed by 

Congress in the light of the anticipated requirements of the National Collective. 
4) There is a solidarity fund, into which funds not raised from dues (special 

demonstrations, donations, etc.) are paid. This fund is used to cover the 

organization's debts as well as the purchase of propaganda material for those 

Groups which might not have the wherewithal to procure their own. 
5) In the event of its failing to regularize its dues payments prior to Congress, a 
Group may be denied admission to the latter. A repeat offense may entail 

expulsion. 

The Internal Bulletin 

1) The Internal Bulletin (IB) is placed under the supervision of the organizing 

Secretary. It is monthly and involves at the least reports on the activities of each 
Group and from the members of the National Collective and NPC. 

2) The publication date, format and print-run of the IB are determined by Con

gress. Two IBs are run off per Group and five for the national archives. The 
IBs are the property of the Groups and not of the militants. 

3) In order to spread the bulk of the work around all of the Groups, in order to 
ensure that the organization as a whole can continually monitor the serious 

business of each Group, in order to avert all censorship, it is the Groups them
selves that roneo their submissions to the IB. Thus the work of the organizing 

Secretary consists merely of reprinting the pages submitted and passing on 

the IBs thereby compiled to the various Groups. 
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4) It is essentially through the IE that the minority in the organization finds 

expression. 
5) A Group not contributing regularly to the IE may be deemed to have lost 

interest in the organization and, as such, incur expulsion. 

Security 

1) For reasons of security, a militant on his travels will at all times carry a letter 

of introduction signed by the organizing Secretary of his Local Federation. 

2) Also on security grounds, the organizing Secretary of each Local Federation 

keeps on him a list of the names and addresses of the militants of his locality. 

He can thus confirm for officers at various levels, at a moment's notice, whether 

a given individual is or is not a member of the organization. 

Admissions 

1) There is no individual affiliation to the organization. Every new member 

must belong to a Group or, if none exists in his area, he must be in touch with 

the nearest Group, in anticipation of a Group being formed in his area. 

2) Every new member belonging to a Group will be precluded from representing 

it for the period of one year, and from holding any office at any level. He will still 

be able to attend Congress, with the consent of his Group, as observer-delegate. 
3) Before it is accepted, a Group that has sued for admission will have to wait 

until the organization has been able to check that it conforms to the movement's 

ethic. To that end, it shall submit its monthly report on its activities as well as 

copies of its handbills and pamphlets, will take part on the same footing as the 

organization's Groups in the distribution of the Newspaper (cash on delivery) 

and will scrutinize the Ideological and organizational Contracts to see if they 

suit it. 

4) In the event of militants trained in the organization being behind the forma

tion of a new Group, there shall be an exception to the preceding rule. It is for 

the organization's Congresses to endorse or reject affiliation of a new Group 

(by unanimity minus 10 percent) . 

Expulsions 

1) Any individual or Group that is in breach of contract with the collectivity will 

thereby exclude itself from the organization. 
2) As far as the individual is concerned, it is for the Group to which he belongs 

to decide for itself upon exclusion (with a 3/4 majority of votes cast on an indi

vidual basis) . 
The excluded militant may appeal to the Regional assembly which will decide 

in the last instance (on a 3/4 majority of votes cast by Group) . The militant 

whose expulsion is annulled by the Regional Federation may join another Group 

or form a new Group around himself. 
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3) In the case of the Group, it is for the Regional Assembly to determine exclu

sion (on a 3/4 majority) . The expelled Group may appeal to Congress which 

will decide in the last resort (on a 3/4 majority) . 

4) During the appeal period, and pending the decision of the organization, the 

appellant militant or Group, shall suspend activities with regard to the latter. 

Amendment of the Organizational Contract 

1) The present organizational Contract reflects the organization's current cir

cumstances and will require amendment as these evolve. 

2) Any amendment to the organizational Contract will be possible only in Con

gress (unanimity minus 10 percent) . 

A D D E N U M  
T H E  C O N T R I B U T I O N  O F  T H E  J U L E S  V A L L E S  G R O U P, 
P A R I S ,  T O  T H E D RA F T I N G  O F  T H E  O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L  
C O N T RA C T  

As a stepping stone to revolution and thus to libertarian communism, we 

have opted for the creation of a Revolutionary Anarchist organization (ORA) , 
which is to be the driving force behind mass movements against authoritarian 
systems, said organization being the coalition of persons united by the prior 

theoretical considerations of: 

• ideological unity 
• tactical unity 
• collective responsibility. 

The problem which then ari�f'Q is that of individuals' affiliation to the orga

nization, the problem of the manner in which those who start out as sympathiz

ers with the ORA are to be gradually incorporated into the organization. 

The Need for Induction Procedures 

Generally, individuals wishing to militate in our ranks lack the minimal 

grounding in theory, and in practice too,  which are required for the achieve

ment of effective work. 

Then again, the commitment that we demand of militants requires that 

these be as well-briefed as possible upon the broad tenets of the ORA: so it is 

essential that we offer a members' "apprenticeship" through what we term a 

"Front Libertaire Circle." 

The Front Libertaire Circles 

Thus, the role of the Front Libertaire Circles is primarily to offer training 

to ORA sympathizers/prospective militants, but also they must devise propa

ganda and a libertarian communist policy line. 
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The Front Libertaire Circles are, consequently, launched initially by one 

or by several ORA militants, or the nearest ORA Group and are made up of 

ORA sympathizers. 
These Circles, besides theoretical training through the Newspaper and 

above all printed pamphlets or local talks, are also engaged in practical activi
ties (publishing handbills, posters, bulletins, selling the newspaper, etc.) and 
should allow the sympathizer to develop his feeling for self-organization and 
self-management. 

Thus, the Front Libertaire Circles are autonomous of the ORA in the sense 
that they do not implicate the ORA in the activities they might possibly carry 
out, have a budget of their own, furnished by the sympathizers, and are autono

mously managed. 
The Circles are merely extensions of the ORA through the ORA militants 

in the locality, either the ORA Group or, in the case of geographical isolation in 
the provinces, through the local federations, regionally organized. 

Ultimately, in these Circles, the ORA is merely the driving force, the chief 
theoretical contribution coming through the Newspaper and the Manifesto [the 

ORA's fundamental text - note by A. Skirda1 .  

Establishing the Circles 

These Circles, which are a practical necessity for the Libertarian Front 

policy which we mean to devise, should be established wheresoever revolu

tionary propaganda is needed. 
There can be Circles in firms, faculties, high schools and even around cam

paign organizations such as tenants' associations, consumers' associations, the 

peace movement, and, at a later stage, clandestine circles inside the army: in 
short, no sector of struggle should be overlooked. 

Definitive Incorporation 

In the final analysis, it will be the ORA militants and the local regional that 
will pronounce upon the definitive incorporation into the 0 RA of a Circle mem
ber, or of an entire Circle, if need be, such incorporation being effected on the 

basis of subscription to the drive to achieve: 
• a sense of collective responsibility. 
• personal commitment. 
The militant should be a theorist, an agitator and a propagandist as well 

(without of course lapsing into intellectualism or escapism) . 
Inside the ORA, the affiliate bears full responsibility, and little by little the 

difference between the militant and the affiliate should fade away. 
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L I ST O F  B I B L I O G RA P H I C  N A M E S  

Abos Serena,  Miguel. Aragonese anarcho-syndicalist unfairly blamed for 
the fall of Zaragoza to the fascists in 1936. A militant of some stature from the 
teen years of this century, he was on the CNT national committee at the start of 
1936 and encouraged CNT supprters to vote in the February 1936 elections. 
Escaped from Zaragoza in 1937, only to be interned by his CNT colleagues. 
Served in the 127th Mixed Brigade and died in France in 1940. 

Allemane , Jean (1843-1935) . Involved in the Paris Commune and deported 
to New Caledonia. Returning in 1880, he joined Guesde's POF and followed the 
possibilists' breakaway, heading their working-class wing while Brousse headed 
the intellectuals. Allemane and his colleagues launched the POSR - Revolu
tionary Socialist Workers' Party - in 1890. The so-called "Allemanists" espoused 
anti-authoritarian policies and worked for socialist unity. In 1905 the POSR amal
gamated with the SFIO - French Section of the Workers' International (So
cialist Party) . Allemane took issue with the Leninist line on trade unions. 

Arm a n d, Ernest (1872-1962) . Tireless propagandist of Christian then athe
ist anarchism of the individualist school. 

Arru , Andre (born 1911) . French anarchist, real name lean-Rene Sauliere. 
Refused mobilization in 1939 and moved to Marseilles to form an underground 
and multi-national anarchist group of which Voline ... vas a member. Sometime 
general secretary of the SIA (International Anifascist Solidarity) . 

Arshinov, Piotr (1887-193?) . Ukrainian Bolshevik worker who became an 
anarchist terrorist before the 1917 revolution. Associate of Makhno in the Ukrai
nian insurgent movement during and after the Russian revolution. Returned to 
Russia in the 1932, working as a proof-reader until 1937. Believed killed in a 
purge. 

Ascaso, Francisco (1901-1936) . Spanish anarchist activist, inseparable com
panion of Durruti. Killed in the routing of the Francoist revolt in Barcelona in 
July 1936. 

Azev, Yevno. Social Revolutionary and Okhrana agent who rose to head the 
SR's Fighting Section. He permitted the SR assassination of tsarist Interior min
ister Plehve in 1904 and ensured that almost all delegates to the Fighting Sec
tion congress in 1906 were arrested. Exposed by Burtsev as a police spy. 
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Babeuf, Fran<;:ois "Gracchus" (1760-1797) . French revolutionary and early 
communist: leader of the Conspiracy of the Equals. Executed by the Directory. 

Bakunin, Mikhail (1814-1876) . Russian anarchist, focus of the anti-authori
tarian elements in the First International opposed to Marx's centralism. 

Barmash, Vladimir. Russian anarchist, one-time emigre. A member of the 
secretariat of the universalist anarchists during the Russian Revolution of 1917, 

he was sentenced to death and then expelled from the Soviet Union along with 
Yartchuk, Maximoff, etc. in 1921 .  

Bastien, Georges. French anarchist active in the textile unions of the Amiens 
region. Co-founder of the libertarian Communist Federation of the Nord re
gion in 1920. Edited Le Libertaire for a time. 

Bellegarricue,  Anselme (born c. 1820-?) . Involved in the 1848 overthrow 
of the July monarchy in France, he launched a newspaper in 1850, called 
L'Anarchie, subtitled "a journal of order." 

Berkman, Alexander (1870-1936) . Russian Jewish anarchist active in the 
United States before returning to Russia after the Bolshevik revolution, there 
to record his disillusionment with Bolshevik authoritarianism. Committed sui
cide in 1936. 

Berneri, Camillo (1897-1937).  Italian anarchist professor of philosophy and 
antifascist. Murdered in Barcelona in May 1937 by Stalinists during inter-Re
publican fighting. 

Besnard, Pierre. French railroad worker and syndicalist who helped resist 
the absorption of the French CGTU into the Profintern. Later founded the 
anarcho-syndicalist CGT-SR affiliated to the Berlin syndicalist international 
(IWA) .  Besnard was secretary of the IWA during the civil war in Spain, clash
ing with the CNT on a number of issues. Wrote influential books setting out the 
ethics and vision of syndicalism. 

Blanqui, Louis Auguste (1805-1881) . French revolutionary socialist and 
vigorous agitator, involved in the earliest upheavals in France from 1831 on
wards. Frequently arrested, he spent many years in prison. 

Boetie, Etienne de la (1530-1563) . French writer who at the age of eigh
teen wrote Discourse of Voluntary Servitude a denunciation of tyranny and the 
complicity through which it survives. 

Bonnot, Jules (1876--1912) . Outstanding mechanic active in anarchist and 
syndicalist circles. Around 1910 he went over to "illegalist" theory, formed a 
gang and carried out a number of robberies and murders. There was real hys
teria about the "Bonnot Gang" until he was killed in a police operation in 1912. 

Bonnot Gang. A gang of anarchist illegalists active in France in 1911-1913. 

Included Jules Bonnot, Raymond Callemin, Octave Garnier, Edouard Carouy, 
Andre Soudy, Rene Valet and Elie Monier. 
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Borghi,  Armando (1882-) . Anarchist from an early age and active in the 

labor movement. When the leaders of the USI (Italian Syndicalist Union) . came 
out in favor of Italian intervention in the Great War, Borghi led the majority 
which disowned them and he was made secretary of the organization. He was 
a great friend of Malatesta. Under the fascists Borghi was forced to leave Italy, 
first for France and then the United States. 

Borovoy, Aleksei. Russian academic and individualist anarchist at the time 
of the 1917 revolution. 

Brassens, Georges. French poet and singer, a stalwart of the French Anar
chist Federation in charge of organization and helping to run Le Libertaire. 

Broutchoux, Benoit. French working-class anarchist forged in the struggles 
of the miners of the north of France. Member of the wartime Syndicalist De
fense Committee (CDS) . 

Brousse , Paul (1844-1912) . A member of the First International's libertar
ian wing from 1872, and involved with the Jura Federation in Switzerland. De
ported from Switzerland to France in 1880 he joined Guesde's POF, but broke 
away with the "possibilists," becoming their leader. Espoused a very reformist, 
electoralist line. 

Burtsev, Vladimir. Russian Social Revolutionary, regarded as expert on op
erations of the secret police. Ran a revolutionaries' counter-espionage opera

tion against the Okhrana. Later sided with the Whites in the Russian Civil war. 

Cabet, Etienne (1788-1856) . French utopian socialist. Wrote about an imagi
nary ideal society in Voyage to !cana (1840) . Icarian settlements were founded 
in the United States in Texas and Illinois in 1848 and 1849 respectively. 

Cafiero, Carlo (1846-1892) . From a wealthy family of the nobility, he began 

a career in diplomacy but turned to social studies and political economy. On his 

travels he met and married the Russian revolutionary Olimpia Kutuzov. He 
first came into contact with revolutionaries in Paris in 1867 and met the founders 
of the First International, striking up a relationship with Marx. He became one 
of the chief propagandists for the IWMA in Italy and a correspondent of F. 

Engels. In 1971 he met Bakunin in Switzerland and became an anarchist. He 
was involved in the Rimini convention in 1872 when the decision was made to 
launch a (libertarian) Italian chapter of the International. Used his wealth to 

fund a number of insurrections, ranging from the 1874 revolt in Bologna to the 

Benevento revolt of 1877. While jailed in 1877-1878, translated Das Kapital 

into Italian. In the 1880s he suffered a mental breakdown and died in an asylum 
in 1892. 

Carbo, Eusebio C. (1883-1958) . Well-travelled Spanish anarchist noted as a 

public speaker and writer. Early critic (1921) of the dictatorship of the prole
tariat. Held a post in the Generalitat during the civil war before recovering his 
ideological integrity in exile, refusing a ministry in the Republican government

in-exile in 1945. 
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Caserio, Sante (1874-1894) . Italian anarchist who attempted the life of French 
president Sadi Carnot in 1894. Executed by guillotine. 

Chapelier, Emile. French anarchist involved in a range of activities, not least 
the "L'Experience" commune in Boitsfort. 

Cherkessoff, Varlam (1846-1925) . Active revolutionary implicated in the April 
1865 attempt on the life of Tsar Alexander II and in the Nechaev plot. Escaped 
from Tomsk in 1876 and fled abroad. Became a friend of Kropotkin in London, 
helping to found Freedom. Sided with Kropotkin in supporting the Allies in the 
Great War. Returned to Georgia once the Russian revolution came but was forced 
to leave by the Bolshevik take-over. 

Coeurderoy, Ernest (1825-1862) . French republican, socialist and anarchist. 
Fulminated against authority and in favor of internationalism in numerous books. 

Cornelissen,  Christian (b . 1864) . Dutch anarchist collaborator with 
Nieuwenhuis on the paper Recht voor Allen. A former teacher, Cornelissen was 
a well-known writer on economic and syndicalist affairs. Signed the Manifesto of 

the Sixteen on the outbreak of the Great War. 

CoUin, Emile (1896-1936) . French anarchist who attempted the life of French 
premier Clemenceau in 1919 because of the latter's ban on anarchist meetings. 
Sentenced to death and reprieved: served 10 years in prison. Died in combat 
during the Spanish Civil War. 

Degayev, Piotr. Russian revolutionary member of the "People's Will" orga
nization. ''Turned'' by the Okhrana's Lt. Col. Sudeikin, he betrayed numerous 
comrades to the tsarist authorities before assassinating Sudeikin. Degayev be
gan a new life as professor Alexander Pell in U.S. universities. 

Dej acque, Joseph (1821-1876) . French internationalist socialist who moved 
to London and thence to the United States where he edited a paper called Le 
Libertaire and subscribed to anarchist communism. 

Delesalle, Paul (1870-1948) . Mechanic who became an anarchist after trav
els in Catalonia and Belgium. Active in the trade unions from 1884 on and deputy 
to Jean Grave at Temps Nouveaux. Deputy secretary of the Federation of Bourses 
du Travail 1898-1908. Helped draft the Charter of Amiens. Acting secretary of 
the CGT while Yvetot was jailed in 1911. Became a bookseller and publisher 
after 1907. 

Duclos, Jacques (1896-1975) . Member of the French Communist Party from 
1921 and leader of the Communist parliamentary party in France after the sec
ond world war. Notoriously close to Moscow and once accused by Trotsky of 
being a "long-time agent" of Moscow. 

Dumoulin, Georges (1877-1963) . French miner and revolutionary syndi
calist prior to the Great War: during and after the war, he became identified 
with the reformist line in the CGT. 
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Durruti, Buenaventura (1896-1936) . Legendary Spanish anarchist activ
ist and international revolutionary. Embodiment of the commitment and vigour 
of Spanish anarchism. Killed in the defense of Madrid in 1936. 

Duval, Clement (1850-1935) . Famous French illegalist anarchist. Driven by 
poverty into a life of crime. Mechanic and thief who turned to anarchism and 
devoted himself to a career of "individual reappropriation," funding various 

movement activities with the proceeds. Arrested and sentenced to death in 
1887, his sentence was then commuted to life imprisonment in Guyana. He 
escaped from Devil's Island after 14 years. Reached the United States and died 
in New York. His memoirs were published by Luigi Galleani. 

Fabbri, Luigi (1877-1935) . One of the most active of Italian anarchists. He 
joined the movement in his teens in 1897 and soon came into contact with Errico 
Malatesta who was publishing L'Agitazione in Ancona. In 1903 in Rome he 
launched the review II Pensiero along with Pietro Gori. It ceased to appear in 
December 1911. He was an active contributor to Volonta, a weekly launched by 
Malatesta in Ancona in 1913. He was among the founders and contributors of 
the anarchist daily Umanita Nova and contributed to Pensiero e Volonta, a maga
zine run by Malatesta in Rome (1924-1926) . Harassed by the fascists (having 
declined, as a teacher, to pledge allegiance to the regime as required by the 
education authorities) he left Italy. In Paris he launched Lotta Umana (1927-
1929) . Deported from France and from Belgium, he fled to Uruguay and in 
Montevideo he launched Studi Sociali in 1930, running the paper until his death 

on June 24, 1935. He was a prolific writer and used the pen names of Catalina, 
Quand-meme and L. Sclosser among others. 

Faure, Sebastien (1858-1942) . French anarchist and former Jesuit semi
narian. Ran for parliament for the Guesdist POF in 1885. From 1888 (when he 

was a delegate to the Third National Congress of the National Federation of 
Unions) onwards a propagandist for libertarian communism. Joint founder of 
I.e Libertaire. Active on behalf of Dreyfus. Founded and ran La Ruche, a co
educational experimental school. The "Grand Old Man" of French anarchism. 

Fedeli , U go (aka Hugo Treni) . Italian anarchist, arrested during the Great 

War for anti-war activities. In 1924, from Paris he ran the Political Victims' Sup
port Committee, helping antifascists. Deported to Belgium in 1929 after pres

sure from the Italian government. Later he went to Uruguay from where he 

was deported to Italy and banished to the island of Ponza in 1933. After 1944 he 
helped revive the Italian Anarchist Federation (FA!) . Author of numerous ar

ticles on anarchist history and biographies of anarchists. 

Feneon, Felix (1861-1947) . French writer, part of the school of artistic 
anarchism. 

Fleshin, Senya (1894-1981) . Ukrainian-born. Immigrated to the USA and 
became anarchist in 1913, working with the Mother Earth team. Returned to 

Russia in 1917 and worked with the Golos Truda group in Petrograd. Joined the 
Nabat federation. Arrested by the Cheka in 1918, 1920 and 1922 and banished 
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to Siberia. Expelled from Russia in 1923. Lived in Berlin, then Paris, escaping 

the latter after the German invasion. Left for Mexico in 1941. 

Fontenis, Georges. French anarchist. Sometime secretary of the French 
Anarchist Fedration. Later formed the Libertarian Communist Federation 

(FCL) . 

Fourier, Charles (1772-1837) . Utopian French socialist who offered a mi

nutely detailed description of the operation of a "scientifically"-run society. Rec
ommended ideal communities called Phalansteries, made up of 1 ,800 like

minded individuals. 

Fremont, Rene (1902-1940) . Leading member of the French UACR (Revo
lutionary Anarchist Communist Union) and UA (Anarchist Union) . Editor of 

Le Libertaire from October 1934 to May 1935. General secretary of the UA in 

1939. Called up into the French army and killed in June 1940. 

Fribourg, Paul (1868-?) . French railway worker socialist of the A1lemanist 
school and revolutionary syndicalist. Advocate of the general strike and anti

militarist. 

Friedeberg, Dr. Raphael (b. 1863) . German social democrat turned anar
chist. Active in anarcho-syndicalist spheres in 1904-1908. Abandoned this ac

tivity due to ill health. 

Garcia, Oliver Juan (?-1980) . Spanish anarchist activist. Associate ofAscaso 

and Durruti. Minister of Justice in the Caballero government in 1936-1937, 

representing the CNT (and, unofficially, the FAI) . 

Girault, Ernest (1871-1933) . French anarchist activist and chemist. After 

the Great War he set up a soviet in Argenteuil. In 1920 he joined the French 

Communist Party. 

Goldman, Emma (1869-1940) . American anarchist of Russian extraction. 
Returned to Russia after the Bolshevik revolution and documented the Bolshe

vik perversion of the people's revolutionary aspirations. Notorious in her 

younger day as free-loving, iconoclastic "Red" Emma. 

Grave, Jean (1854-1939) . French anarchist shoemaker and journalist. Au
thor of numerous anarchist works. 

Griffuelhes, Victor (1874-1923) . One-time Blanquist who became general 
secretary of the French CGT 1902-1909 - before the Great War. Primarily an 
activist, he supported the Sacred Union in 1914 but gradually broke away, sym

pathizing with the revolutionary syndicalist minority. 

Guerin, Daniel (1904-1988) . French anti-colonialist and socialist. Moved from 
Trotskyist Marxism towards a hybrid libertarian communism illuminated by 

the insights of anarchism. 

Guesde, Jules (1845-1922) . Sympathizer with Bakunin and the anarchists in
side the First International, but went over to Marxism in his thirties, becoming 

its pioneer in France. Founder the POF (French Workers' Party) . Entered the 

cabinet of the government of Sacred Union in 1914 and was Minister of State. 
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Stuck with the SFIO after the Communist Party broke away from it in 1920. A 
former libertarian, he espoused a particularly pedantic form of socialism. 

Guillaume , James (1844-1916) . Swiss prominent in the Jura Federation. 
He preferred to be described as a collectivist rather than "anarchist," regard
ing the latter term as somewhat extreme. 

Henry, Emile (1872-1894) . French anarchist, executed for terrorist bomb 
attacks including indiscriminate bombing of a middle-class cafe. 

Herve, Gustave (1871-1944) . French rabble-rousing anti-militarist and anti
patriot editor of La Guerre Sociale prior to the Great War, he turned into a 
super-patriot after it broke out, changing the name of his paper to La Victoire. 

Herzig, Georges (1857-1921) . Genevan Swiss writer who took over the run
ning of Le Revoite from Kropotkin and later wrote for the bilingual Swiss anar
chist paper Le Reveil-Il Risveglio on social hypocrisy. Scathing critic of bureau
cratization in Swiss trade unions. 

Jacob, Alexandre (Marius) (1879-1954) . Leader of a gang of anarchist house
breakers that operated in France, Spain, Italy and Switzerland. Jacob admitted 
106 "jobs" that netted the equivalent of five million gold francs. Ten percent of 
his proceeds went to anarchist organizations, causes and publications. Con
victed in 1905 and freed from penal servitude in 1925. 

Janvion, Emile. French anarchist syndicalist active in the CGT before the 
Great War, co-founder of the International Anti-Militarist Association (1904) . 

Obsessively anti-Masonic and anti-Semitic, campaigned against Masonic influ
ence in the CGT. Took the line that bourgeois politicians had used the Dreyfus 
Affair as a ploy to rally revolutionaries behind the Republic and began to es
pouse an anti-Republican line that led to flirtations with Action Frant;:aise. 

Jaures, Jean (1859-1914) . Dreyfusard and co-founder of the French SFIO 
socialist party, Jaures believed in evolutionary socialism. In 1914 he was assas
sinated by a French right-winger, Raoul Villain, who considered that Jaures 
had left France ill-equipped to face the war with Germany. 

Jouhaux, Leon (1879-1954) . One-time anarchist who became general sec
retary of the French CGT in 1909, holding that post until 1940. During the 
Great War he embraced the Sacred Union and after the war he worked closely 
with the Socialist minister Albert Thomas and the International Labor Office. 

Jover Cortes,  Gregorio (1891-1964) . Member of the Los Solidarios group, 
closely associated with Garcia Oliver. During the civil war he served with the 
Ascaso Column. A revolutionary of the old school, street-fighter and activist. 

Joyeux, Maurice (1910-) . French anarchist, first convicted at the age of 13. 

Headed the Unemployed Council of the CGTU. Involved in the factory seizures 
in France in June 1936. Helped re-Iaunch the French Anarchist Federation after 
1944. Prolific author and believer in direct action. 

Kropotkin, Peter (1842-1921) . Russian anarchist geographer. Leading ad
vocate of anarcho-communism and federalism. 
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Lapeyre , Aristide and Paul. French anarchist brothers. Printers of 

I:Espagne anti/asciste in Bordeaux from September to November 1937. Aristide 

(1889-1974) became an anarchist through his friendship with Sebastien Faure. 

Very active in freethought and anti-clerical circles (using the pen-name "Luci
fer") . He was on the staff of Le Combat syndicalste in 1936 and ran the French 

section of the CNT-FAI propaganda operation in Barcelona. Jailed in France 
during the Occupation and narrowly escaped execution. 

Latapie, Jean French metalworker, syndicalist and anti-militarist active in 
the CGT and close to Aristide Briand. 

Leauthier, Jules (1874-1894) . Assassinated the Serbian amassador in Paris 

in 1893. Sentenced to penal servitude for life, he was shot dead by warders a 

few weeks after arrival on Devil's Island during a convicts' revolt. 

Lecoin, Louis (1888-1971) . French anarchist and pacifist. Active in the unions, 

he led the campaign against affiliation of the CGTU to the Profintern. Led 

campaigns in favor of Sacco, Vanzetti, Durruti, Ascaso and J over. Co-founder of 

the Committee for Free Spain in 1936 and of the SlA (International Anifascist 

Solidarity) . Issued a "Peace Now" statement in 1939 and jailed until 1941 .  Cred

ited with winning recognition of conscientious objector status in France follow

ing a hunger strike in 1962. Nominated for a Nobel Peace Prize 1964 and 1966. 

Lefrancaise, Gustave. French Communard and communist from the 1848 
revolution. 

Lepetit (1889-1921) . French anarchist syndicalist and laborer. In 1915 he was 
secretary of the International Action Committee against the Great War. Sen

tenced in 1917 for bringing out an underground edition of the banned Le 
Libertaire. Sent on a fact-finding mission to Soviet Russia, he was less than 

impressed and disappeared at sea off Murmansk on the return journey along 

with his companion, Vergeat. 

Leroux, Pierre (1797-1871) . French follower of Saint-Simon, helped pro

claim the Republic in Paris in 1848. 

Leval, Gaston (1895--1978) . Pseudonym of Frenchman Pierre Robert Piller, 
who fled to Spain in 1915 to escape the Great War. In 1921 he was the anarchist 
groups' delegate seconded to the CNT delegation sent to the Profintern foun
dation congress in Moscow. His report did much to open CNT eyes to the 
reality of Bolshevism. Spent some time in Argentina in the 1920s. Collected 
data on collectivization during the Civil war in Spain. Returning to France he 

was a prolific writer on anarchism. 

Levy, Albert. Member ofthe CGT leadership and treasurer of the Federation 
of Bourses du Travail. Resigned after a quarrel with Griffuethes. 

Libertad, Albert (1875--1908) . Charismatic orator and center for many years 
of the Parisian individualist anarchist scene. Launched the weekly L'Anarchie 

in 1905. 
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Loru l o t ,  Andre (Andre Roulot) . French anarchist, one-time editor of 

L'Anarchie (Paris) before Victor Serge. Initially encouraged illegalism. Active 
on the freethought wing of French anarchism. 

Louvet, Louis (1899-1971) . French anarchist active in the Proofreaders' 
Union in which he held office in the 40s, 50s and 60s. Author of A World History 

of Anarchy and driving force behind a number of French libertarian publica

tions. 

Makhno, Nestor (1889-1934) . Ukrainian anarchist revolutionary and guer

rilla leader. Leader of the "free soviet" peasant insurgents opposed to the Whites 
and to the Bolsheviks. Died in exile in Paris. 

Malate sta, Errico (1853-1932) . Italian anarchist and revolutionary. Early 
Internationalist and later anarcho-communist. 

Malato, Charles (1857-1938) . French anarchist son of a Communard father. 
Anarchist publicist. One of the signatories to the "Manifesto of the Sixteen" 
during the Great War. 

Malinovsky, Roman. Russian Bolshevik leader and Okhrana agent. In 1912 

Lenin elevated Malinovsky to the Bolshevik Central Committee. 

Malon, Benoit (1841-1893) . Nineteenth-century French socialist and Com
munard. Originally influenced by the libertarian school he later helped form 

the Possibilists. Espoused a non-sectarian, humanistic brand of socialism. 

Martin, Constant (1839-1906) . French Blanquist then anarchist involved in 
the Paris Commune. Collaborator with Pouget. 

Martin ,  Pierre. French anarchist teacher, one of a number of conscientious 
objectors who refused the call-up in 1939 and were imprisoned as a result. 

Marty. Andre (lRR&-1956) . French communist who came to fame as leader of the 

Black Sea mutineers in 1919. Inspector of the International Brigades during the Span

ish Civil War, he was a notorious Stalinist. Expelled from the French CP in 1953. 

Mauricius (Rene Hemme, aka Vandamme) . French individualist anarchist Made 
anti-war propaganda during the Great War and was later an enthusiast of what 

appeared to be the libertarian revolution in Russia in 1917. 

Mazzini, Giuseppe (1805-1872) . Italian patriot and founder of the Young 

Italy organization. Republican agitator and rebel, he was attacked by Bakunin 

as an authoritarian, a theologian and a conservative. Many of Mazzini's follow

ers went over to Bakunin and the International. 

Mera Sanz, Cipriano (1897-1975) . Anarcho-syndicalist bricklayer largely 

responsible for the CNT breakthrough in the Madrid region under the Repub

lic. Very successful military commander, he attained the rank of lieutenant colo
nel in charge of the Fourth Army Corps. In 1939 he destroyed the Commu
nists' attempt to mount a coup. 

Meric, Victor. French writer of libertarian, pacifist inclinations who devised 
the International League of Fighters Against War, founded in 1926. Helped en

courage the spread of War Resisters' International, founded in Holland in 1921 .  
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Merlino, Francesco Saverio (1856-1930) . Italian lawyer who joined the 
First International while very young. Acted as defense counsel to numerous 
anarchists including Malatesta. In 1889 he quit the anarchist movement and 

joined the Italian Socialist Party although he remained temperamentally an 
anarchist. In 1899 he launched the Rivista Critica del Socialismo in Rome. He 
was a very close friend to Malatesta and vehemently antifascist. 

Merrheim, Alphonse (1871-1925) . French revolutionary syndicalist leader. 
Alert to the necessity to educate the workers in economics. Led opposition to 

the Sacred Union in the Great War and participated in the Zimmerwaid Confer
ence. Anti-communist. 

Mett, Ida. Author of The Kronstadt Uprising (1938) and wife of Belgian anarcho
syndicalist Nicolas Lazarevitch. In 1928 she was deported from France for hold

ing meetings to expose conditions for the working class in the USSR, to the 

annoyance of French Communists. In 1931 visited Spain when the monarchy 
collapsed. 

Michel, Louise (1835-1905) . Initially a follower of Blanqui, she was an active 
participant in the Paris Commune and was deported to New Caledonia as a 

result. She became an anarchist on the long outward journey. Returned to France 
after the 1880 amnesty and became an anarchist propagandist. Helped sebastien 
Faure launch Le Libertaire. Died while on a lecture tour in 1905. 

Monatte, Pierre (1881-1960) . Dreyfusard socialist who quickly became an 

anarchist and syndicalist, helping Benoit Broutchoux to build up the miners' 

union in the Nord coalfields. Resigned from the French CGTS steering com
mission in 1914 in protest at its acquiescence in the Sacred Union policy. Helped 

launch the revolutionary CGW in 1921, but opposed the anarchist tendency. 
He was a communist presence in the CGTU and then was expelled from the 

French CP as a Trotskyist in 1924. Launched the revolutionary syndicalist 

newsaper La Revolution prozetarienne. 

Nacht, Siegfried. German anarchist who did much to publicize the potential 

of French syndicalist practices. 

Nettlau, Max (1865-1944) . Vienna-born enthusiast and historian of anarchist 
ideas and activities. Made well-documented examinations of the lives and 
thought of Bakunin, Elisee Reclus, Malatesta and other anarchist thinkers. 
Coming from a wealthy family, he was able to devote his time to painstaking 
research, but his circumstances were greatly reduced by inflation following 
the First World War. Although he carried on with his research, he had to earn 
a living now from his articles for newspapers and reviews. His major works are 
a three volume Mikhael Bakunin: A Biography (London 1896-1900) , A Bibliog

raphy 0/ Anarchy (Brussels 1897) , The Early Spring 0/ Anarchy (Berlin 1925) ,  
Anarchism,from Proudhon to Kropotkin (Berlin 1931) and Life o/Malatesta (1922) 
and Elisee Reclus (Berlin 1928) . 

Niel, Louis (1872-1952) . French anarchist and syndicalist who helped marry 
the Bourse du Travail and the CGT. Moved in the direction of cautious reform-
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ism, a matter of change of pace rather than of objectives. Later joined the French 
socialist party, the SFIO. Compositor and, initially, anarchist. He became a re
formist and replaced Griffuelhes in 1900 as secretary of the CGT. He was forced 
to resign on May 28, 1909, by the revolutionary syndicalist opposition. Became 
town clerk of Toulouse in 1935. 

Nieuwenhuis, Domela (1846-1909) . Former Protestant minister who be
came leader of Dutch social democrats and moved towards anarchism in the 
1880s. Especially active as an anti-militarist. 

Novomirsky (Kirilovsky) . Russian anarchist, one-time editor of Novy Mir. 
Active terrorist in 1905-1906, he became an opponent of terrorism and advo
cate of anarcho-syndicalist action. Later joined the Bolshevik party and became 
a Comintern official. 

Odeon, Pierre. French anarchist, friend of Louis Lecoin, refused the draft in 
1929. Later organized transport for aid shipments to Spain during the civil war. 

Orobon Fernandez, Valeriano (1901-1936) . Asturian anarchist whose pre
mature death robbed the CNT of a potential leader. Drafted the resolution on 
Federations of Industry at the CNT congress in 1919. Alert to the danger posed 
by fascism (after time spent working in Germany) he was especially vocal in 
calling for a Revolutionary Labor Alliance. Died of TB in June 1936. 

Paepe,  Cesar de (1841-1917) . Belgian Proudhonist then collectivist mem
ber of the First International. Active in the anti-authoritiarian International un
til 1877, then reverted to more conventional trade unionism. 

Paraf-J aval. French individualist anarchist and Freemason, associate of 
Albert Libertad. Opposed syndicalism and campaigned against militarism. Later 
fell into a feud with Libertad. 

Pdluulier, ternand (1867-1901) . At first a socialist and advocate of the 
general strike, Pelloutier became an anarchist in 1893, becoming treasurer and 
then secretary of the Federation of Bourses du Travail by 1895. Died of tuber
culosis at the age of 35. Regarded as the "father" of French revolutionary syn
dicalism. 

Perio, Juan (1887-1942) . Spanish anarcho-syndicalist. Signed the treintista 

manifesto protesting FA! interference in CNT business. Represented the CNT 
in the Caballero government in 1936. Handed over to Francoists after the fall of 
France and executed for refusal to cooperate with Falangist national syndical
ism. 

Pierrot, Marc (1871-1950) . Associated with the Temps nouveaux circle prior 
to the Great War. Signed the pro-Entente Manifesto of the Sixteen in 1916. Edi
tor and leading light of the Plus Loin anarchist review after 1922. 

Pini, Vittorio. Italian anarchist illegalist in France in the nineteenth century. 
He funded movement activity and propaganda with the proceeds of his crimi
nal activities. Convicted in 1889 and sentenced to 20 years hard labor. 
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Pouget, Emile (1860-1931) . French anarchist and syndicalist helped form 
Textile Workers' Union. Publisher renowned for his satirical newspaper Le Pere 

Peinard. Fled to England in 1894 to escape an anti-anarchist crackdown, re
turning to France in 1895. Turned towards syndicalism, running the CGTs 
official mouthpiece La Vou du Peuple and rising to deputy secretary of the 
CGT. Withdrew from militant activity after 1908. 

Prieto, Horacio Martinez (1902-19??) . Spanish anarcho-syndicalist, former 
"pure anarchist" who came to prominence with the Spanish Republic. General 
secretary of the CNT for a time in 1936. Negotiated the CNTs incorporation 
into the Caballero government. 

Prudhommeaux, Andre (1902-1968) . French agronomist and anarchist, 
worked closely with Voline. Publisher of Te"e Libre (1937-1939) and during 
the Spanish Civil War published L'Espagne Nouvelle. Active in the French anar
chist movement, favoring a " spontaneist" approach on which Marxists and an
archists could agree. 

Ramus, Pierre (1882-1942) . Real name Rudolf Grossman. Began his politi
cal career writing for the German Social Democratic newspaper in New York. 
Soon disagreed with social democratic thinking and methods and became an 
anarchist. Became involved with the labor movement in Austria. Moved to Lon
don in 1933. Later he focused on the spreading of anti-militarist and Tolstoyan 
ideas. Interned at the start of World Wat II. Died in August 1942 on board a 
ship bound for Mexico. 

Ratchkovsky, Piotr. Russian Okhrana operative who destroyed the last emigre 
press of the "People's Will" group in Geneva in 1886. His sensational "discov
ery" of Russian revolutionaries with bombs in Paris in 1890 helped reduce 
French sympathy for Russian revolutionaries. 

Ravachol or Franc;ois Koeningstein (1895-1892) . Socialist, then anarchist. 
Joined the ranks of believers in "propaganda by deed." Carried out a number of 
outrageous acts (including killing an old man for his savings) . Guillotined in 
1892. 

Reclus, Elie (1827-1904) . Brother of Elisee Reclus. Supporter of the Paris 
Commune and anarchist. 

Reclus, Elisee (1830-1905) . French geographer and anarchist theoretician. 
Obliged to leave France after his opposition to the coup of December 2, 1851, 

he toured Europe and America. On his return (1857) he embarked upon geo
graphical research, traveling through Italy, Sicily, Spain, etc., and published 
The Earth: A Description o/the Phenomena o/the Life o/the World (1867-1868) . 
A member of the First International, he was involved in publication of Le eri du 

peuple (1869) . In 1871 he was sentenced to be deported to New Caledonia as a 
member of the Paris Commune, but sentence was commuted to 10 years ban
ishment. Settling in Switzerland, Reclus collaborated with Le Revolte and man
aged the newspaper L'Etendard revolutionnaire (1882) and edited the Univer
sal Geography which earned him a position at the free university in Brussels. 
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He was a tireless traveler and published his anarchist book Evolution, Revolu

tion and the Anarchist Ideal (1898) and, in conduction with his brother Onesime, 
geographical studies on Southern Africa (1901) and China The Middle Empire 

(1902) . 

Reclus,  Paul (1858-1941) . Nephew of Elisee Reclus. At one time, editor of 
La Revolte. Worked for a time in Edinburgh and helped his uncle with his geo
graphical writings. 

Robin , Paul (1837-1912) . French anarchist educationist. Briefly in 1870 a 
member of the First International's General Council - proposed by Karl Marx 
- but dropped once his libertarian beliefs became known. Director of the 
Cempuis orphanage and advocate of "integral education." 

Rocker, Rudolf (1873-1958) . German-born anarchist introduced to anarchism 
by Johann Most. In 1892 he was deported from Germany for "written propa
ganda," moving to Paris before deportation to London. Active from 1893 on in 
the Jewish libertarian workers' movement in London, editing its newspaper 
Frei Arbeiter Stimme. Opposed the 1914-1918 war before deportation to Ger
many in 1918. There he was deported again. Returned to Berlin when the Ger
man revolution erupted, only to be jailed by Noske. On his release he helped 
organize the German anarcho-syndicalists whose 1919 congress laid the foun
dations for the revival of the anarchist International Workers' Association (Ber
lin International) . Moved to the U.S. after the advent of Nazism. 

Rogdaev, Nikolai (?-1932) . Russian anarchist who became a commissar in 
the post-1917 soviet health service. He died in 1932 while in exile in Tashkent. 

Rosmer, Alfred (1877-1964) . French left-wing communist with syndicalist 
sympathies. Expelled from the French Communist Party in 1924, he became a 
Trotskyist and a close friend of Trotsky. 

Ruhle, Otto (1874-1943) . German Marxist schoolteacher and lecturer. Elected 
to the Reichstag as a Social Democrat in 1912. Joined with K liebknecht in voting 
against war credits in 1915. Left the party in 1916 and led the revolutionaries in 
Dresden in 1918. Advocated anti-parliamentary council communism. Helped launch 
the KAPD. Wrote ''The Revolution Is Not a Party Matter" and was expelled from 
the KAPD. Emigrated to Prague and thence to Mexico after 1933. Friend but not 
follower of Trotsky. 

Saint-Simon, Claude (1760-1825) . French utopian socialist and advocate of 
managerial socialism. 

Santillan, Diego Abad de (1898-) . Spanish anarchist active in the FORA in 
Argentina in the 1920s. Returned to Spain in the 1930s, becoming a force in anar
chist and CNT circles. One of the advocates of collaboration with other antifascists 
in Catalonia in 1936, he came to revise his opinion. 

Schapiro, Alexander (?-1946) . Active in Jewish anarchist circles in London at 
the turn of the century. Returned to Russia after the revolution, imprisoned and 
released on condition that he never return, following pressure on his behalf by French 
anarcho-syndicalists. Helped found and lead the IWMA (Berlin International) . 
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Serge, Victor. (pen name of Victor Kibaitchich) (1890-1947) . French individual

ist anarchist of Russian extraction who collaborated with the Bolsheviks before 

demurring at Stalinist excesses. Died in Mexico. 

Souchy, Augustin (1892-1984) . German anarchist active in the Berlin-based revo

lutionary syndicalist International founded in the 1920s and a specialist in revolu

tions from below through workers' control and collectivization. 

Steimer, Mollie (Pseudonym of Marthe Alperine) (1897-1980) . Ukrainian-born 

anarchist active in the Yiddish-language movement in the U.S. prior to WWl. De

ported to Russia in 1921 and expelled in 1923. Arrested and interned in France in 

1940 but escaped to Mexico. Partner of Senya Fleshin. 

Stirner, Max. (pen name of Kaspar Schmidt) (1806-1856) . German philosopher

anarchist, author of The Ego and His Own. 

Tchorbadjifeff, Nikolas (1900-1994) . Bulgarian anarchist who helped launch 

the Bulgarian Anarchist Federation in 1918. Involved in the abortive uprising there 

in 1923, later moving to Paris. Bulgarian representative in the Committee for Free 

Spain. Interned along with Arthur Koestler who mentions him in Scum of the Earth. 
Member of the French Resistance. One of the founders of Iztok, the Paris-based 

libertarian East European review. Returned to Bulgaria a month before his death 

there in 1994. 

Tikhomirov, Lev (1850-1922) . Russian revolutionary associated with the "Land 

and Liberty" and "People's Will" groups. 

Tolain, Henri-Louis (1828-1897) . Pioneer of the French labor movement and 

member of the First International. Became reformist and was expelled by the In

ternational for his hostility to the Commune in Paris. Later a senator. 

Turner, John (1864-1934) . Financial secretary of the Socialist League, 1886. 
Helped form the United Shop Assistants' Union in 1889 and was its president until 

1898. Worked with The Commonweal Group and the Freedom Group. He was the 

official publisher of Freedom from May 1895 until September 1897. Helped publish 

Voice of Labor in 1907. Helped re-launch Freedom in May 1930 after its predecessor 

had been wound up. 

Vaillant, Auguste (1861-1894) . French anarchist who threw a bomb into the 

Chamber of Deputies in 1893. Executed by guillotine. 

Vaillant, Edouard (1840-1915) . French socialist, Marxist, member of the First 

International and Communard. Leader of the Second International. 

Villain, Raoul. Right-wing youth who shot lean laures dead in 1914, holding him 

to blame for France's defenselessness in the face of German aggression. The courts 

treated Villain very leniently. 

Vivancos, Miguel Garcia (1895-1972) . Founding member of the Los Solidarios 
group in 1922. Driver to Garcia Oliver during the civil war. Served with the 

Aguiluchos column and was adjutant to lover. Gained renown as a naive painter 

after the Second World War. 
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Voline. (pen name of V sevolod M. Eichenbaum) (1882-1945) . Russian Social Revo

lutionary, then, from 1911,  anarchist. Involved in 1905 revolution. Managed the 

Russian anarcho-syndicalist paper Golas Truda. Later joined Makhno in the Ukraine. 

Differed with Makhno over the Arshinov Platform proposal. Opposed CNT-FAI 

entry into Spanish Republican government. Helped relaunch the French anarchist 

movement after World War II. 

Walter, Karl (1880-1965) . Started working with the Freedom Group in London in 

1904. In 1908, went to the United States where he wrote for Mother Earth. Wrote the 

Freedom Press-published report on the International Anarchist Congress in Amsterdam 

in 1907. Wrote sporadically for anarchist papers when he returned to England. 

Yudin. Russian anarchist: at the time of the Russian revolution he was a member 

of the united students. 

Yvetot, Georges (1868-1942) . French anarchist and revolutionary syndicalist 

specialising in anti-militarist action. His pacifist activity persisted into the Second 

World War. 

Zabrezhnev, Vladimir. Russian anarchist, attended the Amsterdam Congress 

in 1907. Later joined the Communist Party and the editorial staff of the Moscow 
Izvestia. 

Zhelyabov, Andrei (1850-1881) . Russian revolutionary, born a serf and later 

leader of the combat wing of the "People's Will" organization. Assassinated Tsar 

Alexander II in 1881. 

Zhitomirsky, David. Russian revolutionary and Okhrana spy. Close friend with 

Lenin in Paris after 1908. Remained friend of Lenin - despite warnings from Burtsev 

- until 1915. 

Zorkine, Paul (?-1962) . French anarchist involved with the magazine Noir 
et Rouge, the organ of the GAAR (Anarchist Revolutionary Action Groups) from 

1956 until his death in an accident in 1962. 
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KATE SHARPLEY LIBRARY 

Comrades and Friends -

No doubt some of you will be aware of the work of the Kate Sharpley library and 

Documentation Centre, which has been in existence for the last eight years. In 

1991 the Library was moved from a storage location in London to 

Northamptonshire, where we are now in the process of creating a database of the 

entire collection. At the same time, a working group has been formed to oversee 

the organisation and running of the Library. The catalogue of the Library material 

will be published by AK Press (Edinburgh) . 

The library is made up of private donations from comrades, deceased and liv

ing. It comprises several thousand pamphlets, books, newspapers, journals, 

posters, flyers, unpublished manuscripts, monographs, essays, etc . ,  in over 20 

languages, covering the history of our movement over the last century. It con

tains detailed reports from the IWA (AIT/IAA) ,  the Anarchist Federation of 

Britain (1945-50) , the Syndicalist Workers Federation (1950--1979) and records 

from the anarchist publishing houses, Cienfuegos Press, ASP and others. News

papers include near complete sets of Black Flag, Freedom, SPain and the World, 
Direct Actions (from 1945 onwards) , along with countless others dating back 

100 years. The Library also has a sizeable collection of libertarian socialist and 

council communist materials which we are keen to extend. 

The Kate Sharpley library is probably the largest collection of anarchist mate

rial in England. In order to extend and enhance the collection, we ask all anar

chist groups and publications worldwide to add our name to their mailing list. We 
also appeal to all comrades and friends to donate suitable material to the library. 

All donations are welcome and can be collected. The Kate Sharpley library (KSL) 

was named in honour of Kate Sharpley, a First World War anarchist and anti-war 

activist - one of the countless "unknown" members of our movement so ignored 

by "official historians" of anarchism. The library regularly publishes lost areas 

of anarchist history. 

Please contact us if you would like to use our facilities. To receive details of our 

publications, send a stamped addressed envelope to: 

KSL 

BM Hurricane 

London WCIN 3XX 

England 

K .S . L . 

Kate Sharpley library 

PMB #820 

2425 Channing Way 

Berkeley, CA 94704 

USA 

www.katesharpleyllbrary.org 
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Facing the Enemy: A Histor y of Anarchist 

Organization from Proudhon to May 1968 

$17.95/£12.00 

The finest single volume history of European Anarchism is finally available 

in English in Paul Sharkey's elegant trans lation . Drawing on decades of 

research, Alexandre Skirda traces anarchism as a major political movement 

and ideology across the 19th and 20th centuries. Critical and engaged, he 

offers biting and incisive portraits of the major thinkers, and more crucially, 

the organizations they inspired, influenced, came out of and were spurned 

by. Opinionated and witty, he is equally at home skewering the actions of 

the early anarchist Victor Serge as he is the Paris chief of police who 

organized undercover "anarchist bombers" in an a ttempt to inf iltrate and 

discredit the movement. 

Skirda argucs that thc core problem for anarchists has been to create 

a revo l utionary movement and envision a future society in which the 

autonomy of thc individual is not com promiscd by the need to take 

collective action. How anarchists have grappled with that question in 

theory and practice makc up the core of the book. 

Bakuninist secret societies; the Internationals and the clash with l\larx; the 

IIIcgal ists, bombers and assass ins ; the mass trade unions and insurrections; 

and, of course, the Russian and Spanish Revolutions are all d iscussed 

th rough the prism of working people battling fiercely for a new world free 

of the shackles of Capital and the State. 

Alexalldre SJ:irda, bOn! ill 1942 ofa {'j:miJ/iaJ/ father alld a RlIssialllllothn; 

is {/ tmllslator alld historiall of the Rllssiall ReDollltioll. Amongst his IlllIJlerOIlS 

eXf"ellellt '&.Clod'S, his edited f"olletliOIl (�f essays by Nestor JlaJ:hllo, The Strugglc 

Against the State and Other Essays, alld his semillal biography, Nestor 

l\lakhno: The Cossack of Anarchy are both pllblished by ilK Press. 

Palll Shad'ey has almost sillgk-h{lIIdedly made {lv{lilable a vast body of 11011-

Ellglish Irlllgllage {lI/(l/thisl '&.C'ritillgs. His IIllllle/VIlS trallslatiolls illt/llde the 

'If)Or/..,S of Dalliel Gllerill, l"lestor Mrli.'hllo, Jose Peimts, A litO II io Telkz, OS'i.:a/do 

Bayer alld lJliJ..'haiIIMh",ill. 
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